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SOUNDEXCHANGE'S NOTICE REGARDING AMENDMENT TO MOTION 70
REDACT PORTIONS OF INITIAL DETERMINATION

!

SoundExchange, Inc. ("SoundExchange") withdraws the following redactions requested

in its Motion to Redact Portions of the Initial Determination filed on December 23, 2015'.

'roposed

On pages 56 and 84 of the Initial Detenhirktidn, SoundBxchange withdraws'its
redactions of &Warner& and &Sony&.

On page 62, SoundExchange withdraws its proposed redaction of &to avoid any
price competition with the other labels And'to Prevent the on-demand services
&om attempting to steer users away from their repertoires.& and &effectively
prevent the services from favoring the artists or repertoires of one label over
another. These provisions apply variously to playlists, artist or album features,
content, home-page placements, advertisements, album
recommendations, and/or other ways the interactive serviced may promote
particular content to their users.&.

'ditorial

On page 70, SoundExchange withdraws its proposed redaction of &"[a]dsupported services have proven to primarily be additive and to be targeting a
different demographic than paid services."&.

On page 84, SoundExchange withdraws its proposed redaction of &substantially
in excess of the statutory license rate& and &substantially higher than the statutory

rates.&

'ttached hereto as Exhibit A (Restricted) is an amended redline version of the Initial
Determination reflecting SoundExchange's proposed redaetions reflecting the withdrawals
above. SoundExchange also attaches, as Exhibit B, for the convenience of the Judges,
an amended combined redacted version of the Initial Determmation.
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On page 95, SoundExchange withdraws its propos(',d redaction &it
of
has
contractually& and &contractual "steering connrntrnent"&.
On page 106, SoundExchange withdraws its proposed redaction
of &essentially
the same level of monetary consideration as the Majors.&
On page 1 1.3, SoundExchange withdraws its proposed redaction
of &(all
acknowledging on behalf of major record companies that antisteering
provisions
are commonly used in their agreements with the on-demand
services)&.

On page 118, SoundE'.xchange withdrgw's its Proposed redaction &"
of similarly
structured rleals"&.
On page 131 n,;151, SoundExchange kithIlraks its I)rolIosed
redaction of
&Bej;gars. Group '(whose offiIcer, Simon%heeler claimed the
Pandora/Merlin
wa's a fai1ure)' includ'mg XL .''Recordings,
Matador and Nation

'greement

Records&.

On page 134, Sound'Exchange withdraws its proposed redactions
of the heading
&Anti-Steeri'ng or MFN (:1'auses& and the text &commonly
include anti-steering or
MFN& and &comnrenly include.anti-steering or a MFN
clause that has the sameffect&.
On page 1'60, SoundExchange withdraws Its proposed r'edactions
of the
parentheticals &(acknowledging that any deal Merlin concludes
will be available
as ev;idence in (:RB hearings)& md &(5/14/14 e-mail
among Merlin executives)&.

On page 199, SoundExchange withdraws its proposed redactions
of the following
numbers and citations: &$ 0.002238. See ShaIIiro W])T at 35&, &$
&$ 0.0'02189 (i.e.,$ 0.002238/1..022)&, &$
0.602194&,

0.002238&,

$ 0.0022&, &$ 0.0003&,
&(i.e,, $ 0.0003/&, &in the Pandora/Merlin Agr'eenient&, '0.002238&,
&$ 0.0022&,
and &$ 0.0001&.
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UNITED STATES COPYRIGHT ROYALTY JUDGES
The Library of Congress

In re
DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY RATES AND
TERMS FOR EPHEMERAL RECORDING AND
WEBCASTING DIGITAL PERFORMANCE OF
SOUND RECORDINGS (Web IV)

Docket No. 14-CRB-0001-WR
(2016-2020)

DETERMINATION
The Copyright Royalty Judges (Judges) hereby issue their written determination of
royalty rates and terms to apply &om January 1, 2016, through December 31, 2020, to digital
performance of sound recordings over the Internet by nonexempt, noninteractive transmission
services and to the making of ephemeral recordings to facilitate those performances.
The rate for commercial subscription services in 2016 is $ 0.0022 per performance. The
rate for commercial nonsubscription services in 2016 is $ 0.0017 per performance. The rates for
the period 2017 through 2020 for both subscription and nonsubscription services. shall be
adjusted to reflect the increases or decreases, if any, in the general price level, as measured by
the Consumer Price Index applicable to that rate year, as set forth in the regulations adopted by
this determination.

The rates for noncommercial webcasters are: $ 500 annually for each station or channel
for all webcast transmissions totaling not more than 159,140 Aggregate Tuning Hours (ATH) in
a month, for each year in the rate term. In addition, if, in any month, a noncommercial webcaster
makes total transmissions in excess of 159,140 ATH on any individual channel or station, the
noncommercial webcaster shall pay per-performance royalty fees for the transmissions it makes
on that channel or station in excess of 159,140 ATH at the rate of $ 0.0017 per performance. The
rates for transmissions over 159,140 ATH per month for the period 2017 through 2020 shall be
adjusted to reflect the increases or decreases, if any, in the general price level, as measured by
the Consumer Price Index applicable to that rate year, as set forth in the regulations adopted by
this determination.
The Judges also determine herein details relating to the rates for each category of
webcasting service, such as minimum fee and admnustrative terms, in the following analysis.
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"Exhibit A"'o this determination contains the re+/to

Judges'etermination.

Jjr lan@age codifying the terms of the

I. Background

A. Purpose of the Proceeding

The licenses at issue in the captioned proceeding, viz'., licenses
for commercial and
noncommercial noninteractive webcasting, are cokptiisory. Title
17, united States Code
(Copyright Act or Act), establishes exclusive rights reserved to
copyright owners, including the
right to "perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of a
digital audio ~mission." See
U.S.C. $ 106(6). The digital performance right~ is )~ted,
h/wever, by section 114 of the Act,
which grants a statutory license for nonexempt noninteractiv'e
Internet transmissions of protected
works. 17U.S.C. f 114(d). Eligiblewebcasters areentitled
toperformsoundrecordings
without
an individual license from the copyright owner, provided
they pay the statutory royalty rates for
the performance of the sound recordings and for the
epheinegal Copy of the sound recording
necessary to transmit it. 17 U.S.C f$ 114(f) and 112(h). L,ic'ens'ee
0 ebcasters pay the royalties
to a Collective, which distributes the funds to
copyright owners., The statutory rates and terms
apply for a period of five years.
The Act requires that the Judges "shall establish rates'n)
te~) that most clearly
represent the rates and terms that would have been negotiated in'the
marketplace between a
willing buyer and a willing seller." 17 U.S.C.
g 114(f)(2)(B). The marketplace the Judges look
to is a hypothetical marketplace, &ee of the influenc 6f
cbmgulkory, st'atutory licenses. 8'eb II,
Fed Reg. 24084 24087 (May 1, 2007) The Judges 'shkll 6ase
their decision on economic,
competitive[,] and programtning information presented by the parties...." 17 U.S.C.
$$
114(f)(2)(B) and 112(e)(4) Id. (emphasis added). Within these categories,
the
shall account for (1) whether the Internet service substitutes
for or promotes the
owner's other streams of revenue from the sound
recording, and (2) the relative roles
and contributions of the copyright owner and the service,
including creative, technological, 'and
fmancial contributions, and risk assumption. Id. The Judges
rrray consider rates and terms of
comparable services and comparable circumstances under voluntary,
negotiated license
agreements. Id. The rates and terms established by'hh Ju'dgds "Shall
distinguish" among the
types of services and "shall include" a minimum fee for each
type of'ervice. Id. (emphasis
added).

'opyright
Judges'etermination

B. Procedural Posture

Following the timeline prescribed by the Act, t6e
Judges pub'lished notice of
of this proceeding in the Federal Register. 79 Fed. Reg. 412 (Jan.
3, 2014).

'ommencement

'he

Judges proposed to the parties a reorganization of the regulationS.
Clnly 'one. party's {Pandora's) propose'd
regulations followed the proposed new format. The other parties submitted
proposed new subparts for each type of
entity. One party (SoundExchange) specifically opposed the
amount of repetition in the regulations is not prejudicial to reorganization. The Judges find that reducing the
SoundExchange, and in the interests ot plain larrguage
have used the new format.
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Twenty-nine parties in interest filed petitions to participate in the proceeding. Ten of those
petitioners subsequently withdrew &om the proceeding, the Judges rejected the petitions of three
petitioners because the Judges determined they lacked the requisite substantial interest in the
proceeding, and the Judges dismissed the Petition to Participate of another party due to a
procedural default.
1. Negotiated Settlements

a. Educational Webcasters
The Judges published notice of the CBI-SoundExchange settlement in November 2014.
The Judges received approximately 60 comments in response to the Notice. The Judges
considered the comments, some of which supported and others of which opposed the proposed
settlement, and concluded that the CBI-SoundExchange agreement provides a reasonable basis to
adopt its proposed rates and terms. On September 28, 2015, the Judges published amended
regulations substantially in conformity with the proposal.

b. Public Broadcasters
The NPR-CPB settlement with SoundExchange proposed creation of a new Subpart D to
part 380 of the Regulations entitled Certain Transmissions by Public Broadcasting Entities. IBS
was the only commenting party. IBS made procedural and substantive objections to the
settlement. Notwithstanding, the Judges concluded that, as the proposed settlement would bind
only the "Covered Entities," i.e., NPR, American Public Media, Public Radio International, and

Contemporaneously, the Judges commenced a proceeding to establish rates and terms for ephemeral recording and
digital performance of sound recordings by "New Subscription Services" (NSS). See 79 Fed. Reg. 410 (Jan. 3,
2014). The NSS at issue in that companion proceeding were limited to NSS transmitting to residential subscribers
through a cable television provider. See 37 C.P.R. $ 383.2(h). That proceeding resolved by negotiated agreement
and the Judges published rates and terms for new subscription licensees at 80 Fed. Reg. 36927 (Jun. 29, 2015).
Settlement of the cable NSS did not have any effect on the Internet subscription services at issue iu this proceeding.
The 29 parties that filed Petitions to Participate were: 8tracks, Inc.; AccuRadio, LLC; Amazon.corn, Inc.; Apple
Inc.; Beats Music, LLC; Clear Channel (nka iHeartMedia, Inc.); CMN, Inc.; College Broadcasters, Inc. (CBI);
CustomChannels.net, LLC; Digital Media Association (DiMA); Digitally Imported, Inc.; Educational Media
Foundation; Peed Media, Inc.; Geo Music Group; Harvard Radio Broadcasting Inc. (WHIU3); idobi Network;
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, Inc. (IBS); Music Reports Inc.; National Association of Broadcasters (NAB);
National Music Publishers Association (NMPA); National Public Radio (NPR); National Religious Broadcasters
Noncommercial Music License Committee (NRBNMLC); Pandora Media Inc.; Rhapsody International, Inc.; Sirius
XM Radio Inc.; SomaFM.corn LLC; SoundExchange, Inc. (SX or SoundExchange); Spotify USA Inc.; and Triton
Digital, Inc.

The ten parties that withdrew their Petitions to Participate were: 8tracks, Inc.; Amazon.corn, Inc.; CMN, Inc.;
CustomChannels.net, LLC; Digitally Imported, Inc.; Feed Media, Inc.; idobi Network; Rhapsody International, Inc.;
SomaPM.corn LLC; and Spotify USA Inc. The three parties whose Petitions to Participate were dismissed for
lacking a substantial interest in the proceeding were: Music Reports Inc., NMPA, and Triton Digital. The Petition
to Participate of AccuRadio was dismissed by the Judges due to a procedural default. Although they did not
formally withdraw from the proceeding, Apple, Beats, and DiMA did not file Written Direct Statements and did not
participate in the hearing. Educational Media Foundation joined with NAB and appeared by and through NAB and
its counsel.
79 Fed. Reg. 65609 (Nov. 5, 2014).

80 Ped. Reg. 58201 (Sept. 28, 2015).
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Public Radio Exchange, and up to 530 Originating Public Radio Stations
as named
CPS,
adoption of the settlement would not preclude the Jud'ges'dp&te'consideration by
of
the concerns
of IBS, which is not one of the "Covered Entities" subject to the new
Subpart D.. On October 2,
2015, the Judges published the settlement, substantially as
proposed, as a final regulation.
2. The Current Proceeding to Adjudicate Rates and
Terms
The Act provides that the Judges shall make their determinations "on
the basis of a
written record, prior deteruunations and interpretations of the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal,
Librarian of Congress ..." and their own prior determinations to'he ex'tent
those determinations
are "not inconsistent with a decision of the Register of
Cdpyhghts...." 17 U.S.C. $ 803(a) I
Pursuant to 17 U.S.C. f 803(b), the Judges conduct a hearing to
create that "written record„" in
order to issue their determination as required by 17 U.S.C.
g f 801(b)(1) and 803(1).
To that end, non-settling parties appeared before the Judges for a
determination hearing.
At the hearing, SoundExchange, Inc. (SoundExchange), a member
organization comprised of
copyright owners and performing artists, and the designated Collective in this
proceeding,
George Johnson, dba GEO Music, represented the intbrekts tb f licensors.
Seven licensees
in the hearing.

'articipated
And'r.

The hearing commenced on April 27, 2015, and concluded on June
3, 2015. The parties
submitted proposed findings and conclusions (and responses
thereto) in writing, prior to their
closing arguments on July 21, 2015. During the hearing, the Jud'ges
heard oral testimony from
47 witnesses, some of them for both direct case and rebuttal
testimony. The witnesses included
16 qualified experts. The Judges admitted 660 exhibits
into evidence, consisting of over ld,odo
pages of documents, and also considered numerous illustrative and demonstrative
materials that
focused on aspects of the admitted evidence and the pdradtteJl
otal testimony.
II. Context of the Current Proceeding
A. Prior Rate Determinations
Congress created the exclusive sound recordings digi& p'erformance
copyright in 1995'.
See Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act of 1995,'.L.
No. 104-39, 109 Stat. 336
(Nov. 1, 1995). At the same time, Congress limited that performance
right by granting
noninteractive subscription services a statutory license to perform sound
recordings by digital
transmission. In 1998, Congress created the ephemeral recording license
and further
and limited the statutory license for digital performance of sound
recordings. See Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860
(Oct. 28, 1998) (DMCA).

'efined
'udio

"

80 Fed. Reg. 59588 (Oct. 2, 2015). In publishing both
negotiated settlem'en', the Judges
postponed
designation of a Collective until issuance of the current

the,

'ssociation

determinatIon.'Earvard

Radio Broadcasting, Inc. (WHRB). Entercollegiate Broadcasting'Sys}em, Inc'..
iEIeart Media.. Inc.. Nktiokal
of Broadcasters (also representing the interests of Edueatidnal 'Media
Foundation), National Religious:
Broadcasters Noncommercial Music Licensing Committee, Pandora
Media, Inc., and Sirius XM Radio, Inc.
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Web I

The Copyright Office commenced the first webcasting rate determination in November 1998.
The resulting rates, published in July 2002, covered a rate period from October 1998 through
December 2002. Interested parties negotiated rates and terms for 2003-2004, including for the
first time radio broadcasters with Internet simulcast service.'he published webcasting rate
determination confirmed that the willing buyer/willing seller standard in the Act is the
determining standard. The Librarian of Congress (Librarian) determined that rate-setters must
consider the promotion/substitution and relative contribution factors, although they must not
consider those factors determinative, nor are they to use those additional factors to adjust a rate
derived from the willing buyer/willing seller analysis. See 67 Fed, Reg. 45240, 45244 (July 8,
2002). This conclusion is part of the rate-setting precedent that instructs the Judges in the
current proceeding.
2. Web

II determination and appeals and Webcaster Settlement Acts

In November 2004, Congress passed the Copyright Royalty and Distribution Reform Act

of 2004 (Reform Act), which became effective in May 2005. The Reform Act established the

Copyright Royalty Judges as the institutional successor to the arbitration panel program managed
by the Copyright Office. The new statute continued the extant 2004 rates through 2005 to enable
the newly created Copyright Royalty Judges program to initiate rate proceedings. The new
statute also expanded the rate period to five years."

The Judges published the determination from their first webcasting rate proceeding,
covering the period 2006 to 2010, on May 1, 2007 (8'eb IJ). In 8'eb II, the Judges
differentiated the rate structure for commercial and noncommercial webcasters. They set
commercial webcasters'ates using a per-performance structure and set noncommercial
webcasters'ates as a flat fee up to a certain usage level, after which the commercial rates would
apply. See 72 Fed. Reg. 24084,24096,24097-98. Inaccordance withthestatute, the Judges
established a minimum fee of $ 500 for each channel or station in either category. The Judges did
not differentiate the minimum fee, as they based it upon the cost to SoundExchange, the
designated Collective, to administer the license. For noncommercial webcasters, the minimum
fee is the only royalty fee due, unless the webcaster exceeds established usage limits.

See 67 Fed. Reg. 45240 (Jul. 8, 2002); see also 67 Fed. Reg.78510 (allowing non-precedential, negotiated
modification of 1998-2002 rates and terms for "small webcasters" under the Small Webcaster Settlement Act of
2002).

'ee

68 Fed. Reg. 35008 (Jun. 11, 2003)(noncommercial webcasters'ates, effective 1998-2004); 37 Fed. Reg.
5693 (Feb. 6, 2004) (subscription and nonsubscription services'nd simulcasters'ates, effective 2003-04, and new
subscription services'ates, effective 1998-2004).

" Public Law 108-419, 118 Stat. 2341. In
2004, the Copyright Office initiated a proceeding to adjust rates and
terms for the Section 114 and 112 licenses for 2005-2006 under the CARP system. Congress terminated this
proceeding however, and directed that the rates and terms in effect on December 31, 2004 remain in effect at least
lor 200!. Sec 70 Fed. Reg. 7970 at n.2 (Feb. 16, 2005) and 70 Fed. Reg. 6736 (Feb. 8,2005).
72 Fed. Reg. 24084.
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Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, Inc. (IBS) appealed the amount of
the minimum fee
as it applied to noncommercial webcasters. The U.S. Circuit
Court for the D.C. Circuit
remanded the issue for furlher fact-finding.'he Judges received
further evidence and
to keep the minimum fee at $ 500 for all licensees. See 75 Fed.
Reg. 56873, 56874
2010). IBS again appealed to the D.C. Circuit,'halldngj|ng the
application of the minimum
fee to noncommercial educational webcasters. The court
stayed the second 8'eb II appeal
pending its resolution of a constitutional question iaisled
6y NS in relation to the Judges''eb III
determination. Ultimately, the court again remanded 8'ek Il to the Judges.'"
The Judges
a de novo review of the record and published trek dkterkun'ation
on the second
remand in 2014. See 79 Fed. Reg. 64669 (Oct. 31, 2014).
IBS moved to drop its third appeal of
8'eb II and the court dismissed it on September
11, 2015.
After the Library published the 8"eb II determination,'6ngi
esp passed the Webcaster
Settlement Act of 2008 (2008 WSA) and the Webcaster Settlem'ent
Act of 2009 (2009 WSA).
acts enabled webcasters to renegotiate rates and terms'or'
portion of the 8"eb II rate
period and set rates for the succeeding rate period (2011-201'5).
Enbties accounting for 95% of
the webcasting royalties paid to SoundExchange nhgoHathd petti'embntk
under'he 2008 WSA and
the 2009

'onducted
(Sept.'7,
ruled'on'emand

'hese
',

WSA.'.

Web XXX determination and appeals
On January 5, 2009, the Judges commenced a proceeding to
establish rates and terms for
webcasting for the period January 1, 2011, through December
31, 2015 (Web III).'any
webcasters had recently reached agreements with SoundExchange
pursuant to the
WSAs and did not participate in the Feb III proceeding.
Only three licensees did participa(e:

IBS.'BI's
'ollege
'nterested

Broadcasters, Inc. (CBI), Live365, Inc. (Live365), and
participation was limited to its defense of a proposed settlement it
negotiated ~with
SoundExchange. Under the CBVSoundExchange agreement, the
Judges were asked to adopt
that established a subcategory of noncommercial webcasters,
viz., noncommercial
educational webcasters (NEWs). The Judges did so an'd established
the minimum fee for the
educational category at the same level as every other category of
webcasting service, i.e., $
year for each station or channel, applicable to the flat f'ee f'or
usage., See Digital Performance
Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, 76 Fed.
Reg.13026 (March 9, 2011)

'egulations

500'er

'nterco/legiare Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board, 574 F.)d
f48, 771 (D.C. Cir. 2009).

'"

Intercollegiate Broadcasting Sys., Inc., v. Copyright Royalty Board,
No. 10-1314 (D.C. Cir. Sept. 30, 2013) (order
granting joint motion for vacatur and remand).

'ntercollegiate Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board No. 14'-1262 (p.C.'ir'.
Sept. 1'1, 2015) (order
granting joint motion to dismiss appeal).

'9
'4

'"

Fed. Reg. 23102 at n. 5 (Apr. 25, 201 4).
Fed. Reg. 318 (Jan. 5, 2009).

As part of the If'eb III determination, the Judges confirmed their.
commercial broadcasters (simulcasters) proposed in a settlement adoption nf agreed rates and terms for
agreemerit between SoundExchange and NAB. 76
Fed. Reg. at 13027.
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(Web III). Recognizing the operational constraints on educational webcasters, the Judges also

adopted less burdensome usage reporting standards for the category. Educational webcasters not
exceeding 159,140 Aggregate Tuning Hours (ATH) of webcasting per month could opt for
sample reporting in lieu of census reporting of each sound recording performance. Educational
webcasters not exceeding 55,000 ATH could forego reporting usage at all by paying a $ 100
proxy fee to defray the cost to SoundExchange of developing proxy usage data.

For the commercial webcaster rates, SoundExchange and Live365 each proposed a perperformance rate structure. Live365 attempted to reach a per-performarice rate by way of a
revenue analysis, factoring in the webcasting services'osts and a presumed 20/0 profit, and
applying the remainder of revenue to royalties. SoundExchange approached the calculation by
analyzing comparable market "benchmark" agreements, with adjustments as necessary to
account for differences in the services. SoundExchange relied on interactive services rate
agreements.
The Web III Judges rejected the Live365 attempt to base rates on a service's ability to
pay. Instead, the Judges derived the commercial webcasting rate in Web III from a review of
market benchmarks presented by SoundExchange. SoundExchange provided only interactive
services'icenses as benchmarks. The Judges adjusted those benchmarks to account for
significant functional differences between interactive services and noninteractive services subject
to the statutory rates and terms,
IBS appealed the 8'eb III determination.'he D.C. Circuit agreed with the IBS
argument that the Librarian's appointment of the Judges under the Reform Act violated the
Appointments Clause of the Constitution. The D,C. Circuit severed that portion of the Reform
Act that limited the Librarian's ability to remove Judges, remanding the substantive merits of the
determination for decision by a validly appointed panel of Judges. The Librarian appointed the
current Judges and they issued a determination on remand in April 2014. In their Web III
Remand, the Judges relied upon the rates set forth in the WSA agreements between
SoundExchange and the NAB and between SoundExchange and Sirius XM, and, to a lesser
extent, SoundExchange's benchmark analysis of various interactive agreements. Id.

'.

IBS appealed the Judges'emand determination on May 2, 2014. The D,C. Circuit
affirmed the determination on August 11, 2015.

Web IV

When the Judges commenced the present proceeding (Web IV) in January 2014, they
invited all potentially affected entities to consider in the presentation of their respective cases: (1)
the pros and cons of revenue-based rates, (2) the existence or propriety of price differentiation in

'ntercollegiate Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Bd., 684 F.3d 1332 (2012). SoundExchange and CBI

intervened.

'ee Detern(i nntion ofRoyalty Rates for Digital Perfonnance Right in So(r»d Recordings and Fphem eral
2, 014) (tP'I lII Rc mcn(d).
'ee Intercollegiate Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Bd., Case No. 14-1098 (Aug. 11, 2015).

+(&

R cordi»(;.r, 79 Fed. Reg. 23102 (Apr.
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'arginal

a market in which the product (digital sound recordings) can'e
'reproduced at a near-zero
cost, and (3) economic variations among buyers and sellers in the
relevant market.
The parties addressed many of these issues in their filings
(including their rate proposals) and in
testimony provided during the proceeding.

III. Judges'esolution of General Issues
A. Rate differentiation
1.

Majors vs. Indies

'ebcasting
'eaningful

In the evidence presented during the hearing, the Service's estab1ished
a potentially
dichotomy between rates they pay to Major Labels and those
they
pay to independent
record companies (Indies). Put simply in the marketplace, Services
have agreed to pay higher
royalty rates to Majors than to Indies.
The Act provides that the Judges must differentiate rates based
upon differences in the
services, but is less clear on whether thb Jiddghs may'also establish
differential rates
based on differences among copyright owners as revealed
by the evidence. To gain clarity on
the latter issue, the Judges referred to the Register of
Copyrights the novel question whether the
Copyright Act permits the Judges to differentiate based on types of
licensors. After careful
review, the Register concluded that the Judges'uestion "d[id]
not meet the statutory criteria for
referral," and declined to answer it. Memorandum Opinion
on Novel Question ofLaw, at 7 (Nov.
24, 2015) (Register's Opinion) .
Citing the fact that no party in the proceeding had proposed a rate
structure th'at
among licensors, the Register found that "such a structure was not
understood to
be a subject of litigation." Id. at 8-9. Consequently', th'e Register'ound'hat
the
issue
was not
"presented" in the proceeding as required by the "novel question"
provision in 17 U.S.C. $
802(f)(1)(B). Id. at 7. The Register's Opinion appears to be premised, in
part, on an
interpretation of the D.C. Circuit's decisions in Settling Devotional
Claimants v. Copyright
Bd., 797 F.3d 1106 (D.C. Cir. 2015), and Idterhollegr ate Brdad.
Sys. v'. Copyright
Royalty Bd., 574 F.3d 748 (D.C. Cir. 2009). See Register 's
Ojinion, at 9. The Register appears
to interpret those cases as barring the Judges &om
relying on theories "first presented in the
Judges'etermination and not advanced by any participanf." Id.
Section 802(f)(1)(B) provides that the Register'5
decision of a novel question is
binding on the Judges. Because the Register has declined to decide
the question that the Judges
referred to her in the current proceeding, however, ther's 'no
dedisidn that binds the Judges on
this issue. Moreover, to the extent that the Register's Opiriion
rests an an interpretation of the
D.C. Circuit's application of traditional standards of acBninistr'ative
law to particular facts, that

'ifferentiated

'oyalty
~el)

See 79 Fed. Reg. 412 l'Jan. 3, 2014).

'his point is exemplified by the dift'erent effective rates in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement

Agreement, discussed infra.

and the iHeaitAVarner
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interpretation does not constitute a resolution of a "novel question concerning an interpretation
of... provisions of'itle 17 that would bind the Judges.

Nevertheless, the Judges acknowledge that interpretation of the evidence out of context
and without adequate input of the parties would be capricious. Moreover, reopening the
proceeding at this juncture, long after the closing of the record pursuant to 37 C.F.R. $ 351.12,
for further evidence and argument on this issue would be improper. The Judges, therefore, do
not resolve the legal issue they referred to the Register and do not set rates in this proceeding that
distinguish among classes of copyright owners.
2. Commercial Webcasters vs. Noncommercial Webcasters

In accordance with the statutory direction to "distinguish among the different types of
eligible nonsubscription transmission services," 17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(A), the Judges (and the
Librarian of Congress before them) have recognized noncommercial webcasters as a separate
rate category from commercial webcasters in prior proceedings, " The Judges deemed different
(and lower) rates for noncommercial webcasters to be appropriate because "certain
'noncommercial'ebcasters may constitute a distinct segment of the noninteractive webcasting
market that in a willing buyer/willing seller hypothetical marketplace would produce different,
lower rates than we have determined ... for Commercial Webcasters." 8'eb II Original
Determination, 72 Fed, Reg. at 24097,

The record in the instant proceeding demonstrates some of the reasons why, in a
hypothetical marketplace, a noncommercial webcaster's willingness to pay for sound recordings
would be lower than a commercial webcaster's willingness to pay. For example„a
noncommercial religious broadcaster that streams a simulcast of its broadcasts is prohibited
under FCC regulations from selling advertising. NRBNMLC Ex. 7000 $ 18 (Emert WDT).
Increased Internet performances are thus unlikely to lead to increased revenue, even as they
result in an increased royalty burden. See 5/21/15/15 Tr. at 5270 (Henes).

"
24
See Determination ofReasonable Rates and Terms for the Digital Performance of Sound Recordings and
Ephenteral Recordings, 67 Fed Reg. 45240, 45258-59 (July 8, 2002) (Web I); Digital Perfonnance Right in Sound
Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, 72 Fed. Reg. 24084, 24097 (May 1, 2007) (Web II Original Determination);
Determination ofRoyalty Rates for Digital Petformance Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, 79
Fed. Reg. 23102, 23122 (April 25, 2014) (8'eb III Remand).
The NRBNIvKC also highlights a number of differences between broadcasters and other "pure play" webcasters.
See, e.g., NRBNMLC PFF, at $ 33. No party has proposed noncommercial broadcasters as a rate category separate
from other noncommercial webcasters, and the record does not provide the Judges a sufficient basis to establish
separate rates for those separate categories. Consequently, the differences that the NRBNMLG highlights are
irrelevant.

As discussed above, SoundExchange and two groups of noncommercial webcasters — CBI and NPR/CPB—
submitted settlement agreements covering certain noncommercial webcasters that establish separate, lower effective
royalty rates for some noncommercial webcasters. The Judges adopted these agreements. 80 Fed. Reg. 58201
(Sept. 28, 201&): 80 Fed. Reg. 59588 (Oct. 2, 2015). These agreements demonstrate that willing sellers are prepared
to accept royalty rates for at least some noncommercial webcasters that are different and lower than commercial
webcasting rates.
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Indeed, the NKBNMLC and SoimdExchange 'both proposed that the Judges
adopt a
different rate structure for noncommercial webcasters than for commercial
webcasters, which
suggests to the Judges that there is continued support in the marketplace for a different
rate
structure for commercial and nonconmiercial webcasters.
Therefore, for all of the foregoing reasons, and in accordance with. the Judges'easoning
from Web II and 8'eb III, the Judges adopt a separate rate structure for
noncommercial
webcasters than the one applicable to commercial webca."&terms.
3. Simulcasters vs,. Other Commercial Webcas1lers

The NAB participated in this proceeding on bt',haIf of its member terrestrial radio
stations
that simulcast over-the-air broadcasts on the Internet. iHkartMedia'(iHeart)
also owns and
operates terrestrial broadcasting stations that simulcast, i'hole! or in large
part, their ovei'-thi:air programming. In this proceeding, the Judges focus solely on the Internet
transmi.ssions of
these broadcasters.
The NAB argues that simulcasting is different from other forms of commerciial
webcasting. Given these purported differences., the NAB'adh'locates for a separate
(lower) rate
for simulcasters than for other commercial webcasters. The NAB avers that
simulcasting
constitutes a distinct submarket in which buyers and sellers would be willing to
agree to
rates than their counterparts in the commercial webcasting market. See NAB&
Proposed
Rates and Terms, at 2 (definition of eligible transmission) (Oct. '7, 2014). No
other party's rate
proposal treats simulcasting differently from other commercial webcasting.
As the proponent of a rate structure that treats ."&imtilcltsters a's a'separate
class of
webcasters, the NAB bears the burden. of demonstrating not only that siimulcasting
differs from
other forms of commercial webcasting, but also that it differs in ways that would
cause
and willing sellers to agree to a lower royalty rate in the hypothetical
market. As
discussed below, based on the record in the current proceeding, the Judges do
not believe tIiat 'the
satisfied that burden. Therefore, the Judges do not aldogt a differs!nt rate structure
for
simulcasters than that which applies to other commerc:ial webcasters.
a. History

lowex'oyalty

'AB
wil/in'uyers

No prior rate determination has treated simulcasters diifferently from other
webcasters. 'In
Web I, the Librarian, at the recommendation of the
Regis'.r, i'ejebteA a CARP report that set a
separate rate for retransmission of radio broadcasts by 'a th'irdtpa+ distributor, and
adopted. a
single rate for commercial webcasters. 67 Fed..Reg. at! 45252,.
In 8'eb II, the Judges rejected lbroadcasters'rguments that rates for simulcasting sh'oui'd
be different from (and lower than) royalty rates:for other commercial webcasters.

The librarian also rejected arguments tlhat broadcasters who strl:am'their ov:n r&1dio'broadcasts
should be treated
differently from third parties who stream the same broadcasts. Id. at 45254.
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The record before us fails to persuade us that these simulcasters operate in a
submarket separate from and noncompetitive with other commercial webcasters.
Indeed, there is substantial evidence to the contrary in the record indicating that
commercial webcasters ... and simulcasters ... regard each other as competitors
in the marketplace.

Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, 72 Fed. Reg.
24084, 24095 (May 1, 2007), off'd in relevant part sub nom. Intercollegiate Broad. Sys. v.

Copyright Royalty Bd., 571 F.3d 69 (D.C. Cir. 2009) ()Feb II}.
The NAB reached a WSA settlement with SoundExchange prior to the conclusion of Web
III covering the remainder of the 8'eb II rate period and all of the Web III rate period. At the
request of the NAB and SoundExchange, the Judges adopted the settlement as statutory rates and
terms binding on all simulcasting broadcasters. See 75 Fed. Reg. 16377 (April 1, 2010).
Consequently, simulcasters did not participate in the Web III proceeding, in which the Judges
determined rates for "all other commercial webcasters." Although the Judges did not determine
separate rates for simulcasters in Web III, because the Judges adopted the NAB settlement,
simulcasting broadcasters currently pay different rates than webcasters that operate under the
rates determined by the Judges.
b. Comparable Agreements

In the current proceeding, the NAB presented no benchmarks in support of its rate
proposal, opting instead for an alternative economic analysis. The NAB does not, therefore,
direct the Judges to any marketplace benchmarks to demonstrate different prevailing
royalty
rates for simulcasters than for other webcasters.
The only agreements in the record that relate specifically to simulcasting are the NAB
WSA settlement agreement and the 26 direct licenses between iHeartMedia and independent
record labels (the iHeart/Indie Agreements). The NAB settlement (which the NAB repudiates as
a benchmark) does not support the NAB proposal. The average of the settlement rates over the
8'eb III rate period is precisely the same as the average of the rates that the Judges determined
for all other commercial webcasters in Web III.
2015 rate of $ 0.0025 per performance is
five times the rate that the NAB proposes for the 2016-2020 rate period ($ 0.0005).

'he

38

The NAB Settlement rates rose from $ 0.0017 per performance in 2011 to $ 0.0025 in 2015.
37 C.I .R. tJ 380.12(a).

Under the NAB settlement, participating simulcasters initially paid lower per-performance royalty rates than those
set by the Judges in Web III. In later years, however, the rates increased to levels that exceed those set
by the Judges
in 8'eb III. As a consequence, simulcasters currently pay a higher royalty rate than all other
commercial webcasters,
Since no party has asserted that simulcasters should pay a higher rate than other commercial webcasters,
the Judges
do not reach that issue at this time.

"

3!i
31

S!:

&

discussion hl/i.a, section IV.G.2.

In both cases the average per-performance royalty rate over the 2011-2015 period is $ 0.00214.
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'ecause

The Judges cannot corn ~are the iHeartl&die rates tlirhctl) to the NAB settlement ra:e
they do not employ a
.'%@cad those,agreements set
royalties at
. i&ee,
e.g., Ex. 3351, at 7-8 (Clear Channel-RPM Entertainment License Agreement). Without
additional data (e.g., iHeart's net simulcasting revenues dd 4e Lumber of simulcast
performances of recorded music), the Judges are unabl'e tP ccInvgrt
Moreover, there is insuf6I:i'lvidkncb ahd economic analysi's izl
the record for the Judges to determine whether the headline rate for simulcasting
m the
agreements fully accounts for the economic value of the licenses to the parties. The
Judges are unable to determine on this record whether br hot the iHdart-Indie agreements
support
the NAB proposal. Therefore, the Judges find that the'iHeart-Indie agreements do
not piovide
adequate evidentiary support for the NAB's proposed differential rate for simulcasters.

iHehrt-'ndie
c. NAB's Qualitative Arguments for a Separate Rate for Simulcasters

'usic
'illing

In lieu of quantitative benchmarks, the NAB offers several quahtative arguments
why
buyers and sellers would agree to lower simulcasting rates. Each argument proceeds
f'rom two basic premises: (1) the progrannning content'on 'a
simulcast stream is th'e same as
programming content on terrestrial radio; and (2) terrestrial radio is fundamentally different'rom
services.
i. FCC License and Public Interest Remix'em'ent

Radio broadcasters, which are licensed and regulated by the &CD, are legally required to
act in the public interest. See NAB Ex. 4001 $ 14 (Newberry %BT)'. B'y extension,
distinguishes simulcasters from other cominercial webcasters.
The NAB's witnesses testified persuasively that the public interest requirement is a
key
consideration for radio broadcasters as they conduct their business. See, e.g., 5/20/15/15 Tr. at
5075 (Newberry); Dimick WDT at $ 33. What is far less clear is the connection
between this
requirement and the NAB's proposal that simulcasters should pay lower royalty rates than other
commercial webcasters. The NAB did not present any persuasive evidence that the
public
requirement would in any way affect the royalty rates that willing buyers and sellers
would agree to in the hypothetical market. To the extent the NAB's argument is
that, as a matter
of public policy, radio broadcasters'ublic interest req&eIneIit jlstiTies lower'royalty rates for
simulcasting, that argument is without any basis in section 114.

this'equirement

'nterest
~

coxiiers'o

32

For examnle. the aereernents include navments that are charactejizei
See, e.g., IBM Sx. 533 ll, at t/. 5mce U.b. copyright iaw
exclusive right oi puniic pertormance ny means of terrestrial radio transmissions for sound
recordin z co»night
owners. the Jud res would need further evidence to determine whet her, as an ec onomic
matter.

" See. e.g., NAB Ex. 4002
$$ 4,
33

~~M~ IIs I
I

11, 30-40 (Dimick WDT); NAB Hx. 4009 "I
WRT); 5/26/15/15 Tr. 579899 (Dimick); 5/20/15/15 Tr. at 5076-78, 5104 (Newberry); NAB Ex. 4003 5"(Dirhick
13-,26,,29 (Knight WDT); NAB Ex.
$f(
4005 $ 14, 24-34 (Downs WDT); 5/21/15/15 Tr. at 5217-19
(Downs); NAB Ex. 4006 $$ 3, 9-19 (Koehn WDT).
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ii. Local Focus and Community Involvement
NAB witnesses testified that radio broadcasters'ocus on their local market both in their
terrestrial broadcasts and in their simulcast streams. They attribute this local focus to their legal
obligations under FCC regulations, 5/20/15/15 Tr. at 5075 (Newberry), to the needs of their
advertisers to reach customers proximate to their places of business, id. at 5077-78, and to their
desire to connect with their listeners and, presumably, build listener loyalty. Id. One aspect of
that local focus is involvement in, and reporting of, activities in the community. See, e.g.,
Knight WDT at $ 18; Dimick WDT at $ 33. The Judges find neither record evidence nor an
articulated rationale to support a lower royalty rate for simulcasters based on the purported local
focus of radio broadcasters. The Judges decline to infer such a rationale.

iii. On-air Personalities and other Non-music Content
The NAB stresses the role of on-air personalities, news, weather, and other non-music
content in cultivating the loyalty of radio listeners and distinguishing a radio station from its
competitors. Once again, the NAB ably demonstrated a distinction between simulcasting and
other webcasting, but failed to articulate why that distinction supports differential royalty rates
for simulcasters.
The NAB cites a survey conducted by Professor Hanssens that concluded that 12,2% of
the value that simulcast listeners derive from listening to music-formatted stations is attributable
to "hosts, DJs, and other on-air personalities." NAB Ex. 4012 62, App. 8 (Hanssens WRT);
g
NAB Ex. 4015 $ 67, Table 5 (Katz AWRT). The NAB presents no evidence, however, that the
on-air time consumed by on-air personalities exceeds, on a percentage basis, the value that
listeners attribute to them. By including non.-music content in their transmissions, simulcasters
reduce the number of performances of recorded music, thus reducing their royalty obligation
under a per-performance rate structure. The NAB failed to present any evidence that the value of
non-music content is not fully accounted for in this reduction of royalties. Absent such
evidence, the Judges find that the relative amount of non-music content.transmitted by
simulcasters versus the amount transmitted by other commercial webcasters does not support a
reduced royalty rate for simulcasters.

iv. Degree of Interactivity
The NAB argues that simulcasters should pay a lower royalty rate in recognition of the
fact that simulcast transmissions are the least interactive form of webcasting. The NAB contends
that three SoundExchange fact witnesses—Dennis Kooker, Raymond Hair, and Aaron
Harrison—conceded as much in their testimony and pretrial depositions. NAB PFF at
$$ 114118.

97 ere the Judges to adopt a percentage-of-revenue rale structure, an appropriate adjustment would be necessary to
reflect the lower percentage of recorded music as compared with an Internet music service. As the Judges do not
adopt a percentage-of-revenue rate structure in this proceeding, however, no adjustment is needed.
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(A) Kooker Testimony

'estified

Dennis Kooker, President, Global Digital Business at
Sony Music Entertainmeiit,
that

statutory licensees pay for their content at compulsory rates, and
as a consequence
exert downward pressure on privately negotiated ice's. C4e'of
the 'original
justifications for allowing statutory services to pay these lower
rates was that th8
offering under the statutory license would provide a user
experience similar to
terrestrial radio. Statutory services could offer channels
of particular musical
genres, but the programming would be selected by the service.
If listeners wantt!d
to select their programming, they would have to
for
it
pay
through directly
licensed services.

SX Ex. 12 at 15 (Kooker WDT). The NAB contends that "Mr.
Kooker recognized a dichotomy
between seivice-selected programnung, which is. eligible for
the lower statutory rate, and
listener-selected programming, which requires payment of a
higher,'directly licensed rate."
NAB PFF at/115.

'r.

Even accepting Mr. Kooker's testimony at face vaiue, it
is not a concession tha't
simulcasters should be charged lower rates than other
webcaster~. I) is plear iu context
that Mr. Kooker identi6es is that established in Iec6on
114 between interactive
services, which are directly licensed, and nonintexactiv'e
services, which are subject to the
statutory license that is the subject of this proceeding. Mr. Kooker'oes
not state that, among
statutory services, some should pay lower rates than others based
on how interactive they ar'.
Kooker's testimony does not support a conclusion that he
believes simulcasters should gay
lower rates than other wehcasters, much less
support rhe conc(union pat willing seHers would
accept a lower rate in the hypothetical marketplace.

that'the'dichotomy"
(B) Hair Testimony

In his hearing testimony, Raymond Hair, International
President of the
of Musicians, confirmed that he had previously expressed the
opinion that services
with greater "functionality" should pay higher rates than
services with less functionality. 4/29/1
Tr. at 806 (Hair). Mr. Hair's opinion is not authoritative'in
this'coritekt, however, because he
represents neither the buyer nor the seller in the hypothetical
transaction that he describes.

American'ederation

Mr. Kooker does not cite any evidence of legislative history
to support his cqnclusion that the similarity of
noninteractive webcasting to terrestrial radio was a "justification"
for a'liow'ing'statptory services to pay lower rates.
That statement is merely an expression of Mr. Kooker's
lay opinion.
Mr. Kooker then argues that that distinction is "rapidly disappearing"'n
the marketplace. Kooker WDT at 15.
The earlier statement was in comments Mr. Hair submitted
on behalf of the AFM to the Copyright Office in
connection with a study on music licensing issues. The comments
are not a pait of the record of this proceeding.
'" Mr. Hair's
view of what constitutes "functionality*'s not entirely
clears however, though it appears to includi'. the
ability. to "hear what I want to hear and hear it when I want
to hear it." 1d. at 809.
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(C) Harrison Testimony

The strongest evidence the NAB offers on this point is Aaron Harrison's testimony. Mr.
Harrison, Senior Vice President, Business and Legal Affairs of UMG Recordings, agreed with
the statement "the higher the level of interactivity, the higher the rate" because "higher levels of
interactivity are more substitutional than less on-demand." 4/30/15/15 Tr. at 1101 (Harrison).
Mr. Harrison also agreed that "simulcast is the least substitutional." Id.
As a record company executive, Mr. Harrison's testimony provides some evidence. that
record companies would be willing to accept lower royalties from services that are less
interactive, because those services are less likely to displace sales of sound recordings. The
probative value of his evidence in determining whether a differential rate is justified for
simulcasters is limited, however. First, Mr. Harrison was responding to a question posed in the
abstract, rather than identifying specific transactions that he had witnessed or in which he had
participated. Second, Mr. Harrison stated that he was aware of no empirical data on the subject,
and was merely testifying as to his "perception from being in the industry." Id, at 1102, In sum,
testimony regarding the perceptions of an industry participant carries considerably less weight
than actual examples of marketplace behavior. Nevertheless, Mr, Harrison's testimony carries
some weight that hypothetical sellers view the amount of interactivity that a service offers as a
relevant factor in assessing the royalty rate that service should be required to pay. As such, the
Judges consider it together with the other evidence relevant to the NAB's arguments,
Nevertheless, Mr, Harrison's testimony provides little suppoit for the NAB's assertion
that simulcasters generally should be entitled to pay lower royalty rates than other commercial
webcasters. While the NAB posits that simulcasting is less interactive than custom webcasting,
it has not established (or attempted to establish) that simulcasting as a rule is materially less
interactive than any other form of non-custom, noninteractive webcasting, all of winch would be
subject to the general commercial webcasting rates. The statutory license is available to services
that offer a continuum of features, including various levels of interactivity, which are offered in a
manner consistent with the license. On the record before them, the Judges find little support for
attempting to parse the levels of interactivity that the various statutory services offer to try to
cobble together a customized rate structure among categories of commercial webcasters based
solely on statutorily permissible levels of interactivity.
v. Promotional Effect

The record of this proceeding is replete with statements concerning the promotional value
of terrestrial radio play for introducing new artists and new songs to the public and stimulating
sales of sound recordings. See, e.g., Knight WDT ltd 30-31; Dimick WDT $ 43; IHM Ex. 3226 tt
7 (Poleman WDT); 4/28/15/15 Tr. at 386-87, 461-62 (Kooker). There appears to be consensus,
or near-consensus, on this point.
The consensus breaks down, however, when it comes to the promotional effect of
webcasting, including simulcasting. The NAB offers a somewhat tautological argument:
simulcasting is, by definition, simultaneous retransmission of the content of a terrestrial radio
broadcast over the Internet; it is, therefore, the same as radio; therefore, it must have the same
promotional impact as terrestrial radio. NAB PFF at ltd 107-113; see NAB Ex. 4000 at $ 83
(Katz WDT); Katz AWRT at $ 98; see also iHeartMedia PFF at gtt 123-124. SoundExchange
disputes this conclusion. See SoundExchange PFF at gtt 897-938.
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As SoundExchange points out, there are a nutnbh
of di'ffer'ences between terrestrial r'adit
and simulcasting. For example, terrestrial radio
broa'dcasts are (as the NAB stresses) locally-,
focused; simulcasts, by contrast, can be accessed
throughout the country or even overseas'. See
5/14/15/15 Tr. at 3909-10 (Peterson); 5/29/15/15
Tr. at 6556 (Kooker); Dimick WDT at
$
choices available to radio listeners are more limited
than those available to simulcast
listeners. See 5/7/15 Tr. at 2522-23 (Wilcox);
5/29/15/15 Tr. at 6556 (Kooker). Through
aggregation sites, such as iHeartRadio and TuneIn,
simulcasting offers listeners greater
functionality (e.g., the ability to search, pause, rewind
and record) than radio does. See 6/1/15
Tr. at 7075-77 (Burress); SX Ex. 27 at 5
(Kooker WRT); 5/26/15/15 Tr. at 5840-51 (Dimick).
These differences may affect listening habits in
a way that cUminishes the promotional
effect of simulcasting. This is supported
by uncontroverted evidence that radio advertisers are
generally unwilling to pay to promote their products and 'services
on simulcast streams, see
Downs WDT at $ 22; 5/21/15/15 Tr. at 5242-43
(Downs), and record companies, do,not view
simulcasting as having the same promotional
impact 6s terrestrial radio. See 6/1/15 Tr. at 7045,
7048, 7050 (Burress); Ex.3242, at 20, 33 (Walk
Deposition, at 75, 129). See also Blackburn
WRT at $ 42 ("neither interactive nor noninteractive
services have a statistically significant
promotional impact on users'ropensity to purchase
digital tracks") (Ex. 24).
In short, there is no empirical evidence in the
record that simulcasting is promotional to
the same degree as terrestrial radio, and the
narrative that the NAB puts forward &o support the
proposition that it is, is Qawed at best. The Judges need
not, however, decide that particul&
question in order to determine whether simulcasters
should receive a discounted rate. Whether or
not simulcasting is as promotional as terrestrial
radio simply is not the relevant question. The
relevant questions are (1) whether simulcasting is
more promotional than otherforms of
commercial webcasting and, if so, (2) whether such
heightened promotional impact justifie's a
rate for simulcasters. Assuming for the sake of
argument th'at a promotional impact
could justify a discounted royalty rate for simulcasters,
the NAB would be required to
demonstrate that such promotional effect is greater
for simulcasting than for other forms of
commercial webcasting to an extent that would
justify a lower rate for simulcasters. The
not done so.
'.

12.'he

'iscounted

NAB'as

The licensee services introduced two studies in
this proceeding to demonstrate
empirically that statutory webcasting is promotional.
Pandora presented a study by Dr. Stephen
McBride that examined the effect on sales of
particulat'lbums (in the case of new music) or
songs (in the case of catalog material) in particular
geographic regions if Pandora did not play
that music in that regiori. See generally McBride WD1"
(PAN Ex. 5020). fIeartMedia presented
study by Dr. Todd Kendall that examined the relation'ship
between music purchases made on

The NAB and iHeart repeatedly point to evidence
that record cojnpapy prorrjotional personnel thank
services for playing their artists'usic to
music
support the conclusion that such,"spans*'re promotional.
WDT 1] 25 5/1 3/I 5 Tr. at 3573 (Morris); 5!21/1
See, ag., Emert
5 Tr. at 5165 (Polemari); E'xs. 3241, 35&i9,
3643. The Judges do not tInd this argument
3570, 3576, 3575. 3576.
It is at least equally plausible that record
executives were merely displaying "commonpersuasive.
company
courtesy." 6/1/15 Tr.'t 7046-47 (Burress}.
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certain machines (PCs) and the amount of time that music was streamed on those same
machines. See generally Kendall WRT (IHM Ex. 3148).
Dr. McBride's study concluded that Pandora has a positive effect on music sales. See
McBride WDT at $ 49. As it was focused solely on the effect that Pandora, a custom radio
service, has on music sales, the McBride study reveals nothing about the relative promotional
value of performances by simulcasters as compared with other commercial webcasters.
Dr. Kendall's study compares the promotional effect of interactive and noninteractive
streaming services, finding that noninteractive services have a greater promotional effect. See
Kendall WRT at gtt 25-29. Again, however, this study fails to compare simulcasters with other
commercial webcasters. The noninteractive services that were included in Dr. Kendall's study
included both simulcast and non-simulcast webcasters. See IHM Ex. 3151 (Exhibit A to Kendall

WRT).
The Judges are well aware of SoundExchange's criticisms of these two studies.
However, for purposes of assessing the strength of the NAB's argument for a separate rate for
simulcasters, it suffices to note that these studies do not even purport to answer the central
question whether simulcasting has a greater promotional effect than other forms of commercial
webcasting. In conclusion, the record does not support a separate rate for simulcasters on the
basis of any purported promotional effect simulcasting may have.

vi. Additional Considerations Supporting the Same Rate for Simulcasters

and other Commercial Webcasters
(A) Competition with other commercial webcasters

Simulcasters and other commercial webcasters compete for listeners. The record shows
that Pandora, the largest commercial webcasting service, regards iHeartRadio, one of the largest
services that aggregates simulcast streams (as well as providing a custom streaming service), as a
competitor, and vice versa. See, e.g., SX Ex. 269, at 18 (including iHeart among Pandora
competitors); see generally Ex. 166 (including Pandora among iHeart competitors). Pandora
broadly includes other interactive and noninteractive streamin services, as well as terrestrial
radio, as its corn etitors. See Ex. 159, at 18-19.
. See, e.g., Exs. 373,
1028, 1189. The mutual competition between simulcasters and other commercial webcasters is a
strong indication that simulcasters and other commercial webcasters operate in the same, not
separate submarkets. See Web II, 17 Fed. Reg. at 24095.

(B) Proposed Definitions of simulcast

The NAB proposes to define "broadcast retransmissions" (the term used to denote
simulcasts in the Judges'egulations) as follows:

Broadcast Retransmissions means transmissions made by or on behalf of a
Broadcaster over the Internet, wireless data networks, or other similar
transmission facilities that are primarily retransmissions of teiTestrial over-the-air
broadcast programming transmitted by the Broadcaster through its AM or FM
radio station, including transmissions containing (1) substitute advertisements; (2)
other programming substituted for programming for which requisite licenses or
Determination of Rates and Terms
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clearances to transmit over the Internet, wireless data networks, or such other
transmission facilities have not been obtained, '(3) 'substituted progimruning that
does not contain Performances licensed under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) and 114, and; (4)
occasional substitution of other programming that'dot.'s itot Chaiige'the character
of the content of the transmission.
NAB Proposed Rates and Terms, at 2.

in'37'.F.R.
iHeartMedia proposes to amend the current defmition of "broadcast retransmission'~
$ 380.11 by adding:

[A] Broadcast Retransmission does not cease to be a Broadcast Retransmission
because the Broadcaster has replaced programming in its'etransmission of the
radio broadcast, so long as a majority of the programming in any given hour of
the radio broadcast has not been replaced.
iHeartMedia Proposed Rates and Terms, at 3

'.

Both proposed definitions would permit the substitution of substantial portions of the
content of a broadcast before retransmitting it over the Internet.
Even if tlute Judges were persuaded that simulcast streams bear unique
characteriutics that distinguish them &om other webcast sgeaIns
casts dohbt lon y'reirosai to grant
simuioasting tower rates than other commercial webcasters.

Conclusion Regarding Separate Rate for Simulcasters

Based on the record in the current proceeding, the Judges do not find that a separate rate
category for simulcasters is warranted. The NAB's arjhuntents i'. faVor'of a separ'ate'rat&
category for simulcasters lack support in the record, or'rd otherwise unpeisuasive. The bulk df
evidence in the record persuades the Judges thlat dimttic&teh and other commercia1
webcasters compete in the same submarket and therefore should 'be subject to the same rate.
Granting simulcasters differential royalty treatment would distort competition in this submarket,
promoting one business model at the expense of others'.

'elevant

8. Greater-of Rate Structure

In their notice commencing this proceeding, the Judges inquired about price
differentiation in the market and the desirability of using a percentage-of-revenue rate structure
in lieu of, or in addition to, the per-performance rate structure in use for the licenses at issue in
this proceeding. Perhaps in response to this solicitatioh of cohurlent, SoundExchange and
Pandora each proposed different greater-of rate structures employing a per-play rate and a
percentage-of-revenue rate. Nevertheless, all of the Services apart &om Pandora oppose
adoption of this two-prong approach. As discussed below, after careful consideration of all. rate
structure proposals presented in the proceeding, the Judges find that'a g'reafer of rate structure is
not warranted in the current rate period.
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1. SoundKxchange's

Support for a Greater-of Rate Structure

In support of its proposed greater-of rate structure, SoundExchange makes the following
arguments.
~

~

~

~

According to Dr. Daniel Rubinfeld and Dr. Thomas Lys (two SoundExchange
economic expert witness), willing buyers and willing sellers have demonstrated a
"revealed preference" for a greater-of rate structure, as evidenced by the adoption of
such rates in the market." For example, many agreements that allow for more "leanforward" functionality contain a two-pronged per-play and revenue percentage
structure like the one SoundExchange proposes. '
A greater-of structure provides positive economic efficiencies that benefit licensees as
well as licensors. 5/5/15 Tr. 1756-58 (Rubinfeld).
In particular, the greater-of structure provides reasonable compensation to the record
companies because: (1) the per-play prong provides a guaranteed revenue stream,
especially against the vicissitudes of consumer demand; and (2) the percentage-ofrevenue prong allows record companies to share in any substantial returns generated
by a Service. Rubinfeld CWDT at $$ 96; 100.
The greater-of structure benefits the Services because the presence of the percentageof-revenue prong, on the upside, allows for a lower per-play rate than would exist if a
single-prong, per-play rate were established, and a lower per- play rate would
encourage entry into the market by new services. Rubinfeld CWDT at $ 95.
The greater-of structure would enable a beneficial form of price discrimination. All
else being equal, services facing relatively low price elasticities (facing more inelastic
demand) would be more likely to charge higher prices, earn greater revenues and thus
trigger the percentage-of-revenue prong. Conversely, services facing relatively high
price elasticities (facing more elastic demand) would be more likely to charge lower
prices, generate lower revenues and therefore pay royalties on the per-play basis.
Rubinfeld CWDT at $ 112.

g

SX Ex.17 at $ 94 (Rubinfeld CWDT); SX Ex. 14 at 25-32 (I.ys WDT) (94% of 62 label-service pairings adopt
a greater-of structure). The majority (50% to 60%) of the purely interactive agreements that contain a greater-of
structure utilize the same two prongs that SoundExchange proposes—a per-play rate and a percentage-of-revenue
rate. Rubinfeld CWDT at $ 206; SX Ex. 63 (App. la).
41

"

SoundExchange proposed a "55% of revenue" rate as the second prong of its proposed greater-of rate structure
based on Rubinfeld's survey of the revenue percentage shares contained in his interactive benchmark agreements,
which identified a range between 50% and 60% of the services'evenues, with the majority falling between 55%
and 60%. Rubinfeld CWDT at $ 206; SX Ex. 63, App. la (Rubinfeld CWDT App. la). The following
noninteractive services and/or nonsubscription services also have percentage-of-revenue prongs that approximate the
55% rate SoundExchange has proposed:
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'arket
'nd
2. The Services'pposition to a Greater-of Rate Structure

The Services that oppose the greater-of structure in principle
argue that such a structure
allocates all of the downside risk to the Services alonh, vtlhilb aliocatin'g
to the record companies
share of potential upside benefits. See, e.g., Katk A%RT kt ~140.
Such misallocation of risk
$
reward, according to the opposing Services, not only'njustifiably allows
the record
companies to Bee-ride on a service's economic success, but also
ignores the services'ownside
risk that they will fail to execute their respective business models and
go out of business. See,
e.gi IHM Ex. 3216 $ 19-26 (Pakman WDT); Katz AWRT at 149.
$
A further economic deficiency in this two-prong approach, according
to the opposing
Services, is that it utilizes a percentage of revenue father IdtaIt a
erheniage ofprofits
$
investment that raises revenues by less than the cost of th'e iilyes,tmbnt
would 'reduce profits, yet,
under a percentage-of-revenue prong, royalty
would
rise.
In
such a scenario, the
"upside" &om increases in revenues would notpayments
nec'essarily translate int'o an increase in profits.
See Katz AWRT at $ 150.
contradicting
According to the opposing S ervices, forty-two percent of the Majors'ontracts
examined
by Dr. Rubinfeld do not contain a per-play prong,
SoundExchange's claim that tIie
has demonstrated a consistent "revealed preference" for a greater-of
approach. Katz
AWRT at $ 143. According to these Services, all but bne'f the'62
"label-service pairings"
identified by Dr. Lys related to interactive services,'htreSy
corItradicting
SoundExchange's claim of a revealed marketplace prdferhnch fok a
@easter'frate structure.
5/4/15 Tr. 1474-75 (Lys).
»

'

An.

~er

~

agreements with UniversaI, WluneI; dd Sony for
Setvice,
which purportedly does not have on-demand functionality, has a
greater-of structure wIth
—
percentage-of-revenue shares of between
paid by the labels.
~
—
agreements with Universal, Solny, Imd lWatjner )or
streanung
service, which allegedly does not have Ion-flem&d ~ctionality, has a
greater-of structure
with a pro-rata share
of
premium net revenue.
free radio service has a percentage-of-revenue nronu in its agreement
for a pro-rata uavment of,
of revenue. See SX Ex. 80, SNDEX 0024312
g
20130101 at, Slhiu~0024322 t
ement). SoundExchanue achtowledaes that severat otner agreements
contain a percentage-oi-revenue prong of
More particularly, the
agreements with
have a greater-of comper. sati &n
ormula that includes a )rowrataI
snare ot ad revenues for
. SX Ex. 2070 at sectio: I(&),
I [
»i; ~w Ex. 2071 at section 1(dl.
D. ~
). 'Also. the

=

of~

with+

~

I

(

&

'alue
'pplied

alt

ahA & DD ll 9 to)Q)» at i 0 i o
The NAB, iHeart, and Sirius XM raise additional objection to the tuse
to sirnulcasters. Because the Judges decline to adopt a separate df a $erc4ntage-ofnrevenue prong as
raIe tlIat applies only to simulcasters they
need not address these additional objections.
44
t
These Services assert that there is no economic justification Ifor t'rewarding'ecord
companies for "incremental
that is created by the webcaster above and beyond that created
dIrecIly
the
itself," an additional
music
by
value that may arise from lower price elasticities not attributable to
the sound recoidings. Sed.; eg., Katz AWRT at
fi

'48.
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The opposing Services also note that the agreements entered into by
and
relied
upon by Dr. Rubinfeld, were negotiated as parts of overall interactive
,
agreements with their record company counterparties, and the specific services within those
agreements upon which Dr. Rubinfeld relies have extra-statutory interactive functionality. See
NAB PFF at $f[ 510, 528-530, 515-518, 525-527 (and citations to the record therein).
The opposing Services point out that the parties to the other agreements relied upon. by
Dr. Rubinfeld did not demonstrate an expectation that the revenue prong of the greater-of
formula would ever be triggered (given the relative levels of the per-play and revenue percentage
prongs). See, e.g., PAN Ex. 5110 5/6/15Tr. 6956-57 (Lexton). Rather, according to the
opposing Services, the percentage-of-revenue prongs were added by the record companies
merely to create favorable precedent for future proceedings. See generally Katz AWRT at $ 193196; PAN Ex. 5365 at 5-6 (Shapiro SWRT); 5/15/15 Tr. 4025 (Lichtman); 6/2/15 Tr. 7362-63
(Cutler). Consistent with this point, the opposing Services note that:
~

there is no evidence that
has paid royalties under the percentage-of-revenue
of
its
with:
prongs
agreements
. See NAB PFF 603 (and record
citations therein); and
has not paid royalties under the percentage-of-revenue prong of its
agreement with

3. The Services'pposition to the Percentage of Revenue that SoundExchange

Proposed
Even assuming that a percentage-of-revenue prong should be included in a greater-of rate
structure, the Services (including Pandora) oppose the 55% percent figure SoundExchange
proposed. Their opposition is based on the following arguments:
First, as with his per-play proposal, Dr. Rubinfeld bases his percentage-of-revenue
analysis entirely on the unsupported and economically improper assumption that, in a
competitive market, noninteractive services would pay the same percentage-of-revenue rates as
do interactive services.
Second, the Services assert that SoundExchange's reliance on evidence that the Majors
were able to extract similar supra-competitive rates &om a handful of services that are not fully

"
With particular regard to the
agreements. the onnosinu Services also note that they were global deals (rather
than U.S.-only deals) and tied rates to the sale of
, rendering those agreements inapplicable as
benchmarks. Katz AWRT at $ 248.

Moreover, in this vein, the opposing Services point out that
did not even estimate the potential value of the
percentage-of-revenue prong in its agreement with
. Ja. at os95.
" Pandora's
RPPP at $ 226 (qccoting Rubinfeld CWDT at $ 169 ("I have assumed that the ratio of the average retail
subscription price to the per-subscriber royalty paid by the licensee to the record label is approximately the same in
both interactive and noninteractive markets.")) (emphasis added). Pandora's RPFP at $ 226 (qrcoting kubinfeld
CWDT at $ 169 ('I have assumed that the ratio of the average retail subscription price to the per-subscriber royalty
paid by the licensee to the record label is approximately the same in both interactive and noninteracti ve markets."))
(emphasis added).
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on-demand fails to support an importation of the 55 A r&enI(ie
kate into a 'full'y and
noninteractive market. Pandora's RPFF 227 (responding to SX
$
PFF at

425-'30).
$$

effectively'ompetitive

Third, the Services argue that Dr. Rubinfeld ikexII)licablg
ignored an agreement. between
Slacker and Warner for Slacker's DMS-compliant Jont"ntekachve
radio service that requires
Slacker to pay the greater of
of revenue (or'hd started pe)-play rates). The terms of'thiIi
agreement are in stark contrast to Slacker's agreement with
Warner for Slacker's on-demand
under which S)acker pays the greater
of revenue (or the stated perplay rat es.);
AN x. 5222 (Nov. 2013 agreement) at 16-17; see also 5/7/15
Tr. 2495:5-2498:8 (Wilcox).
Similarly, the Services note that Dr. Rubinfeld ignored a Slacker
agreement with Universal,
under which Slacker paid (until June 2014), the greater of
of revenue (or the stated per-p.lay
rates) for the on demand service, but only the greater
of revenue (or the stated per-(lay
rates) for Slacker 's radio service. PAN Hx. 5034 at 0022'479-80;
4/30/15 Tr. 1133:6-1135 18

'ervice,
of~

os

~

'Harrison).
'ee ~

The Services further note that the
revhnu(e-skag )rovision relied on by
oundaxchange is not for
radio servide,"'but rather'pplies only to two premium
subscription services and speci6cally excludes
&ee offeru~s." Both subscription
offer on-demand functionality, among other inter'active
features.
Fourth, the Services point out that Dr. Rubinfeld ignored the
percent-of-revenue levels in
the Pandora/Merlin Agreement
as they related to custom (pureplay) webcas6ng.
Among hose agreements, all but one
oontained an alternative
prong
ofrevenue rate far less than Dr.
Rubinfeld's proposed 55% rate. See, e.g., PAN Bx. 5014;
.
This discussion is

'ervices
withe~

'ervice.
'ervice
in'he

ee,
See,

Additionally, the Services ' out that beginning in June
2014, Slacker an'd
to a reducticIn
agr
on-demand percentage to
in exchange for an increase in the basic~io
but the radio
percentage-prong roya rate therefore was still sianificantlv onlvW% percentage
ofChe ratefor t e on demand
PANEx. 5035 at 116684-87;

49

to,

SNDEX 0024312
201301()1 (ISX L'x. 80) kt 1I of 82 (r'evenue-share
provisional', ta. at a or m aefining "Portable Service-);SNDSX0023904 —
20300528 (SX. Sx. 80) at ..c ot tcs (df6atig ITedtertxt Service"
sad "Sobscriptioit
i

50

g
SNDSX0023904
functionanty ot -aunscription Service").

~—

tlolob52((

(Sk )Ix. 80) at is of 355 (deecribiag:

Ad ti
Additionally,
the Services aver that
service relied 'on by SoundExchange is not DMCA
therefore is not a noninteracti ve service, as sound ExchanI(;e
claims. See X%4'PF8 Vi 352-.355, (and citations to
the record therein). Furthermore, the
of revenue share agreed to
for
is
below
e ow SoundE
oundExchanee's
ch
oroposed in eractive-based 55% benchmark rate. 40 ccording to ne
services the provisions
of the
agreements cited in this paragraph do not reflect a comparable "greater
of compensation
formuia," as bounat'.xcnanae claims. but rather reflect a formi'1a
vrher:b r h ver- ~la i rate is added to a diern.ert't
percent-of-'revenfde fieure.

co~npliant,'nd
.—

.

by~i

5't

or'ervice
a~

Pandora notes one outlier, the agreement between
for iHeartMedia's custom offering. The Services argue mat and iHeartMedia, that contains
rate should be gi ven little weignt, in that it

this
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largely academic, however, because, as discussed below, the Judges have determined not to
adopt a greater of rate structure and instead will continue the current per-play structure for
commercial webcasters.
4. The Judges Reject Adoption of a Great-of Rate Structure

The Judges reject the proposals by SoundExchange and by Pandora that the statutory rate
should contain a greater-of structure. Rather, the Judges fmd that the statutory rate should
continue to be set on a per-play basis for commercial webcasters. The Judges reach this
conclusion for several reasons, any one of which the Judges find to be suf6cient to reject the
greater-of approach with a percentage-of-revenue prong.

The Judges first note that none of the percentage-of-revenue prongs in the greater-of
agreements in the record has been triggered, which may suggest that the paities to those
agreements viewed the per-play rate as the rate term that would most likely a v ilv for the length
of the agreement. See, e.g., 6/2/15 Tr. 7362-63

Additionally, the agreements, or portions of agreements, relied upon by SoundExchange
in support of a greater of rate structure, are not contained within the benchmarks relied on by
SoundExchange. SoundExchange, through Dr. Rubinfeld, looked at agreements other than his
benchmark agreements to find rate structures with a percentage-of-revenue prong. In other
words, the agreements that SoundExchange contends are most reflective of the marketplace
value of the copyright owners'ights under the statutory licenses do not contain a greater of rate
structure.

~

Further, for ita part Pandora pointed to the
revenue rate trom the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement to support a greater of rate structure. Unlike the steered rate provision in the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement, however, the
revenue prong was nothing other than a
figurative "cut and paste" of the Pureplay percentage rate. As such, it reveals nothing about
whether the parties in the marketplace would agree to include such a prong in an agreement.
Indeed, Dr. Shapiro proffered virtually no justif'tcation for the inclusion of the percentage-ofrevenue prong in Pandora's proposal.
Relatedly, SoundExchange's rationale in support of a greater of structure that record
companies should share in the upside if the Services monetize their models at a faster rate is
wholly unconvincing. Absent proof that the per-play prong had been set too low, there is no
justification for assuming that the record companies should share in that monetization through a

When Pandora and Merlin agreed to a lower per-play rate through steering
. By contrast, the
revenue prong that they incorporatea mto tne agreement, which
the t'ureptay rate. reveals nothmg about any specific negotiations between Pandora and Merlin over that
term.. or example, if Pandora and Merlin had agreed to a 20% or a 30% revenue prong, that fact would perhaps
have been informative of a marketplace term.
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'anner
'bove,
'ith
'5%

percentage-of-revenue prong in the rate structure. Dr. Rubinfeld indicated
that his
per-play methodology resulted in a pier-play royalty payment that approximated
of service revenue. Successful monetization by 6e 'Sekichs iiiight d'rive th'e
percent-ofrevenue equivalence below 55%, but there is no economic basis to
support maintaining tha't le'vel
a separate percent-of-revenue prong.
Only SoundExchange and Pandora proposed a'two-prong approach, and, as
discussed
the Judges find their reasons in support of such a structure
unpersuasive. Moreover',
raised numerous, valid objections to the usd of'a greater-bf structure
with a percent-ofrevenue prong. See, e.g., NAB Ex. 4011 (Weil WRT)
(a percent-of-revenue rate would
and controversy regarding the definition and allocation of
revenue).
Finally, by maintaining the statutory rate as a per-play rate, the
Judges are acting in'a
consistent with prior decisions, consistent with 17 U.S.C.
$ S03(a)(l). Although new
and persuasive evidence could cause the Judges in future
proceedings to consider a greater~of
rate structure and a percent-of-revenue rate, no such evidence has
been provided to the Judges in
this proceeding.

"ratio'quivalency"

crdate'ncertainty
other'arties

i

For these reasons, the Judges reject the two-'pronged rate
proposals proposed by
SoundExchange and Pandora, and shall continue the current practice of
setting the statutory
webcasting rates on a per-play basis.
C. Promotion and Substitution
The Act provides, among other things, that 6e iud'geI bale
rates on "economic, competitive[,] and programming information"
that the parties
present, including promotion and substitution as factovs that would
influence rates in the
marketplace. 17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B).

then'ypothetical'arketplace

'wings
'he

As set forth in this determination, inPa, the Iud'ges hake ielied
upon certain marketplace
agreement as benchmarks for the setting of the statutory rates. In
prior determinations, the
'

potential rationale for the percentage-of-revenue prong is that it could
ofSet a per-play rate that is "too low."
Judges have taken great care to discount any proposed rate that
they believe would be too low to compensate
the licensors for the rights under the licenses. As discussed
adopt for commercial webcasters are consistent with rates negbtiated below, the,per-,play rates that the Judges
i'arketplace agreements.
This criticism would not apply to the subscription rates for
services, based upon Dr. Rubinfeld's
"ratio equivalency" model. However the other criticisms iionitit~ctide
7
set ~orLh in the
greater-of rate structure with a percentage-of-revenue prong chen for tKe text are su6icient to reject the use of a
I
sIibscription
d
the Judges are concerned that, given the limitations of the evidence
in this proceeding regarding
agreements with greater of rate structures, any attempt to "mix and match"
rates with percentage-ofper-play
revenue rates could cause licensors and licensees alike to expeHende
uiidekirable and potentially destabilizing
in anticipated revenues and payments over the length of the license',
COntinuation of the current per-play rate
helps to ameliorate this concern.
prior proceedings. the focus of the question of substitution ha~ been
market, however. digital access through interactive services is a revenue physical record sales. In the current
stI cans th jt mIght, be affected by consumers
choosing the statutory noninteractive streaming services. To ekalu'ate Intei'acti'ye
licenses as benchmarks for
noninteractive services, therefore, the Judges must look at how the latter
might prove a substitute for the former.

'dequately
ktI

rate.'oreover,

'tructure

'n
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Judges have concluded that contracting parties, as rational economic actors, factor in the
promotion and substitution effects when negotiating direct licenses.
That is, parties
negotiating direct licenses for the performance of sound recordings on services will be cognizant
of the promotion and substitution effects, and those effects will influence the rate at which they
agree to a license. Witnesses on both sides in this proceeding generally agree that promotion and
substitution effects are factored into negotiated agreements. See, e.g., Rubinfeld CWDT $ 31(d);
Shapiro WDT at 39).

The parties'utual awareness reconfirms the Judges'arlier conclusion that the
promotion and substitution effects on royalty rates are "baked in" to a negotiated license rate. To
the extent the Judges adopt a rate based on benchmark evidence, it is not necessary to make
additional adjustments to benchmarks to reflect the promotion and substitution factors. The
Judges hold in this determination, as they have held consistently in the past, that the use of
benchmarks "bakes-in" the contracting parties'xpectations regarding the promotional and
substitutional effects of the agreement. For the noninteractive benchmarks upon which the
Judges rely, this long-standing position to deem substitution and promotion effects as
incorporated into the agreements appears to be fully applicable.

SoundExchange disagrees, however, and points, for example, to testimony from Charlie
Lexton of Merlin who stated that Merlin never considered the promotional or substitutional
effects when agreeing to the terms of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. 6/1/15 Tr. 6910 (Lexton).
The Judges find that such testimony is not credible and not sufficient to support abandonment by
the Judges of their long-standing treatment of promotional and substitutional issues. Indeed, the
fact that Merlin arguably was so cavalier regarding the impact of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement
on the positive promotional effects or the negative substitutional effects (to interactive streaming,
download sales, and other revenue channels) implies that Merlin either understood the net value
of these factors to be positive or, at worst, neutral. Apparently, SoundExchange infers: "This is
not to say that [Merlin] did not value those terms — of course it did, but there was no precise
calibration of the negotiated rate to Merlin's view of the promotional and substitutional impact of
the deal." SX PFF $ 1101. It strains credulity to think that Merlin was oblivious to the potential
promotional and substitutional effects of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, yet still proceeded with
the deal on unaltered terms.

Additionally, the Judges reject the argument, advanced by SoundExchange, that the
Pandora/Merlin and iHeart/Warner Agreements are too new and untested to support the
longstanding understanding that substitution and promotional effects are "baked in" to
benchmark agreements. An important aspect of the benchmarking approach is that it credits

"See Web IIIRemand, 79 Fed, Reg. 23102, 23119, n. 50 (" The adoption of an adjusted benchmark approach to
determine the rates leads this panel to agree with Web II and W'eb I that such statutory considerations implicitly have
been factored into the negotiated prices utilized in the benchmark agreements. Web II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24095; 8'eb
I, 67 FR at 45244.").
S')

The more particular issue of whether noninteractive services substitute t'or interactive services is patt and parcel of
the issue of whether there has been important "convergence" between the two types of services, discussed at length
in connection with the evidence regarding segmentation of listeners based on their willingness to pay.
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sophisticated business entities that have carefully negotiated'their a'greements
with an
understanding of market forces. That is, there is a presumption that marketplace
benchmai'ks
how parties to the underlying agreements commit real funds and
resources, which
serve as strong indicators of their understanding of the market. If
promotional or substitutional
effects had separate values that were not already reflected in'tho'se rate
and play-quantity terms,
rational commercial entities would identify those
promotional and substitutional effects anB
account for them explicitly.
The "baked-in" aspect of promotional and substitutional effects, does not
the issue
of whether there is a difference between the promdliokal/Iubstitjitional'ffects address
of interactiv'e
services, on the one hand, and noninteractive services, on the other. To the
extent the Judges
rely on SoundExchange's interactive benchmark to set statutory rates in the
noninteractive
the Judges must identify and consider any Bifterehce in 6e
between these markets in order to determine whether to adjust the interactive
benchmark
rate.

'emonstrate

'arket,

Promotional/substitutional'ffects

These potential promotional/substitutional effects hypothetically could
occur in two
different ways. First, the availability of noninteracHvd serac'es hould cause
listeners to substitute
noninteractive listening at the expense of interactive services. Second,
noninteractive
substitute for, or promote less, the sale of sound recordings through
downloads or
otherwise. To address these issues, the parties rely on expert witness
testimony and on the
and anecdotal testimony of industry witnesses. The Judges find the
lay testimony
to be unhelpful and essentially self-serving. Rather', the Judges
find this issue to be technical in
nature, and consider the expert testimony, discussed below, to be the
type of evidence that has
potential to identify whether such differences exist.'bundExchange relied
upon the survey
work undertaken by Sarah Butler, a Vice President at NERA Economic
Consulting. The
Services'osition was supported by the survey work of Larry Rosin, President of
Edison
Research.

'bservational
services'ould

'd.
'he

Ms. Butler, a survey expert, designed and constructed a consumer
survey to identify'he
types of music listening Pandora and iHeart substituted foi', izl thk oliinibn df listeners.
SX Ex. 5
at 3. Ms. Butler gathered information from on-line survey respondents
on age, gender, and
familiarity with different types of music listening formats. She then defined the
relevant
population as comprising those individuals who repbrtdd themselves's 'currently
using iHeart or
Pandora. For listeners who reported using both of these services, Ms.
Butler testified that she
assigned them to either the iHeart or the Pandora group. Id.
$$ 30-31.
Survey respondents were asked two substantive questions relating to each
service. The
first question asked:

Imagine you could no longer listen to music 'on iHdart '[or Pahdoka]. which of
the
following statements represents what you would bd
likely tb dt's?

est

~

~
~

I would find a substitute for the music I listen to on iHeait [or Pandora]
I would stop listening to music
Don't know/unsure

$ 38.
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The second question asked respondents who answered the first question by stating they
would find a substitute for the music they listened to on either Pandora or iHeart:
Which of the following,
[Pandora]?

if any, would be your most preferred substitute for iHeart

Id. tt 40. Respondents were given a list of alternatives. Id.

Ms. Butler's survey found that for Pandora users, 43.3'/0 would listen to one of the
following services: Spotify (19.7/0), iTunes Radio (9.7/0), Amazon and Rhapsody (about 4'/0
each), Google Play and Slacker (about 2/0 each), and Beats and Rdio (about 1'/0 each). Id. 48,
tt
Figure 3. For iHeart users, Ms. Butler's survey showed that 30/0 would switch to Pandora, and
23.1'/0 would instead listen to another service, including Spotify (10.7'/0), iTunes Radio (7.5'/0),
or Amazon, Google Play, Slacker, or Rhapsody (about 1/0 each). Id. $ 50, Figure 5.
According to SoundExchange, these results show that interactive services are common, if
not predominant, substitutes for noninteractive services, and that listeners would turn to such
interactive services in a hypothetical world in which no statutory noninteractive services were
available, SX PFF ltd 1130-1131.

The Judges have evaluated Ms. Butler's stuvey, and the criticisms by the Services, and
the Judges find that there are three significant problems with Ms. Butler's survey that preclude
its usefulness in attempting to demonstrate that noninteractive statutory services substitute for
interactive services. Any one of these problems, standing alone, is sufficient to preclude the
Judges'eliance on Ms. Butler's survey,
First, Ms. Butler's survey fails even to attempt to measure listeners'illingness to pay
(WTP) for different services. See 5/29/15 Tr. 6779, 6796-98 (Butler) (acknowledging that she
did not measure WTP — including whether WTP for any listener was greater than zero). Her
survey also did not test whether the responding listeners had any knowledge of the prices of the
potential substitute services she provided to them when asking her second question. Given that
the Judges are attempting to set rates in this proceeding, a survey that asks "hsteners" to rank
substitute services without providing price information fails to provide any meaningful
information as to how those "listeners" will act as "consumers" of streaming services.
Second, Ms. Butler did not select her. survey respondents in a random manner, and
therefore had no ability to calculate margins of error or confidence intervals for her results. See
5/29/15 Tr. 6782 (Butler).
Third, Ms. Butler intentionally assigned virtually all respondents who reported listening
to both Pandora and iHeart to the iHeart group only for further questioning. This caused her to
omit about 40'/0 of actual Pandora users from her results as they related to such Pandora users,
including respondents who reported using Pandora daily. Id. at 6789, 6806-6808.

Accordingly, the Judges cannot and do not rely on Ms. Butler's survey results.
Mr. Rosin, on whose survey the Services rely, conducted his survey in a manner
consistent with the standards and code of ethics of the American Association for Public Opinion
Research, a major survey research standards organization. PAN Ex 5021 at 5, n.2. (Rosin
WRT). Specifically, Mr. Rosin conducted a national telephone survey of Americans 13 years of
age and older. Respondents were selected randomly, and 2,006 interviews were conducted via
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landlines and cell phones. The margin of error for his results was+/- 2%, with a
confidence
interval of 95%. Rosin WRT at 5, 7.
The responses to Mr. Rosin's survey revealed, inter alia, that
~

only 1% to 1.6% of noninteractive users reliort'ed that'heir 1'istening was replacing
listening on interactive services;
~
only 3.8% of survey respondents would subscribe to pay for an interactive service;
~
only 2% of survey respondents were "very likely" to pay the market monthly
subscription rate of $ 9.99 for an interactive service, and only 7% were "somewhat
likely" to subscribe at this price point — 91% were "not at all likely" or "not
very
likely" to subscribe at that price.
Rosin WRT at 9, 12.

Based upon these findings, Mr. Rosin concluded that:

Most consumers are unwilling to pay mokthlg s&bshriptiok fees f'r access to
streaming
services.
2. Noninteractive services like Pandora and iHeart are not close
substitutes for
interactive on-demand services such as
Only a small market exists for paid (subscription) services.
4. Listeners to Pandora would not otherwise be listening to interactive
services.
Rosin WRT at 4.
1.

Spotify.'.

The Judges find Mr. Rosin's random survey to be generally credible, and certainly
xhore
informative than the non-random survey work done by Ms. Butler. Most
importantly, Mr. Rosin
treated "listeners" as "consumers" — inquiring as to their WTP rather than their
preferences
by prices. SoundExchange argues that even this price-'point inq~ indicates that
some listeners, at some lower price points, might be'omewhat likely to subscribe
to an onservice. See Rosin WRT at 10 (only 79% of respondents "not at all likely" or "not
very
likely" to spend $4.99 per month for a streaming suSscijiptilon,'nd that
Percentage'rops 'to 69%
if the price is lowered to $ 2.99 per month). However, there is no dispute that a minority of
overall streaming listeners are subscribers (as noted 'inja in the discussion of "Convergence"
), so
it is not particularly revealing that these levels of surrey respondents'would consider
subscribing
instead to an on-demand interactive service at various lower price points.
The Judges reject the additional criticism by SoundExchange that Mr. Rosin should
riot
presented speci6c price points to respondents, but 'rather should'ave asked if they were
willing to pay a "small fee" for interactive subscriptions. Such a vague phrase would be less
informative, and more subjective, than particular price points. 'The Judges also reject the

'nconstrained

'emand

'ovalty
'ave

Also, to the extent subscribership might increase if the subscription price were lowered,
then the commensur'ate
derived by SoundExchange's interactive -ratio equivalency'enchmark analysis (discussed
infra) would
likewise be reduced. Thus, these criticisms of Mr. Rosin's survey results undertnine
any broad use of
SoundExchange's own interactive bettchmark.
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criticism that Mr. Rosin should not have indicated that an alternative to noninteractive services
was to listen to "free" FM radio and that another alternative was to "pay" for a subscription to an
interactive service, because interactive services do offer "&eemium" subscriptions, which begin
as free subscriptions subject to a conversion option. The Judges find that Mr. Rosin's language
meaningfully reinforces the different pricing and pricing strategies that exist in the market,
because FM radio is free to the listener and on-demand services are designed to obtain paying
subscribers, whether at the outset of the subscription period or by using ad-supported services as
a "freemium" tool to convert listeners into subscribers. (Indeed, SoundExchange's economic
expert, Dr. Rubinfeld, testified that he did not even use interactive ad-supported rates as a
benchmark because they were designed as tools to convert listeners into subscribers.)
The Judges take note of SoundExchange's criticism of Mr. Rosin's decision not to rotate
one of his multiple choice answers to the question of what a listener would do if no &ee
streaming services existed. See Rosin WRT at App. B. The choice "would you just listen to less
music" was always asked last, whereas the other three choices (listen to free FM radio, listen to
your CDs and downloads or watch music videos, YouTube, or Vevo) were rotated.
SoundExchange notes the presence of a potential "recency effect" if one choice is always
presented last, possibly inducing respondents to favor that choice. Mr. Rosin acknowledged the
general existence of such an effect, 5/14/15 Tr. 3755 (Rosin), but he indicated that "pinning"
certain options in a multiple choice question was necessary to enhance the respondents'bility to
comprehend the question. 5/14/15 Tr. 3743-44 (Rosin). The Judges do not find that there was
record evidence sufficient to find that it was unreasonable for Mr. Rosin, in applying his
expertise, to weigh these technical survey issues and construct his choices in this manner, nor do
the Judges find that there was sufficient record evidence to indicate that Mr. Rosin's fundamental
conclusions would have been materially different if he had rotated that final choice on that single
question.
Finally, the Judges do not agree with SoundExchange's criticism that Mr. Rosin's survey
is deficient because he failed to describe in sufficient detail the features offered by a hypothetical
on-demand interactive subscription service in one of his questions. 'owever, in that question,
he specifically mentioned Spotify, Rhapsody, and Rdio, see Rosin WRT App. B at 9, and he
identified additional features of an on-demand service (Spotify) in a prior question. See id.,
Question 7E. There is not sufficient record evidence to suggest that the structuring of these
questions in this manner weakens the probative value of Mr. Rosin's survey and conclusions.
Turning to the question of whether there is a difference between the substitution or
promotion effects of interactive versus noninteractive services with regard to music sales, the
parties presented different empirical analyses.

iHeart relied upon the expert testimony of Dr. Todd Kendall, who attempted to analyze
the effect of listening to online streaming on music purchases, by reviewing data from 10,000

Ivlr. Rosin basically described them in Question 9A as services that allow listeners to stream music as they choose,
for access but not ownership.
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personal computers over a six month period. IHM Ex. 3'148 8
$ (Kendall WRT). Dr. Kendall
used three categories of monthly data for each sample
computer: (1) the amount of time spent
listening to music; (2) the number of digital music purchases
made on Amazon and iTunes; and
(3) the amount of time spent visiting music sites, such as RollirtgStone.corn.
Id. $$ 10, 12'; se'e
IHM Exs. 3151-3153.

He then compared the relative promotional effect of fourteen
on-demand services,
includirtg Spotify, with the relative promotional effec't of'nine
Internet radio services, including
Pandora and iHeart. Kendall WRT 9, 15-17. Dr. Kendall
$$
found that a 10% increase in
listening to Internet radio was associated with a statistically
significant 0.070% increase in music
purchasing. See id. $ 22; IHM Exs. 3154, 3156-3158I BkeII ok this
ftnding, Dr. Kendall opined
that noninteractive services are 15 times more promot'ional
than interactive services. Kendall
WRT $ 5.
There are several important flaws in Dr. Kenthll'4 w'ork, howe'ver,
that render it
insuf6cient for the Judges to conclude that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive
benchmark
should be
reduced to reflect a supposed lower promotional effect.
Most importantly, Dr. Kendall's
conclusion is premised on his 6nding that on the computers
he ~lyzed individuals spent 18
times more time listening to interactive services than to
noninteractive services. 5/12/1 5 Tr.
3274 (Kendall). When listeners spend more time on a
service, that drives down the calculation
of the number of purchases per hour of listening, which is thb pr'omotional
effect being sought by
the analysis.
SoundExchange demonstrated in its cross-examination of Dr.
Kendall that this extreme
multiple resulted &om the different methods of recording
listening time for interactive and
noninteractive services. More particularly, Spotify, a leading
interactive service, is more widely
used on desktop applications, and Pandora is more widely ac'cessed
through web browsers.'X
Ex. 1568; 5/12/1 5 Tr. 3305 (Kendall). Web site listening
measurements were cut off if the
listener had not interacted with the Pandora web site.
Keitdall WRT $ 5, n.14. By contrast,
listening measurements based on the use of desktop agplihati'ons'imply
measured the time the
application was open on a user's desktop, and otherwise not in
hibernation mode, screen
or some other similar mode. Id. Further, the default setting
for the Spotify application is
for it to launch when the computer is turned on — even if no
one is listing. 5/12/15 Tr. 330607 (Kendall).

saver'ode,

'nalysis

Simply put, these differences in measuring listening time alone skew Dr.
Kendall's
and results. Accordingly, the Judges cannot conclude &om
his testimony and analysis
that noninteractive services are more promotional of music
sales than interactive services.
With regard to the relative promotional or substitutional effects
of interactive versus
noninteractive streaming services on music sales, SoundEkch&)e
rblieh on the te'stimony of Dr.
David Blackburn. Urtlike Dr. Kendall, he did not attempt to relate
the amount of time spent
listening to these services to increases in purchasing maid.
Ratlier, Dr. Blackburn attempted to
determine whether there was any meaningful promotional 'or
kubltittttio50. effect on music sales as
between those who use the two different types of services.
In this instance, the particulars of the study are less important
than the conclusion. Dr.
opined that, based on his analysis, "neither interactive nor non-interactive
services
a statistically signi6cant promotional impact on uteri'kop&ity
to purchase digital

'ave
'lackburn
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tracks." SX Ex. 24 $ 42 (Blackburn WRT). Because Dr. Blackburn is a SoundExchange
witness, and because the point of the present discussion is to determine whether an interactive
benchmark rate must be lowered or raised to reflect such differences, his conclusion fails to
support any change in SoundExchange's interactive benchmark for promotional or substitutional
effects.

Finally, the Judges take note of Pandora's "Music Sales Experiments" conducted by its
Senior Scientist, Economics, Dr. Stephan McBride. The purpose of that experiment was "to test
whether performance of sound recordings on Pandora have a positive or negative impact on sales
of those sound recordings." PAN Ex. 5020 $ 23 (McBride WDT). However, whether or not
Pandora has a net promotional or substitutional effect does not address the issue of whether that
net effect is different from the net promotionaVsubstitutional effect of interactive services.

Rather, when relying on benchmarks, the Judges deem the benchmark agreements of
rational actors to include an implicit understanding of the promotional and substitutional effects
of their transaction. Therefore, Dr. McBride's conclusions, as well as Dr. Blackburn's criticisms
of those "Music Sales Experiments," do not affect the Judges'ate determination.
D. Impact of Parties'inancial Circumstances

The Services aver that the rates set in this proceeding must be sufficiently low to permit
their business models to be profitable. See, e.g., NAB PFF at $$ 119-149; IHM at $$ 245-57
(and citations to the record therein). Reciprocally, SoundExchange argues that the rates must be
sufficiently high to allow the record companies to cover their costs and to obtain the necessary
return on investment (ROI), plus a profit. See, e.g., SX PFF at $$ 165-208 (discussing costs and
investments and noting (at $ 165) that "[t]he rates that record companies receive from streaming
services ha[ve] been — and over the next five years will continue to be — critical to [the record
companies'] ability to make such recurring investments."); 4/30/15 Tr. 972-73 (A. Harrison)
(" [T]he profit maximization goal is definitely... a top goal of the company ... and also provides
the incentive to create music.").
The Judges find that they do not need to directly relate the rates set in this proceeding to
the parties'roposed business models. Rather, the Judges'doption of the benchmark method of
determining rates obviates the need to: (1) analyze whether the record companies'osts require a
particular rate to allow them to obtain an appropriate ROI; and (2) protect particular
noninteractive services whose business models might require a low enough rate to sustain their
survival and/or growth. Benchmarks based on marketplace agreements, by their very nature,
reflect the parties'eed for rates that allow them to project a sufficient ROI and enable them to
implement their respective business models.
As with the promotional and substitutional impact of the rates, the Judges conclude that
the benchmarking process "bakes-in" (internalizes) these necessary elements, given the assumed
rational, maximizing nature of sophisticated business entities. Moreover, even if the Judges were
to attempt to ascertain whether a particular ROI could be met by a given rate, or whether a
particular business model could be sustained, the present record would preclude such an analysis.
The Judges would require much more detailed financial and economic data regarding the
and revenues before attempting to make such determinations.

parties'osts

Further, as the Judges have previously held, the statute neither requires nor permits the
Judges to protect any given business model proposed or adopted by a market participant. 72 Fed.
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Reg. at 24089. The Judges further noted in the 8'eb iIIkerrIanl that any attempt
by the Jtidgbs
set rates with these ROI and business model issues in mind would essentially
convert this
114(fj(2)(B) proceeding into a classic public titility ktylk rate-of-return h'earing, 79 Fed.
Reg. 23107. None of the parties argues that the stadt'tImdkd permits such
a process,'nd
neither the D.C. Circuit, nor the Judges (or any of theIr pkedbceksoi's) &ave
so held.

'ection

E. The Effect of the alleged "Shadow" of the statutory rate
The parties assert that the benchmarks that are adverse to their positions are
compromised
by the fact that they were set in the "shadow" of the statu'tory rate. See, e.g., Rubinfeld
CWDT
gtI 80-85 (statutory rate as a shadow pushing rates down); Talley WRT at 46;; Shapiro WDT
at
36 (statutory rate as a shadow pulling rates up); 5/1 5/15 Tr. 3993-94
(Lichtman); Fischel
(same).There are essentially two types of statutory shadows noted
by the parties.
The first purported shadow is cast by the
existing 'statbtog r'ate, whether set in a CRB
proceeding or through the parties'SA settlements. As an initial matter, the
Judges find that
any such "shadows" that could have been cast by existing statutory rates did not
the effective steered rates in the Pandora/Merliri Agreement or the
IHeart/Warner
Agreement. As discussed herein, those rates are below the otherwise
applicable statutory i atds,
it would be irrational for a licensor to accept a rate below the statutory
rate when it could
rejected the direct deal and enjoyed the higher statutory rate. Also, the
supposed shadow of
the existing rate is less relevant to the subscription-based beiichrnark
proffered by
SoundExchange, because it is based on benchmarks thlat &e kt a further remove
from th'
statutory license. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 18.
Dr. Shapiro argues that the statutory shadow not only'exceeds the
marketplace rate, but
also acts like a "focal point," or "magnet," pulling a &eely negotiated
rate higher than it would
be in the absence of the statutory shadow. Shapiro WBT 'at 96-3'7.
However, neither Dr.
Shapiro nor any other expert provides a sufficiently detailed explanation as to
how the statLtto+
rate would pull up a below-statute consensual rate that is otherwise
inutually beneficial. Rather,
the experts who advance this variant of the shadow ar~ent'six&ply ndte
the existence of a
"focal point," "magnet" or "anchor" theory in the ecokondiic
htejdature and then posit that such an
effect is present in the noninteractive market—without making a sufficient
connection be&ee6
theory and evidence. Indeed, Dr. Shapiro candidly ackohrlelgeII that the focal
hypothesis is not an "ironclad" edonbmib law. Id. at 37, n. 65. In sum, the
Judges do not credit this conjecture as sufficient to affec their ddtermination
of the rate in this
proceeding.

meaningfully'ffect

'oint/magnet/anchor

On behalf of SoundExchange, Dr. Talley asserts that the existing statutory
rate casts a
shadow so dark as to obscure entirely evidence of cons'ens'ual'transactions
that would have been
consummated in the noninterac5ve space, but for the statutory rate. More
particularly, Dr.
Talley notes that any pairing of willing licensors and licen'sech ("dyads" in Dr. Talley's
pari'ance)
which the licensee's WTP was greater than the statutory rate, and greater than
or equal to'
"willingness to accept" (WTA) (also above the statutory rate), would not
consuminate
an agreement at a consensual rate, because the buyer would always
default to the lower stattitoQ
SX Ex. 19 at 58 (Talley WRT) (Concluding "in an economic environment
most relevant to
this setting, a statutory licensing option can crowd out negotiated
transactions for relatively highbuyer-seller dyads while not affecting other, low-v'aluing'dyads....
[T]his crowding out
can generate downward statistical bias, leaving behind only a subset of negotiated

'aluing
'icensor's
'henomenon
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deals involving buyers and sellers whose valuations ... reflect[] prices which. serve as poor
benchmarks for estimating the price [to which] willing buyers and sellers would agree.)

The Services counter that, although the logic of Dr. Talley's point may be correct, Dr.
Talley's analysis is purely theoretical and he did not examine the evidence to determine whether
his analysis was supported by the facts. In particular, the Services criticize Dr. Talley's
"shadow" argument because he assumes that the "missing dyads" would reflect a
significantly
different WTP and WTA than those of the parties who entered into agreements (e.g., the
Pandora/Merlin dyad and the iHeart/Warner dyad). See, e.g., Pandora RPFF 96-103 (and
citations to the record therein). Dr. Talley counters, quite correctly, that the very point of his
analysis is that no negotiations or agreements for above-statutory rates would exist because the
parties would not waste their time engaging in bargaining that was made moot by the statutory
rate. Id. at 6032-34.

Dr. Talley suggests though that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark may approximate
"unseen"
the
noninteractive transactions because it is affected less by the shadow of the statutory
rate. Id. at 6036, However, that argument fails to note the fundamental distinction in Dr.
Rubinfeld's benchmark—that it pertains to an upstream market for interactive licensees in which
upstream demand is derived &om downstream consumers who have a positive WTP for
streaming services. The "missing dyads," so to speak, would be those in the upstream
noninteractive market in which the "missing" agreements would reflect only the downstream
demand of listeners to &ee-to-the-listener ad-supported platforms, not those dyads identified
by
Dr. Rubinfeld in the subscription market.

Relatedly, the Services also criticize Dr. Talley's argument because it fails to note the
potential steering, "competitive dynamics" or other interactions that would cause dyads to cluster
closely. 5/19/15 Tr. 4660-61 (Shapiro).
On balance, the Judges find Dr. Talley's criticism, albeit rational and hypothetically
correct, too untethered from the facts to be predictive or useful in adjusting for the
supposed
shadow of the existing statutory rate. The Services'riticisms are likewise speculative, but that
simply underscores the factual indeterminacy of Dr. Talley's argument. Further, Dr, Talley's
point appears to be a back-door way to question both the applicability of the benchmarks in the
noninteractive market, as well as the benchmarking process itself. However, the Judges have
found that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement and the iHeart/Warner Agreement to be sufficiently
representative benchmarks (and have found that Dr. Rubinfeld's benchmark analysis is likewise
representative) in particular segments of the statutory market. This segmented analysis

(g

'1

For example, assume the statutory rate was $ .0010. If a licensor had a WTA of 0.0015
a licensee had a WTP
of $ 0.0020, then in the absence of a statutory rate, these parties would strike a deal$betweenand
$ 0.0015 and 0.0020.

IIowever, with the statutory rate at $ 0.0010, the licensee would not negotiate, but would default to the $
lower
statutory rate. Dr. Talley describes such a foreclosed agreement as having been obscured
the shadow of the
by
statutory rate.
~1 1

This important distinction between listeners based on their differentiated WTP is discussed in
greater detail inji.a
in connection with Dr. Rubinfeld's proposed benchmark.
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strengthens the representativeness of the benchmarks and
weakens the speculative argument that
"missing dyads" might tell a different story.
The second shadow identified by the parties is cast
by the statutory rate yet to be
established in this proceeding. The record is replete
with ev'idence that the parties entered into
various transactions with the knowledge, if not the
intent, that such agreements could be used as
evidentiary benchmarks in this proceeding. See SX PFF
567-570 (and citations to the record
therein regarding the Pandora/Merlin Agreement); IHM $$
PFF 359-362 (and citations to ttie
record therein regarding Apple's agreements with the
Majors); NAB PFF $$ 456-458. Of
course, a proposed benchmark is not disqualified because
a pontiac'ting party'wanted it 'to be a
benchmark. Such a desire would apply to otherwise
proper benchmarks as it would to dubiou's
benchmarks. The Judges analyze the proposed benchmarks
based on the overall factual merits
attendant to their formation and applicability, not based
upon the parties'opes or
manipulations. If a benchmark is deficient in some manner,
the adversarial process of this
proceeding allows the parties to expose those deficiencies.
The Judges agree with a particular criticism made
by iHeait of the shadow argument
asserted by SoundExchange: in the absence of the
statutory shadow, the antitrust policy to'wm'd
noninteractive streaming market could well be different. 'Cf.'/1
4ong. Rec. S. 11,962-63
(daily ed. Aug. 8, 1995) (Letter from Assistant Attorney 6enerat
Andrew Fois to Hon. Patrick
Leahy, July 21, 1995, noting that any noncompetitive rates
created by the existence of only'
collective could be corrected by the "rate panel.").
Although that comment was made in
connection with the potential anticompetitive consequence
of a single collective, it suggests
Judges that the so-called "shadow" of the statutory rate
ogsefs any potential device
cause rates to deviate &om an "efFectively corn)etijtivd"
lhvel.
Thus, to the extent the "shadow of antitrust law" Iias
receded, it was counterbalanced by
the "shadow of the statutory rate." Accordingly, the
presence of the so-called statutory shadow
appears to reflect a trade-off and a second-best solution, rather
than a distortion of an effectively
competitive marketplace.

g

to'he
'ingle
'he
that'ould

Additionally, the Judges'onsideration of the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement and the
iHeart/Warner Agreement as appropriate benchmarks for
the ad-supported (free-to-the-listener)
market obviates the supposed "shadow" problem. In both
benchmarks, the rate is below the
otherwise applicable statutory rates. The statutory ratek di'd
not cast a shadow that negatively
affected the licensors in those agreements because
(as noted inPa) they voluntarily agreed to
rates below the applicable statutory rates (in exchange for
the steering of more plays), rather than
defaulting to the higher statutory rate.
Further, in the subscription market the Judges have
adopted the SoundExchange
benchmark approach, which analogizes between the interactiv'e
arid noninteractive markets.
Dr. Rubinfeld testified, the interactive contracts on
which he relied for his subscription-based

's

The issue of "effective competition" is discussed at

length, inPa'.
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benchmark "minimize[] the effect of the statutory shadow" because the interactive services
cannot default to the statutory rate. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 18.
Finally, the Judges emphasize that they find the "shadow" criticism to be both nihilistic
and self-contradictory. If the "shadow" infects all benchmarks so as to disqualify that method of
rate-setting, then the parties would need to adjust or abandon their benchmarking strategies and
develop new bases for analysis. That could mean the wholesale abandonment of benchmarking,
to be replaced by a valuation approach yet to be applied and accepted in these proceedings.

F. The Legal Issue of Whether Effective Competition is a Required Element of the

Statutory Rate
The statutory language that includes the "willing buyer/willing seller language also
commands that "[i]n determining such rates ... the ... Judges "shall base their decision on
economic, competitive and programming information presented by the parties ..." 17 U.S.C. g
114(f)(2)(B) (emphasis added). Accord, 17 U.S.C. $ 112(e)(4) (regarding ephemeral licenses).
Several previous decisions by the D.C. Circuit, the Librarian, the Judges and the CARP (in 8'eb
1) have discussed the concept of "effective competition" and its relationship to section
114(f)(2)(B).

SoundExchange and the Services disagree as to whether section 114(f)(2)(B) and prior
decisions require the Judges to set a rate that reflects an "electively competitive" market
populated by willing buyers and willing sellers. Soundaxchange argues that no authority allows
for such a requirement, while the Services assert that the statute and prior decisions require the
Judges to set rates that would be established an "effectively competitive" market.
The Services construe section 114(f)(2)(B) as explicitly requiring the Judges to utilize
competitive information introduced in evidence to set a marketplace rate that reflects effective
competition," and to adjust an otherwise appropriate benchmark in order to reflect "effective
competition." In support of this position, the Services make several principle arguments.
The Services assert that prior decisional law constitutes precedent that requires the Judges
to set rates that are "effectively competitive." They point to the most recent determination by the
Judges — the lFeb III Remand — in which the Judges approvingly cited and relied upon the

As explained elsewhere in this determination, the Judges have rejected the non-benchmarking approaches to rate
setting proposed by some parties in this proceeding. They were not rejected because they were not benchmarks, but
because each was unpersuasive in its own right.

As discussed in more detail in this determination, SoundExchange asserts that its interactive benchmark need not
be reflective of an "effectively competitive" market because such a requirement is not contained within section
114(f)(2)(B). SoundExchange also argues that, assuming an "effectively competitive" market standard is part of the
statutory scheme, its interactive benchmark is a product of effective competition. The Services argue that their
respective proposed benchmarks reflect rates that have been set in an "effectively competitive" market, unlike
SoundExchange's proposed interactive benchmark that is the product of a market lacking the necessary competitive
features. iHeart and Pandora each maintains that, even assuming that the statute does not contain an "effectively
competitive" market standard, their respective benchmarks are nonetheless appropriate, because they represent the
rates to which willing sellers and willing buyers would agree in the market, notwithstanding whether those rates
reflect "effective competition."
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language in prior decisions by the Librarian in 8"eb I and the Judges in 8'eb II
regarding the need
to set rates under section 114(f)(2)(B) that reflect those that would be set
in an
market." 8'eb III Remand at 23114 n.37. The NAB further notes that in 8'eb
XI, the
held that "neither sellers nor buyers can be sails to'be 'w)lling'art'ners to an
agreement if
they are coerced to agree to a price through the exercise of overwhelming market power."
II at 24091. SiriusXM emphasizes other particular language'rom 8'eb II, which states: "AnWe&
efFectively competitive market is one in which super-competitive prices or
below-market prices
cannot be extracted by sellers or buyers...." 72 FR at 24091.
NAB emphasizes that in the present proceeding the Judges must follow these
decisions because 17 U.S.C. g 803(a)(1) expressly requires the Judges to act
in accordance 'with
the Librarian of Congress's interpretation. NAB PFFCL 689. The Services
also rely on 5
$
decision by the D.C. Circuit as persuasive, if not binding precedent, because
it states that section
114(fj(2)(B) "does not require that the market assumed'g thh Judges achieve
perfection in competitiveness. " Intercollegiate Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright metaphysical
Royalty Board,
F.3d 748, 757 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (emphasis added).
Apparently, the'Ser'vic'es construe the use
of the adjective "metaphysical" to require, or at least sdggestJ that the rates reflect some'lesser
yet nonetheless effective quantum of competition.
The Services further argue that the legislative history of Section 114 reflects a
Congressional intention for rates to be set at a level that avoids "higher-than-competitive
prices."
141 Cong. Rec. S11945-04, S11962 (1995). In similar fashion,
according to the Services,
the legislative history makes it plain that the willing briyer/willin'g sbllei standard'in
section'14
was intended to direct the CARP (now the Judges) "to determine reasonable
rates and
Rep. No. 105-796, at 86 (Conf. Rep.); see H.R. Rep. No. 104-274, at 22
(1995) (the
legislative history of the DPRSRA expressly provides that in the rate
proceeding "[ijf
supracompetitive rates are attempted to be imposed on operators, the copyright arbitration
panel can be called on to set an acceptable rate."). In thik regard, the Services note that
the Department of Justice's objection to an earlier draft of the statute,
relating to whether the
record companies could negotiate exclusively through 6 cdmzhon
agent, was resol'ved be'cau'se
ratemaking body (now the Judges) could intercede And'stablish reasonable rates. 141
Cong.
Rec. S. 11,962-63 (daily ed. Aug. 8, 1995) (Letter &owl Alsis&t
Attorney 'General Andrew Fois
Hon. Patrick Leahy, July 21, 1995, noting that any noncompetitive rates created
by the
existence of only a single collective could be corrected by the "rate panel.").
The Services also note that, in comparable circumstances,'ourts construe "reasonable
to be those "rates that would be set in a competitive 'market." ASCAP v.
Showtime/The
Movie Channel, Inc., 912 F.2d 563, 576 (2d Cir. 1990); see also NAB PFFCL
$$ 706-709 (and
cases cited therein); In re Pandora Media, Inc., 6 F. Supp. 3d 317, 353-54
(S.D.N.Y. 2014), ag d
sub nom. Pandora Media, Inc. v. ASCAP, 785 F.3d 73 (2d 'Cir'. 2615).
Finally, the NAB asserts that the statutory histories of the DPRA and the DMCA reflect a
Congressional intent to create a three-tier performance right/rate structure, whereby:
(1)
terrestrial radio continues to enjoy free access to sound recordings;
(2) interactive services roust
pay market-negotiated royalties in order to play sound r ecdrdiirgs'n demand; and
(3)
noninteractive services, falling between these two extremes, cannot
play sound recordings for
&ee, shall not to be subjected to the purely market rates. paid by on-demand
interactive services

'he
'udges
"efFectively'ompetitive

'oyalty
'ee
'74

'o
terms.").'.R.

'ates"
'he
~
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and, instead, shall pay intermediate rates set by the Judges (formerly the CARP arbitrators
subject to Librarian review). See NAB $$ 678 et seq.; 682 et seq. (and authorities cited therein).

On the other hand, SoundExchange construes section 114(f)(2)(B) as precluding the
Judges from adjusting an otherwise appropriate benchmark in order to reflect "effective
competition." In support of this position, SoundExchange makes several principal arguments.
First, SoundExchange emphasizes that the words "effective competition" or the like are
not included within the statute. Thus, SoundExchange maintains that the plain language of the
statute clearly does not include such a standard. SX PCOL $ 21.

Second, SoundExchange relies upon a statement by the CARP in Web I that "the willing
buyer/willing seller standard is the only standard to be applied." In re Digital Performance Right
in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, No. 2000-9 CARP DTRA 1%2 at 21 (Feb. 20,
2002), appv'd and modif'd by Librarian, 67 Fed. Reg. 45240 (July 8, 2002) (8'eb I).
SoundExchange construes this language as confirming the exclusion of the "effectively
competitive" condition from the "willing buyer/willing seller" marketplace standard.

Third, SoundExchange argues that the "willing buyer/willing seller" standard is
essentially a restatement of the traditional "fair market value" test, See id. at 45244 (the
Librarian 's Web I decision notes that the statutory standard requires rates that reflect "strictly
fair market value" ). The Supreme Court has defined "fair market value" as SoundExchange
notes, as "the price at which the property would change hands between a willing buyer and a
willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable
knowledge of relevant facts." United States v. Cartwright, 411 U.S. 546, 551 (1931).
Fourth, SoundExchange argues that statutory enactments of the fair market value test and
its willing buyer/willing seller component constitute adoptions of a recognized common law
definition of the test. Therefore, the common law meaning should prevail because it is a "settled
principle of statutory construction that, absent contrary indications, Congress intends to adopt a
common law definition of statutory terms. United States v. Shabani, 513 U.S. 10, 13 (1994); see
also United States v. 8'elis, 519 U.S. 482, 491 (1997) (same).
Fifth, SoundExchange points out that, when Congress intends a legal standard to be based
on "effective competition," it makes the point expressly, and explicitly defines "effective
competition." Cf. 47 U.S,C. ) 543(1)(1) (defining "effective competition" in the Cable
Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992).
Sixth, SoundExchange characterizes the references to effective competition in
Intercollegiate Broad. Sys. and W'eb I as mere dicta that may be ignored by the Judges.

Seventh, SoundExchange asserts that any attempt to apply an "effective competition"
requirement would render the statutory test indeterminate, unworkable, and vague.
SoundExchange notes that the Services'conomic experts acknowledged the absence of a
"bright line" separating a market that is "effectively competitive" from one that is not. Moreover,
SoundExchange asserts that there is no evidence or testimony setting forth what the level of rates
would need to be in SoundExchange's proffered interactive benchmark market, in order for it to
equate with "effectively competitive" rates.

Having considered the issue and the parties'ositions, the Judges conclude that they are
required by law to set a rate that reflects a market that is effectively competitive. The Judges
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reach this conclusion through a consideration of the plain
meaning of the statute, the clear
statutory purpose, applicable prior decisions, and the i'ele'van't
le)islative history.
The Judges'tarting point is the language of the statute itself.
The statute requires tha)
the Judges "shall base their decision on [inter alia] competitive ...
...." 17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B) (emphasis added); accord, 17information presented by the
U.S.C. 112(e)(4) (identical
language for the setting of rates for the ephemeral license). T'e D.C. Circ'uit$
has expressly noted
that, by this specific language, "Congress required the Judges to
follow certain statutory
guidelines" one of which is that "the Judges must 'base [their] decision
on ... competitive .'..
information presented by the parties.'" Intercollegiate Broad.
Sys., Inc, v..Copyright Royalty
Board, 574 F.3d 748, 753 (D.C. Cir. 2009).

'arties

SoundExchange invites the Judges to ignore this statutory directive and
judicial
command. The Judges cannot. The parties presented the 'Jud'ges'ith
voluminous evidence and
testimony comprising the required "competitive information" relating
to Dr. Rubinfeld's
proposed interactive benchmark market, the Services'ropos'ed koninteractive
benchmarksJ thb
noninteractive market at issue in this proceeding, and the alleged
differences and similarities
among them. The Judges are commanded by the statutory
language quoted above to "bash
their decision" on precisely this sort of information, and, as
Intercollegiate Broadcast System
makes plain, it would be legal error for the Judges to ignore this
statutory directive.
The Judges further conclude that, even if the directive that
they "shall" consider
competitive information could be somehow construed hs ambiguous,
their consideration of
"competitive information" is certainly a permissible, reasonable, 'and
rational application of
section 114, for a number of reasons.
First, the D.C. Circuit, the Librarian, the Judges, and the CARP have
all acknowledged
that the Judges can and should determine whether the proffered
rates reflect a suQiciently
competitive market, i.e., an "effectively competitive" market. The
Judges made this point clearly
their decision in the 8"eb III Remand, which included a summary
of the past decisional
language regarding the section 114 standard:
The DC Circuit has held that this statutory section does not
oblige the Judges to set rates
by assuming a market that achieves "metaphysical perfection and competitiveness."
Intercollegiate Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board, 574 F.3d
748, 757 (D.C. Cir. 2'009).
Rather, as the Librarian of Congress held in Web I, the "willing shllei/willing
buyer" standard
calls for rates that would have been set in a "competitive marketplace."
67 FR at 45244-45
(emphasis added); see also 8'eb II, 67 FR at 24091-93 (explaiiting th'at 8'eb
I required an
"electively competitive market" rather than a "perfectly'dmpetitive 'market."
Between the extremes of a market with "metaphysically perfect competition" (emphasis added)).
and a monopoly

'n

"

The "competitive information" provided by the parties was exterisivk.
SdunJKxdhan'ge a'nd t'e Services provided
factual and expert testimony regarding: (1) the "upstream" market
(in which streaming services acquire licenses
from the record companies); (2) the '"downstream'" market (in which
with each other for listeners); (3) the horizontal "upstream" market streanung services may (or may not) compete
(where the i'ecord companies compete (or fkil tb
compete) with each other; and (4) the interactions of these several
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(or collusive oligopoly) market devoid of competition there exists "[in] the real world ... a mindboggling array of different markets," Krugman & Wells, supra, at 356, all of which possess
varying characteristics of a "competitive marketplace." Web III Remand, 79 I'ed. Reg. at 23114,
n.37.
It is noteworthy that SoundExchange has not characterized the 0'eb III Remand decision
as dicta. Thus, even if the prior language on which the 8"eb III Remand Judges had relied was
dicta, there is no argument that the holding in the 8"eb III Remand was di cta. It is also
noteworthy that SoundExchange did not assert that the holding in 8'eb II, that an excess of
market power can preclude a finding that a buyer or seller was a "willing" participant, was
dicta.

In 8'eb III, a licensee, Live365, asked the Judges to reject certain of SoundBxchange's
proposed benchmarks that were based on the Webcaster Settlement Act (WSA) agreement
between SoundBxchange and the NAB, and the WSA agreement between SoundBxchange and
Sirius XM. (The parties to those agreements agreed to allow those WSA agreements to be
introduced as evidence in 8'eb III.) Live365 argued that "the rates ... reflect the monopoly
power of a single seller in those two contracts." 79 Fed. Reg. at 23113. The Judges rejected that
argument — and did so by taking a "decisional path" of reasoning based on: ((i a conclusion that
an effective level of competition was required for the Judges to adopt those benchmarks; and (2
the facts of the case that demonstrated the suft tciently competitive nature of those benchmarks.
That legal conclusion and that factual finding led the Judges to an application of law to fact
whereby they concluded that the proposed benchmarks were reflective of an effectively
competitive market and therefore satisfied the section 114(f)(2)(B) standard. Specifically, the
Judges held in the 8'eb III Remand:

An oligopolistic marketplace rate that did approximate the monopoly rate could
be inconsistent with the rate standard set forth in 17 U.S.C. $ 114(fj(2)(B), as that
standard has been set forth by the D.C. Circuit and the Librarian of Congress....

"

Not only did SoundExchange fail to assert that the 8'eb III Remand decision regarding "effective competition"
was dicta, that decision could not possibly be construed as dicta. The distinction between a holding and dictum has
been thoroughly analyzed and succinctly stated:

A holding consists of those propositions along the chosen decisional path or paths of reasoning that (1) are
actually decided, (2) are based upon the facts of the case, and (3) lead to the judgment. If not a holding, a
proposition stated in a case counts as dicta.

M. Abramowicz and M. Stearns, Defining Dicta, 57 Stan. L. Rev. 953, 961 (2005). Courts have long held that, in
contrast with a "holding," dicta as "language unnecessary to a decision, ruling on an issue not raised, or [an]opinion
of a judge which does not embody the resolution or determination of the court, ... made without argument or full
consideration of the point." Lawson v. U.S., 176 F.2d 49, 51 (D.C. Cir. 1949). As detailed in the text, a
consideration of the pertinent ruling in the 8'eb III Remand and of the ultimate decision in the 8'eb III Remand
itself, demonstrates that the statements regarding the necessary competitive state of the market were clearly holdings
rather than dicta.

Both Sirius XM and the NAB assert in the present proceeding that those two WSA settlement agreements were
not reflective nf effective competition. based on evidence they have presented in this proceeding but was not
presented in Wt:b III. That issue is addressed infi.a, but, for present purposes, the pertinent point is that the Judges
found on the 8'eb III record that these WSA settlement agreements reflected an effectively competitive market.
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[I]n this proceeding the evidence demonstrates that sufHcient competitive factors
exist to permit the [benchmarks] to serve as useful benchmarks,
and doe& not
demonstrate that the rates in the [benchmarks) approximated
monopoly rates.

The parties presented no evidence from whicH thk Jddgks could
conclude ...that
SoundExchange necessarily wielded a level of pricirig power sufHcient
to affect
the use of the WSA Agreements as benchmarks.
79 Fed. Reg. at 23114 (emphasis added). Thus, in the 8"eb
IIIRemand, the Judges
unequivocally applied the prior pronouncements of th'e D.C.'Circuit, the
Librarian and the Judges
to render an unambiguous holding: (1) adopting a competitiveness
standard; (2) applying the
facts to the competitivenes's standard; and (3) using that
application of facts to law to reacH their
Alternately stated (and applying the D.C. Circuit's Lawson definition
of dicta quoted
supra), this decision regarding "effective competition'n'hh Web III Remand
was necessary to
determine an issue raised in the proceeding (the effectively
competitive status of the
agreements), after argument and full consideration.
Moreover, even past dicta "deserves serious consideration" in
subsequent decisions when
"su6iciently persuasive." US. v. Libby, 475 F. Supp. 2d
73, 81 (D.D.C. 2007). Thus,
"persuasive dictum in an important early case [can] ekablishO
[4] PrinbipIe" to b'e followeJl b)
other courts. Committee of US. Citizens Living in Nicaragua v.
Reagan, 859 F.2d 929, 938-39
(D.C. Cir. 1988). Accordingly, although SoundExchange assets that
the statements relating
competitive market in the D.C. Circuit's Inter'collegiate Broadcast
System decision
and the Librarian's 0'eb I decision were dicta, the Judges in
Feb II, the 8'eb III Remand and the
present proceeding were all clearly able to convert such asserted'icta
into binding holding's.
Thus, the Judges conclude that they are bound 'to follow the
directives that instruct
them to make certain that the statutory rates they set at'e tkosh that prier
would be set in a hypothetical
"effectively competitive" market. In light of this conclusion, based
on the
remainder of the arguments are insufficient to alter the Judges'ecision foregoing reasons, the
in this regard. However,
in the interest of completeness, the Judges address other
arguments, inc1uding those raised by t4e
that further support their conclusion.
The Judges agree that the legislative history supports the conclusion
that section 114
directs the Judges to set rates that reflect the workings of a
hypotheticaI effectively competiYivh
market. The legislative history equates rates set under the
willing buyer/willing seller standard
with "reasonable rates." As the Services note, the phrase "reasonable rates"
has been construed
by the rate court, in an analogous context, as "rates that would be set in a competitive market."
The Judges are informed by the analogous use of the willing
buyer/willing seller standard
in eminent domain law. See, e.g., Eirby Forest Ind., Inc. v. US.,'467 U.S.
1, 10 (1 984) (applying
buyer/willing seller test in eminent domain valuation dispute). In such
cases, the courts
must consider whether to award a forced seller the "holdout"
value of the seller's parcel, an
additional value that exists solely because the seller's
property is'a n'ece'ssary complement to the
other properties that are needed by the governmental unit. As discussed
in detail infra, it is
precisely this complementary oligopoly value that the Judges are declining
to include in the
rate based upon their analyses of the parties'enbhkarks p/of)ere'd
in ths proceeding.
Cf. Thomas Miceli and C.F. Sirmans, The Holdout Problem, urban
Sprawl arid Eminent

WSA'ettlement
'udgment.

to'n'ffectively

'arties,

'tatutory
'illing
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Domain, 16 J. Housing Econ. 309, 314 (2006) ("complementarities among properties in the
assembly case that are not present in the individual transaction" are the consequence of "market
failure," economic "rent seeking" and generate inefficient "transaction costs.") (emphasis
added).
The Judges are also persuaded that the structure of the Act with regard to the sound
recording performance right—as it relates to terrestrial radio, noninteractive services and
interactive services—confirms the necessity of adopting an "effectively competitive" standard in
the rate-setting process. Copyright owners were provided a limited performance right with
regard to the use of their sound recordings by noninteractive services — something less than the
purely private market-based rate for interactive use, but clearly more than the "zero rate"
required &om terrestrial radio. The Judges conclude that a rate that simply reflected or
overemphasized either of the polar extremes would be inconsistent with the three-tier structure of
the statute. As the Services note, if the Judges were simply to apply the competitive dynamics
of the interactive market, they would be disregarding the particular statutory history that led to
the three-tier rate structure. See generally, William W. Fisher III, Promises to ICeep at 104-05
(2004) (different statutory treatment of terrestrial radio, interactive services, and noninteractive
services based upon fundamental ability and limits regarding the performance, promotion of, and
substitution for sound recordings).

SoundExchange's arguments to the contrary are unavailing. First, the fact that the statute
requires the Judges to consider "competitive information" adequately rebuts SoundExchange's
contention that the statutory language does not address the issue of competitiveness. That
provision, combined with the legislative history and the prior judicial and arlmirnstrative
pronouncements make it clear that the statutory language requires the Judges to establish rates
that are effectively competitive.
Second, the Judges do not find that the traditionaI fair market value test permits the
Judges to ignore the competitive status of the hypothetical market in which the statutory rate is
established. As SoundExchange concedes in the very case law that it quotes, the common law
meaning of a phrase should only prevail when construing a statute "absent contrary indications."
Here, the requirement that the Judges consider "competitive information," the prior judicial and
administrative holdings and pronouncements, and the legislative history all combine to clearly
provide more than "indications" that the Judges must set reasonable rates that reflect "effective
competition."

Third, the mere fact that, in another setting (regarding the cable television industry)
Congress chose to define "effective competition" hardly suggests that such an "effective
competition" standard does not exist in the present case. Indeed, the absence of a definition,
combined with the requirement that the Judges weigh "competitive information," is more

As discussed infra, the Judges also reject rates proposed by several of the Services that attempt to use the "zero
rate'" paid by terrestrial radio as a guide in this proceeding. The rejection of such proposals can be seen as a
bookend to the Judges'equirement that the statutory rate reflect effective competition, rather than the

complementary oligopoly power present in the interactive market.
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'ine"
'hether

consistent with the idea that Congress intended to delegate discretion to
the Judges to determine
the rates they set reQected an appropriate level of cbmpetitiveness.

Finally, the Judges reject SoundExchange's assertion that there is no pre-existing
"bright
test sufficient to distinguish a rate which is "bffdctivel) competitive" from
one that is not.
The very essence of a competitive standard is that it s4ggestk a
hontint1um and. differences in
degree rather than in kind. Once again, the statutory hhat'ge tha) the
Judges weigh "competitive
information" indicates that the Judges are empowered to make
judgments and decide whether the
rates proposed adequately provide for an effective level of
competitiori. Moreover, in the Pre6ent
case, the Judges were presented with highly specific facts regarding how to
use the impact'of
on rate setting in order to measure and account for the "complementary
oligopoly"
power of the Majors that serves to prevent effective competition.
IV. Commercial Webcasting Rates
A. Analyses and Findings

'teering

'hey
'but

The rates proposed by the Services and SoundExchange are marked
by a wide disparity.
Although it is unsurprising that adverse parties would have strikingly different
positions, what is
is that, despite these differences, the parties'ositions are
supported to a great extent
not in all cases) by persuasive and logical ecokonfic Analyses.
Initially, this created a
conundrum for the Judges, because none of these persuasive and
logical economic analyst
could easily be rejected.

'urprising

On closer inspection, however, what became clear'o the Judges was that
the reason why
many of these disparate economic analyses and moldelk cduid all'ppear to be
correct was that
each reflected only a portion of the marketplace. That i5, td drhw bn a
classic analogy, the
experts testified to different aspects of the market i6 mull thh same manner
as the several
blind men
after touching but one part of an elephant, were asked to describe
the animal, and gave starkly different descriptions based upon whether
they had touched only t'e
trunk, the torso or the tail. Perhaps an even more aPt a'nalbgy hah been 'made
with regard to the
testimony of experts as similar to the men in another fable:
In a certain kingdom was a cave containing a treasure, guarded
by a beast. of
fierce repute. The king wished to know the nature'of the beast, and'ispat'che'd
three of his subjects to invade the pitch darkness of thb cue and report.
The first
returned and declared that he had felt the head of the beast, and it was toothed
and
maned like a lion. The second reported that he had felt the sides of the beast, and
that it was winged and feathered like an eagle. The third reported that the
legs of
the beast were tong snd hoofed like a horse A feel soke portrait of the beast was
drawn up, and all were thereafter afraid to approach the cave. Of course, in
reality, the cave contained a lion, an eagle, and a horse.

'roverbial
'ho,

.

~

" The
analogy is not meant to suggest that the testifying experts were metaphorically
blind. Indeed, they were all
learned and persuasive with regard to the aspects of the market
upon which they opined.
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Another, less allegorical, way of saying this is that many of the problems that the
law has had in handling expertise in the courtroom have sprung from a failure to
examine the concept of expertise in appropriate taxonomic detail.
Michael Risinger, Preliminary Thoughts on a Functional Taxonomy ofExpertise for the PostKumho World, 31 Seton Hall L. Rev. 508, 508-09 (2000).
This phenomenon among experts has particular applicability to economists. As one
proiminent economist has recently written:

Rather than a single, specific model, economics encompasses a collection of
models .... The diversity of models in economics is the necessary counterpart to
the flexibility of the social world. Different social settings require different
models. Economists are unlikely ever to uncover universal, general-putyose
models. But ... economists have a tendency to misuse their models. They are
prone to mistake a model for the model, relevant and applicable under all
conditions. Economists must overcome this temptation.
Dani Rodrik, Economics Rules 5-6 (2015) (emphasis in original). Each party and its experts
nonetheless invite the Judges to rely on but a single economic model — their model — as
representative of the entire noninteractive market. As this determination makes clear, the Judges
decline that invitation. Rather, the Judges have found that no single economic model — no one
mythic beast — reigns over the noninteractive market writ large. Rather, the evidence and
testimony reveal a marketplace for sound recordings that is segmented, if not fragmented.
Indeed, the Judges note the following economic dichotomies demonstrated by the evidence:
~

Market Segmentation by WTP

Services that attract listeners who have no willingness to pay (WTP) for access to a
noninteractive service, and therefore who listen mainly to ad-supported services, versus services
that attract relatively more listeners who have a WTP greater than zero, and therefore can attract
more subscription-based listeners.
~

Market Segmentation by On-Demand Functionality

Services that meet the statutory definition of an "interactive service" and thus provide an
on-demand function, i.e., that allow listeners to select the sound recording they wish to hear
whenever they choose, versus noninteractive services, that — despite whatever other functionality
they may include — do not and cannot provide an on-demand feature.
~

Market Segmentation by Major or Indie

The Majors, who have the ability to negotiate relatively higher rates, versus the Indies,
who have relatively less market power when negotiating rates.

Complementary Oligopoly Power versus Oligopoly Market Structure
"Complementary oligopoly" power exercised by the Majors designed to thwart price
competition and thus inconsistent with an "effectively competitive market," versus the
oligopolistic structure not proven to be the consequence of anticompetitive
acts or the cause of anticompetitive results.
~

Majors'on-complementary
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Custom Pureplay Webcasting versus Simulcasting
Custom (pureplay) noninteractive services that play only sound recordings, versus
simulcasters, who play principally (but not exclusively) the sound recordings and other materials
transmitted simultaneously on a terrestrial broadcast.
The presence of such dichotomies is not particularly unusuaL I"'or example, in 8'eb the
II,
Judges noted that the marketplace consisted of a variety of commercial actors, who had'a
mix of features regarding costs, customers, business plans, and strategies. Such a
variety exists today, and has been amplified by technological changes that have allowed for a
greater diversity of music services. The directive in sbctibn 114I instruictirlg the Judges to
establish "rates and terms," that is, multiple rates and terms, anticipates the potential for
more
than one set of rates and terms that would have been nbgdtiated kn the rharketplace between
various willing buyers and willing sellers. Because the marketpi'ace as 'presented'by 'the
record in
this proceeding reveals important differences across these dichotomies, the
Judges, as required
by section 114, establish rates and terms in this proceetHng tHat reflect
marketplace
realities.
~

'eterogeneous
~se

B. SoundExchange's Rate Proposal
1.

Introduction

SoundExchange proposes a single rate for all cbmhmIcial webcasters using a greater-of
structure. All commercial webcasters would pay the greater of 55% of revenue attributable
to
webcasting and the following per-performance rate:
Soundxxchange Proposed Per-Performance Rates

Year

Per-performance Rate

2016

$ 0.0025

2017

$ 0.0026

2018

$ 0.0027

2019

$0.0028

2020

$ 0.0029

Id. at 2-3.
2. Dr. Rubinfeld's Proposed Interactive Streaming Services Benchmark

Iu support of its proposal, SoundExchange relies piincipally on an analysis undertaken
by
one of its economic witnesses, Dr. Daniel Rubinfeld, of rates set forth in direct licenses
from
record companies to certain interactive streaming

services.'n

"interactive service's defused as one that "enables a member ol.the public to receive
transmission of a
program specially created for the recipient, or on request, a transnrissipn cfa particular sound
recording .'.. which is
selected by the recipient." 17 U.S.C. ( 114(j)(7) (emphasis added). A service that fails to
meet the definition of an
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a. Foundation for Rubinfeld's Proposed Per-Play Rates Benchmark
Dr. Rubinfeld derived SoundExchange's proposed per-play rates by analyzing more than
80 agreements between interactive streaming services and record companies. Dr. Rubinfeld
identified 60 such agreements that contained data on per-play royalty rates. 5/28/15 Tr. 6297
(Rubinfeld). From those 60 agreements, he selected 26 that specified minimum per-play rates.
Rubinfeld CWDT $ 205; SX Ex. 59 (Rubinfeld CWDT, Exhibit 16a) (hsting 26 interactive
streaming service agreements).

According to Dr. Rubinfeld, interactive streaming service benchmarks are more probative
in this statutory rate proceeding than they were in prior statutory rate proceedings due to: (1) a
"convergence" in features that interactive and noninteractive streaming services offer to the enduser ("downstream") market; and (2) greater head-to-head competition for listeners between
interactive and noninteractive streaming services. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 21.
i. Convergence of Features

SoundExchange avers that the listening choices (i.e., functionality) that interactive and
noninteractive streaming services offer their customers are becoming much more similar than
they were in previous years, i.e., they are converging. See, e.g., 5/6/15 Tr. 2013 (Rubinfeld)
("[C]onvergence [m]ean[s] that if I'm very active in telling Pandora [a noninteractive service]
what I like and don't like, the nature of the station can evolve in ways that can become more
similar to what I might do on Spotify [an interactive service] if I were curating my own
station.").

According to SoundExchange, the increasingly similar functionality of interactive and
noninteractive streaming services has "blurred" the previous distinctions between them. See,
e.g., SX Ex. 3, $ 13 (Blackburn WDT); SX Ex. 32, $ 25 (Wilcox WRT). This purported blurring
has occurred, according to SoundExchange, because of technological evolution, marketplace
developments, and changes in consumer preferences. See, e.g., Kooker WDT at 16; SX Ex. 21 tt
36 (Wheeler WDT). SoundExchange asserts that,. because of the market changes that it has
highlighted, interactive and noninteractive webcasters alike recognize that any given music
consumer "is both a lean forward and a lean back type of listener," whose particular preference
"depends very much on the situation and the time of day" and the "mood that they'e in."
5/29/15 Tr. at 6570 (Kooker); Kooker WRT. SoundExchange further notes that even Pandora
has recognized that for 75% of music consumers it is important that a music service afford them

"interactive service" is, by default, a noninteractive service that may be entitled to a statutory license if it meets all
other applicable criteria, see 17 U.S.C. f 114(d)(2)(C), including adherence to the "sound recording performance
complement" as defined in 17 U.S.C. Ij 114(j)(13).
"Lean-forward" and "lean-back" are not statutory phrases that define types of services, and the record does not
reflect any precise meanings in the industry. Importantly, a "lean-forward service" is not necessarily the same as an
"interactive service," and a "lean-back service" is not necessarily the same as a "noninteractive service." Compare,
e.g., 4/30/15 Tr. 1182-83 (A. Harrison) ("on-demand services have lean-back listening options" and "statutory
[noninteractive] services have lean-forward capabilities.") with 5/13/15 Tr. 3396-97 (Herring) (" lean-back services
are radio-like services, one where you hit play and the service kind of chooses for you ...[wjhereas ... lean-forward
we consider on-demand services. So you go into the service and you choose exactly what you want to listen to.")
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both "effortless listening" and "on demand music." SX Ex. 269 at
17 (Pandora Board of
Directors: Strategy Day document, Oct. 30, 2014).

'ervices

SoundExchange contends that to attract and retain listeners, interactive
streaming
have moved beyond merely playing, on demni3, thle r/cordings selected
by a listener,
and have developed and promoted curated playlists, radio
camIIIon&th and other lean-back
methods of music delivery. Blackburn WDT 13; Wilcox WRT
$
$ 25; Kooker WRT at 14;
5/13/15 Tr. 3448-50 (Herring). To support this point, SoundExchange
introduced evidence and
elicited testimony describing the various custom radio features
of several predominantly
streaming services, e.g., Rdio; Rhapsody; Slacker; Beats;
~azon; Google;.and
Apple. See SX PFF $ 266 (and record citations therein).
SoundExchange asserts that "lean back" fea&es are'a signIfic&t
part of the consuiner
listenin~experience on some of these services. For example, Spun'dEkch&gp
point's
nearlyg% of UMG's plays on Slacker are such programmed streams, rather than theout that
traditional
plays of an interactive service. SX Ex. 25 $ 11 (Harrison WRT). SoundExchange
notes that on Spotify, approximatelyI% of total listaaing to Sony's
repertoire occurs Quough
playlists created by Spotify or other third parties (i.e., not the listener). Kooker
WRT $ 15.
SoundExchange further asserts that listener feature
convergency is. occurring &om the
direction as well, with statutory services adding new "lean-forward"
options. In May
2013, SoundExchange notes, Pandora, a noninteractive streaming
service, initiated its "Pandora
Premieres" feature, which "allows for on-demand selection of
certain predetermined albums."
Pan. Ex. 5002 $ 30 (Fleming-Wood WDT); Rubinfeld CWDT
$$ 53-54; 5/13/15 Tr. 3444
(Herring). Further, SoundExchange notes that a Pand&ra listbnek can "seed"
multiple stations
with various artists and sound recording tracks, and then influence
the types of recordings on
each station by using Pandora's "thumbs up/thumbs down" button.
PAN Ex. 5000 $$ 33-34
(Westergren WDT); Fleming-Wood WDT 8-9; Blackburn WDT
$$
$$ 9, 12-13; Rubinfeld
CWDT $ 53; Kooker WRT 10-11. SoundExchange continues that
Pandora listeners can also
skip songs, another form of customization. Rubinfeld 'CWDT 53.
$
also points out that Sirius XM's noninteractive steaming service
XM") allows listeners to move "slidersss to change the 'type
of music played. For example,
a listener can direct the service to play "more acoustic" or "more
electric" within a particular
genre. SX Ex. 232 at 15-21; 5/22/15 Tr. 5419-20 (Frear).
SoundExchange also notes that iHeart has developed a custom streaming
service that,
according to SoundExchange, makes it "very likely" that a listener who
is seeking out a highly
popular artist or song will "hear the exact song or songs he or she had in mind
within minutes of
starting the station." Kooker WRT at 7.

'nteractive

'n-demand

'ther
g

("My'irius
'oundExchange

'igh

To demonstrate this point, SoundExchange introduced evidence of
keveI al
'that purported to show the
frequency with which an iHeart station played the most popular songs ofExperiments
a
artist
popular
who was used! o seed
a custom station — in contrast to the uncertain song rotation on terrestrial
radio. Kooker WRT at 7-8. In these
experiments on iHeart's custom radio (i.e., non-simulcast), a seedtxI
artist& Meghan Trainer, atid her cprreIlt
highest selling song, would play first 92% of the time. Ms. Trainbr'spppuIar
first or s'econd current highest selling sdng
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SoundExchange also notes that the statutory services are developing new functionality
that would allow even more listener control (while still satisfying the DMCA requirements).
These functions purportedly would allow listeners to:
~

~

~

repeat songs, re-listen to songs they'e "thumbed up," skip additional tracks, and
create playlists of "thumbed up" songs, SX Ex. 1678 at 8;
ban from stations certain artists, live tracks, instrumental recordings and tempos, SX
Ex. 269 at 43; 5/13/15 Tr. 3498-3503 (Herring); and
create stations that contain only those songs for which the listener has indicated a
preference. SX Ex. 213.

SoundExchange notes that a prime catalyst for increased convergence between interactive
and noninteractive streaming services is the trend away from desktop listening toward mobile
listening. For example, SoundExchange points out that during the first quarter of 2015, 83'/0 of
the hours streamed by Pandora listeners occurred through mobile devices. 5/13/15 Tr. 3443
(Herring). SoundExchange asserts that the leading edge of this competition to "get into the car"
by both noninteractive and interactive streaming services should hasten this trend. 5/8 Tr. 273132 (Shapiro). Moreover, because on-demand song selection is often incompatible with driving
(absent hands-free voice controls or self-driving cars), SoundExchange opines that interactive
streaming services have incentives to add "lean-back" functionality, such as Spotify's "Shuffle"
service, to their mobile services. Blackburn WDT $ 39.
Based on the foregoing points, SoundExchange concludes that, notwithstanding the
requirements noninteractive streaming services must meet to be eligible for the statutory license,
statutory services are increasingly offering enhanced functionality that "come[] close to
replicating" the on-demand listening experience of interactive streaming services. Rubinfeld
CWDT $$ 53-54; Blackburn WDT $ 9; Kooker WDT at 16. As summarized by one record
company witness, statutory services now "employ sophisticated algorithms, user-interface
controls, and other computer technology that allow users to communicate their preferences to the
service, and the service to customize and curate programming tailored to the individual user."
Kooker WDT at 16-17.

SoundExchange concludes that "[i]t is therefore no longer just directly licensed
interactive services that allow users to select their programming. Users of statutory services can
also lean forward and influence what they hear." SX PFF $ 278 (emphases added).

would play first 100N of the time. In 68'/o of the trials in the experiment, the seeded station played three or more of
Ms, Trainor's songs among the first seven songs played. SX Ex. 27 at 7.
75

None of the parties requested that the Judges interpret or seek an interpretation from the Register on whether any
one listener feature or combination of features brought a particular noninteractive service outside the scope of the
statutory license.
The words "select" and "injlucnce" as used by SoundExchange and quoted in the accompanying text, supra, are
italicized to foreshadow the important distinction in meaning between those words, as discussed infra, section
lV.B.3.b. Suftice it to note at present the ditferent meanings of these two verbs — "to select'eans "to choose in
preference to another or others; pick out; to make a choice; pick," whereas "to influence" means 'to ... affect;
sway." See Dictionary.corn.
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ii. Increased Competition for Listeiieris ill thb D'ownstream Market

SoundExchange avers that interactive scrvicesl and ndniriterhctiye streaming 'services
compete with each other for listeners. SX Ex. 269; 5/13/15 Tr. 3462 (Herring). SoundExckadge
that Pandora, iHeart, and Sirius XM are a11 keex8y Aware of the developing competition
&om interactive services. SoundExchange points to numerous examples in the record of this
purported competition for listeners between interactive arid noninteractive streaming services.
regard to Pandora, SoundExchange cites the follow'ing evidence:

'ike
'o

~

'ith

~

'andora
head'o-head
'ontends

~

Pandora's own internal documents confirm that interactive services "compete
for listener hours with services that operate under the statutory license,"
Kooker WDT at 16;
Pandora identifies Spotify as a "competitor" for the "consumers [it is] trying to attract
use Pandora," SX Ex. 266 at 12; 5/13/15 Tr. 3483-84 (Herring);
Pandora identifies as "competitor services" Spotify's Free Mobile App (described by
as "enabl[ing] [a] hybrid 'lean-in'/'lean-back'xperience") and Beats Music
"[p]ure
on-demand service with a novel personalization feature"), SX Ex. 266 at
(a
15-21;

Pandora's "Competitive Intelligence Report" details the product offerings of sekichs
Beats, Google Play, Rdio, and Spotify, SX Ex16 52; SX Ex. 2244;
~
In 2014, Pandora briefed its incoming CEO Brian McAndrews on the "[i]ncreased
competition [that] exists f'rom Apple, Google, hnd'other'inthactiv'e] streaming
like Spotify." SX Ex. 2367; 5/27/15 Tr. 6163-65 (Fleming-Wood); and
~ Pandora identified Spotify, Rdio, Deezer,
Rhapsody, Slacker, Google, and Apple as
"competitors" in Pandora's survey of competitors'roduct strategies and busine'ss
in a "Strategic Planning Overview." SX Hx. 263 at 23.
Similarly, with regard to iHeart, SoundExchange notes the following evidence of
competition between interactive streaming services and iHeait's custom noninteractive stre&ning
~

'odels
'ervices

'ervice:
.

SX Ex. 1262 at 4-11; SX Bx..'?157 at 5.

SX Ex. 211 at 6.

Id.

77

at2,6.

This proceeding involves two aspects of a vertical market: (I) the "tipsri.earing royalty market,'n which record
companies charge streaming sn vices for the right to access the record companies'epertoi res of sound recordings:
and (2) the "downstream consumer market'n which streaming services offer music to listeners. Rubinfeld CWRT
$ 132.
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Finally, SoundExchange notes that Sirius XM also
My Sirius XM—and hi,~hlight'X
Ex.1759 at
15; 5/22/15 Tr. 5461-63 (Frear). Additionally, 'Sirius XM conducted a

SX Ex. 237 at 26.

Based on his proffered evidence of "convergence" and "downstream competition," Dr.
Rubinfeld concluded that agreements between interactive streaming services and record
companies were an appropriate foundation upon which to base a marketplace benchmark for
determining rates in this proceeding. 5/15/15 Tr. 1785 (Rubinfeld).
b. Comparability of Dr. Rubinfeld s Proffered Interactive Streaming Services

Benchmark to the Hypothetical Market

Dr. Rubinfeld asserts that his proposed interactive streaming services benchmark satisfies
the following four part-test that he contends comprises the standard that the Judges applied in the
8"eb III Remand to determine the usefulness of a proffered benchrrmk:
Willing buyer and seller test: Dr. Rubinfeld contends that the rates that the Judges are
required to set must be those that would have been negotiated in a hypothetical marketplace
between a willing buyer and a willing seller. Rubinfeld CWDT at $ 122(a). Dr. Rubinfeld
opined that the interactive streaming services agreements upon which he based his proffered
benchmark are indicative of the results of negotiations between willing buyers and willing sellers
because they were entered into voluntarily between parties who did not have the option of
electing the statutory license. Id. at $ 158(a).
Same parties test: Dr. Rubinfeld contends that the buyers and sellers in the hypothetical
marketplace that the Judges are tasked with replicating (i.e., statutory webcasting services and
record companies, respectively) are "similar" to the buyers and sellers in his proffered
benchmark. Id. at $$ 122(b) and 158(b).
Absence ofStatutory license test: Dr. Rubinfeld contends that the hypothetical
marketplace is one in which there is no statutory license. Id. at $ 122(c). He opines that, among
the spectrum of potential benchmarks that could have been offered, a benchmark based upon
interactive streaming services agreements is least likely to be influenced by the statutory license
because interactive services cannot default to the statutory license and therefore, according to Dr.
Rubinfeld, his proffered benchmark is an appropriate replication of a market without a statutory
license. Id. at $ 158(c).

Same rights test: Dr. Rubinfeld asserts that the products sold in the hypothetical
marketplace consist of a blanket license for the record companies'omplete repertoires of sound
recordings, to be used in compliance with the DMCA requirements. Id. $ 122(d). Unlike the
other three comparability tests discussed above, with regard to the "same rights test," Dr.
Rubinfeld contends that certain adjustments must be made to enhance the comparability of the
proffered benchmark to the hypothetical market. Dr. Rubinfeld asserts that these adjustments are
necessary because the agreements upon which his proposed benchmark is based provide various
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functionality that is not permitted by the statutory likede
(s.e., "on demand" choice of songs
unlimited skips; and "cached" downloads). Id. at
$ 158(d).
Therefore, according to Dr. Rubinfeld, "adjustments
can and should be made to accost
these differences when applying the set of interactive
benchmarks." Id.
c. Per-Play "Ratio Equivalency" in
Noxiinteractive and Interactive Markets
Dr. Rubinfeld "assumed that the ratio of the
average retail subscription price to the perroyalty paid by the licensee to the record label is
approximately the same in both
interactive and noninteractive markets." Rubinfeld
CWDT at $ 169. This "ratio equivalency" is
best presented by the following equation:

'ubscriber
[w]

[c]

[B]

Where:

[A] = Avg. Retail Interactive Subscription Price

= Interactive Subscriber

Royalty Rate
=
[CJ Avg. Retail Noninteructive Subscriptiori Price
= Noninteructive Subscriber
Royalty Rate
Dr. Rubinfeld testified that this "ratio equivalency"
assun|pbon is not only important, but indeed
is foundational to his entire analysis. 5/6/15 Tr.
2026 (Rub&eld). so
Dr. Rubinfeld calculated the interactive numerator
and denominator [A] apd [B], and the
noninteractive numerator f C], Rom available data in
t6e agreements he had analyzed. Dr.
Rubinfeld did not have data to calculate the noninteradtivb
denominator [8] — i.e., the per-flag
"Noninteractive Subscriber Royalty Rate."
Dr'.
Therefore,
Rubinfeld attempted to estimate this
number by: (1) applying the above equation; and
(2) making what he describes as the necessary
adjustments to the rate he derives to account for
differences betw'een the interactive and
noninteractive markets and thus satisfy the "same rights"
test.

Dr. Rubinfeld also noted that in the interactive
streaming services agreements that formed the basis of his
proffered benchmark, the licensed rights do not consist
repertoires of sound recordings. Instead, artist/labels of a blanket liqensp fol. thy record companies'omplete
interactive streaming services. Id. Dr. Rubinfeld did may limit (or exclude) the right to license certain conten't from
not offer any propos'ed a'djustments to account for this
distinction.
Dr. Rubinfeld made such adjustments, as discussed
requires a discussion of Dr. Rubinfeld's basic model, infra. Understanding those adjustments in the proper cbnte'xt
which follows.
This "ratio equivalency" assumption in Dr. Rubinfeld's
model ik essenti'ally the same as the assumption made
Dr. Pelcovits on behalf of SoundExchange in 8"eb
by
II
aud Web III. See Rubinfeld CWDT 207, n.
$
124(acknowledging that he followed "past practices"); 5/6/1/1
55
Tr.
2026-,27 (confirming that his reference to "past
practices" referred to Dr. Pelcovits's approach). Dr.
Rubinfeld
however„ thajt his application of the
benchmark analysis does not suffer from the defects indicates,
in 'Dr. l'elcovits application of that model in a'rior
proceeding. Id. at 2027-28.

'nteractive
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More particularly, to determine his Interactive Numerator [A] (the average monthly retail
interactive subscription price), Dr. Rubinfeld calculated "the simple average of the [monthly]
subscription prices for the interactive services, which turned out to be in this case $ 9.86." 5/5/15
Tr. 1797 (Rubinfeld).
To determine his Interactive Denominator [8] in his ratio (the interactive subscriber
royalty rate), Dr. Rubinfeld first identified the average minimum per-play rate as defined in each
of his selected interactive agreements. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 205. Next, Dr. Rubinfeld identified
the various forms of non per-play consideration, if any, in these agreements, which included nonrecoupable cash payments and advertising commitments with an explicit financial value.
Rubinfeld CWDT $ 218. To convert these lump-sum payments and values into per-play values,
Dr. Rubinfeld divided these payments by the number of actual plays (as set forth in the
applicable service's performance statements). Id.
then added this derived per-play value to
the stated (i.e., headline) per-play rate. Dr. Rubinfeld then took an average of these per-play
rates, weighted by revenue, id. $ 203, to determine the interactive subscriber royalty rate for his
interactive benchmark agreements.

'e

Having obtained values for [A] and [8], Dr. Rubinfeld was able to calculate that the direct
agreements with the interactive services provided record companies with a minimum revenue
share that generally ranged between 50 percent and 60 percent of the services'evenues (based
on the record company's share of total streams), with the majority falling between 55 percent and
60 percent. Rubinfeld CWDT $ 206 and, Appx. 1. Thus, given Dr. Rubinfeld's assumption that
the ratios should be equal in both markets, the per-play royalty rate for noninteractive services
[D] (i.e., the statutory rate) would also have to provide record companies with the same
minimum percentage of revenue out of [C] (the average monthly retail noninteractive
subscription price).

However, Dr. Rubinfeld needed first to calculate [C] (the average monthly retail
noninteractive subscription price). Dr. Rubinfeld calculated [C] — as he had calculated [A] — as a
simple average of the monthly subscription prices for the services he had identified as
"noninteractive." Because of varying rates within each service (depending on whether the
average is computed using monthly or yearly fees), the average ranged between $4.84 and $ 5.25.
5/5/15 Tr. 1797 (Rubinfeld); Rubinfeld CWDT $ 207.
Having calculated values for [A], [8] and [C], Dr. Rubinfeld thus could, and did, use the
ratio of the interactive to noninteractive subscription prices (the ratio of [A] to [C] ) to solve for
[D] (the statutory noninteractive per-play royalty rate). Dr. Rubinfeld determined that the ratio
of the two monthly subscription prices ranged between 1.88 and 2.04. Dr. Rubinfeld applied

31

If the agreements provided the record companies with rights that were not quantifiable (e.g., data provision or
equity stakes), Dr. Rubinfeld did not account for the possible value of those rights in his benchmark calculation. Id.
As a basic mathematical point, if [A]/[B] = [CJ/[D], then [Aj/[Cj = [B]/[D]. Thus, assuming Dr. Rubinfeld's
approach was valid. he could mathematically determine [D] (the statutory noninteractive rate) by applying the ratio
of [Aj to (t"j, since hc had calculated a value for [Bj (the interactive royalty rate).
9.86/4 84=2.04 (rounded). 9.86/5.25=1.88 (rounded).
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what he considered to be a reasonable and conservative figure within this range, 2.00, as a
discount factor to make his proffered downward "inte/activitt aJlju."~tm'ent" to the royalty rate for
interactive services, which he then applied to determiite h'is parol."iosed royalty rate for
noninteractive services.
i. SoundKxchange's Alternative Calculation and Confirmation of its

"Interactivity Adjustment"

Dr. Rubinfeld attempted to confirm the reasonableness of his 2.0 interactivity
adjustment
by considering a different method of calculating the adjustment,'undertaken by another
SoundExchange expert economic witness, Dr. Daniel McFadden. Rubinfeld CWDT
tttt 17.l, 209.
Dr. McFadden conducted a "conjoint survey" " to determine the value that future
consumers of
digital streaming services place on various features of those services. Dr. Mc.'Fadden determined
the value that future consumers place on various features that are available on streaming
services, such as: (1) limited or unlimited skips:, (2) o61ink li.~teiLing; (3) on-demand
(desktop
mobile); (4) addIItion of mobile service; (5) playlists (from algorithms and "tastemakers");
(6) presence or absence of advertising; and (7) catalog size between one million and
twenty
million. SX Ex. 15 tt 9 (Mc,Fadden WDT).

'nd

Relying upon the entire sample of respondents to 6r. McFaddek's survey, Dr. Rubnafeld
summed the average willingness to pay (WTP)'alues for various attributes for
hypothetical
interactive and noninteractive services, in the following m'amber.'
On the interactive side, Dr. Rubinfeld included the following attributes:
(1) u:nlimited
skips; (2) oftline listening; (3) on-demand availability'dt",sktop and mobile);
(4) mobile
service; (5) pJ.aylists (from algorithms and "tast!emakers"); (6) absence of advertising; and
(7) catalog size between one million and. twenty million)

'4

On the noninteractive side, Dr„Rubinfeld included these attributes but excluded the
following features not offered by,statutory services: (1) unlimited skips; (2) offline
listening; and (3) on-demand availabIility (desktop and mobile); and catalogs greater than
ten million (as arguably more reflective of noninteractive catalog sizes in the market). 1d.
Rubinfeld CWDT $ 2,09, SX Ex. 56 (Rub infeld CWDT Ex. 14).
According to Dr. Rubinfeld, the survey results from Dr. McFadden's conjoint
surveys
indicated an interactivity ratio of 1,90, wtuch Dr. RubiMeld n'oted was less than the 2.0
interactivity ratio calculated by Dr. Rubinfeld through his own methodology, discussed supt"a.
~

A conjoint survey creates a slate of alternative products and asks the consumer to identify which
product he or she
most prefers. The sets of products are designed to realistically minnie the actual market
process, in which a consumer
is presented with and chooses among various competing bundles of alternatives.
By presenting each consumer wi'th
several sets of choices, the researcher can determi:ne the relative irnpo&rance and dhollar
value that consumers place
on each of the attributes, McFadden WDT $ 13.
word "average" is italicized in the text, supra, to presage an important element of Dr. McFadden's
results,
one that he identified and upon which one of the Services'conomic experts Dr. Steven Peterson.
elaborated the
relationship between the &n erage 'vVTP in Dr. McFadden's survey'and'he'bimodait natI rrc of Dr. McFadden's
VrTP
results. That issue is discussed further in this determination.

'he
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(Because the interactivity ratio measures the relationship of interactive subscription prices to
noninteractive subscription prices, the lower 1.90 ratio would indicate that noninteractive
subscription prices are closer to interactive subscription prices, raising the benchmark interactive
royalty rate as compared to Dr. Rubinfeld's 2.0 ratio.) Accordingly, Dr. Rubinfeld concluded
that Dr. McFadden's alternative method of calculating the value of interactivity confirmed that
Dr. Rubinfeld's own 2.0 interactivity adjustment was not only reasonable, but conservative.
Rubinfeld CWDT $ 210.
ii. Additional Adjustments Made by Dr. Rubinfeld

The other differences between the interactive market and the noninteractive market that,
according to Dr. Rubinfeld, required further adjustment before he could determine a per-play
royalty rate based on his interactive benchmark analysis are described below.
(A) Adjustment for royalty-bearing plays (skips and pre-1972 recordings)
In his analysis, Dr. Rubinfeld accounted for the fact that, under the statute, a "skip," i.e.„a
song that that a listener skips after several seconds, is considered a royalty-bearing play for a
noninteractive service. By contrast, interactive services, pursuant to their direct license
agreements with record companies, typically are permitted to exclude from the royalty obligation
at least some skips. SX Ex.17 tt 212 (Rubinfeld CWDT). Offsetting to some extent this
downward adjustment, according to Dr. Rubinfeld, was his understanding that statutory services
(such as Pandora and Sirius XM) contend that they are not required to pay royalties for pre-1972
sound recordings under federal copyright law. Id. 'll 213 (RubinfeM CWDT). However, Dr.
Rubinfeld understood that directly-licensed interactive services, such as those in his proffered
benchmarks, are usually bound by contract to pay royalties on pre-1972 sound recordings. Id.
In order to make an "apples-to-apples" comparison, Dr. Rubinfeld therefore corrected for
these differences in royalty-bearing plays in his interactive benchmark market and the statutory
noninteractive market. SX Ex. 29 tt 214 (Rubinfeld CWRT). Applying the foregoing factors,
Dr, Rubinfeld calculated that the ratio of (i) royalty-beaiing plays in his interactive benchmark
market to (ii) royalty-bearing plays in the statutory noninteractive market was 1.0: 1.1.
Accordingly, Dr. RubinfeM divided his per-play rate (as calculated in the prior steps, supra) by a
factor of 1.1.

se

The Copyright Act only covers sound recordings fixed after Febi~ary 15, 1972—the effective date of the Sound
Recording Amendment, Pub. L. No. 92-140, 85 Stat. 391 (1971). Protection, if any, for sound recordings fixed prior
to that date derives from state law.
87

Dr. Rubinfeld calculated the 1.1 adjustment factor by: (i) estimating the number of royalty- bearing plays on a
hypothetical service that does not pay for skips, utilizing information about the number of skips; the average skip
length; song length; and ad minutes per hour, and then dividing that number by (ii) the estimated number of royaltybearing plays as determined by analyzing Pandora's SEC filings. Rubinfeld CWDTf 216; SX Ex. 57 (Rubinfeld
CWDT Ex. 15a); SX Ex.58 (Rubinfeld CWDT Ex. 15b).
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(B) Adjustment for Indies

Dr. Rubinfeld assumed that, on average,
independent record companies,
commons
known as Indies, (i.e., those not owned
by (or by a division of) Universal, Sony or Watner)
would likely negotiate less beneficial arrangemen)s
kith inthra3tive services than would Majors.
Rubinfeld CWDT $$ 220, 223. Based on this
assumption, he made a further assumption that 'the
difference in the consideration received by the
Majors arid the Indies in the interactive mkkef
would be reflected completely in the assumed fact
that Indies "would not receive any of the non
per-~lay flnancial or other unquantified consideration major rec'ord
companies receive
$
Dr. Rubinfeld then determined that the Indies
accounted for an average of 24% of lie
on interactive services, and he weighted his bene'hm'ark'by
assuming that this 24% figure
was also applicable to the noninteractive market.
Id. $ 225.
After applying the foregoing steps and adjustments,
Dr. Rubinfeld calculated that, for 6e
year- 2014 (the year for which he had
and applied data), the per-play royalty rate for
noninteractive services implied by the interactive
benchmark equaled $ 0.002376, or 0.2376
cents. SX Ex. 59 (Rubinfeld CWDT Hx.
16a).

'treams
'23.
...."'l

(C) Adjustment for 2016-2020 Period

Finally, Dr. Rubinfeld determined that his proposed
linear $ 0.00008 for each year in the statutory 2016-'2020 per-play rate should increase by a
period. In support of these annual
increases, Dr. Rubinfeld relied upon: (1) the average
$ 0.00008 annual increase in rates as set in
8'eb III; (2) his belief that there would
be an ever-increasing convergence in the retail prides'of
statutory and nonstatutory services; (3) the
presence of'ra)e eye/ation provisions,in the,
and the Pandora/Merlin JA+eahedt; alnd
(4) the presence of annual
rate escalations in the 8'eb III rates. Rubinfeld
CWDT $$ 137-141; PAN Ex. 5014 at 4, 5
(Pandora/Merlin Agreement). Thus, Dr. Rubinfeld increased
his 2014 interactive benchmark of
by $ 0.00008, for a 2015 benchmark of 50.002456. Cat 2015
Ggure was again

'0.002376

Apparently, Dr. Rubinfeld did not separately examine the
IndieS/Setvices agreements in his collected interahtivh
agreements to test his assumptions and apply the actual
differences, if any', between the headline rates and other
compensation received by the Indies, on the one hand, and
by the Majors,:on the other hand. See Rubinfeld CWDT
$ 223 ("I also assume that these independent record companies
receive the same per-play rates and
revenue shares as the majors.") (emphasis added'i.
Dr. Rubinfeld later, modified his direct testimonyproportionate,
to note what )e
described as confirmatorv evidence — that in
agree'meuts vjith the Majors and the Indies, "the rhajors
received
." SX Rx. 128 iI 29'(Rubinfeld
'CWDT'App. 2.).
89
Dr. Rubinfeld noted that Nielsen Soundscan
information he possessed indicated that the independent record
companies'013 market share was higher — it was approximat'ely
35% — but he chose to use the lower 24%
interactive market figure. Rubinfeld CWDT 224
and, n. 131 (continuing to rely on the 2/% f)gure for interadtive
$
plays of Indie sound recordings and noting (but not linking —
lbgically or evidentially) the unsourced assertion that
"a substantial portion of those
sound recordings were distributed by major labels.").
See 37 C.F.R. tt380.3(a)(1) (setting forth 8'eb III
rates). Although the average rate increased annually
$ 0.00008, the rate remained constant for 2012 and
2013 (at $ 0.0021) and also remained constant for 2014by
and 2015
(at $ 0.0023). Thus, in 50% of the year-over-year
changes, the Judges declined to make any changes in the PVeh lD
rates.
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increased by $ 0.00008 to reflect a rate for 2016 of $ 0.002536 (rounded by Dr. Rubinfeld to
$ 0.0025).

iii. The Interactive Rate is an "Effectively Competitive" Benchmark Rate
SoundExchange maintains that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark rate reflects
effective competition because downstream competition mitigates any arguable market power
record companies may have in the upstream licensing market. (However, it is worthy of note
that SoundExchange did not attempt to demonstrate that the interactive market on which it relies
for its benchmark is effectively competitive, until its rebuttal case, after the Services had made
their direct arguments as to why the interactive market is not effectively competitive.) In support
of its argument, SoundExchange relies on the testimony of another of its economic experts, Dr.
Eric Talley.

According to Dr. Talley, rates in the interactive market are constrained by two factors.
First, if there is an "elastic downstream demand curve" for an input (such as a sound recording),
upstream prices for that input will be constrained. Second, if the "expenditure on that input
versus other inputs" — "the cost intensity of that particular input" — is proportionately significant
compared to other inputs in the downstream market, the constraint on pricing in the upstream
market will be more pronounced. 5/27/15 Tr. 6054-55 (Talley).

'ccording

to Dr. Talley, both of these factors are present here. First, high price elasticity
exists downstream because of the threat from piracy and because of competition from other
outlets, such as YouTube. Second, the variable costs associated with licenses are a very
significant element of the downstream sellers'xpenses. Thus, these elasticities would be passed
upstream. Id. at 6054-58.

Dr. Talley then noted that his theoretical modeling demonstrated that such downstream
competitive forces "will cause the WBWS price to be tightly clustered, reducing variations due
to differences in bargaining power." SX Ex. 19, at 35, 44-45 (Talley WRT); see also SX Ex. 29
tt 132 (Rubinfeld CWRT).

Sound Exchange notes that Dr. Talley's assertions regarding the highly competitive state

of the downstream market is essentially undisputed and borne out by the evidence. See SX PFF
tttt 449-458

(and record citations therein). Moreover, SoundExchange notes that Drs. Shapiro
and Katz acknowledged that the presence of some "Bee alternatives" in the downstream market
have reduced interactive rates in the upstream market. 5/20/15 Tr. 5049 (Shapiro); 5/11/15/15
Tr. 2973 (Katz).
SoundExchange also points to its negotiations with interactive services as evidence that
the upstream interactive market is effectively competitive. Dr. Rubinfeld, described the

" Dr. Talley's testimony describes factors pertinent to the economic "Hicks-Marshall"

principle, which provides
that the upstream demand for a factor of production (such as sound recording licenses demanded by a webcaster) is
"derived" in part from the downstream demand for the finished product (such as a subscription service that offers
such sound recordings). Fu&ther, the elasticity of demand downstream will be reflected in the upstream demand tor
that factor of production.
!
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negotiations as a "real give and take," where the labels "havb in
mind a particular goal, but they
have to give up something," which is "consistent" with
the "view that there's some bargaining
power on the part of the services." 5/5/1 5 Tr. 1863 (Rubinfeld).
He further testified that the
bargaining range would at best only reveal "something about the
other party'
willingness to pay or willingness to sell." Id. at 1864-65. Dr.
Rubinfeld and SoundExchange
reached these conclusious based on their consideratioti oi"
th6 ba'ck and'orth and ultimate
concessions record companies make in the final agreeIuiehts
leached (or abandoned). with Apple,
Google, Beats, Spotify and Amazon. See SX PFF 471-80
(and citations to the record therein).
$
d. Direct Licenses for Nouinteractive Seethes
kolIroborate Dr. Rubinfeld's

'ossible
Interactive Benchmark

SoundExchange offered analyses of direct licenses between
record companies and
services to corroborate its interactive benchmark analysis.
These include two
licenses from major record companies to Apple, Inc.
for
(Apple)
its iTunes Radio service, and
several licenses for what SoundExchange describes as
noninteractive offerings by services that
also offer interactive streaming.

several'oninteractive
i. Apple Agreements

SoundExchange presented evidence of Apple's license agreements
with Warner and
Sony, respectively, for Apple's iTunes Radio service. iTunes
Radio is a streaming service that
offers users the opportunity to listen to playlists selected
by industty "tastemakers," as well as
playlists that are generated by an algorithm based upon a
song or artist "seeded" by the
to Pandora's service). Dr. Rubinfeld described the
iTunes
compliant," although he acknowledged that the rightajadted'o Radio service as "DMS
Apple are "not ideoticai to 'thd
statutory license." Rubinfeld CWRT, App. 2,
$$ 1-2. Dr. Rubinfeld concluded that the
eQective per-play royalty rate under the Apple licenses
wig Warper,an) Sony, range &om
, the low end of which exceeds thk hi eItt rate
proposed by
SoundExchange. Id. at $$ 30, 42.

listener'similar
',

'icensee

SoundExchange ofFered the Apple agreements as
bf its rebuttal of.a number of the
services'riticisms of Dr. Rubinfeld's interactivepeart
benchmark analysis. Dr. Rubinfeld
contended that, because the (noninteractive) Apple agreem'ents
w~re not'usceptible to those
criticisms, those criticisms would be rebutted by eviderice that'he
royalty rates derived fronl thk
Apple agreements were roughly equivalent to those derived &om
the interactive benchmark
analysis. Id. at $ 3.
Speci6cally, Dr. Rubinfeld argued that the following critiques that
the licensee services
levied against his interactive benchmark analysis would
not apply'o Apple's agreements with
the majors for its noninteractive service.

's

'll

testimony on the subject of iTunes Radio was taken prior to the
launch of Apple Music. Consequently, the
discussion of iTunes Radio in this determination does not reflect
any changes Apple may have made to the sert~ice
a result of that launch.
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The majors'epertoires are "must haves" for interactive services, enabling the majors to
charge supracompetitive prices. Id. at $ 4. The majors'epertoires are not "must haves"
for a noninteractive service, since a noninteractive service (and not its customers)
determines which songs will be played.

~

"[B]ecause noninteractive services purportedly have the ability to steer listeners to sound
recordings offered by independent music labels and away &om majors (or away from any
particular major's repertoire), record label catalogs are substitutes." Id. at $ 5. iTunes
Radio would have the same ability to steer listeners as any other noninteractive service.
Id.

at) 7.

"[B]ecause interactive services are primarily subscription services, they have
substantially higher ARPUs than noninteractive services, which are primarily adsupported," and would therefore pay substantially higher royalties. Id. at 6. iTunes
Radio, by contrast, is a nonsubscription service that, like other noninteractive services, is
primarily ad-supported. Id. at $ 7.
Dr. Rubinfeld also offered two additional reasons why the Judges should consider the
Apple agreements. First, he noted that Apple's "unique position in the marketplace" confers
substantial bargaining power in its negotiations with record companies, tending to negate any
argument based on a disparity of bargaining power between licensor and licensee. Id. Second,
Dr. Rubinfeld argued that
language in the agreements demonstrates that the
parties did not expect them to be used in this proceeding. As a consequence, he suggested that
the shadow of the statutory license may not affect the Apple agreements as strongly as other
noninteractive benchmarks (e.g., the Pandora-Merlin and iHeart-Warner agreements). Id. at $ 8.
ii. Other Noninteractive Agreements
~

Soundaxchange also ofFered Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis of record company licenses to
Beats Music's 'The Sentence," Spotify's Shuffie" service, Rhapsody's "Unradio," and Nokia's
"MixRadio" to corroborate its interactive benchmark analysis. SoundExchange describes these
services as noninteractive offerings, and concludes that the effective per-play rates in the
agreements exceed the per-play rate derived from Dr. Rubinfeld's benchmark analysis of
interactive service agreements. See Rubinfeld CWRT $$ 179-201.

'hat

proposition is questionable in light of other evidence of what euphemisticalhi could be called "strategic
behavior" b~i A) ale and one of the ma'or record comnanies. See 11&% Ex. 3517
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3. The Services'pposition to the SoundExchange Mte Proposal and the
on the Issues

Judges'etermination

a. Dr. Rubinfeld's Interactive Benchmark must be Adjusted to Reflect Effective
Competition

'he

The Services'xpert economic witnesses all agreed that SoundExchange's proposed
interactive benchmark would fail to establish rates that are "effectively competitive." See, e.g.,
Katz WDT 5, 17, 18-34; Shapiro WDT at 3, 10-16; Fischel & Lichtman AWDT 10;
$
5/11/15/15 Tr. 2799:9-16; 2800:3-18; 2801:9-17 (Kad); 5/8/15 Tr. 260'4:10-22 (Shapiro);
Tr. 4094:7-19 (Lichtman); see also, e.g., Shapiro WDT atIO, n.l 1 ("My approach
here is consistent with the one taken by the Judges in the 8'eb III Aerrtund. "). More particularly,
Services'conomists equate the "effectively competitive'ecruit'em'ent'as essentially
equivalent to the economic concept of "workable competition." In its essence, "I a] workably
competitive market is one not subject to the exercise of significant market power." Shapiro
WDT at 10.

g

~

'/15/15/15

The NAB's economic expert,. Dr. Katz, essentially'nalogizes the D.C.'h'cuit's contrast
between "metaphysical" and "effective" competition to the economists'ontrast between
"perfect" and 'workable" competition:
The theoretical conditions ofperfect competition dfteIi ate not satisfied in
.... It is thus necessary to consider markets that are competitive, but not
perfectly so. Economists have long examined this'concept, beginui'ng with
Professor J.M. Clark, who introduced the concept of "workable" competition.
Economists also refer to such markets as reasonably or effectively competitive.:
Katz WDT $29 (emphasis in original).

actual'arkets

Dr. Shapiro describes a "workably" or "effectively" competitive market as follows:
The hallmark of a workably competitive market is regular, significant competition
among suppliers for the patronage of buyers.... A market can be workably
competitive even when the products or services offered by different sellers are
differentiated, so long as no single supplier has'signifi'cant unilatera'1 market
Indeed, this is the norm for information products such as books, video
programniing, or software applications. Workable competition does not require
marginal cost pricing or anything approaching the textbook model of perfect
competition. A market can also be workably c6mgetiYive'ven if'it is quite
concentrated, so long as the suppliers compete regularly and energetically to win
business from each other.... In contrast, a market that is inonopolized or
controlled by a cartel is not workably competitive. If such markets were

'ower.

See J. M. Clark, Toward a Concept of 8'ori.able Competition, 30 Am. Econ. Rev. 241-56 (1940); Jesse
Markham, An Alternative Approach To The Concept Of 8'orkuble Competition, 40 Am. Econ. Rev. 349, 349 (1950)
(tTeating "effective competition" and "workable competition" as synonymous).
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considered workably competitive, the concept of workable competition would
lose all meaning. Likewise, a moderately or highly concentrated market in wliich
the leading suppliers tacitly collude is not workably competitive. For example, if
the leading suppliers have settled into some form of coordinated interaction, e.g.,
by refraining from competing actively to poach each other's customers, the
market will fail to be workably competitive. More generally, if the leading
suppliers are colluding — either expressly or tacitly — the market is not workably
competitive.
Shapiro WDT at 10-11 (emphasis in original).

According to the Services'conomists, the presence or absence of "workable" or
"effective" competition in the present case must be determined by recognizing that the
noninteractive services are "aggregators," that is, they aggregate sound recordings they have
licensed &om record companies in the upstream market and then provide access to such licensed
sound recordings to listeners in the downstream market. In such a market, "workable
competition" is present, according to the Services'conomists, if "aggregators can offer
attractive packages without the products of particular suppliers and to the extent to which these
aggregators can steer their customers toward or away from particular suppliers." Shapiro WDT
at 11. This ability to steer toward or away from certain suppliers is an example of price
competition, according to Dr. Katz. See Katz WDT at $ 32 ("[C]ompetition arises only when
buyers have the ability to substitute the offerings of one seller for those of another. It is this
possibility of substitution that drives sellers to offer higher quality and lower prices in order to
attract buyers to themselves rather than their rivals. Conversely, when buyers lack the ability to
substitute among the offerings of different sellers, there is no competition among sellers to attract
customers.") (emphasis in original).
The Services assert that the interactive service agreements that SoundExchange proffers
as appropriate benchmarks are not the product of such an "effectively competitive" market. In
support of this assertion, the Services advance several arguments.
First, the Services maintain that there is a fundamental difference between interactive and
noninteractive services that precludes the former from serving as an "effectively competitive"
benchmark for the latter. That fundamental distinction arises, they aver, &om the fact that a sine
qua non of on-demand services is that each downstream listener chooses the artists, albums, and
tracks to which he or she listens, as well as the timing and &equency of each play. For this
reason, on-demand interactive services must always be in a position to play any sound recording
a listener might demand, and the on-demand services therefore lack the ability to steer
performances away from higher-priced labels and toward lower-cost providers. See Shapiro
WRT, at 23; see also Katz WDT $ 17 (describing buyer choice as the "essence of competition"
and opining that "[t]he creation of a rate-determination process and its willing-buyer/willingseller standard can best be reconciled with economic principles and common sense by
interpreting willing buyers as those who have meaningful choices among competing sellers,
rather than facing a single, all-or-nothing offer from a monopolist.").
Second, the Services note that a lack of effective competition in the upstream interactive
market is confirmed by the testimony of numerous SoundExchange witnesses, who conceded
that the licenses between record labels and on-demand services are the product of a market
devoid of any price competition between record companies to obtain additional plays on onDetermination of Rates and Terms
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demand services. See 4/28/15 Tr. 415-16 (Kooker) (Sony has "never cut [its] price responding to
a competitor's proposal or for more plays."); 4/30/1S 7r. 1~097-99 (A. Harrisori) (Universal has
never lowered a proposed rate as a consequence of finding out that another Major was offerin,a
lower rate, and, more broadly, Universal does not take 'any actions to compete with Sony
with respect to services); 5/7/15 Tr. 2485-86 (Wilcox) (Warner has never offered a lower
rate to an interactive service for more plays).

or'arner

Third, the Services'conomists concluded that the reasori for the absence of price
competition in the upstream interactive market is that the repertoires of each Major are
"complements" for each other. As Dr. Shapiro opined

In the parlance of economics, the "must have" suppliers are complements, not
substitutes, because buyers need each of them and. cannot substitute one for
another .... This concept is well known in economics. When two essential inputs
must be used together, they are often referred to as'C'ourriot Complements." The
evidence ... shows that the repertoires of the major record companies are Cournot
Complements for interactive services.

The evidence shows clearly that the major interactive Ibices "must have" the
music of each major record company to be commercially viable. The repertoires
of the major record companies are not substitutes for each other in the eyes of
either interactive services or the record companies themselves. This means that
there is no true "buyer choice" in this market. Thus, the market for licensing
recorded music to interactive services is not workably competitive ....
Shapiro WRT, at 15.

Fourth, the Services note that SoundExchange's economic expett, Dr. Rubinfeld, did not
perform any separate analysis to determine whether the profFered interactive benchmark
reflected the dynamics of a competitive market. Rather, he assumed, i.e., he took "for
his profFered interactive benchmark market was sufficiently competitive. 5/5/15 Tr. 1922

'Rubinfeld).
granted,t'hat

Fifth, the Services rely upon numerous statements m several documents f'rom
SoundExchange's own principal advocates in the present ease that had been submitted to the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on behalf of Universal seeking approval of Universal's then-.
proposed merger with EMI—subsequently approved by the FTC and later conmnntnated.
These documents, according to the Services, reveal that Universal and its advocates asserted to~
the FTC that the proposed merger would not lessen competition because the marketfov

'rotessor Rubinfeld acted as economic advisor to KIMG and EMI in relation to that 'transaction, and Mr.
Pomerantz, SoundExchange s lead counsel in this proceeding, acted as UMG's counsel. 5ISI15 Tr. 1942-43: l95051 (Rubinfeld); PAN Ex. 5345 at 1.
!
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interactive services was already not competitive. Specifically, the Services point to statements to
the FTC by or on behalf of Universal:

PAN Ex. 5349, at

1.-2

(Universal).

PAN Ex. 5349, at 17 (Universal).

PAN Ex. 5025, at 2, 18 (Pomerantz).

NAB Ex. 4129, at 41-2 (Rubinfeld).

I'AN Ex. 5025, at 18,

21

;

(Pomerantz); .see NAB Ex. 4129 (Rubinfeld)
5/5/15 Tr. 1956-58, 1946-47 Rubinfeld

uotin PAN Ex. 5345 (June

22 letter to the FTC)
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PAN Ex. 5349, at 17 (Universal) (em vhasis added); see PAN Ex. 5Q25, at 16

Additionally, iHeart's economic experts, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman, relied upon a
Warner document submitted to the FTC in connection~wiih &e Bniye~aVEM
merger,
.

IHM Ex. 3094 $41 n.70 (FischeVLichtman WRT) (quoting SNDEX 0266588-665)
(emphasis added)

..

'roducts,
'roffered

Sixth, according to the Services, the foregoing points demonstrate that Dr. Rubinfe18's
interactive benchmark market not only fails to b'e cbmgetitive, but also is even worse
than a market controlled by a single monopoly supplier. Shapird WRT, at
18; see also Katz
WDT $$ 41-43 (By logic first identified by Antoine Coumot in 1838, firms offering
complementary products tend to set higher prices than would even a monopoly seller of the'arge
illustrating that suppliers of complements do not coin vete with one another.); PAN Ex.
5349, at 19 (Universal White Pa ver- to FTC

'he

Seventh, the Services note that the Majors structure their contracts with the interactive
services to avoid any price competition with the other labels and to prevent the on-demand
services &om attempting to steer users away &om their repertoires. See 4/28/15 Tr.
4/30/15 Tr. 1142 (Aaron Harrison); 5/7/15 7k 2473I (Wile'ox). Even more particularly,
Services note that the Majors'greements with the leaJhin) in/erective s'ervices contain
provisions that effectively prevent the services &om favoring the artists or repertoires of one
label over another. These provisions apply variously to playlists, artist or album
features,
editorial content, home-page placements, advertisements, album recommendations, and/or other
ways the interactive services may promote particular content to their users. See 4/28/15 Tr. '45556 (Kooker); 4/30/15 Tr. 1144-45 (Harrison); 6/2/15 Tr. 7202-05 (Harrison); 5/7/15 Tr. 2487-88,
(Wilcox).

441-42'Kooker);

'490-93
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The Services disagree with SoundExchange's assertion that downstream competition
causes Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark to reflect "effective competition." In fact, Dr.
Katz asserts that SoundExchange's conclusion is 180 degrees wrong:
[W]hen you have a highly competitive downstream industry, there's going to be a
smaller markup of [retail] price over cost because the competitive pressures are
going to tend to drive [retail] price to cost. So what that means is ... for any ...
license fees set by the record companies, we have a highly competitive
downstream market. There's going to be a smaller markup. That then makes it
profitable, more profitable to set a higher price upstream. So, actually, the more
intense the competition doi+nstreatn, the greater the incentive to charge a high
price upstream because you don't have to worry about so-called double
marginaliz ation.
5/11/1 5/15 Tr. 2819 (Katz) (emphasis added).

The Services take Dr. Talley and SoundExchange to task for failing to do any empirical
work to confirm whether and to what extent piracy and other downstream alternative music
delivery competitors may have affected upstream interactive rates. The NAB notes that Dr.
Talley admitted that he had performed no empirical analysis to ascertain whether or to what
degree "downstream competition is, in fact, impacting the upstream negotiations" in the
interactive market. 5/27/15 Tr. 6092-93 (Talley); see id. at 6058 ("I haven't done an empirical
analysis of that market ...."). Dr. Tally further achnitted that he had not studied either the
downstream interactive service market or the upstream market in which the record companies
license interactive services. Id. at 6080-83. Finally, although Dr. Talley made certain
suppositions regarding the elasticity of demand flowing from the downstream market into the
upstream market, the Services note that Dr. Talley admitted that he had not attempted to
calculate any elasticity of demand whatsoever, because "within the ambit of how I was retained
as an expert, I did not view that as part of my charge." 5/27/15 Tr. 6093 (Talley).
The Services also note that their own experts, contrary to SoundExchange's assertions,
had not acknowledged that piracy and other forms of downstream competition had or would
reduce upstream interactive rates to an "effectively competitive" level. Rather, as the NAB
notes, for example, Dr. Katz testified that even if piracy imposes some constraint, "that doesn'
render the market effectively competitive ... it may be pressure on the monopoly price, but,
nonetheless, it's a monopoly price." 5/11/15 Tr. 2823 (Katz). As Dr. Katz further explained, the
merger submissions made by Universal argued that the merger would lead to lower prices
because it would remove the Cournot complements pricing effect between UMG and EMI, and

"Double marginalization" occurs when the upstream supplier has upstream market power and its buyer, the
downstream seller, has downstream market power. In that situation, "the price of the input is marked up twice: by
the upstream firm and, in terms of the final product price, by the downstream firm." W. Iop Viscusi et al.
Ecr&nomics r&fRegrrlatir&rr aml~tntitrust 239 (2005}. In the absence ot downstream market power on the part ot the
upstream buyersidownstream sellers, the upstream firms with market power can capture the full benefit of single
marginalization, i.e., of price above marginal cost.
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that would not have been true if prices had already bebn dqubezbd by piracy to near the

'ompetitive
level:

[T]he parties were saying, if we'e allowed to merge, we would Snd that it would
increase our profits to lower our price. So clearly, piracy had not pushed them
down to such a low price that going lower would reduce their profit. They
actually say, going lower would raise our profits. 'Arid Chat that's telling you is,
along with the fact that the other majors are must have [s] as well, is [that] they
actually concerned they were pricing above the monopoly level.
5/11/15 Tr. 2825 (Katz) (citing PAN Ex. 5025 at 22).

'irection,"
'ere
.

'dditionally,

the NAB, again through Dr. Katk, n6tek that identifying 'a hypothetical
increase in the elasticity of demand in the upstream market arising &om competition in the
downstream market is not the same as identifying a competitive price in the upstream market.
Thus, the Services assert that, although Dr. Katz testified that piiacy arid other forms of
downstream competition could have "some sort of an effect, and I believe it's in a downwa'rd
5/11/15 Tr. 2973 (Katz), he was not opining how 'far 'such competition might have
pushed down the price. They point out that, when Dr. Katz rioted the hypothetical possibility
that downstream competition could push upstream prides ldo4n to cbmgetitive levels, he was not
suggesting that such a hypothetical circumstance exists in the interactive market. Rather, he was
simply saying something is "conceivable, if you'e talking about hypotheticals" or "possible,"
which does not imply that it is likely, or in any way true in this case. See 5/11/15 Tr. 2976-'78

'Katz).

'e

The Judges find that the impact of piracy and 6thbr dbwhsti'earh competitors (such as
YouTube) does not serve to promote "effective competition" in any of the relevant upstream
markets, including the upstream market for sound recordings'licensed for use by interactive
subscription services. SoundExchange, through the testimony of Dr. Talley, did note
persuasively that in theory these downstream competitors would depress the upstream price.
SoundBxchange also correctly noted that Drs. Katz and Shapiro concurred with that theoretical
point. However, a close reading of the testimony of Drs. 'Mley, Katz, and Shapiro reveals that
none of them concluded that the impact ofsuch downstream competition would
any upstream price to a level that would onset the upward pricing effect of
complementary oligopoly. Rather, Dr. Talley and SouhdBxchange invoke the vague idea that
any monopoly effects—after assuming the upstream impact of downstream competition—would
"benign" or "pedantic," and Drs. Katz and Shapiro hchiovtrledged oiily the 'hypothetical
possibility that downstream competition in some circulnsthnc'e c6uld eliminate the
anticompetitive power of upstream monopolists or complementary oligopolists.
In the present case, though, the Judges are not leA with niere hypotheticals regarding
whether the anticompetitive elements of the interactive market are "beriign" or "pedantic." Nor
are the Judges hamstrung, as SoundExchange suggests, by the alleged absence of "bright
as to when effective competition is present and when it is not. Rather, the Judge
were presented with hard and persuasive evidence that'competitive steering has reduced royalty
rates in the noninteractive market and would do so in the hypothetical market as well. This
evidence of steering (provided by Pandora and iHeart) demoristrates a measurable range of
adjustment to the prices that would be set in a market for those streaming services if the services
could inject price competition via steering. Thus, the rate.set.in Dr. Rubinfeld's upstream

necessarily'epress

lizzie"'emarcations
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interactive benchmark market should be adjusted to reflect such price competition, so that it is
usable as an "effectively competitive" rate in the segment of the market to which that benchmark
applies: the noninteractive subscription market.
The evidence of a range of potential steering adjustments also rebuts SoundExchange's
argument that the concept of "effective" or "workable" competition is "fuzzy" and that no
"bright line" can be drawn between effectively competitive and non-competitive rates. The
Judges find that this "line" needs to be drawn on a case-by-case basis, from the evidence and
testimony adduced at the hearing. Here, the range of steering adjustments from direct
noninteractive licenses has been introduced in evidence, steering experiments have confirmed the
reasonableness of such an endeavor and expert testimony has explained how steering is a
mechanism by which to offset the complementary oligopoly power of the Majors (while not
reducing their firm-specific and copyright-specific market power).

The Services dismiss the idea that the record companies'egotiations with interactive
services are evidence of an effectively competitive market. The Judges agree with the Services
criticism of this assertion. As Dr. Shapiro explained, the mere existence of such negotiations is
uninformative as to whether the rates negotiated between the interactive services and the Majors
are competitive. Pandora PFF $ 237 (and citations to the record therein). Moreover, the Services
note that Dr. Rubinfeld conceded that the existence of such negotiations is not evidence of a
competitive market, because even monopolists negotiate with their customers. See 5/28/15Tr.
6487-88 (Rubinfeld) ("Q. Do firms with monopoly power ever bargain with their customers? A.
Yes. Q. Do firms with monopoly power ever make concessions or change their bargaining
position in response to positions taken by buyers with which they are dealing? A Yes.").
Pandora further notes that, when questioned on this issue by the Judges, Dr. Rubinfeld conceded
that "the fact that they'e in negotiations, per se, doesn't mean the market is competitive...."
5/5/15Tr. 1861-63 (Rubinfeld).
On this issue, the Judges also agree with Dr. Katz, who noted that negotiations over price
can occtu between a monopolist and its customers in order to facilitate price discrimination and
increase monopoly profits rather than to concede to more competitive prices. Specifically, Dr.
Katz testified:

Bargaining with your customers and having some of the give and take can even be
a form of price discrimination in a way to get additional monopoly profits, so the
mere fact that your customer asks for something and you say, okay, I will give
that to you, particularly if that is going to help you get more money, the fact that

97

It appears that SoundExchange may be making an implicit argument that the rates in its interactive benchmark
market have been so reduced by downstream competition that all supranormal profits have been eliminated.
However, SoundExchange did not produce evidence sufficient to show record company profits overall to support
such an argument. Also, as the Judges have previously noted, and note again in this determination, the rate-setting
process under section 114(f)(2)(B) is not intended to preserve any parties'rofits. Moreover, if the Judges were to
go down that evidentiary road and base their rate decision on profits and reasonable rates ot return, the process
would in essence become a public-utility style proceeding and as noted elsewhere in this determination, no party
has suggested that section 114(f)(2)(B) proceedings could be conducted in such a manner.
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you do that doesn't show you lack monopoly poker. It'shows
you are
economically rational.
5/26/15 Tr. 5715-16 (Katz).

'udges

The Judges reject SoundExchange's argument that
evidence of its negotiations with
interactive services demonstrates that the interactive
market is efFectively competitive. As the
pointed out in their Commencement Notice in this
proceeding, price discrimination is a
feature of markets such as sound recording markets,
khkre the marginal physical cost of
licensing a sound recording is essentially zero, and is
also a jt elatively common f'eature in
many
markets. 79 Ped. Reg. 412, 413 (January 3, 2014).
Purther, the Judges cannot ignore the testimony from
several record company witnesses,
discussed in this determination, in which they acklowledIyed
Nt they 'never attempted to meet
their competitors'ricing when negotiating with interactive
se~ices. Thus, the existence of the
negotiations noted by SoundExchange cannot override this
more specific testimony.
The Judges were presented with substantial, unrebutted
evidence that the interactive
services market is not efFectively competitive. The
Services conclude &om this that the
interactive services benchmarks are wholly uninformative
with regard to the rates that would be
negotiated in an electively competitive noninteractive
market. See Shapiro WRT, at 47
(explaining that Professor Rubinfeld is requesting that'the
Judges "replicate and extend the
excessive royalty rates from interactive services market — 'wh'ere
competition is manifestly not
worlang — into the market for the licensing... to statutory
webcasters ...."). The Judges
disagree.

The Services'wn evidence demonstrates persuasively
that competitive steering hah
reduced royalty rates in the noninteractive market and
would do so ip Qje hypothetical market as
well. This evidence of steering (provided
by Pandas tmd iHkarii demonstrates a measurable
range of adjustment to the prices that would be set in a
market for those streaming services if the
services could inject price competition via steering.~ Titus,'hh
ra)e set in Dr. Rubinfeld's
upstream interactive benchmark market can and should
be'djusted to reflect such price
competition, in order to render it is usable as an "e6ec6veiy
competItive" rate in the segment of
the market to which that benchmark applies — the
nonixiterhctNve Subscription market.
The evidence of a range of potential steering adjustments
also rebuts SoundExchange's
argument that the concept of "effective" or "workable"
competition is "fuzzy" and that no
"bright line" can be drawn between electively
competitive arid non-competitive rates. The

SoundExchange may be implying that the rates in its interactive
benchmark
competition that all supranorinal profits have been eliminated; market have been so reduced
However, SoundExchange did
evidence sufficient to show record company profits
overall to,support, such an, argument. Also, as the
Judges have previously noted, and note again in this
determination, the rate-setting process under section
114(t)(2)(B) is not intended to preserve any parties'rofits.
gorepver if the Judges were to base their, rate decision
on profits and reasonable rates of return, the process
would in ksseiice ttecome,a piIblic-utility style proceeding
as noted elsewhere in this determination, no
party has suggeste'd that section 1/4(Q(2)g3) proceedings could or and,
should be conducted in such a manner.

not'roduce
by'ownstream
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Judges find that this "line" needs to be drawn on a case-by-case basis, Rom the evidence and
testimony adduced at the hearing. Here, the range of steering adjustments from direct
noninteractive licenses has been introduced in evidence, steering experiments have confirmed the
reasonableness of such an endeavor and expert testimony has explained how steering is a
mechanism by which to offset the complementary oligopoly power of the Majors (while not
reducing their firm-specific and copyright-specific market power).

b. Dr. Rubinfeld's Interactive Benchmark is Applicable only to the Subscription

Market
The Judges find that the interactive benchmark proposed by SoundExchange (adjusted as
discussed in the previous section) is informative—but only to a particular segment of the
noninteractive marketplace. The foundational aspect of Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark is
his assumed equality between two ratios: (1) subscription revenues to royalties in the interactive
market; and (2) subscription revenues to royalties in the noninteractive market. The Services
claim, however, that Dr. Rubinfeld provided no economic basis for this "assumption." For
example, the NAB asserts that Dr. Rubinfeld admitted that he was only "follow[ing] past
practices" of Dr. Michael Pelcovits, an economic witness for SoundExchange in Web II and Web
III. Rubinfeld CWDT tt 207 n. 124, 5/6/15 Tr. 2026-27 (Rubinfeld). This criticism was echoed
by Pandora's economic expert, Dr. Shapiro, who testified "there is simply no plausible economic
rationale that would support the use of Professor Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment." PAN Ex.
5023 at 29-30 (Shapiro WRT).
However, Dr. Rubinfeld's oral testimony, and the testimony of the Services'conomic
experts, indicated that an economic principle indeed underlies his assumed equivalency in these
ratios. More particularly, Dr. Rubinfeld acknowledged that his "ratio equivalency" was intended
to create a rate whereby every marginal increase in subscription revenue would result in the same
increase in royalty revenue, whether that marginal increase in subscription occurred in the
interactive market or the noninteractive market. 5/5/15 Tr. 1767 (Rubinfeld). This result, Dr.
Rubinfeld agreed, reflected an application of rational profit maximizing behavior by a willing
seller, as explained in colloquy with the Judges:
[THE JUDGES]

[T]hat's an application ... of a fundamental economic process of profit
maximization .... [The record companies] would want to make sure that the
marginal return that they could get in each sector would be equal, because if the
marginal return was greater in the interactive space than the noninteractive ...
you would want to continue to pour resources, recordings in this case, into the
[interactive] space until that marginal return was equivalent to the return in the
noninteractive space. Would that be correct?
[DR. RUB1NFELD]

It would. You said that just the way I would like to have said it when I was
teaching that subject. Yes„ I agree with that.
5/7/15 Tr. 2325 (Rubinfeld); see Rubinfeld CWRT tt 172 ("All else equal, the
interactivity adjustment sets statutory rates that represent the same fraction of
subscription prices as paid by the on-demand services ....").
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Thus, Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency," assumes a 1:1 "opportunity cost" for record
companies, whereby, on the margin, a dollar of revenue spent oil a subNcription to a
service is a lost opportunity for royalties from'a dollar to be spent on a
subscription to an interactive service. Accordingly, and c'ontrary to'the'ervices'riticism,'Dr'.
Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency" does possess an undei[lyihg dcokorriic iationale.
the unwarranted assumptions lurking behind Dr. Rubinfeld's economic
rationale were noted by the Services'conomic expert witnesses. F'r example, Dr.
expert for iHeart, testified:

'oninteractive

Lichtzdan,'n'conomic
'owever,

[Dr. Rubinfeld] assum[es], I think, a perfect substitution ... assumptions about
substitution, competition how all of these markets interrelate .... [I]t's intuitive. I
understand why he was drawn to it. It's so nice to: say, yes, roughly these will all
be the same, revenue to royalty, revenue to royalty'.
5/16/15 Tr. 4043-44 (Lichtman).

'ull
'han

Dr. Rubinfeld os "ratio equivalency" — as a means toward profit maximization — was'more
a theoretical abstraction. The desire of the record companies to achieve such pricing
parity
across markets was confirmed by a senior Warner executive who testified on behalf of
SoundHxchange:

I

Ont goal, aspiratiocaliy aud iu actual results, bes been e percent rev[enne]
share in this area generally.... So we'e been kind'of struggling, if you will, to
these business models up to what we think is tke level of consideration that
wefied appropriate for essentially ail of these music modeis; which is theI
range. So it was a combination of trying to be realistic and make major progress
towards our ultimate goal.

6/3/15 Tr. 7406 (Wilcox) (emphasis added).

Mere assumptions as between interactive and noninteractive services regarding
substitution, competition, market interrelationships and th6 like a0e i&adequate, and thus limit the
applicable scope of Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency" approach. The unsupported and
unrealistic assumptions in the "ratio equivalency" apprbach ai'e considered below.
As Dr. Lichtman noted, the "ratio equivalency"~ in Dr. ~Rubinfeld's model makes
assumptions regarding substitution, and how these markets interrelate. 5/6/15 Tr. 4043-44
That is, the "ratio equivalency" approach hsshmds that the listeners who willingly
pay for a subscription to a service have a WTP equal to the WTP of those who use ad-supported
(fice-to-the-listener) services. However, the record evi'dence is overwhelming that there is a
sharp dichotomy between listeners who have a positive WTP and therefore may pay a
subscription fee each month for a streaming service and those listeners who have a WTP of 'zerb.
most persuasive evidence on this point is found in the results of the conjoint survey
conducted by a SoundExchange witness, Dr. McFadden. Dr. McFadden performed his conjoint
survey to determine the WTP of consumers who were provided with a menu of bundled features
that reflected bundles that existed in the marketplace. His findings revealed the dichotomy
regarding the WTP of consumers of noninteractive services:

'Lichtman).

'he
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I find that consumers

of streaming services divide between those who are willing

to pay for these services (and the extra features they offer) and those who are
averse to paying for music streaming services ....

McFadden WDT 5 10 (SX Ex. 15) (emphasis added).
This dichotomy was examined in detail by another economist, Dr. Steven Peterson, who
was a joint witness for the NAB and Pandora. Dr. Peterson noted a critical bimodality in Dr.
McFadden's data (consistent with Dr. McFadden's finding) that reflected two classes of
listeners; those who would pay a positive sum for various features available in a noninteractive
service and those who refused to pay any money for any features. As Dr. Peterson explained,
SoundExchange and Dr. Rubinfeld rely on the average WTP among the survey participants (to
confirm Dr. Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment), but that average obscured the clear bimodality
of Dr. McFadden's results:
Dr. McFadden presents only the estimated average willingness to pay for each
feature addressed in his survey. However, it is possible to estimate each survey
participant's willingness to pay for the features addressed in the survey. Based on
the infoimation for individual respondents, Dr. McFadden notes that there is a
group of users vtfho are averse to paying for music streaming services. „, Thus,
Dr. McFaddenes results are consistent with the record labels'ocuments that
indicate many consumers have a low willingness to pay for subscription
streaming services.... Moreover, the distribution is bimodal, meaning it has two
peaks. „, [Tjhe average willingness to pay for a service with no ads masks the fact
that there is a bimodal distribution „, of preferences over the willingness to pay
for a service with no advertisements and that the peaks occur so that consumers at
the peaks have divergent preferences (i.e,, would respond in opposite ways)
regarding a sess ice with or without advertisements.

NAB Ex. 4013 at 32-34 (Peterson CWRT) (emphasis added; footnotes omitted).
This point is consistent with Dr. McFadden's own testimony, in which he stated: "Most
users regard their use of [streaming] services as free in the sense that they require no out-ofpocket expenses to listen to music," McFadden WDT $ 56 (emphasis added). Dr. McFadden
then testified that his own survey data confirmed "a group of consumers who place a high value
on no out-of-pocket expenses ... who are likely to remain [onj or adopt &ee plans." Id.
The Judges cannot disregard this bimodal chasm. Moreover, the record is replete with
evidence corroborating this point. For example, testimony from industry witnesses underscored
the unwillingness of a substantial percentage of listeners to pay any price to listen to
noninteractive services. A Sony executive testifying on behalf of SoundExchange stated: "It'
challenging to convince a consumer to open their [sic] wallet and pay for something that is
similar to something that is available to them for free ...." 4/28/15 Tr. 376-77 (Kooker). Even
when the Majors provide incentives and disincentives to services in the form of royalty
reductions and increases, they are unable to induce more than a minority of listeners to convert
fi om a "fice" service to a paid subscription service. One of the most successful interactive
services, Spotify, has only been able to induce approximatelyI% of its listeners to pay for a
subscription streaming service. Id. at 404-05; see id. at 430 (Mr. Kooker acknowledging no
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evidence of a meaningful group of users willing to pay to subscribe to Pandora beyond those
currently subscribe).

Another industry witness, Aaron Harrison of Universal, acknowledged that he had no
data to support a conclusion that there is "some meaningful group of users who would be willing
to pay to subscribe to Pandora beyond those who already have...." 4/30/15 Tr. 1115
(A.
Harrison). This was consistent with a broader aspect of Mr. Harrison's'estimony, in which he
noted that "the music-buying public has never been a huge market...." Id. at 990.
Pandora's Chief Financial Officer similarly'testified that "approxiinately an 80
of the market ... is unwilling to spend significant money on music," as reflected in
"numerous studies" [that] show that about half of AImdricks will never spend another dollar
and
another ... 35 percent will spend ... $ 15 per year." 5/13/15 Tr. 3553-54, 3356-57 (Herring).
This portion of the dichotomized market comprises'the core of Pandora's customers: "[T]hit's
group that we target, ... people that aren't going to'be abler to'e monetized through a $ 10 a
month subscription or even a $ 5 a month subscription but want a &ee lean-back experience." Id.
at 3554. Accordingly, Mr. Herring noted that 95%'f Pandor'a's customers listen through the
free-to-the-listener, and only 5% are st/crikey, vkuch he understood to reflect
"user preference" for "&ee sources," rather than a "bias" on the part of Pandora
toward "growing
market share." 5/13 Tr. 3435-36 (Herring).
Further supporting this dichotomy &om the record company perspective, an internal
Warner strategy document noted that "[a]d-supported Service Mve proven to primarily be
additive and to be targeting a different demographic than paid services." IHM Ex. 3118, at 11
see 5/7/15 Tr. 2405-06 (Wilcox) (noting that Pandora vt eatied listeners &om terrestrial radid
whose listening, therefore, had not previously been responsible for revenues that could be
monetized into upstream royalties).

percent'lice

'd-supported

Expert testimony further confirmed this dichotomy. One of SoundExchange's own
witnesses, Dr. David Blackbum, acknowledged that, at'one end of the spectrum, consumers were
willing to pay a lot of money, and at the other end of the spectrum are people who are unwininy
to pay anything for music. 5/4/15 Tr. 1679 (Blackbtirn). An bxpbrt survey witness for Pandora,
Larry Rosin, surveyed consumers and found that, annually, for any sort ofmusic, physical or
digital, 45% of respondents paid zero; 21% spent between'$1 'and $ 30, and 18% spent between
$31 and $60. Further, when asked if they would pay for a Pandora subscription if the &ee-tothe-listener service was discontinued, 54% said it whs "not at all likely" that they would
pay for a
subscription, and 25% said it was "not very likely" that they would pay for a subscription. Rosin
Figures 2 and 9 (PAN Ex. 5021); see 5/14/15 Tr. 3727 (Rosin). Mr. Rosin concluded '&oin
survey that "the majority of people are essentially... seeking free services." Id. at 3742.
the overwhelming evidence of this dichotomy 'in WYP, Dr. Rubinfeld's mode ih
based solely on the subscription platform. Thus, it ih nest rbasbnable to conclude that the 'ratio of
subscription rates to royalties in the interactive market is relevant to the opportunity cost to a
record company of listeners who opt instead for ad-supported noninteractive listening. Rather,
ad-supported (fice-to-the-listener) internet webcastiAg kpphal) to 'a diffei ent segment of the
market, compared to subscription internet webcastiiig, and therefore the two products
differentiated by this attribute ("ads and &ee" vs. "no ads and subscription fee") cannot be
compared to perform a 1:1 measure of opportunity costs as is the case in Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio
equivalency" model.

'is
'espite
'RT
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Even SoundExchange acknowledges that "directly licensed interactive services ... allow
users to select their programming ... whereas ... statutory services can [onlyj ... influence what
they hear. SX PFF tt278 (emphases added). As a SoundExchange economic expert witness
acknowledged, the consumer who values sound recordings highly is apt to have an interest in
particular sound recordings, and will be more willing to pay for a subscription that allows him or
her more "functionality," including the ability to select songs on demand for By contrast, the
more casual listener, with a number of free alternatives such as terrestrial radio, lacks the same
desire to select a particular song at a particular time. See 5/4/15 Tr. 1677, 1679 (Blackburn)
(distinguishing "music aficionados" who "are willing to spend a lot of money on music" and
"additional functionality" from "people who are unwilling to pay anything for music."
This undisputed distinction drives in part the bimodal nature of the distribution between
listeners with a positive WTP for streaming and those with a zero WTP.
c. The Irrelevance of SoundKxchange's "Convergence" Argument

The Services dispute the assertion that the increased overlap among the features of the
statutory and non-statutory services constitutes a convergence that is meaningful in this rate
setting proceeding. In support of this position, the Services make several specific arguments.
i. Fundamental Differences in the Services
The Services note a fundamental difference between interactive services and
noninteractive services. They suggest a "bright line" difference between statutory services and
non-statutory services that legally prevents convergence with regard to the most critical
distinction, i.e., the inability of listeners to statutory noninteractive services to choose the exact
song or playlist of songs to which they will listen, as they would if accessing their own music
collections. 5/13/15Tr. 3445-46 (Herring) (noting this "bright line" between statutory and nonstatutory service); 5/7/15/15 Tr. 2304-05 (Rubinfeld) (none of Pandora's features "enhance the
Pandora users'bility to select a particular song for listening at the time he or she wants to listen
to it."); see also 5/15/15 Tr. 3397-98 (Lichtman) ("on-demand ... [tjhat's the key thing that
makes the services different, not the little features that have been added ...."); Fischel/Lichtman
WRT tt 11 (" Clearly, the most important difference between interactive and noninteractive
services is ... on-demand functionality ....").
In addition to the above "bright line" difference, statutory licensees are subject to the
various other limits imposed by the DMCA performance complement. 5/27/15/15 Tr. 6136-37
(Fleming-Wood) ("[Pjandora adhere[sj to the performance complement for sound
recordings..."); see 17 U.S.C. $ 114(j)(13). Specifically, statutory services cannot offer to their
listeners a pre-designated song; an entire album; more than four songs by the same artist or three
songs f'rom the same album in any given three-hour period; caching for off-line playback; a
listener-created playlist played at the listener's discretion; the rewinding or fast-forwarding of
songs; and a preview of upcoming songs. 5/6/15 Tr. 2016-18; 2049; 2088-89 (Rubinfeld).

'his

I);)

criticism relates to the distinction between a listener's ability to '"select" a song and a listener's more limited
ability to "influence" the song that is played, as emphasized supra, note 76.
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Additional differences highlighted by the parlicipants in this proceeding include:

Pandora's "thumbs up/thumbs down" feature, which does not provide a listener
with the ability to select the actual artist or 'song that is played. '/13/15 Tr. 344647 (Herring).
The increased use of mobile devices, which does not address the lack of
convergence between the essential functiozlaliYies 'of the twa services. '/7/15 Ti..
2304-05 (Rubinfeld); 4/28/15 Tr. 432-33 (Kooker)
Spotify's mobile Shuffle service, which is not a noninteracbve service but rather
has numerous on-demand features. See IHM Ex. 3371 $ 14 (Fischel & Lichtman
SWRT).

ii. Convergence Does Not Create Relevant Competition

The Services also take issue with the notiori that 6mctioilal convergence i's probative of
competition relevant to this proceeding. Specifically, the'Servic'es argue:
The "convergence theory" focuses entirely 'on competition between services in the
downstream consumer market, and therefore offers no insight into the lack of
competition in the interactive upstream market that SoundExchange seeks to use
as its benchmark market. Shapiro WRT at 46-47; 5/1 8/15 Tr. 4469-71; 4474-75
(Shapiro).
The alleged convergence in the downstream market does not address the question
of whether the upstream market is effectively competitive. Shapiro WRT at 46.
Dr. Rubinfeld failed to consider: (1) substitution patterns among the various
modes of music consumption; and (2) market shares in the downstream market.
PAN Ex. 5022 at 10 (Shapiro WDT).
Attempts by on-demand services to offer some radio-like functionality do not
demonstrate competition between interactiv'e and noninteractive services in the
upstream market, but rather indicate only that on-demand services seek to "crossover" and enter the "lean-back" market. 5/13/1'5 Vr. 3555-57 (Herring).
The fact that some consumers want both lean-back and lean-forward functionality
does not mean that each type of service is competing with the other. IHM RFOF
296 (and record citations therein).
When Pandora imposed listening caps in 2013 and 2014, it lost listeners to other
noninteractive services, not to interactive services, indicating that the competition
did not crossover into the interactive market. Fischel/Lichtman WRT 17-18
gtj
and Exs. A & B.
Statutory noninteractive services compete i6 th6 mhrklet fbr r'adio listening, which
is distinct from the interactive market, and about 80% of music consumption in
the United States occurs via "lean-back" radio-listing experience.'leming'Wood WDT $ 14 n.2; 5/27/15 Tr. 6138 (Fleming-Wood); 5/13/15 Tr. 3397-99
(Herring); Pandora Ex. 5016 tt 9 and Figure 2 (Herring AWRT) (showing 76.2%
of consumers listen to laid-back services); see Shapiro WRT at 9 & Figure 2;
5/18/15 Tr. 4478-79 (Shapiro) (terrestrial radio, noninteractive webcasting and
satellite radio comprise 63% of mme spent listening to music, and interactive
services account for 7%).
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iii. The Supposed "Interactive" Features Made Available by the
Noninteractive Services Do Not Demonstrate Convergence

The Services claim that SoundExchange misrepresents the nature of their offerings in a
manner that falsely implies a convergence of features available on noninteractive services with
features available on an interactive service. The Services make the following points.
The experiment that Mr. Kooker performed failed to demonstrate the purported
convergence between interactive and noninteractive services. The services note that, on
cross-examination, Mr. Kooker admitted to a number of acts that increased the chances of
the desired artist playing during his experiment: (1) he created a new account for the
experiment, meaning Pandora had no information on what tracks or types of music the
creator liked other than the "seed" artist (unlike the typical Pandora listener who has
created many stations, used the thumbs-up/thumbs-down button, skipped tracks, and
provided Pandora a host of information on his/her tastes above and beyond the first
"seed" artist); (2) he indicated that the new account user was a 25-year-old female, a
demographic which Mr. Kooker admitted was specifically chosen because it was "the
typical demographic, &om Sony's experience, that would be looking for pop hit type of
playlists" (and who would then be more likely to receive those playlists); and (3) he
skipped songs until he had listened to five songs, even though he acknowledged that such
activity could influence Pandora's playlist algorithms. See 5/29/15 Tr. 6589-92 (Kooker).
~
iHeart's on-demand video service represents a very minor element of total listenership for
iHeart's service. FischeVLichtman WRT $ 11 n. 14.
~
"Pandora Premieres" is not a statutory feature and does not operate pursuant to the
statutory license. 5/15/15 Tr. 3444 (Herring); see 5/6/15 Tr. 2006 (Rubinfeld).
~
Even though noninteractive services compete with interactive services "for music
listening generally," it is "marginal," i.e., at that line between 80 percent [lean back] and
20 percent [lean in]," and the "core businesses are very different.... They'e not
substitutes for each other." 5/13/15 Tr. 3397-99 (Herring).
The Judges find that there is significant evidence of functional convergence (up to the
limits prescribed by the DMCA) between interactive and noninteractive services. Further, the
Judges find that downstream competition exists between such services, based on the evidence
relied upon by SoundExchange.
~

However, such convergence and competition are swamped by the overwhelming
evidence of the dichotomy regarding the WTP among listeners. Therefore, Dr. Rubinfeld's
subscription-based benchmark approach does not demonstrate how convergence and competition
affect the relative royalties in the ad-supported, free-to-the listener market. The Judges note,
though, that such convergence in the subscription market is suggested by the fact that the
subscription-based rate derived by Dr. Rubinfeld &om 2014 data, $ 0.002376, is proximate to Dr.
Shapiro's high-end proposed rate for the subscription market of 0.00215. When Dr. Rubinfeld's
proposed rate is adjusted downward to reflect an effectively competitive market (as calculated in
the Rate Conclusion section), the two rates are even more proximate. Those two benchmark
subscription rates therefore indicate that competition and convergence indeed do cause
interactive and noninteractive royalty rates to be similar in the subscription market.
Thus, the impact of functional convergence and downstream competition is relevant only
in the subscription market. Therefore, once Dr. Rubinfeld's benchmark is limited to the
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subscription market, the Judges find that SoundExchkgt".'s
emphasis on the functional
convergence of, and downstream
competition between, interactive and noninteractive service~& is
pertinent.

Another important change in opportunity cost arises
when the upstream purchaser (the
noninteractive webcaster in the present context) has the
ability to: (1) purchase a substitute input.
and "bypass" the input from the
complementary oligo'pol tsts or mohop'olist; and/or (2) the abitity
to "use proportionately less" of the input of the
complementary oligopolists or monopolist. Iri
the present case, both Pandora and iEIeart have
demonstrated that, by steering '
noninteractive
service can: (1) partially "bypass" one or more
Majors arid substitute an increased proportion of
songs from Indies or other Majors; and (2) thereby reduce
their "proportion" of purchases from
higher priced Majors up to a certain level.
Another important adjustment necessary to render Dr,
Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency"
useful is to make certain that the outcome does not
simply~ maintain or:import supranormal
are the consequence ofthe absence of effective
competition.
market power dates back to Web I, in which the CARE'tated: The need to adjust for undue
Perhaps ... a showing that the record companies
themselves, or even the Majors,
could exert oligopol:istic power would tempt the
panel to ivnpo& t a devi'ce,... to
alleviate the market power problem.
Web I CARP Decisiorz, at 23 (emphasis
added).

prices'hat

Additionally, Dr. Rubinfeld's model treats the corriplemehtaiy
oligopoly pricing in the
input supplier s market as its potential opportunity cost:.
6us,
his "ratio equivalency" will
simply sustain whatever complementary oligopoly price
distortions are
marketplace. In the present case, the ability of nonintejractive'ervices t'0present in the interactiv~e
steer away &om higher
priced recordings and toward lower priced recordings
(or threaten to do so) ser ves as a buffer
against the supranormal pricing that arises from the
imPact of'complementary oligopoly pricinp
that was well-documented and admitted in the filings
with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
by Universal, its economic expert and .its counsel in connection
with the Universal-EMI merger.
Thus, the Judges must (to borrow language from the CARP
decision
in Web I) "import a device"
—a
steering adjustment derived:from Pandora's benchmark,
as discussed at length infra — to
lower Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive subscription benclimark
to reflect the effect of price
competition and thus excise the complementary
oligopoly 1&ov'ver and reflect an effectivel
ompetitive noninteractive subscription market. This
adjustment is not unlike the adjustments
the Judges make to proposed benchmarks .in
proceedings under section 114,, in that the
adjustment is made to align the benchmark rate with the
statutory rate.

l00

The concept of "steering" is discussed at length
Th

.in

conrjection with E'andora's rate proposal.
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4. Other Critiques of Dr. Rubinfeld's Interactive Benchmark.

a. Dr. Rubinfeld's Use of Revenues Instead of Service Profits

According to Dr. Katz, the "ratio equality" assumption is also contrary to a fundamental
economic principle. The buyer, i.e., the noninteractive service, will determine its valuation
based on the profits it expects to realize from using the input, i.e., the sound recording, not
merely the revenue it may earn. Of course, the buyer's consideration of profits necessitates the
buyer's consideration of "cost," since, broadly stated, profits equal revenues less costs. Katz
AWRT tttt 50-51, 70-71; 5/11/15 Tr. 2861 (Katz). Utilizing Pandora's non-license fee costs as
an example (other noninteractive services'ost data were not readily available), and assuming
that the non-licensing costs of interactive services were the same, Dr. Katz concluded in rebuttal
that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment would increase to 7.9 to equalize the ratio of profits
per play to royalties per play across the two markets. Katz AWRT $$ 74-76 and Tables 6 and 7;
5/11/15 Tr. 2870-73 (Katz); 5/12/15 Tr. 3123-25 (Katz)'
The Judges reject this criticism as it pertains to the narrow segment of the market to
which the Judges apply the interactive benchmark. When the segment of the market at issue
consists of willing buyers/licensees who are providing access through subscription-based
listening to listeners who have a WTP for either interactive or noninteractive services that are
close substitutes, then Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency" is reasonably based on revenues. Dr.
Katz's critique of the revenue-based approach notes that Dr. Rubinfeld failed to factor into his
analysis how profit, or lack thereof, to be realized by the noninteractive service would affect the
royalty it would agree to pay in the hypothetical market.

However, in the segment of the marketplace described above, a "willing seller" would
not be concerned with the service's calculus of its own profits. If those profits were too low to
pay a royalty as a percentage of revenue equal to the royalties paid by the interactive services,
the "willing seller" simply would not supply the noninteractive service in that hypothetical
subscription marketplace. That decision by the "willing seller" may foreclose one or more
services from participation in the subscription market, but, as the Judges noted in the Web II,
they are not obliged to set the statutory rate at a level that permits a noninteractive service to
realize any particular profit in the market.
72 Fed. Reg. at 24088, n.8.
b. Failure to Adjust for Supposed "Noninteractive" Services Prohibited by the
DMCA
Dr. Katz further criticized Dr. Rubinfeld's attempt to rely on the equivalence of the
aforementioned ratios because Dr. Rubinfeld's noninteractive ntnnerator [Cj is calculated &om

l0

Dr. Katz did not claim that his own cost estimates or assumed equivalencies across the two markets were
necessarily accurate. Rather, he emphasized that his cost-based/profit-based adjustment was premised on his
estimates showed the invalidity of Dr. Rubinfeld's decision simply to "assume[] the costs were zero." 5/12/15 Tr.
3123-24 (Katzl.
1

u0

Even in the ad-supported market, the Judges are not setting a rate in order to provide a service with any level of
profits or revenues.
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revenue received by services that were not actually "nbnhiterhctive," but rather offered
functionality that rendered them non-DMCA compliatIt artd genie "interactive." 5/1 6/1 5 Tr.
2042-50 (Rubinfeld) (Rhapsody unRadio offered on-demand plays, caching, and
unlimited 'skiPs,
two other services; Slacker Radio Plus and MixRadio Plus, offered caching as well'as
skips). Thus, Dr. Katz, argues, the numerator [C] should have been adjusted
downward to reflect an additional interactivity
adjustment, which, c'eter'is paribus, would have
reduced the noninteractive royalty rate proposed by Dr. Rubinfeld.
Dr. Katz correctly notes that the numerator in Dr. Rubinfeld" s so-called "noninteractive"
ratio contains revenues from services that are not DMCA-compliant'. Dr. kubinfeld shotiid
ha0e
a further interactivity adjustment to reflect whatdvei mkgihal valiie %as'ttributable t'o
the
functionality of his stand-ins for the services that he used as proxies for truly DMCA
compliant services. However, the Judges find that, given the degree of convergence
in terms of functionality, as discussed supra, as it~peAai6s tb tl6s subset of the
noninteractive market in which listeners subscribe- the marginal additions to functionality that"
Dr. Rubinfeld may have improperly captured in his "noninteractive" revenue numerator
do
the use of that benchmark in this subscription mark'et
Failure to Rely on the Advertising-Based Wo6interactive Model that
Predominates in the Market
An important and fundamental problem with Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis, according to Dr.
Katz, lies in Dr. Rubinfeld's failure to acknowledge in his berichmark analysis that the
advertising-based revenue model, rather than the subscription-based revenue model, is the
dominant business model for noninteractive services. Katz A%RT 53
(quoting
$
$ 170 (stating that Dr. Rubinfeld's "analysis does not explicitly account for 'free'dsupported services."). Katz AWRT $55.
This criticism was also leveled by one of iHeart's e'conomic experts, who testified that
"certainly there is no basis to assume that subscribers are a'easonable
proxy for all listeners to
noninteractive services," given that subscribers account for only four percent of Pandora'
listenership and zero percent of iHeart's. Fischel/Lichtman %RT 55; 5/1 5/1 5Tr. at 3989-90
$

among'll'ervices
'dditional
'nlimited

con/ext.'.
hot'isqualify

Rubinfeld'WDT

(Lichtman).'he

Judges find that such differences in functionality are of relatively low
in the subscription marl-et
in light of the evidence of downstream functional convergence. In'thi4 regard,iinpartance
it i4 notewo'rthy that even Pandora'
expert Dr. Shapiro (the only Service expert to propose a separate sIibsc'riptIon
Iate) has proposed a rate quite similar
to the rate proposed by Dr. Rubinfeld based on a purely subscriptidn-ised model
(Those rates are even closer'to
each other after an "effectively competitive" steering adjustment is applied to Dr. Rubinfeld's
proposed subscrlptidn
rate). If there was truly a material issue as to how WTP, convergence and functionality
gradations impacted royalty
rates in the noninteractive subscription market, the Judges would have expected
to see a much wider gulf between
the SoundExchange and Pandora subscription-based proposals.
Dr. Rubinfeld declined to use advertising-only interactive services as benchmarks
in his original WDT. He noted
that interactive services use ad-supported (free-to-the listener" alternatives as tools to
convert listeners into paid
)
subscribers (the so-ca'lied "freemium" model), thereby distorting (through "upsell incentives")
the reliability
interactive service agreements as benchmarks. Rubiufeld CWD f '26, 128; see also Rubi
nfeld CWRT
$
$
at 39, n.128 (no "apples to apples" comparison could be made between noninteractive
services, on the one hand,

ot'ad-'upported
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Dr. Katz also criticized Dr. Rubinfeld's attempted rebuttal of this criticism. Dr.
Rubinfeld, in rebuttal, noted that he had estimated a 1:1.01 ratio of advertising-only revenue to
royalties in the interactive service market, which he concluded was confirmatory of
SouncKxchange's proposed rates as determined by the interactive subscription revenue: royalty
ratio. Rubinfeld CWRT $$ 161-169.

According to Dr. Katz, it is incorrect to compare only the revenues of the ad-supported
tiers of the two types of services. Rather, the proper approach, according to Dr. Katz, would be
to compare the overall revenue (ad-supported and subscription) per play as between the
interactive and noninteractive services. Otherwise, gross disparities in average revenue per play
(resulting from the number of plays in each model (ad-based or subscription) and in revenue per
play in each such model) would be camouflaged. 5/11/15 Tr. 2854-57 (Katz).
When such an overall revenue approach was applied by Dr. Katz to the actual service
data, he found that the ratio of interactive service revenue to noninteractive service revenue per
play was not 1:1, but rather 3.96:1. Katz AWRT $ 58, Table 2. This adjustment alone would
have the effect of reducing the proposed rate derived by Dr. Rubinfeld from $ 0.002668 to
$ 0.001347, approximately a 50/0 reduction. Katz AWRT $ 59, Table 3. In similar fashion,
iHeart's experts compared overall per play (or performance) data for Spotify and Pandora and
calculated an interactivity adjustment of 3.2, FischeVLichtman WRT $ 69, also reducing the rate
below the rate implied by the 1.01 adjustment calculated by Dr. Rubinfeld when he utilized
advertising revenue alone in his rebuttal testimony.
As already noted, the Judges acknowledge the validity of this criticism by limiting Dr.
Rubinfeld's noninteractive benchmark analysis to the segment of the market in which listeners
are subscribers to noninteractive services. Accordingly, there is no reason to apply this criticism
further to reduce the interactive benchmark in the segment where it is otherwise applicable.
d. The Alleged Circularity of Dr. Rubinfeld's Methodology

Pandora's economic expert, Dr. Shapiro, levies another overall criticism of Dr.
Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark, characterizing it as "circular" and thus "uninformative." Dr.
Shapiro noted that Dr. Rubinfeld asserted that the royalty rates contained in the interactive
benchmark agreements "can be expected to reflect the incremental value of the granted
functionality over-and-above what can be achieved with the statutory rights." Rubinfeld CWDT
$ 145. Thus, according to Dr. Shapiro, backing out the incremental value to make an
interactivity adjustment would simply return the analysis to the subscription rates and royalties
that are predicated on the existing statutory rates. Therefore, Dr. Shapiro criticizes Dr.
Rubinfeld's entire interactive benchmarking exercise as circular, revealing nothing about the rate

and, on the other, interactive services that offered an ad-supported (free-to-the listener) service using obtrusive
advertising as a tool to convert listeners to subscription services.) However, in his 11 'our supplementation to his
WDT, Dr. Rubinfeld attempted to analyze certain ad-supported services, contained in section "III.E" of his CWDT,
that he classified as more like statutory noninteractive services. The Judges'nalysis of SoundExchange's
arguments relating to these so-called"'III.E"'icenses is set forth in section IV.B.4./.ii, i»ji u.
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that would be set absent the statutory rate. Shapiro WRT at 28-29; 5/8 Tr. 2723-24
(Shapiro);
accord, 5/5/15 Tr. at 4047-4048 (I.ichtman) (iHeart's'conomic expel noting that the
noninteractive service revenue figure that is the ntnnerator in Dr,. Rubinfeld's noninteractivi: ratio
is (and must be) dependent upon the statutory rates that serve as an input cost).
The Judges need to consider this criticism in tandem with the Services'rior criticism
the so-called "noninteractive" webcasters selected by Dr. Rubinfeld actually offerecl nonDMCA compliant features as well. Consequently, when 6r, Ru6infeld'backs out the, interactive
value of these non-DMCA compliant services (by c:omparing'he ratio of interactive to
noninteractive subscription prices) he is not simply
to 4e 6xi&ting statutory rates, as
Dr. Shapiro asserted, because the royalty rates for those non-DMCA compliant services
(as the
Services argue) are not merely predicated on the prior statutory rates. Simply put, the Services
cannot have it both ways. If Dr. Rubinfeld's "nonintedactiive" services have some features that
render them imperfect benchmarks, then the Judges must consider whether and how to weigh
those imperfections. But those imperfections also cut in the other direction, and indicate that the
royalty rates negotiated by those services reflect marke't fierce's in'. the subscription sector,
merely the statutory rates for DMCA-compliant noninteractive services.
e. Assumed Equivalence of Demand Elasticities in the Interactive and
Noninteractiive Markets

'hat
re~g

rathet'han

Dr. Katz notes that Dr. Rubinfeld at one point conceded that the "elasticities of demand"
by the interactive services and the noninteractive services wo61d differ inter se. However, Dr.
Rubinfeld failed to address or account for this difference. Moreover, according to Dr. Katz, Dr.
Rubinfeld later equivocated as to whether, in his methodolog~~, ht: was atssuming an equal
elasticity of demand for both types of services. Katz A WRT 47; compare 5/16/15 Tr. 2029$
2034 with NAB Ex. 4233.

'nd

Given that the Judges have dichotomized'. between the subscription and the ad-supported
(free-to-the-listener) markets, the Judges do not beli.eve that ther're any significant
uncertainties regarding the approximate equivalence of the elasticities between the interactive
noninteractive upstream markets for the right to acquire licenses to plav sound recordinl s for
subscribers. 105 As Dr. Rubinfeld testified, when the downstream subscription market is
competitive, the "Hicks/I'vtarshall relationship"'rovi'des'hat if the elasticities in the
downstream market are the same then, ceteris paribus, pursuant to the Lerner Equation the markup of price over cost will be the same iin both the: upstream and downstream subscription

105
In fact, when the dichotomy in WTP is applied, a discussion of'overall differences in elasticities is beside the
point. Elasticity measures percentage change in quantity clem&mded divided by percentage change in price. For thad-supported services, the listeners have a'Iready demonstrated an hnwillin'guess to~ pay for internet webcasting.
Economically, their demand curve is far below the: demand curve f'r subscription )isteners (reflecting the
differences in WTP}. It is the difference in location of the demand curve, stot just the difference in elasticities that
is
important. In the subscriber iriarket though, the price-elasticity of'the listeners's. the noninteractive listeners is of
some relevance.

l06

See supra, note 107.
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markets, thereby supporting Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency" in the subscription market.
5/28/15 Tr. 6310-11 (Rubinfeld).

In the present case, because: (1) the WTP downstream is positive (which it is
by
definition in the subscription market); and (2) the products are converging in terms of
functionality; and (3) an interactivity adjustment is applied to reflect the critical limits of
convergence (no on-demand plays on statutory services), it was not unreasonable for Dr.
Rubinfeld to conclude that the elasticities of demand would be approximately the same in both
the interactive and noninteractive subscription markets.'owever, although this
likely
approximate equivalence in downstream elasticities would tend to equalize the upstream impact
on the derived demand of the noninteractive services, it would not be the only factor
affecting
the upstream market, Le., the market for which the Judges are setting rates. More
particularly,
the inability of listeners to statutory services to select a particular song, combined with
the
noninteractive services'bility to (competitively) steer music toward or way from record
companies, serve to distinguish the hypothetical noninteractive subscription rate from the
benchmark interactive subscription rate proposed by Dr. Rubinfeld.
f. Failure to Use a Mix of All Interactive Revenues (Advertising and
Subscription) in the Ratios

The Services argue that Dr. Rubinfeld, rather than isolating subscription revenue
ratios
from ad-supported ratios, should have determined the value of his interactivity
adjustment by
comparing all of the actual revenue in both markets (i.e., a mix of subscription and
advertising
revenue. See Katz AWRT tttt 58-59 NAB PFF 368.. The Judges would find that
$
argument
meritorious if they were to attempt to apply Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio equivalency"
outside of the
subscription market. The criticism is inapposite, however, given the Judges'pplication
of Dr.
Rubinfeld's methodology only to subscription services. In the subscription market
where a
positive WTP is self-evident from the presence of subscribers, convergence and downstream
competition are particularly relevant. Record companies would want to equalize
marginal
returns across the interactive and noninteractive spaces, which would be accomplished
by
focusing on subscription revenues. Thus, given the Judges'inding that the market is
segmented
by a dichotomized WTP, this criticism is simply not relevant to the Judges'etermination.
g. Dr. McPadden's Survey Results are Unnecessary to Confirm the Value of Dr.
Rubinfeld's Interactivity Adjustment, Based on the Limited Applicability of

Dr. Rubinfeld's Benchmark

The Services offered numerous criticisms of Dr. McFadden's conjoint survey, which
was
intended by SoundExchange to confirm Dr. Rubinfeld's interactivity adjustment.
See, e.g.,

107
Dr. Shapiro acknowledged that the Hicks/Marshall relationship would serve to
into the upstream market (the "derived demand" effect), unless the price effects ofimport the downstream elasticities
those downstream elasticities
were swamped by other factors. See 5/20/15 Tr. 5044-45 (Shapiro). The principal
"swamping factor" is the
unwillingness ot'a substantial segment of streaming listeners to
a positive price to1isten to noninteracti ve
services. Since, by definition, subscribers have a positive WTP,pay
that 'sv;amping factor" does not come into play if
the analysis is limited to the market for subscription services.
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Peterson Corrected WRT $ 110 (survey measures potential subscribers'TP rather than actual
subscription prices); 4/29/15 Tr. 924, 926, 929-33, 936, 938 (MeFadden) (survey does not
measure value of certain features); 5/22/15 Tr. 5562-63, 5572-73, 5579&80,'588-'89 '(Hauser)
(survey contains confusing feature descriptions); id. at 5570-71 (suivey had a high participant
attrition rate, especially among teenagers); IHM Ex. 3124.$ 12 (Hauser WRT) (survey
participants were confused by incentive alignment lan~pe). The Serthces asserted 'tha't Dr.
McFadden's survey would have supported a rate much~ lour 'thah the benchm'ark'rate piopbsed
by Dr. Rubinfeld had he corrected for Dr. McFadden's purported errors. Fischel/Lichtman WRT
75 and IHM Ex. 3060 (Fischel/Lichtman WRT, Ex. H.).
Judges note initially that, in this narrow context of this subscription market,
methodology for calculating the interactivity adjustment is not inappropriate. Dr.
Rubinfeld reasonably determined the concept of a "ratio equivalency" between revenues and
subscription royalties in a market with both: (1) a WTP sufncient to generate subscriptions in
each market; and (2) a downstream convergence of features as between the two markets, ex'cept
for the nonconvergence arising &om the statutory restrlctibns'on hoiiintbractive
Dr. McFadden's attempt to confirm Dr. Rubinfeld's 2.0 interactivity adjustment is
unnecessary.'onsequently, the Judges need not address the Services'riticisms of Dr.
McFadden's conjoint survey.

'he

'

services.'hus,
Dr.'ubinfeld's

h. Dr. Rubinfeld's Equalization of the Number of Plays in the Interactive aiid
Markets was Appropiliat&
Dr. Katz asserts that Dr. Rubinfeld underestimated the nutnber of "skips" for which an
interactive service is not required to pay a royalty under the typical interactive service contracts
with record companies. By contrast, a statutory service must pay a royalty for all plays,
including such "skips." (SoundExchange requests that the Judges continue this requirement. See
SoundExchange Proposed Rates and Terms, Attach. A at 2-3.). Dr. Rubinfeld utilized an
adjustment factor of 1.1 for skips, but, according to Dr. Katz, actual data revealed in discovery
demonstrated that the adjustment factor should have bebn 1.2,' 9.1 fo increase in the adjustrherit
that would further lower the rate proposed by SoundExchange. Katz AWRT 101-102
Q
The Judges find that Dr. Rubinfeld accurately adjusted for'he number of plays across the
and noninteractive spaces. The criticism leveled by Dr. Katz focused only on the
number of "skips." However, Dr. Rubinfeld made a further adjustment for the'fact th'at
services typically paid royalties for pre-1972 recordings, whereas the
did not. This fact required an increase in the nbnihtet active royalty rate relative to the
royalty rate (i.e., a smaller interactivity adjustment in the denominator [D] in
discussed in section I.A.l.c, supra).

'oninteractive

the'atios
'nteractive
'nteractive
'nteractive
noninteracttive'ervices

,'TP

Also by way of repetition (and emphasis), the existence of a sharp dichotoniy between listeners with a positive
for streamed music and those who have essentially a zero WTP for streamed music precludes an extension of
this "ratio equivalency" beyond the subscription market.
course, Dr. McFadden's conjoint survey and his tmdings regarding the bimodal nature of listeners WTP are
relevant to this determination, and have been considered in this

'"'f
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For example, assume there were 100 plays in each market and in each market 10 of those
plays were pre-1972 recording. If the royalty rate (assumedly) was 0.3 cents in each market,
then the interactive average rate would be 0.3 cents. However, in the noninteractive market,
where no royalty was paid on the 10 pre-1972 recordings, the average royalty rate was only 0.27

cents."
Thus, to equalize the markets on a per-play basis, the noninteractive average rate must be
increased. That increase made the downward interactivity adjustment smaller, when it was
combined with the fact that — on the other side of the coin — the noninteractive services were
required to pay royalties for skips as though they were plays, unlike the typical interactive
service.
i. Incorrectly Weighting Average Royalties by Revenue Instead of by Play

Another defect in Dr. Rubinfeld's approach, according to Dr. Katz, was Dr. Rubinfeld's
decision to compute his average per-performance royalty by weighting that average according to
the revenue per play earned by a service. See Rubinfeld CWDT $ 203, 5/5/15 Tr. 1824
(Rubinfeld). According to Dr. Katz, weighting the per-play average by service revenue, as done
by Dr. Rubinfeld, created an upward bias compared to the revenue actually earned by on-demand
services that comprised Dr. Rubinfeld's benchmarks. Katz AWRT $$ 42-44, 162; 5/11/15 Tr.
2830-34; 2837-40 (Katz).
Dr. Katz maintained that the more realistic approach would have been to weight the
individual on-demand services in the benchmark market by the number ofplays per service, not
by the revenue per service. Applying actual data, Dr. Katz demonstrated that using Dr.
Rubinfeld's revenue weighting approach would have implied that in the period considered by Dr.
Rubinfeld, the on-demand services would have received $ 112.2 million more (42% more) in
revenues than they actually received. Katz AWRT tt 162.

The Judges find this criticism irrelevant as applied to the subscription market. In the
interactive sphere, record company agreements with interactive services are configured pursuant
to the "freemium" model, designed to convert "free" listeners into paying subscribers, who
generate user revenue. See 5/7/15 Tr. 2401-02 (Wilcox); 5/13/15 Tr. 3509 (Herring). In the
subscription market where the positive WTP and functional convergence engenders strong
competition for paying listeners, a willing seller in the subscription market seeks to maximize
subscriber revenue and focuses on average revenue per user (ARPU), not revenue per play. See,
e.g., 4/28/15 Tr. 374 (Kooker); 4/30/15 Tr. 970 (A. Harrison); see also supra, section 1V.B.2.c.

j. The Number of Adjustments Does Not Disqualify Dr. Rubinfeld's Interactive
Benchmark
One of the economic experts for iHeart, Dr. Lichtman, asserted that the sheer number of
adjustments, as discussed supra, needed "to draw any analogy" between the interactive and

(90 royalty bearing songs x 0,3 cents) + (10 pre-1972 songs x 0 cents) = (0.27 cents+ 0 cents) = 0.27 cents.
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'enchmarks
5/15/15'r.

noninteractive markets is so "overwhelming" that the result
is a "mess" and not reliable.
4053-54.

The Judges reject the notion that there may be some
quantum of adjustments to proposed
that disqualifies them from considera6on.'bmh variant
of a three strikes and
you'e out" approach seems decidedly devoid of legal or
economic reasoning. The Judges
concerned with the importance, or weight, of any
given criticism of a benchmark than they
are with the number of potential adjustments.
Trivial br mea'surable adjustments may bp
relatively great in number, yet pale in comparison fo one
br t4 o 'critic@ assumptions that might
necessitate the qualification or rejection of a benclknat'k.
determination is evidence of that point. Dr. Rubinfeld's
benchmark fails to account
the fact that a large cohort of the listening public
simply will'not pay for streamed musih.
Thus, his subscription benchmark fails to capture the
very market of listeners who flock to adsupported (&ee-to-the-listener) noninteractive services.
That single qualification circumscribes
the usefulness of Dr. Rubinfeld's benchmark. One 'oth'er
criticism of his benchmark, viz., its
failure to capture an "effectively competitive"
market, perniits an adjustment within the
subscription market rate and does not require the Judges to
reject the use of Dr. Rubinfeld's
benchmark in the noninteractive subscription market.
k. SoundExchange's Proposed Annual Rate Increases
from 2016-2020 are not

'his
'are'ore

'ould
'or

'r.
'ne
's
Supported by the Evidence

I
The Services object to annual increases in Qle rIiyaIties
as arbitrary and incompatible with
the willing buyer-willing seller standard, for the
following reasons.
~

I

First, the Services contend that there is no basis to
assume, without supporting theory or
evidence, that rates would necessarily increase during
the next rate period. In that regard, the
Services note that Professor Rubinfeld admitted that'.
there is n'o "theoretical reason why we
expect prices just to go up." 5/5/15 Tr. 1761 (Rubinfeld).
Second, he acknowledged the absence of any basis
judgment'here we think rates are likely to be going for for his self-described "'empirical
competing products." Id. Moreover,
Dr. Rubinfeld, testified, his proposed escalating
reek arh not basetl on anticipated inflation,
anticipated increases in music industry inputs, or the
consumer price index. 5/6/15 Tr. 2226
(Rubinfeld).

Third, none of the benchmarks on which SoundExchange
relied contained annual rate
escalators. Moreover, out of all the potential benchmarks
that SoundExchange examined, ority
m
has an escalating rate provision. Id. at 2227-28.
~at
]Ion( agreement with an escalating rate
—
—
—
provision
— was
the subljectI of substantial criticism and ultimate
rejection by Dr. Rubinfeld, as inappropriate for use ds a'benchmark
in the current proceeding.
Id. at 2229.
.

=

~~

Fourth, the record evidence indicates that ratios i6
Sdun&xchange's own proposed
benchmark market, interactive streaming services, have
decreased in recent years.
Ex. SX 0017, $ 140; 5/8/15 Tr. 2736-37
(Shapiro); 5/15/15 Tr. 4142 (Lichtman); 5/19/1 5
4611 (Shapiro). Further, Dr. Rubinfeld testified that
he "aqtutIlly,saw ... decreases in the
noninteractive rate" in the data he reviewed. 5/6/15 kr. 5231
(kubinfeld). Thus, if'there were to

Rubinfeld'DT,
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be annual rate changes, the Services argue, the record supports a decrease in webcasting rates
during the upcoming rate period.
The Services do note Dr. Rubinfeld's assertion that interactive and noninteractive
services are converging, id. at 2225-2226, but they respond by arguing that this purported (and
dubious) convergence does not support the conclusion that the Judges should impose on
noninteractive webcasters what Dr. Rubinfeld himself characterized as a "serious increase"
during the rate period. Id. at 2223. Moreover, Dr. Rubinfeld admitted that his proposed annual
increases were not due to past convergence, but to his "anticipation that the technology will
create even more convergence going forward." 5/5/15 Tr. 1829 (Rubinfeld). He admitted that
this "anticipation" was "not based on hard data," and he conceded that "I can't prove to you for
sure where we'e going to be because we are talking about the future." Id. 1829-30.

For the foregoing reasons, the Services conclude that SoundExchange's interactive
benchmark does not provide a basis to set the statutory rates for commercial webcasters in this
proceeding.
The Judges find that SoundExchange has failed to make a sufficient factual showing that
would support the linear $ 0.00008 annual rate increase proposed by Dr. Rubinfeld. The Judges
find it dispositive that Dr. Rubinfeld acknowledged that his opinion in this regard was neither
based on theory nor on empirical analysis. Further, the fact that some agreements in the
benchmark markets have annual escalators and some do not renders those agreements unhelpful,
absent some explanation as to the bases for the inclusion or exclusion of such escalators.

Additionally, market forces in the future may cause rates to move in either direction, or to
stay constant, and the record does not suggest a basis for a credible prediction. So too is the
record devoid of any sufficient predictive evidence as to whether there will be further
convergence and/or competition between interactive and noninteractive services or, if so, how
that will impact the rates. That is, the record does not indicate why convergence would not occur
through a reduction in interactive rates, rather than through (in whole or in part) an increase in
noninteractive rates. In sum, the record does not contain a sufficient basis to adopt any
prediction about the future direction of noninteractive rates.
I.

Dr. Rubinfeld's Analysis of Noninteractive Agreements does not Corroborate
his Interactive Benchmark

The Services oppose SoundExchange's use of agreements with Apple and several
interactive services for what Dr. Rubinfeld described as noninteractive offerings, and argue that
if the Judges consider the agreements, a proper analysis corroborates their own rate proposals
and not SoundExchange's. See, e.g., Pandora PFF $ 344; Shapiro SWRT, at 12-16 k Table 1.

For the reasons set forth below, the Judges will not consider these agreements in
establishing or corroborating a willing-buyer, willing-seller royalty rate.
i. Apple Agreements

The Services contend that Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis of the Apple agreements is deeply
flawed and unreliable for several reasons. First, the Services argue that Dr. Rubinfeld
improperly allocates
compensation to the licenses for
the iTunes Radio service rather than to other licensed services that Apple provides. See, e.g.,
Fischel/Lichtman SWRT $ 36. Second, the services argue that Dr. Rubinfeld should have
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analyzed the parties'x ante expectations, rather than ex post
performance, in determining what
a willing buyer and seller would agree to. See, e.g., S/I 9/15 Tr.'t
45Z6 (Shapiro). Finally, the
services critique other adjustments that Dr. Rubinfeld makes
(or fails to make) to the head jind
rates in the Apple agreements to account for non-statLttory
functionality in Apple's service.
The Judges credit Dr. Shapiro's observation that Dr. Rubinfeld,'s
conclusion that A)plk
was willing to pay substantially in excess of the statutory license
rate for what is essentially a
statutory service "just doesn't make any sense." 5)191'15 Tr. at 4526
(shapiro). Economists for
both licensors and licensees agreed that the
i'ate'ffectIvely
sets
a ceiling on rates for
statutory
statutory services, since a service can always fall back on the
statutory. rate if it is unable td
negotiate an equal or lower rate with the copyright owner. See,
e.g., id.; 5/27/15 Tr. at 6025-26
(Talley). The fact that Dr. Rubinfeld concludes that the dffe6tiv'e rates
under the Apple
agreements are substantially higher than the statut6ry 'ratios strorlgly'urge'sts
that something is
amiss in his analysis.

'ervice
'greements

One possible reason Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis finds effective rates
under the Apple
that exceed the statutory rates is that he attribtites co'mp'ens'ation to
the iTunes kadio
that should have been attributed to other services licensed
by Apple. The license
agreements for the iTunes Radio service between Apple, on one
hand, and
respectively, on the other, are one part of a complex business relationshi
v between A v &le and the
record corn sanies, covering a number of different service0,

's

SoundExchange argues that the Judges are bound by the parties'haracterization
of these
payments as unambiguously expressed in their agrdembntk. Souh&xchange
PFF
Reply
If the Judges were resolving a contract dispute between the parties, SoundExchange's $ 487.
arguhent
might have merit. However, the Judges'ask is to determine the'economic
significance of the
that changed hands between the partiles, 'and thh cdntracts are but one
(albeit
vitally important) piece of evidence of that economic significance.
Where, as here, a transabtidn
part of a complex, interlocking business relationship~ it is agprbpriate' even
neces'sary—
Judges to consider other evidence and analysis to determine the true economic
value of the
transaction. See Fischel/Lichtman SWRT 31. This is particularly
true when one party is
$
agnostic as to how certain payments should be characterized, and the
other party has a strong
incentive to characterize the payments in a particular w'ay to influence
the course of a futurd rate
proceeding.

'ompensation

for'he

That additional evidence is lacking here. The Services raise sufficient
doubt as to the
characterization of the compensation flowing &om Apple to Warner 'and
Sony to persuade the
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Judges that they cannot rely on Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis of the Apple agreements. There is
insufficient evidence in the record to support SoundExchange's analysis and use of the Apple
agreements."'he

uncertainty resulting 6'om a lack of evidence cuts both ways. The Judges will not
consider the licensee services alternative analyses that seek to demonstrate that the Apple
agreements support their rate proposals. See, e.g., Pandora PFF $ 344; Shapiro SWRT, at 12-16
& Table 1.
ii. Other Noninteractive Agreements

The Services urge the Judges to reject Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis of four additional
agreements for allegedly noninteractive services: Beats Music's The Sentence; Spotify's
"Shuffle" service; Rhapsody's "Unradio"; and Nokia's "MixRadio." The Services argue that
each service has features that exceed what a service operating under the statutory license would
be permitted to offer. The Judges agree, and also find that, as with the Apple agreements, there
is insufficient record evidence to support a useful analysis of these four agreements.
(A) Extra-Statutory Functionality
(1) Beats "The Sentence"

The Sentence was a free (to the user) feature offered by Beats Music (Beats) as a means

of encouraging users to pay for Beats'ubscription service." Rubinfeld CWRT tt 179. It

allowed users to generate a playlist by providing contextual inputs such as location, mood,
setting and genre. It was subject to limited functionality, such as limited skips, no use of off-line
or cached content, and no rewind feature. Id. at $ 179-180. Dr. Rubinfeld describes The
Sentence as "effectively a noninteractive service involving functionality that is closely
comparable to other statutory services." Id. at tj 180.

The Services contend the record demonstrates that The Sentence includes extra-statutory
functionality. S &ecifically, the record corn &any agreements with Beats
Fischel/Lichtman SWRT '
to iush the royalty rates u x See id.
.

l. This additional functionality would be ex &ected

Rubinfeld does not account for extra-statutory functionality in his analysis of Beats'icense
agreements.

Dr.

"'n

light of this determination, the Judges need not reach the licensee services other arguments
concerning the
Apple agreements.

" Beats was
acquired by Apple and, as of December

1, 2015, no

longer exists as a separate service.
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'etting
'hose
user'o
(2) Spotify "Shuffle"

Spotify*s Shuffle service is a &ee-to-the-consumer streaming service
that permits the
select a certain number of songs (a minimum of 20'songs or a single
album) and hear only
songs in a random order. Fischel/Lichtman SWRT 14. The ability to select
$
specific
songs and be assured that only those songs will be played distinguishes
Shuffle &om
noninteractive services. The increased degree of interactivity would be
taken into account in
royalty rates. Id. Dr. Rubinfeld does not account for this functionality in his
analysis of
Spotify's agreements with the record companies.

(3) Rhapsody "Unradio"

Rhapsody's Unradio service offers users personalized playlists based on the users'
favorite artists or songs. It is a paid subscription service, with a 14-day
&ee (ad-supported) trial
period. Rubinfeld CWRT $ 196. Unlike statutory services, 6nradio
permits unlimited skips and
permits users to play up to 25 favorites and seed tracks on an on-demand basis.
Fischel/Lichtman SWRT $9. Again, this is extra-statutory functionality that
would be expected
to affect the royalty rate, and that Dr. Rubinfeld did ndt account for'in
his hnalysi's.
Nokia "MxRadio"
Mobile phone manufacturer Nokia bundled MixRadio, a &ee-to-consumer
streaming
service, with its handsets." MixRadio provides customized, ad-&ee
noninteractive streaming.
Unlike statutory services, MixRadio permits users to play radio stations that
are cached on their
mobile phones. Rubinfeld CWRT $ 199. In addition, 54i+adio
u'st
to'hare mac
permits
non-subscribers. Fischel/Lichtman SWRT $ 12.
MixRadio thus has significant extra-statutory functionality. Dr. Rubinfeld
does
for this in his analysis.

'ith
'4)
not'ccount

(B) Lack of Analysis of Business Context
Like the Apple agreements, the record companies'greements with
Beats, Spotify,
Rhapsody and Nokia, respectively,. are part of broader bcoiioiiiic 'relkttonsh'ips that
include other
services. Id. at tt30. Beats, Spotify and Rhapsody each libre content
&om the r'ecord
companies for their respective subscription services. Nokia at one time licensed
music that it
offered for unlimited download (bundled with its mobile phones). As discussed
in connection
Apple, the Judges must consider evidence and analysis of context to determine the tme
economic value of a transaction when that transaction is part of a complex
business relationship.
Dr. Rubinfeld does not analyze that context.

'he
''he
'ith

(C) Conclusion regarding Corroborative Agreements
Because Dr. Rubinfeld failed to account for extra-stattito+ functionality,
and failed to
analyze the broader context of these services within the business relationship between
the service

service is now simply "MixRadio," as a result of Microsoft's acquisition
of Nokia,,and subsequent sale of

MxRadio service to Line Corporation.
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providers and the record companies, the Judges determine that they cannot rely on the analyses
of these agreements to corroborate Soundaxchange's interactive benchmark analysis.
5. Conclusion Regarding SoundExchange's Interactive Benchmark Per-Play

Proposal
For these reasons, the Judges find that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark is only
applicable when:
~

revenues in both markets are derived from subscription revenues and are thus reflective
of buyers with a positive WTP for streamed music;

~

functional convergence and downstream competition for potential listeners indicate a
sufficiently high cross-elasticity of demand as between interactive and noninteractive
services, provided the noninteractive subscription rate is reduced to reflect the absence of
the added value of interactivity; and

~

a steering adjustment is made to eliminate the complementary oligopoly effect and
thereby provide for an effectively competitive market price. 114

The rate derived from this analysis is set forth in the Rates Conclusion, infra.

" The Judges find as well that Dr. Rubinfeld's interactivity
analysis failed to cure all of the defects that the Judges

found to exist in the similar interactivity analysis proffered by Dr. Pelcovits and rejected by the Judges in the 8'eb

III Remand. First, and of greatest importance, Dr. Rubinfeld's interactivity model fails to take account of, or

adequately adjust for, the dominant ad-supported (free-to-the-listener) segment of the noninteractive market. See
8'eb III Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23118. This defect has even greater resonance in this proceeding, given the
abundant evidence, discussed supra, that the vast majority of listeners do not have a positive WTP for access to
sound recordings on streaming services. However, the Judges have "ring-fenced" this defect by limiting the
applicability of Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis to the noninteractive subscription market. Second, the Judges alse
criticized Dr. Pelcovits in the 8'eb III Remand for failing to analyze agreements between the intemctive services and
independent labels. Id. As discussed supra, Dr. Rubinfeld looked at certain independent deals. but onlv made an
ad ustment on the assumption that Indies'oyalties would be lower by the absence of the value
found in some of the Majors'greements with interactive services. Third, the Judges aiso criucized Dr.
i'e.covits in the 8'eb III Remand for failing to adjust for the downward trend in rates in the interactive benchmark
market. Id. Both Dr. Pelcovits and Dr. Rubinfeld used periods ending during the year in which the proceeding
started (2009 and 2014 respectively). Dr. Pelcovits used an 18-month period, while Dr. Rubinfeld used a 12-month
period. Compare id. with Rubinfeld CWDT $ 32. However, Dr. Rubinfeld acknowledged — but failed to account for
— the continuing downward trend
in his interactive benchmark rates. Instead, he merely assumed that the interactive
and noninteractive rates would converge through an increase in noninteractive rates in the hypothetical market and
a decrease in rates in the interactive market. Again, such an assumption may be reasonable in the subscription
market, where convergence in functionality appears to exist (as nonetheless limited by the DMCA performance
complement). Again, the Judges'ecision to "ring-fence" a subscription rate eliminates any improper use of this
assumed convergence in the ad-supported (free-to-the listener) noninteractive market. Finally, in the Web III
Remand, the Judges also observed that the value of Dr. Pelcovits'enchmark analysis was "diminished by [the] lack
of sufficient data" relating to the number of noninteractive performances per subscriber. Id. Dr. Rubinfeld
essentially avoided this problem by not accounting for differences in the number of performances made by
subscribers to interactive and noninteractive services. respectively. Again, the Judges find that because a willing
seller in the streaming subscription markets would seek io equalize Average Revenue per User (ARPU) (through Dr.
Rubinfeld's ratio equivalency approach) this issue as well has been adequately addressed by the Judges through their
"ring-fencing" of Dr. Rubinfeld's benchmark analysis to the subscription market only.
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C. GEO's Rate Proposals

In this 8'eb IVproceeding, the Judges had the opportunity to
hear directly from a singersongwriter who produces and markets his own music. hk.
Johnson, dba GEO Music,
filed a Petition to Participate in the proceeding. He filed allGeorge
the necessary papers and testified on
both direct and rebuttal, as well as delivering opening statement
and closing argument.
Mr. Johnson eloquently stated the plight of the
singer-songwriter-artist who is selfpublished and self-produced. He also proposed an ov~hing preform'o
the way in which rights
owners of music—written, published, performed, recorded,
broadcast—would be paid for their
artistic creations. However, the current law thoroughly
segments both the copyrights and the
licensing mechanisms. The rights and their treatment 'hav'e
evolved over time, barely
with the technology that uses them. Further, part of'the'imic'oyalty
process, i.e., royalties
for use of published "musical works" is managed a U.S.
by
District Court in New York,'ith
statutory admonitions to both the court and the Judges that neither
is to consider the effect of the
set by the other. The complete picture urged by Mr. Johnson
can only come into focus with
a new copyright law.

keepmg'ace

'ates

Nonetheless, by comparing an artist's revenue &4m ghy'sical
phoriorecords to the current
ten-thousandths of a cent "per spin" calculations for digital
performances, Mr. Johnson
highlighted very effectively one of the paramount factors
complicating this proceeding. The
music makers, the music recorders, and the music "consumer'"—
'both broadcasters and
listeners—are struggling with how to address and "monetize"
the change of the music
&om an ownership model (purchase of physical
recordings) to an access model (log in
to Internet services and use as much or as little control'as
bne wants to direct the music
prograinming).

prodjuct'aradigm

GEO makes three separate rate proposals.
1. GEO

Proposal

1

GEO proposes that royalty rates for nonsubscription
webcasting be the greater of a perperformance rate and a percentage revenue rate:
Per-Performance
Rate

Percentage of
Revenue

2016

$0.10

70%,

2017

$0.12

68%

2018

$ 0.14

66%

2019

$ 0.16

64%

2020

$ 0.18

62%

Introductory Memorandum to the Amended Testimony'and VAittbn

D. Johnson, at 4 (Jan. 13, 2015).

Direct Statement'of George

GEO proposes that royalty rates for subscription webcast streams
be the greater of a perperformance rate and a percentage revenue rate:
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Year

Per-Performance
Rate

Percentage of
Revenue

2016

$ 0.22

70%

2017

$ 0.24

68%

2018

$ 0.26

66%

2019

$ 0.28

64%

2020

$ 0.30

62%

2. GEO Proposal 2

As an alternative, GEO proposes a combination of a one-time fee (described as a "cloud
locker" fee) and a "usage" fee that is the greater of a per-performance royalty and a percentage
of revenue. As with Proposal 1, GEO proposes separate rates for subscription and
nonsubscription webcast streams.

GBO's proposed nonsubscxiption rates are:

Year

Copyright Cloud
Locker - One
Time Fee

Per-Performance
Rate

Percentage of
Revenue

2016

$ 0.50

$ 0.01

70%

2017

$ 0.55

$0.02

68%

2018

$ 0.60

$ 0,03

66%

2019

$0.65

$ 0.04

64o/o

2020

$ 0.70

$ 0.05

62%

Id. at 5.

GBO's proposed subscription rates are:

Year

Copyright Cloud
Locker - One Time
Fee

Per-Performance
Rate

Percentage of
Revenue

2016

$ 0.50

$ 0.10

70%

2017

$ 0.55

$ 0.12

68%

2018

$0.60

$ 0.14

66%

2019

$0.65

$ 0.16

64%

2020

$ 0.70

$ 0.18

62%

Id.
3. GEO Proposal 3

As a third alternative, GEO Proposal 3 consists of a one-time "cloud locker" fee and a
per-performance rate. Proposal 3, which GEO describes as being derived &om the inflationadjusted cost of a record album in 1964, would apply to both subscription and nonsubscription
web streams. Id. at 6-7.
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Year

Copyright Cloud
Locker - One
Time Fee

Per-Performance Rate

2016

$0.50

$0.01

2017

$ 1.00

$ 0.02

2018

$ 1.50

$ 0.03

2019

$2.00

$ 0.04

2020

$2.50

$ 0.05

Id. at 6.

4.

Judges'onclusions with respect to GEO's Ratle PL oposals

's
'EO

GEO requests that the Judges adopt either Proposal 3 or Proposal 2, "or in between."
Xd.
at 23." As discussed above, the Judges conclude that the evidence in the record
before us
supports a greater-of rate structure or a percentage-of-revenue rate in the current
proceeding.
provided no evidence to change that holding.
Likewise, the Judges find no persuasive evidence to support a "cloud locker" fee of thd
type that GEO (and only GEO) proposes. Mr. Johnson presented no expert testimony to
support
"cloud locker" rate, nor did he provide any evidence that such a rate
structure even exists in the
market. What he did provide is his statement: "The streamer! s economic
model leaves out one
crucial element—the customer, and the bundled copyright cloud locker or 'streaming
account"
forces payment for all music copyrights up-front, one time, like all other products."
Id. at 5-6.
The rates the Judges adopt must be based on substantial e&dbnc6 in'he record.
As Mr. 'Johnsdn
the only participant to propose a cloud locker rate and he provided no evidence to
support such
rate, the Judges find that there is insufflcient evidence in the record to
support a cloud

locker'ate.

Therefore, the Judges are left with Mr. Johnson's proposed per-performance rates. The
per-performance rates he proposes range from a low of $ 0.01 per stream ((2016 in Proposal 2
(nonsubscription) and Proposal 3) to $ 0.30 per stream (2020 Subscription). As with the cloud
locker proposal, Mr. Johnson provides no evidence, other than his personal
view, that such rates
are reasonable, or reflect what a willing buyer and a willing seller would
agree to." In the'

See also id. at 5 ("the Per-Performance Rate and Copyright Cloud i.ocher One-Time
Fee Rate are what GE6 is
proposing").

"

See, e.g., id. at 7 ("[w]hoever says that songs are too expensive in this rate
hearing at $ .00 are nothing more than
con-men since they expect American music creators to work literally for
per-song when a song really costs $ 5
dollars [sic] per song using government low-end inflation calculations and$ .00
a
real
world 1964 benchmark."). To
establish his proposed cloud locker rate, Mr. Johnson requests that the
adopt
as a benchmaik a 2-cent,
Judges
mechanical (section 115) license rate for musical works in effect in 1909, which
Mr. John'son'would then adjust for
inflation and round to 50 cents per song). Id. at 7-8. Mr. Johnson'also est&mates
that a Beatles record purchased for
$5 in 1964 would have cost. afler adjusting for inflation, $ 38 in 2014. Id. at 6. Since
the Judges decline to adopt a
cloud I'ockn rate, they need not decide whether the mechanical rate in effect
in 1909, adjusted for inflation. would
be a suitable benchmark for Section 1 l4 and 112 rates for 2016-2020.
Interestingly, the Beatles released two
albums in 1964, "Beatles for Sale" and "A Hard Day's Night," both of which dre
still (or again) available, in vinyl,
.
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absence of such evidence, the Judges cannot adopt Mr. Johnson's proposed per-performance
rates.
D. Pandora Rate Proposal
1. Proposed Royalties

Pandora is a noninteractive licensee, and it represents itself as "the leading Internet Radio
Service in the United States." PAN Ex. 5002 $ 5 (Fleming-Wood WDT). Like SoundExchange,
Pandora proposes a greater-of rate structure. Commercial webcasters would pay the greater of
25% of revenue from eligible transmissions and a range of per-performance royalty rates.
Pandora proposes separate ranges of royalty rates for subscription and nonsubscription
(advertisement supported) commercial webcasting as follows:
Low End of Proposed Range"
A royalty equal to the greater of (i) or (ii) below:
(i) Per-Play Rate:
YEAR
Per-Performance
Per-p erformance
(Nonsub scription)
(Subscription)
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

$ 0.00110
$0.00112
$ 0.00114
$ 0.00116

'0.00118

(ii) 25% of Revenue from Eligible Transmissions

$0.00215
$ 0.00218
$ 0.00222
$ 0.00226
$0.00230

High End of Proposed Range
A royalty equal to the greater of (i) or (ii) below:
(i) Per-Play Rate:
YEAR
Per-performance
Per=performance
(Nonsub scription)
(Subscription)
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

$ 0.00120
$ 0.00123
$ 0.00125
$ 0.00127
$ 0.00129
(ii) 25% of Revenue from Ehgible Transmissions

$ 0.00224
$ 0.00228
$ 0.00232
$ 0.00236
$ 0.00240

on Amazon.corn for prices generally ranging from $ 15 to $20. See beatlesbible.corn, referenced on Dec. 14, 2015;
Amazon.corn, referenced Dec. 14, 2015.

" The low and high ends of the
proposed range correspond to levels of overspinning (or "steering") of Merlinmember tracks under Pandora's benchmark agreement. The issue of steering and the rate calculations derived from
steering are described elsewhere in this determination.
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Pandora 's Second Amended Proposed Rates and Perks, ht 2-3.

Pandora's Noninteractive Benchmark

'erms

Pandora relies upon the Pandora/Merlin Agreement to support 1ts rate proposal. 06 June
2014, Pandora and Merlin entered into the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, which established
and conditions under which Merlin granted PanBork thb right'to perforrt1 of all'he sound
recordings in the catalogs of those Merlin record companies that would ultimately decide t6 oPtto the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. PAN Ex. 5014; Shapiro WDT at 23, 26; PAN Ex.
5007 $24
(Herring WDT).

a. Merlin

Merlin is a global rights agency that represents'nd cdllebtiv'ely negoti'ates on behalf of
thousands of independent record companies in the United States and 38 other countries.
Van
Arman WDT at 10; 6/1/15 Tr. 6865 (Lexton); see also 5/18/15 Tr. 4204 (Herring). Merlin's
members include numerous prominent independent labels, whic&
produce 'commercially and
critically successful music. See Pandora PFF $$ 123-1'26 (an8 record citations thbrei'n).
independent record companies negotiate with digital services collectively
throng&
Merlin in order to obtain more favorable terms and transaction cost savings than they otherwise
could achieve on an individual basis. Van Arman WDT at 10', 4/08/15 Tr. 626'-7
(Van Arman);
6/1/15 Tr. 6856-7 (Lexton). Pandora notes that one of the Majors has acknowledged that
hfer
a "virtual [] major." PAN Ex. 5349 at 9
); 5/5/15 Tr. 1969:19-23, 1975:8-1977:4 (Rubinfeld).
Merlin established a irocedure for its members to either o it-'in or o it-out of the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement

'hese

Members who were represented by independent distributors (i.e., distributors unaf51iated
with
the Majors) delegated the decision as to whether to op(-in to twtesIs djstrIbutprs. In total,.
— of
approximately —
nI emIierI1, cbvering approximately::
tracks—opted in to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. 5/18/15 Tr. 4221, 4235
(Herring); 6/1/15 Tr.
6870 (Lexton).
Pandora notes that, by statute, the opting-in Mdrlin mdmlers could have declined to enter
into the Pandora/Merlin AN cement and thus remained bound in 2014 and 2015
by the statutory
rates that incorporated the Pureplay settlement rates. See PAN Ex. 5014
$ 1(r); Herring WDT
118

" The statutory
Pureplay settlement rates for 2014 and 2015, respectively. are 13$ and 14( for advertisingsupported services (or 25'o of revenue, whichever is greater). and 23'nd 25It, respectively,
for subscription

Reg.'4796,

services in 2014 and 2015. Nottjication of'Agreements Uitder tlute 0'ebt.aster Settlement Ait
of 2009, 74 Fed.
34799 (July 17, 2009).
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b. Key Provisions of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement.
According to Pandora, the key terms of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement are those that set
forth the rate structure, royalty payments, and steering provisions:

Rate Structure and Royalty Payments:

~

The agreement employs a greater-of royalty structure, with Pandora paying the greater of
a er-play prong and a percent-of-revenue prong, The percent-of-revenue prong specifies
of Pandora's revenue, prorated based on the share of performances on Pandora
accounted for by the Merlin Labels.

i

~

The 2014 **headline*'er play rates are
for each ad supported performance and
for each subscription performance. The 2015 "headline" per-play rates are
for each ad-supported performance
for each subscription
performance. PAN Ex. 5014 at $ 3(a); Herring WDT at $ 26; Shapiro WDT at 26.

and~

'teering

~

Provisions:

Steering is the term Pandora uses to describe a licensee's "ability to control the mix of
music that's played on the service in response to differences in royalty rates charged by different
record companies." 5/8/15 Tr. 2683-4 (Shapiro). Just as the "ratio equality" is foundational to
SoundExchange's rate proposal, the concept of "steering" is foundational to Pandora's rate
proposal. Shapiro WDT at 27 ("This reduced per-play rate in exchange for increased plays is the
central piece of the Merlin Agreement.").

According to Pandora, steering and the concomitant discounting terms are feasible in the
noninteractive market because Pandora has now tested and proven its ability to modify its
playlist-selecting algorithms to rely more or less heavily on the music of particular record
companies so that it can steer its listeners toward or away from the music &om any one record
company, thereby permitting "workable competition" to emerge in the relevant, noninteractive
webcasting market. 5/19/15 Tr. 4557 (Shapiro). By contrast, Pandora notes, no evidence of such
a steering capability existed at the time of the Web II or Web III proceedings. Shapiro WDT at
16.

Pursuant to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, the "headline" per-play rates can be reduced
by steering as follows.
For Pandora's Ad-Su

orted Nonsubscri tion Service
2014

Headline Rate

Steered Rate
2015

Headline Rate

"Thele is no separate fee in the agreement for
and included within the performance fees above.

Steered Rate

x.

of. the recordings; such
at $ 3(d), Herring WDT a

are covered under
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For Pandora*s Subscription. Service
2014

Headline Rate

Steered Rate

2015

Headline Rate

Steered Rate

Thus, Pandora claims that steering reduced the headline rates for its ad-supported,
nonsubscription service by
in 2014 and would reduce those headline rates by
in
2015. Moreover, Pandora claims that steering reduced the headline rates for its
subscription
service by
in 2014 and would reduce that headlme rate by
in 2015. PAN Ex. '5014
$ 4; Herring WDT at $ 27; Herring AWRT at $ 48; Shagird WDT'at 27.
calculation of these effective steered rates is explained in paragraph 4 of the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement, which sets forth the following provisions for calculating the rates
from steering, using the 2014 ad-supported headline rate of
'as an example.
Pandora promises to increase "quantity" (spinst by't I.east
above
Merlin'a
120 However, Plautiorel willi nht pay a "price" equal to the
for these additional spins. Instead, i'kchItnge fear its promise'to play at,
least
additional spins, Pandora will

'esulting
'he

PANiExi 5014 iat $ 4(a)-(c).
In support of a statutory rate based on the steering aspects of the'Pandora/Merlin
Agreement, Pandora advances several arguments. First, Pandora maintains that steering
embodies "price competition at work," and therefore reflects an "effectively campetitiveaa
market. 5/19/15 Tr. 4561-64 (Shapiro). Effective comgetitiok results &'om the power to steer
because, according to Dr. Shapiro, a streaming service that possesses an ability to "steer"
towards certain recordings, and away from others, will have "much more bargaining power and
be able to negotiate a lower royalty rate.'* Shapiro WRT at 19. In theoretical terms, a service's
ability to steer increases its price elasticity of demand, reducing the extent to which a licens6r
~

'he
Pandora/Merlin Agreement defines
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can mark up its price over marginal cost. 5/19/15 Tr. 4561-64 (Shapiro); 5/8/15 Tr. 2725-27
(Shapiro); Pandora PFF at ltd 147-148, 152-157 (and record citations therein).'
Second, Pandora asserts that steering is not only theoretical and a contractual
commitment, it is occurring under the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. Specifically, Pandora is
actually steering
above Merlin's **natural performance rate*'f sound recordings, greater
it bas contractually committed to steer — evidencing that Pandora's steering
than
behavior is motivated by "price differences," not merely by the contractual "steering
commitment." Shapiro WRT at 41; see 5/18/15 Tr. 4229 (Herring); Herring AWRT at tt 50.

tb~ ~

Dr. Shapiro noted that when steering is possible, the mere threat (explicit or implicit) by
the service to divert performances from one record company to another gives the service
negotiating leverage." Shapiro WRT at 20 (emphasis added). In such a market, he opines, "[a]
record company facing a webcaster with considerable ability to steer customers away from its
music has a strong incentive to discount its music to increase the number of performances of its
music made by that webcaster." Shapiro WDT at 9-10. Thus, according to Pandora, the ability
to steer creates price competition that can obviate the need for any actual steering in the
hypothetical market. Shapiro WDT at 9 ("The net result in a workably competitive market may
well be relatively little actual steering ....").

Pandora avers that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement's steering provisions reflect these
competitive forces, i.e., a supplier offering a lower price in an attempt to gain volume. Shapiro
WDT at 27 (" This reduced per-play rate in exchange for increased plays is the central piece of
the Merlin Agreement. This feature plainly demonstrates that the Merlin Agreement is
embracing the workings of a competitive market."); Shapiro WRT at 19; see 5/19/15 Tr. 4574-5
(Shapiro).
According to Pandora, from the "willing buyer" perspective, the ability to steer provides
Pandora with the "competitive incentive to play directly-licensed tracks more heavily than [it]
would otherwise." Herring AWRT at tt 48. On the other side of the transaction, according to
Pandora, the record shows that for a "willing seller," i.e., a Merlin member who opted-in, this
steering-based agreement, constituted a "good competitive move,." taken in the record company's
"self-interest." 4/28/15 Tr. 610-11 (Van Arman).

al

The relationship among elasticity, price and costs as a basis to measure market power is described by the Lerner
Equation (or Lerner Index) — a fundamental economic pricing rule. Shapiro WDT at 5. The Lerner Equation states
that there is an inverse relationship between the firm's margin (the gap between price and marginal cost) and the
fum's elasticity of demand. That is, the increase in a buyer'. (licensee's) own elasticity of demand (n) reduces the
price (P) paid by the licensee over the licensor's marginal cost (MC) pursuant to the Lerner Equation. In
mathematical terms, the Lerner Equation can be expressed as:
1

P

—

MC

1

Thus an increase in own-elasticity n (holding /ifC constant) reduces the value of each side of the equation. See
generally Edwin Mansfield and Gary Yohe, Microeconomics 376 (11'" ed. 2004) ("Economists often use the Lerner
Index ... to measure monopoly power or market power.").
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Pandora further avers that its "overspinning"'of
iviellin'racks'by has not resulted in
any negative feedback &om Pandora listeners or any
negattve Rancial impact. 5/18/15 'fr.
(Herring) (explaining that Pandora increased plays of Merlin
tracks, on sn aggre/ati
basis, by approximately~ in 2014, but this changle
Id thk mix of spina did not cause ady
in "complaints about song quality from Pandora
listeners).
c. Pandora's Steering Experiments

'ncrease
'229-33

In support of its assertion that the effects of
potential steering can be pervasive in 5e
market, Pandora relies in part on its own internal "steering
experiments." More
particularly, in 2014, at Dr. Shapiro's direction, Pandora
condu'cted a set of steering experiments
to test its ability to overspin recordings owned
by each of the Majors.
The 2014 steering experiments were conducted
by Pandora's in-house "Science Team"
which has primary responsibility for designing and
artalyzin'g "controIled experiments." PAN
Ex. 5020 $ 7 (McBride WDT). Pandora witness
Dr. Stephen McBride is a member of Pandora'
Science Team, which performs research and
analyst to Imeksure the effectiv'eness of features
offered by Pandora. McBride WDT
5.
The Science Team is composed of 15 individual's,
$$ 1,
13 of whom hold doctorate degrees in
computer science,'engineering, statistics, or economics
&om leading academic institutions. Id. at 5.
$
Pandora's controlled experiments (including the
steering experiments) consist of
comparisons between randomly selected groups of
listeners, one group receiving a manipulated
(the "treated" group) and the other group receiving the
standard Pandora experience
(the "control" group). Id. These experiments are
randomized, controlled, and blind.
initiated the steering experiments bechush:
i) ha'd the general technological
capability to perform more of one record company's sound (/)
recordings and/or, fewer of another
record company's sound recordings; and
(2) it recogrdzeA that, as a noninteractive service it hhs
economic incentive to "steer" its performances toward
music owned by a particular record
company if that music is available at a lower royalty rate.
Shapiro WRT at 22-25. Therefore,
Pandora decided to determine through its steering
experiments whether and to what extent it
could use this technological ability to steer performances
eithoug negatively a+ecting
listenership. Herring WDT $$ 22, 31-32; McBride WDT
12-22; Shapiro WDT at 27; Shapiro
WRT at 22-25.

'oninteractive

Id.'andora
'xperience

'he
g

Thus, &om June 4, 2014, to September 3, 2014'l 5
wicks), br. McBride and his
colleagues at Pandora conducted a series of steering
experiments in order to answer two
questions: (1) whether increases or decreases in
performances of sound recordings owned by a
particular record company would have a measurable
impact on a key listen'er metric (average

'Randomized"

means listeners are assigned randomly to either, the,"treated"
group, or the "control" group, to
ensure valid causal inference. Id. at n.l. "Controlled"
means the outc'ome is a comparison between those
the exposure and those not receiving the
exposure, to account for the "plajebq effect." Id., "Blind",means receiving
experimental subjects are unaware of their participation
in an
hand,,therefore, are also unaware of
they have been assigned to the treatment group or theexperiment
con'trol group. Id.

'hether
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hours listened per registered user; and (2) whether Pandora's engineers could precisely
manipulate the share of music played according to the record company that owns the recordings.
McBride WDT gtt 7, 12, 15.
~

The Steering Experiments consisted of a group of 12 experiments. Each experiment
involved a combination of one of three target ownership groups (UMG, Sony or WMG)
and a target "deflection" in share of spins (treatment group) as compared to spins that
would occur according to the standard Pandora music recommendation results (control
group). McBride WDT $ 15.123 The spin share deflections (the "steering")
were: -30/0, -15/0, +15/0, and +30/0 for each of the three ownership groups manipulated.
Id. The experimental subjects of the Steering Experiments were all Pandora listeners,
each of whom was randomly assigned to one of the 12 treatment groups, to the single
control group, or were included in the portion of listeners excluded from all experiments.
McBride WDT tt 16.

The experiments demonstrated that Pandora was able to steer -15/0 or+15/0 for all three Majors
without causing a statistically significant change in listening behavior. McBride WDT tt 21.
However, Pandora was unable to steer -30'/0 or + 30'/0 for Universal or Sony without creating a
statistically significant change in listening behavior. Id.
d. Additional Terms in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement

The Pandora/Merlin Agreement contains the following additional terms that are
specifically addressed by Dr. Shapiro in his benchmark analysis:

. PAN Ex. 5014 at tt 3(e); Herring WDT
$ 26;
Shapiro WDT at 28-29. This provision has not been triggered, 6/1/15 Tr. 6897
(Lexton), and Merlin's negotiators understood it was unlikely ever to be triggered. Id.
at 6956-57; PAN Ex. 5110,

~

Compensable Performances:
are non-compensable. All other
performances are subject to a fee. 5/18/15 Tr. 4227 (Herring).

5/18/15 Tr. 4227 (Herring).

I

"3

The Steering Experiments operated through Pandora's "A/B Framework," by which the Science Team
intentionally changes one aspect of the Pandora experience for a sample group of listeners (the "B" group, or treated
group) and then compares the effects to groups of listeners who did not experience the change (the "A" group, or
control group). McBride WDT $$ 7-8 and 16.
Dr. Shapiro's decision as to whether and to what extent to adjust his benchmark to reflect such additional terms is
considered elsewhere in this determination.
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'erlin,

~

. PAN E,x..F014 at
$ 5, Hemng WDT$ 29.
Ancillary Promotional Benefits: Additional non- pecuniary sromotional benef.its t'.or

includin,~

See PAN Ex. 5014 at $$ 6-j.l.

See Herring WDT $ 30; Shapiro WDT at 29.

e. Pandora's Conclusion Regarding the Bedchrhaz'k Status

bf the

'andora/Merlin
Agreement

Based on the foregoing, Pandora asserts that th'e Pound'ora546rliri
Agreement is the
in this proceeding because

best'enchmark

it constitutes a competitive and arms-length Meet'icense between a noninteractive
webcaster and thousands of record companies;
~
it concerns the same rights as are covered by the statutory license;
~
it covers the same type of products at issue in this proceeding —
public performances
of sound recordings on noninteractive Internet 'radio; hand
~
it involves the same "willing sellers" (record companies that own sound
recording
copyrights) and a "willing buyer" (Pandora) that exis( in the'hypothetical 'market.
PAN Exs. 5014-5015; Shapiro WDT at 24-25; see also 5/28/15 Tr. 6323-24
(Rubinfeld)
(agreeing that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement satisfied each such criterion).
3. Pandora's Calculation of Royalty Rates Implied by Its Proposed
Benchmark
Pandora and its economic expert, Dr. Shapiro, idid'not siiiiplp
apply the steering-adjusted
rates implied by the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, but rather also considered
potential further
adjustments that might be required for an "apples-to-apples" comparison of the
terms in the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement with the statutory terms apglicablh to nohinteractive
licenses. See
Shapiro WDT at 20-21, 23-37, Appendix D ("Analysis of Merlin Agreement"
).
a. Potential Additional Adjustments
~

The three principal aspects of the Merlin Agreement that Dr. Shapiro considered
for
potential additional adjustments were:
1.

differences in the determination of which pbrfo~cbs are compensable
as,
compared to the statutory license

2.

additional financial terms of the Pandora/Mmlii Agreement, including

3.

non-pecuniary terms in the Pandora/Merlin Agi'eeriierit.

arid

5/19/1 5 Tr. 4592-930 (Shapiro); Shapiro WDT Appendix D at D-1-D-9; see
5/19/1 5 Tr. 45924593; Shapiro WDT Appendix D at D-1-D-9; Shapiro WDT at 30.
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i. Adjustment for Royalty Bearing Plays
This adjustment is required, according to Dr. Shapiro, because, on the one hand, the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement treats
as non-compensable and
as compensable, but the statutory licenses takes the opposite tack on both issues — treating
as compensable and
as non-compensable. Id. To
adjust for both of these factors. Dr. Shapiro took the following steps.
First, he calculated the total payment Pandora expected to make to the opting-in Merlin
members for all sound recordings under the Pandora/Merlin Agreement.
Second, he divided that total payment by the number of performances of Merlin Label
recordings that would be compensable under the statutory license (as currently defined). Shapiro
WDT at 30-31; Appendix D.
Dr. Shapiro describes this calculation as yielding a per-play rate that the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement would establish if Pandora and Merlin had negotiated an agreement with a fixed per'as nonas compensable and performances of
play rate that treated
compensable. Id. To make the point more clearly, Dr. Shapiro offered the following example:
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Shapiro WDT at 30-31; 5/19/15 Tr. 4589-92 (Shapiro); see id.at 4594 (noting that
was "an illustrative example," and "not a rate proposal"

rate

).'i.

Potential Adjustments for Additional Financial Terms

The Pandora/Merlin Agreement contains additional financial terms not permitted in the
statutory license. Dr. Shapiro attempted to determine whether it was appropriate to increase his
proposed rate to reflect values for these items. Dr. Shapiro ultimately found no basis to increase

3(c,i.

rAN ex. &U&e (I)~c) and

Shapiro WDT at App. D-7.
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his proposed rates to reflect these items. Shapiro WDT at 28-29
(Appendix D); see 5/19/15 Tr.
4592-93 (Shapiro). Broadly, Dr. Shapiro found no value'in
these additional terms because
neither Pandora nor Merhn had calculated or even estimated'an&
value attributable to these
items. More particularly, Dr. Shapiro analyzed these additional
financial terms in the following
manner.
(A)

Dr. Shapiro assigned no separate value to

'ccordiitg t&

a'inancial

Dr. Shapiro, he made no adjustment to his proposed rate
to reflect this term because Pando
projections did not show that Pandora would
in 2014 or 2015. Id. at 4689-90.

(~)

Dr. Sha piro also assigned no se karate value to

He testified that he declined to add a separate value for the
[The] rate proposal is based on payments that Pandora is mafdng
and will be
making to Merlin
And those payments are included and, of course, raise
the amounts of money that
Pandora is paying and, therefore, they raise the ~rath th'at's in
my proposal, so it
includes that.

Id. at 4696.

iii. Potential Adjustments for Non-P'ecttnikry Te&s

The Pandora/Merlin Agreement also contains nIm-$
ecIuuluy fmsncial terms that are~
in the statutory license. Dr. Shapiro attempted tb dhterInine
whether it was appropriate
to increase his proposed rate to reflect any values for these
items. Shapiro WDT at 29-31;
Appendix D at D-10-19 ("Non-Pecuniary Terms in the 'Merlin Agreement"
); see 5/19/15
(Shapiro).

Tr.'595-98
not'ermitted
(A)

Dr. Shapiro did make an adjustment to increase his calculated "steered"
rate by 0.00 2g
(i.e., $ .000002) per-performance to reflec

'hat
.

WDT at 31; Appendix D, at D-11 to D-12.

Shapiro WDT at 31 Shapiro

(B)

Pursuant to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, Pan ior's attret,d aliens'ach
to
Merh'n:meInhtr
had opted-in

=

== I P.WN, Ex,. 5014!$ 7'. Dr. Shapiro did
ndt
make an adjustment to increase the value his benchmark foi. this
iIon-statutory benefit, because
Pandora personnel told him that
: are mutually beneficial to the Merlin Labels and to P&dota."',
Shapiro %DT at D12. With regard to the benefit to Pandora, Dr. Shapiro was'nformed
by Pandora personnel that
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"Pandora considers that
strengthen artist engagement with Pandora and thereby drive
incremental listening and listeners to the service, build brand loyalty, and enhance listener
retention." 1d.; see Westergren WDT
Accordingly, Dr. Shapiro could not determine that
the value of such
was greater to the Merlin members than to Pandora,
and, consequently, he concluded that no adjustment to the effective royalty rate was necessary.
Shapiro WDT at D-13.

'8.

(C)

Each Merlin member that o &ted-in to the agreement

According to Dr. Shapiro,
are mutually beneficial to the opting-in Merlin
members and to Pandora. Shapiro WDT at D-13. Dr. Shapiro took note that Pandora believed
the
might be "accretive to the listener experience" as well as a form of
advertising, and that Pandora was in fact planning controlled tests to measure listener responses
and solicit listener feedback in order to determine the appropriate nature and 6equency of
." Id. In light of the mutually beneficial nature of
Pandora personnel informed Dr. Shapiro that, even without a contractual obligation to do so,
Pandora offered
, gratis, along with Pandora
Premieres tracks. Shapiro WDT at D-13 & n.26.
In light of the foregoing, Dr. Shapiro could not conclude that the
provision on
balance created more value for Merlin than for Pandora, and therefore he made no adjustment to
his proposed effective royalty rate on that basis.
(D) Access to Pandora Metrics

Pursuant to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, o ~ting-in Merlin members will receive

~

PAN Ex. 5014 $ 9 (Pandora/Merlin Agreement) see also Shapiro WDT at D-14 &
n.29); Hemng WDT $ 30.
However, Dr. Shapiro noted that, at the time he prepared his testimony, Pandora was also
developing a service called the Artist Marketing Platform ("AMP"), expected to launch in
October 2014, through which Pandora proposed to provide these same metrics to all artists, not
only to artists on the labels of Merlin members. Pandora did not plan to charge for AMP.
Shapiro WDT at D-14 & n.30; see Herring WDT $ 30.
Since Pandora stated that it intended to make its AMP available to all artists at no charge,
Dr. Shapiro concluded that no adjustment to the effective royalty rate was necessary to account
for the Pandora Metrics to which Merlin Labels would have access. Shapiro WDT at D-14.
(K)

Under the Agreement, Pandora,
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FAhigx. 501) & i0

(Pandora/Merlin Agreement); see also Shapiro WDT at D-14, D-15 7 n.31.
Pandora personnel explained to Dr. Shapird that s6ch
were
potentially mutually beneficial to the Merlin members and to'Pandora. Id. at n.32. The M
benefit &om
, generating benefits to the Merlin members in the form of enhanced royalties an
discovery of their other artists. Id. For Pandora,
another
context for engaging listeners and, by increasing thb n~IIer Pf lt/lerfin +ember plays ori
Pandora, these
work in tandem with the ste)Qg gmtfisihns in the Pandora/Marl'in

rl'embers
th'ese'ffer

'greement.

By way of comparison, Dr. Shapiro noted that Pandora is working with another entity to
that will feature specific artists. Id. at n. 34; see Herring WDT
n.l l.
Pandora &ersonnet informed Dr. Shapiro that
which suggested to Dr. Shapiro that
such
create "mutual and roughly equalized benefits for both Pandora and the
creator." Shapiro WDT at D-15.

'0,

I

For these reasons, Dr. Shapiro concluded that n'o adju~bnt 'to the effective royalty 'rate
was necessary to account for the
provision in the Merlin Agreement. Id. at D&
15 to D-16.
(F) Pandora Presents and Pandora Premieres Events

Dr. Shapiro consjder+ @esie hyo types o'f events separately.
(1) Pandora Presents

Pandora Presents is a program launched in Bechnber 201~1, through which artists
perform live before an audience of fans that Pandora identifies and invites without charge.
Fleming-Wood WDT $ 29. Each of these events is ldeslignhd for hand sponsored by an advertiser.
Pandora essentially plays the role of a concert produced an6 piordot&; choosing ar'tists to feature
in Pandora Presents events that will best speak to the target audience of the sponsoring
advertiser. Id. Pandora identifies and matches advertisers and artists that appeal to a particular
demographic, then books a location for the event and markets'the event to Pandora listeners wiih
a demonstrated interest in the featured artist.

WDT D-17 n.43.
There have been betweeu
on Merlin labels. Id.

Shapiro

Pandora Presents events per year featuring artistt

'eatured

Pandora acknowledges that Pandora Presents generates promotional benefits for the
artists. However, Pandora also understands thht Pandora Presents 'also gener'ates
marketing benefits for Pandora with respect to advertisers, listeners, artists, and labels. Id. More
particularly, Pandora not only views the program as a marketing 'platform that adds value for
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Pandora's service, but Pandora has also required that
Fleming-Wood WDT $ 29 & n.5; see Westergren WDT $ 38. Pandora Presents events thus
generate additional advertising revenue for Pandora as well as promotion of the Pandora brand
with Pandora listeners. Over the long run, Pandora considers that Pandora Presents events lead
to increased listener satisfaction and retention, and thus to greater advertising and subscription
revenue. Id.

Because of the foregoing, Dr. Shapiro likened Pandora's role in coordinating Pandora
Presents events to that of an independent concert producer and promoter. Therefore, Dr. Shapiro
concluded that the
on balance, did not call for any adjustment to the effective royalty rate he had calculated.
Shapiro WDT at D-17.
(2) Pandora Premieres

Pandora Premieres is a program through which Pandora promotes albums in the week
prior to their release. Fleming-Wood WDT $ 30. Pandora sends an email inviting certain
listeners (selected based on their listening tastes and profiles) to listen to a new album during the
week prior to its release date. Id.; see also Shapiro WDT at D-17, n.45. When selecting albums
to feature on Pandora Premieres, Pandora reviews albums and artists proposed by the record
companies to ensure "a good fit with the program" and to "generate a high volume of listening."
Fleming-Wood WDT $30. Pandora provides these selected Pandora Premieres listeners with
"click-to-buy functionality." Id. at n.46.

Pandora requires the labels to waive royalties for the one-week period that an album is on
Pandora Premieres. Shapiro WDT at D-18. Pandora personnel informed Dr. Shapiro that
Pandora has never charged labels for their participation in Pandora Premieres and has no plans to
do so. Id. at D-18, n.49.
Pandora Premieres features two to five albums per week, or about 150 albums annually.
pleming-Wood WDT $ 30. pandora personnel informed Dr. Shapiro that approximately
of these albums are by artists whose labels are Merlin members and Pandora estimates
that participation by artists whose labels are Merlin members
. Shapiro WDT at D-18, nn.51,52.
Pandora also estimates that the number of Merlin label albums featured on Pandora Premieres
. Id at n.33..

g

~

~

~

Dr. Shapiro acknowledges that Pandora Premieres generates promotional benefits for the
featured artists and their labels, but that benefit is offset by (and evident &om) the fact that labels
waive royalties for the one-week period that an album is on Pandora Premieres. Shapiro WDT at
D-18. Pandora also receives significant benefits &om Pandora Premieres, because it offers a
benefit to Pandora listeners, who receive an early opportunity to listen to entire new albums &om
artists they like and to buy the music. Fleming-Wood WDT $ 30.

On balance, therefore, Dr. Shapiro concluded that Pandora Premieres generates
significant benefits both to the artists and label, on the one hand, and to Pandora as well. Because
the program is mutually beneficial, and because
, Dr. Shapiro concluded that
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'hat
'r.
'016-2020
'hapiro
does not call for an adjustment to the effective royalty rate he had chlctilatkd.
WDT at D-19.
iv. Adjustments over the 2016-2020 Phridd.

Shapiro adjusted his proposed rates higher to reflect anticipated inflation over the
statutory period. Shapiro WDT at 35. However, at the hearing, Dr. Shapiro'estified
he would have preferred not to predict future inflation, b'ut rather to include a statutory'ehn
the rates to be adjusted annually to reflect actual inGadon.'/19/15 'Zr. 4608-10
(Shapiro). Dr. Shapiro did not make any other adjustmen'ts to reflect anticipated or predicted
changes over the statutory period. His adjusted r@tes are set forth in the table below

'equiring
Effective Per-Play Royalty Rates After Adjustments
2016 Through 2020

(/)

Inflation
Rate+

AdvertisingSupported

,

Subscription

Bl

dd

30% Steering
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

2.20%
1 73%
1.74%
1.76%
1 78%

0.1105
0.1124
0.1144
0.1164
0.1185

0.2146
0.2183
0.2221
0.2260
0.2300

0.1225
0.1246
0.1268
0.1290
0.1313

2.20%
1.73%
1.74%
1.76%
1.78%

0.1205
0.1226
0.1247
0.1269
0.1291

0.2238
0.2276
0.2316
0.2357
0.2399

0.1324
0.1347
0.1370
0.1394
0.1419

12.5% Steering
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

'he

~

The inflation rate reported for 2016 accounts for expected inflation from the mid-point

of the period Q4 2014 through 2015 (May 2015) to the midpoint df 2016 (Angst'201.6).

other inflation rates account for annual expected inflation to the mid-point
(August) of each
calendar year listed.

'andora's

!

Dr. Shapiro also considered two factors enumerated in the statutory willing
buyer/milling seller formulILtio) —
potential role in promoting or substituting for other Merlin label revenue streams, and Pandora
hnd
Merlin's "relative contribution." He concluded that, as rational economic
actors with
to information
regarding such factors, the parties would attempt to make sure that such elements wereaccess
baked in" and
"automatically included" in the negotiated rates. 5/19/15 Tr. 4609-06 '(Shkpirb). Given"fully
this fact, 5r. Shapiro made
no further adjustments to the rates he derived from the Pandora/Mbrlirl Ageerhent'.
The rates in the table differ from the rates proposed by Pandora because the proposed rates
are rounded'.
'
Dr. Shapiro blended the ad-supported and subscription rates to create his "blended'ate.
However, Pandora does
not propose that the Judges adopt such a "blended" rate,
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Dr. Shapiro explained why he proposed two alternative rates: "[The rate selected]
depends on how much steering Pandora is doing. If they do more steering, that lowers the rate
they'e going to be paying, in fact, and so then that lowers the corresponding statutory rate
derived from the Merlin Agreement." 5/19/15 Tr. 4603-04 (Shapiro).
a. Pandora's Proposed Greater-of Rate Structure Including a 25% of Revenue

Prong

In addition to the proposed per-play rates, Dr. Shapiro's rate proposal employs a greater-

of structure, with the second prong set at "25 percent of the revenue attributable to the licensed

music," as such revenue is defined in the regulations proposed by Pandora. Shapiro WDT at 20
and n. 30; 5/19/15 Tr. 4608:16-23 (Shapiro).
PAN Ex. 5014 at $ 3(a). According to Dr.
Shapiro, a greater-of formula with a "percent-of-revenue" prong is proper for the following
reasons.
[Tjhe Merlin Agreement ...specifies that Pandora's royalty payments to the
participating Merlin Labels ... will be at least
of its revenue
attributable to the music of those labels. These agreements show that, as a
practical matter, royalties for recorded music can indeed be based on webcaster
revenues, at least in the case of Pandora. Furthermore, webcasters and many
other types of. music users pay royalties to music publishers and composers,
through ASCAP and BMI that are set as a percentage of revenue. For example,
the ASCAP rate court recently established a royalty rate for Pandora of 1.85
percent of revenue for the period 2011-2015 for its performance of musical
compositions in the ASCAP repertoire. This indicates to me that webcasting
revenues can serve as a practical basis for royalty payments.
Shapiro WDT at
23.'.

Pandora's Proposed Application of the Pandora/Merlin Rates to the Majors

Pandora avers that the effective rates established by the Pandora/Merlin Agreement are
not only representative of the rates that Indies would receive as willing sellers in the hypothetical
marketplace, but are also representative of the rates that the Majors would receive in the
hypothetical marketplace. Pandora's explanation as to why this extrapolation is warranted is
based on its distinction between greater revenue derived &om a higher number of plays as
opposed to greater revenue from a higher per-play rate. As Dr. Shapiro opined, Majors have a
higher share of the overall plays on Pandora than the Merlin Labels do, and thus they receive

the~

Dr. Shapiro assigned no separate value to
of revenue prong for adjustment of the per-play prong,
because he understood that the per-play prong wou result in a payment by Pandora to Merlin
of approximately
of revenue attributable to Merlin, thus not triggering the lower% nrong. 5/19/1 5 Tr. 4683-4
(Shapiro).
-utt er, because Dr. Shapiro included a second prong incorporating
tneI~ of revenue royalty payment. he
concluded that it would be "double counting or just nonsensical'o add
value of that prong into the per-play
prong. Id. at 4686.
'
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more in royalty income because that "occurs
automatically under a per-play rate structure or a
percent-of-revenue structure with payments prorated according to label share." Shapiro %DT
at
37-38. The relevant question for purposes of rate-hettmg', therefore,
according to Dr. Shapiro, "is
whether the repertoires of the [Majors] would conima'nd h hi'gh& rate per
play or a higher
than the Merlin Labels in a workably'cokpdtitike itmrket." Id.
Pandora answers this question in the negative, for two reasons. First, according to
the empirical evidence demonstrates that there is no greater promotional effect on the
sale of songs &om the Majors (as compared to the Indies) &om performances
on Pandora to
support an upward adjustment to the Merlin benchmark. 5/19/15 Tr. 4623-64
(Shapiro).
Second, Pandora has the same ability to steer toward and away &om the repertoires
of each of
the Majors, just as it has done with the Merlin Labels. See 5/19/15 Tr. 4624-30
(Shapiro);
WDT Append.x F, at F-6.130

'ercent-of-revenue

Dr.'hapiro,

'hapiro

To bolster this argument, Pandora notes that Dr. Rubinfeld's analysis vis-a-vis his
own
interactive benchmark reveals that Merlin receives'ssentially the same level
of monetary
consideration as the Majors in the interactive market. 'Pandoia concluded therefore that
the
effective rates derived from the Pandora/Merlin Agreement indeed can serve as
benchmarks for
the rates to be paid by the Majors. See Pandora PFF 158-f63 (and citations to
the record
gtI
therein).

4. Soundaxchange's Criticisms of the Pahddra Rate Proposal
SoundExchange opposes the use of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a benchmark in this
Its opposition is based upon several princ'ipal argunIients, summarized below.
a. The Pandora/Merlin Agreement Creates New Rights and New Obligations
that are Unavailable under the Statutory Lxcense.
SoundExchange asserts that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement does not cover the same
rights that are available under the statutory license Ln3 altko clea/es ItM 0Migations that'are
unavailable under the statutory license. Specifically, SoundExchange avers that the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement contains the following extr'a-s'tatutory rights and duties:

'roceeding.

Dr. Shapiro's conclusion that noninteractive services can steer away fiom the
Majors as well as the 1ndies is
based upon Pandora's "steering experiments."
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See PAN Bx. 5014, f$ l(c)(v), f 2(c) and 13; see generally SX PFF $$ 559-562 (and record
citations therein).

Given these differences between the Pandora/Merlin Agreement and the statutory license,
SoundExchange concludes that the former at best is but a weak benchmark for the latter. See SX
PFF $ 558 (quoting SDARS II, 78 Fed. Reg. at 23064 (Apr. 17, 2013)) (Additional considerations
and rights granted in [a proposed benchmark] that are beyond those contained in the Section 114
license weaken the [benchmark's] "comparability as a benchmark.").

b. Dr. Shapiro Failed Adequately to Value the Non-Statutory Consideration and
thus Wrongly Failed to Increase His Benchmark
According to SoundExchange, not only is the Pandora/Merlin Agreement a deficient
benchmark, Dr. Shapiro also wrongly failed to increase the value of that benchmark to reflect the
value of the non-statutory consideration in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. SoundBxchange
asserts that Dr. Shapiro instead focused only on the lack of value attributed by Pandora to these
other forms of consideration. See Shapiro WDT App. D at 1; 5/19/15 Tr. 4670 (Shapiro).
However, SoundBxchange notes that Dr. Shapiro acknowledged on cross-examination that he
thought it would be important to know Merlin's expectations as to value in order to do a "proper
analysis" of the value of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement." Id. at 467-71. Moreover,
SoundExchange notes that the value analysis undertaken by Dr. Shapiro is not based on
Pandora's expectations that existed before the execution of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, but
rather on the valuation evidence he obtained from Pandora after the Pandora/Merlin Agreement
had been executed. Id. at 4669.
SoundBxchange asserts that, had Dr. Shapiro considered the value placed on these extrastatutory elements of consideration by Merlin and its members, the total value of the
consideration would have at least equaled the existing Pureplay statutory settlement rates for
2014 and 2015. In support of this point, SoundExchange relies in substantial measure on the
testimony of one of Merlin's two chief negotiators of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, Charlie
Lexton, Merlin's Head of Business Affairs and General Counsel. SX Ex. 13 $ 1 (Lexton WRT).
Mr. Lexton testified that, in Merlin's view, the consideration provided to Merlin members by the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement was, "at worst, no lower than the compensation under the existing
statutory rate paid by Pandora." Id. at 17.

More particularly, SoundExchange relies on the following evidence and testimony with
regard to items of extra-statutory consideration.

According to SoundBxchange, the evidence shows that Merlin and its members placed a
value on the
, because Merlin obtained this provision through its
negotiations with Pandora. 6/1/15 Tr. 6894-95 (Lexton). Specifically, Merlin had initially asked
for
, which Pandora refused to provide,
. Id. Further, Mr. Lexton testified that
Merlin "definitely" would not have entered into the Pandora/Merlin Agreement if
had not been part of the agreement. Id. at 6898-99.
Mr. Lexton said that this provision was important because Merlin believed, after
considering
, that there was a reasonable chance that
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particularly durIng paItdttra'1 fotnth quarter of 2014.

6/1/1 5 Tr. 6896-98 (Lexton). Mr. Lexton further noted t1iat Par.dora offei ed
fVIeglin, the
the Pandora/Merlin Agrceir.ent as a counterproposal to M:rliIi's

'roposal

SX Ex. 310 at 1; 6/1/15 Tr. 6986 (Lexton). In the same vein, Mr. Van
Arman, co-founder
and co-owner of the Indie record company (and Merlin ntenIber) Secretly
Group, testifie that
the presence of the
was one of thh rdastIns Itis ilabels opted-in to the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement. 6/2/15 Tr. 7172 (Van Arman).

The Pandora/Merlin Agreement obliges Panddra
to the opting-in Merlin members. PAN Ex.l5014 5.
$
not available under the statutory license and are not r+lidate'd i6 Pandora's rate
proposal.
SoundExchange notes that Mr. Lexton testified that Merlin would itot have entered intd th
Pandora/Merlin Agreement if it had not contained
6/1/15 Tr. 6906 (Lexton). SoundExchange also notes 'tha P dna itse!lf viewed
See 3X x. 31$ at 2 (a canttsn&oranenus:
Pandora negotiating document, in which Mr. Herring gree:
~

'r.
iii. Advertising/Promotional Benefits

Lexton testified that Merlin would not have entered into the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement if it had not included the advertising and promotion benefits ultimately embbdibd
in
the agreement. 6/1/15 Tr. 6909 (Lexton). According to Mr. Lexton, these benefits
clearly were
of value to Merlin's members. Id. at 6880. He explained that these advertising and
"provided considerable value that could not be'eplicated by the statutory license."
SX Ex. 13 $ 43 (Lexton WRT).
In like fashion, Simon Wheeler, Director of Digital for another Merlin member, Beggar's
Group, testified that one of his company's motivations for opting-in to the Pandora/Merlin
was that it afforded Beggar's Group the ability to "tap into" these promotional
that were unavailable under the statutory license. SX Ex. 31 23 (Wheeler WRT).
$
SoundExchange also notes that Mr. Herring, one of Pandora's negotiators, likewise
recognized that these promotional tools had potential v'alu'e to Merlin, and,'indeed, h8
acknowledged his awareness that "Merlin believed that [these provisions] added value." 5/18/1 5
Tr. 4275-76 (Herring). He further acknowledged his awareness that Merlin had "sold"
the
benefits of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement "pretty strongly" to its members. Id. at
4279; see SX Ex. 2237 at 1.

promotion'rovisions

'pportunities
'greement

'romotional
iv. Access to Data

When Pandora first proposed a direct license to Merlin, Pandora offered Merlin and its
members access to Pandora's internal data. SX Ex. 104 at'. ~Thh right'to such access was
embodied in the final Pandora/Merlin Agreement. PAN E'x. 5014 9. Mr. Lexton testified that
$
licensors do not have access to this type of data under t'e Ntattitory license. Lexton WRT 40.
$
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Both Pandora and Merlin acknowledged that such data are valuable to record labels
generally. Westergren WDT at 16-17; SX Ex. 1736 at 5; 6/2/15 Tr. 7157 (Van Arman); see
6/1/15 Tr. 7099-7100, 7106-7 (Simon Wheeler) (Access to data is something Beggar's Group
"expect[s] of [its] major direct licenses" and is "a part of every negotiation.").
SoundBxchange also criticizes the usefulness of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a
benchmark for more general reasons:
c. The Pandora/Merlin Agreement is Unrepresentative of the Larger Market

SoundExchange asserts that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement pertains only to record
companies that represent less thang of Pandora's performances snd therefore cannot represent
what the record companies — including all three Majors — comprising Pandora's
of
performances, would negotiate for in the hypothetical marketplace. SX RPFF $ 753; SX PFF $
507 (both relying on Shapiro WDT at 76). SoundExchange also avers that the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement is not sufficiently probative of the rates that Indies would agree to voluntarily
because the bulk of the Indies who opted-in
. 6/1/15 Tr. 6860, 6865-66 (Lexton). SoundExchange also
notes that roughly
of the Merlin labels that opted-in do not regularly operate in the United
States. 6/1/13 Tr. 6863-64 (Lexton). Additiontdiy, Mr. Lexton estimates that of
so
Merlin members that opted-in directly (rather than through distributors or aggregators),
approximately+ have been affnnut tively rejected by Pandora fcr inclusion in the Merlin
license, based on Pandora'
. 1/J. at 6871.

other

the or

d. The Pandora/Merlin Agreement Applies Only to a Single Webcaster with
Substantial Market Power
SoundBxchange notes that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement applies to only one licensee,
Pandora, and the terms of that license were not replicated in any other contract with any other
licensee. SoundBxchange finds this point relevant because of Pandora's significant competitive
strengths" among webcasters, including its 77.6% share of internet radio listening. PAN Bx.
5012 at 11. According to SoundExchange, this large market share afforded Pandora with market
power that was a meaningful factor in the negotiations of the license with Pandora. See SX
Bx.19 at 6, 24-27 (Talley WRT) (noting that Dr. Shapiro failed to perform any analysis of
meaningful allocations of buyer-side power, including, for instance, whether Pandora's unique
position in the market affected the terms of the Merlin license.).
e. The Pandora/Merlin Agreement was "Experimental"

SoundExchange asserts that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement was merely an
"experimental" modification of the restrictions created by the sound recording performance
complement. SX PFF $$ 576-580 (and record citations therein). At the hearing, Merlin
characterized the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as "experimental. SX Ex. 13 $ 27 (Lexton WRT)
(describing the license as "an exercise in experimenting with direct licensing derived from the
existing statutory rates.); see id. tt 25 ("Due to the fact Pandora offered us so many additional
benefits and other added value that is not required by their statutory license, we understood this
as an opportunity for experimentation given and within the constraints imposed by Pandora'
existing statutory rates.); Wheeler WDT $ 9 ("We knew from the start that this was a short-term
experiment....") (emphases added).
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f. No Major Has Accepted a Similar Direct License

with Pandora

SoundBxchange emphasizes the absence of what might
otherwise be an important piece
of evidence: No major record company has agreed to a direct
hcense with Pandora or any other
webcaster on the same rates and terms of the Merlin
license. SoundExchange notes that tIiis is
unsurprising, in that Pandora's C.F.O, Mr. Herring,
acknowledged that Pandora regularly had
conversations with the Majors, but did not replicate the
terms of the Pandora/Merlin A
Tr. 4203 (Herring). In fact, Mr.. Herring reco'gniked'hat
Pandora would have been
ee
unable to negotiate the same terms with the Majors
and would have to offer the Majors better
terms. 5/18/15 Tr. 4253 (Herring) (acknowledging thiat
he "expected [to] ...have to give borh
favorable economic terms to a major record company'han
you would have to give to an
independent record company.").
To drive home this point, SoundExchange cortttrahts
the absence of evidence of any'
agreement between a Major and Pandora with the record
evidence of the iHeart/Warne
e
amer
greement. SoundExchange notes that, pursuant to the Ries'rN'l/'aiIneri
Agreement, SX Bx 33

ehmhnt.'/18/15,
'

'

'han
'ave

thar the rIttes in 'the',Pandora/18eilin
Agreement.
From this evidentiary distinction, SouridBichange
concludes that the Services
not demonstrated that the rates in licenses between
noninteractive services and Majork
would match the lower rates in the Pandora/Merlin
Ag reeimejit. SX PFF ', 654; see abo Id; at
$
656 (asserting that

g. The Steering Provisions in the Pandor'a/NIerlin

Setting the Statutory Rate

Agreement Are Not Useful in

SoundBxchange rejects Pandora's foundationait assumption
that the steering provisions of
the Pandora/Merlin Agreement can be used to
determine the statutory rate. SoundExchan k's
rejection of steering as a relevant benchmarking tool i5 baked'on
'sev'eral factors:
i. Steering Allegedly Creates "'First Movei"
A,dvantages that cannot bh

Replicated for All Licensees.

SoundExchange argues that as a matter of simple
aritljmepc a webcaster cannot commit
to steer to every record company or label, because
ther's
one a total of 100% subject to
steering. As one of its economic experts noted:
[A]n affirmative obligation to steer just can't be implemented
on a market-wide
basis. It's just not possible for a service to say I'm
to
going steer listenership
towards each label that I contract with.

l3 I

—

SoundExchange also notes that
licenses with
— record companies t'forlits
service likewise demonstrate that the major recora
maependent record companies. SX PFF 655, and Section compamp reqe&vp copsiderably more consideratibn
3(LA iherein t,'and record citations therein).
g
~
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5/27/15 Tr. 6070 (Talley).

Similarly, SoundExchange notes that an iHeart, executive, Mr. Cutler, recognized the
impossibility of promising steering to all record companies: "Certainly, the share has to—its math
has to add up to — a hundred, so if someone goes from 20 to 30, the rest of the pool must—those
ten points must come from somewhere else." 6/2/15 Tr. 7239 (Cutler).

Thus, as Dr. Rubinfeld noted, the steering provisions provided Merlin with "first mover"
advantages. Rubinfeld CWRT $ 70. SoundExchange concludes therefore that Pandora cannot
escape from this "quandary" by discarding the [steering commitmentj, yet retaining the
[discounted rates] from the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. According to SoundExchange,
discarding the [steering commitment] would separate the rate in the agreement from the specific
bargained-for consideration that Merlin obtained in exchange for that rate. SX RPFF tI 764.
i.

Revenue from Steering is a Valuable Benefit Not Available Under the
Statutory License.

SoundExchange asserts that the steering provision provides Merlin with a financial
advantage that cannot be duplicated under the statutory scheme. Therefore, SoundExchange
avers, Pandora's proposed benchmark must be adjusted upward to reflect that this non-statutory
value — like all nonstatutory consideration — permitted a reduction in the benchmark royalty rate.
See SX PFF tttt 701-708 (and citations to the record therein).
ii. Pandora Has Not Provided Support for its Claim that a "Threat" of

Steering Will Lead to Lower Rates.
SoundExchange challenges Dr. Shapiro's assertion that, in the hypothetical market, the
ability of a noninteractive service to steer among record companies would necessarily create a
"threat" of steering that would cause rates to decline to an effectively or workably competitive
level. SoundExchange asserts that the record is bereft of any benchmark agreement that reflects
a "threat of steering," let alone that a "threat of steering" had allowed a noninteractive service to
obtain a lower rate. See SX PFF gtt 609, 709.
iii. Pandora Did Not Test Steering Under "Real-World" Conditions.

SoundExchange argues that Pandora failed to test steering under real-world conditions,
because there is no evidence that listeners were ever aware that steering was occurring. More
particularly, SotmcExchange points out that Pandora has yet to experience any potential negative
listener reaction that may arise if and when competitors advertise that Pandora has modified its
algorithm in a manner that contradicts its long-standing claim to play "only the music listeners
want" in order to save money on royalty rates. See 5/19/15 Tr. 4775 (Shapiro) (admitting that
Pandora did not test how people would react to learning "that Pandora was factoring in royalty

"

Timothy Westergren, Pandora's founder had publicly stated that Pandora's recommendations would "be based
on the genome, they will never be based on somebody buying the space." SX Fx.2369 at l. In fact Mr. Westergren
explained in 2013 that '[t]he only thing that drives what song [Pandora] playts] next for a listener is trying to deliver
the best possible listening experience for that individual." Id. at 3.
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rates [in] how they constructed the playlist."). Indeed, Dr.
Shapiro "worried about" the question
whether a competitor could use such an advertisement to "magnify"
a negative reaction to
steering. Id. at4635-36. Because successful steering in thereal
world depends on consumer
reactions, SoundExchange concludes that Pandora had failed'to
Heinonstrate a credible threat of
steering.

Additionally, SoundExchange notes that Pandora nas been unable to
generate as much
"real world" steering as it intended under the Pandora/Mer&
A@cement. Specifically, the
evidence actually shows that Pandora has not achieved the
steering target for most Merlin
5/19/1 5 Tr. 4676-16 (Shapiro). Dr. Shapiro albo a'dmitted
that, as of November 2014,
Pandora had been unable to achieve the
target for "a good number" of record.labels.
Moreover,
of Merlin labels, Pandora's steering has been negative. SX Sx. 2310. Id.
From these facts, SoundExchange concludes that Pandora has
failed to provide suf5cient
real world evidence regarding its ability to steer, demonstrating
a disconnect between the
theoretical case it has presented aud the realities it faces in the
marketplace.
iv. A Record Company Could Rebuff a Steering Proposal
by Withholding
its Entire Repertoire.

'abels.
for~

'hat

'hoices.
not'oing
'imilarly
'efusing

SoundExchange argues that a record company could respond to,a
steering threat by
to license 100% of its repertoire to Pandora. In stipp'ort 'of
this'position, Sou'ndExchange
quotes Dr. Shapiro, who acknowledged that "a record
company with market power" could use
power to disable a webcaster's threat of steering. 5/19/15 Tr. 4576-77
(Shapiro). Dr. T'alley
noted that, "in the hypothetical market where there is no background
statutory rate ... a
label might say, okay, if you'e going to [steer against
us], we may just walk away ...." 5/27/15
Tr. 6074 (Talley); see also.5/1 Tr. 1429 (Harleston) ("If
a service were to say we'e just
to play your records because it costs too much, the reality is
we can go — we have other
We could lean into other services.").
SoundExchange finds support for this position Seckush the Services'conomic
experts
declined to conclude that the Majors were not "must hayes" for
non+teractive service. See
5/11/15 Tr. 2989-90 (Katz) ("Q. Is it fair to say that you ..'.
belieVe that the [M]ajors are musthaves for customized services such as Pandora? A. I would
say I believe that's a possibility,
yes."); 5/19/15 Tr. 4582 (Shapiro) (Dr. Shapiro testi6ed that he was
"offering no opinioxi
whether the [M]ajors are must-have for Pandora.").
v. Record Companies Can Utilize Contract Clauses to Thwart

Steering

SoundExchange asserts that it can contract around a noniiiteractive derv'ice's
p'roposal or
threat to steer by insisting upon a specific anti-steering clause or
a more general "Most Favored
Nation" (MFN) clause.'ee SX Ex. 25 14-19
(A. Harrison WRT) ("UMG has long
$$
recognized in our negotiations with interactive services 'that
th+ 6avb th'e ability to steer 'users

"In general, an MFN clause is a contractual provision
that
it makes available to any competitor." U.S. v. Apple, Inc., 791requires one party to give the other the best terms; that
F.3d 290, 304 (2d Cir. 2015).
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away &om UMG music through the music they feature and recommend through the service
thereby decreasing our plays on the service and the revenue that flows to UMG and its artists ....
We therefore have negotiated for protections against such steering .... [I]f we did not have these
commitments the interactive services could effectively steer users toward other record labels
artists and sound recordings through the music they highlight."); accord, 4/28/1 5/1 5 Tr. 455-6
(Kooker); 4/30/15/15 Tr. 1144-5 (Harrison); 6/2/15/15 Tr. 7202-5 (Harrison); 5/7/15/15 Tr.
2487-88, 2490-93 (Wilcox) (all acknowledging on behalf of major record companies that antisteering provisions are commonly used in their agreements with the on-demand services).
Several such anti-steering contract clauses were in evidence in the proceeding:

More broadly, as noted above, SoundExchange asserts that, as in the interactive market,
the Majors could insist upon a general MFN clause in each contract with a service, which would
ensure that each Major gets the benefit of the rates and terms set forth in the service's contracts
with the other Majors.
Several such anti-steering contract clauses were in evidence in the
proceeding:
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vi. Record Companies Could Thwart Steering by Req'uiring Up-Front

Lump Sum Royalties.

Tr.'015-6,
'eutralize

SoundExchange notes that, as Dr. Katz candidly dckkodledged„a record
company looted
a steering threat by seeking a lump sum pa~eIttt iIItstkad'of Per-'play rates'.
5/11/15
3019-20
(Katz).'.

Merlin's Economic Interests Were Not Fully Aligned with Those of its
Members

Meilin'nd
»': ';"-,

SoundExchange addresses what it suggests may be conflicts of interest as between
its distributor/aggregator-members, on the one hand, and the Merlin
label members, ori the
other. First, Merlin and the distributors/aggregators typically
&om
members only if that member has o &ted-in. Second, Pane.ora pa'id lr/lerlin
a
license
fee
dire:tl)
- ".
that would
depending upon the
Merlin members ~ ..: „-,:,
. S:f. Ett. 1~3 '56'(Lkxton WRT). Thus,
$
SoundExchange avers that Merlin had economic incentives to complete
the Pandora/Merliri
Agreement and to urge its members to opt-in — incentives that were not necessarily
consistent
with the interests of its members.

'o
.

i. Pandora Has Been Unable to Perform its Contractual Obligations.

SoundExchange avers that, even assuming the Pandora/Merlin Agreement otherwise
had
merit as a potential benchmark, Pandora has been unable to perform its
contractual obligations.
In this regard, SoundExchange notes the following problems that have hindered
Pandora's Ability
perform its contractual duties.
~

'

sta6ing and capacity constraints;

The dynamic economic effect of an up-front lump-sum royalty
paymerit is disc'ussed elsewhere in this
determination.
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~
~

lack of reporting and payments,
a low fraction of labels who are receiving payments pursuant to deal;
a low participation in
; aild
a low percentage of labels receiving steering at or above

SX Ex.1748 at 2; SX Ex. 2310.

SoundExchange further notes that Mr. Herring candidly acknowledged that Pandora had
waited until after it executed the Pandora/Merlin Agreement to determine the actual cost to
Pandora of performing its contractual duties. 5/18/15 Tr. 4280 (Herring). Afterward., Pandora'
Chief Scientist estimated that Pandora would incur an annual cost of
and
in "ongoing support maintenance." Id. at 4282; SX Ex. 1706 at
1. Pandora calculated internally that, just to provide the opting-in Merlin members with the
contractually promised access to data, Pandora would incur
Id. at 20. Similarly, Pandora would need to speni
to allow opting-in Merlin members to
two
of
the
advertising
benefits contained in the
,
Pandora/Merlin Agreement. Id.
SoundExchange notes that these implementation issues have "impacted negatively" the
willingness of Merlin members who opted-in to consider entering into this license in any future
period. For example, Mr. Van Arman testified that,
6/5/15 Tr. 7158 (Van Arman); see also 6/1/15 Tr. 7104-10 (Siren Wheeler)
(detailing implementation issues and
'5t)

5.

Judges'onclusions regarding Pandora's Benchmark Evidence

For the reasons set forth below, the Judges 6nd that the noninteractive benchmark
proposed by Pandora is informative as to the rates they shall set in this proceeding for a
particular segment of the noninteractive marketplace. That is, the Pandora benchmark is
probative of the two distinct royalty rates that a noninteractive service would pay to Indies in the:
(1) ad-supported (&ee-to-the-listener) market; and (2) the subscription market, respectively.
Pandora's proposed benchmark is premised principally on the provisions of the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement. SoundExchange raises two principal challenges to Pandora'
benchmark: (1) the ability, vel non, of a noninteractive service to "steer" or credibly "threaten"
to steer in the hypothetical market; and (2) the potential value of other (non-steering) elements of
consideration Pandora provided to Merlin that might offset the lower stated rates, thus leaving
the effective rate unchanged &om the nonprecedential statutory Pureplay Settlement rate.
In light of the importance of these two issues, the Judges first analyze these two
contentious points, followed by a discussion of SoundExchange's other objections to Pandora'
benchmark proposal.
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a. "Steering" as a Mechanism for Achieving Effehtiv'e Com'petition
in the

~

Hypothetical Market

i. Could a Noninteractive Service Steer and Credibly Threaten

the Hypothetical Market?

to Steer in

'btain

SoundExchange argues that steering creates merely a "first mover"
advantage fear Nosh
licensors who are able to enter into steering arrangembntk before
their competitors are able'o
such advantages. This argument is seductively'imple: Iti i's'sence,
it is based on the
elementary proposition that no noninteractive service can steer more
than 100% of its sound
recordings. To take a simple example, assume there are threb
1Vlajors, 8, S, and W, and on'
Indie, M. Assume the ex ante steering allocation of
plays was 40% for U, 30% for S, 20% for W
and 10% for M, and all plays were priced at $ 0.0020.
Now, the noninteractive service strikes a
deal with M to increase plays of M's sound recordings by'0%
over the ex ante percentage, in
exchange for, say, a 10% reduction in per-play rates to only M.
Then, M's noninteractive market
share increases by 50% &om 10% to 15% (while its
per-play rate declines by only 10%, resulting
in more revenue for M ex post steering). As a "6rst mover," M
thus benefits.
However, the noninteractive licensee cannot pi'ouse Ql Wee o'ther
licensors, U, S, and
W, the same 50% increase in plays via steering in the same contract
period. If it did, U would
realize a market share increase from 40% to 60%; S would realize
a market share increase from
30% to 45%; and W would realize a market share increase
&om 20% to 30%. All four licensors,
including M, would thus be promised 60% + 45% + 30% 4 15% '=
$ 15|i%.
SoundExchange's point is that, by definition, it is mathematically
impossible for a
noninteractive licensor to allocate more than 100% of its play's. "fhus,
NoundExchange
steering can only work in a non-.statutory sdttizlg alod, 'eve then', never'or
all
licensors. See 5/28/15 Tr. 6301 (Rubinfeld); see also 5/27/15
Tr, 6070 (Talley) ("[I]t's almost
like a Lake Wobegon effect, that not everyone can be above
aver'age, not everyone can

receive'teering.").
'oncludes,

This argument of course, in the static sense, is mathematically
correct. But, in the
dynamic sense, is it economically correct? Dr. Shapiro, for Phndbra,
responded to this argument
in the following colloquy with the Judges regarding thd "tkeslt"
hf stee6ng:
[THE JUDGES]

Let's ... take ... the market we'e dealing with here
[and] address the first-mover
criticism ... that well, sure, you can steer to... rbcokd
company A ... but you can'
steer fo all of them because you can't play mord
1'00 percent of the music. Ik
it ... the threat of steering that pushes everybody ..'. totvat'ds theu
original
percentages to avoid being that odd man out who was the holdout for the
higher

~

price?

[DR. SHAPIRO]
That*s exactly — yes, absolutely. The competitive
outcome is when each

of the
record companies is at a rate where they'e ... not disadvantaged
relative to the
other guys.... This notion that you can't steer, the 100% thing, it's
kind of
offensive to an antitrust economist ... because it's basiCally
saying ... price
competition is some horrible thing.
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5/19/15 Tr. 4561-63 (Shapiro); see Shapiro WDT, at 9 (noting that the "net result" of steering "in
a workably competitive market may well be relatively little actual steering."). Dr. Shapiro
further notes that, in the absence of steering, "[y]ou would be basically going to the rate that a
cartel or monopoHst would set." 5/19/15 Tr. 4575 (Shapiro).

The Judges find that steering in the hypothetical noninteractive market would serve to
mitigate the effect of complementary oligopoly on the prices paid by the noninteractive services
and therefore move the market toward effective, or workable, competition. Steering is
synonymous with price competition in this market, and the nature of price competition is to
cause prices to be lower than in the absence of competition, through the ever-present "threat"
that competing sellers will undercut each other in order to sell more goods or services.

This process does not result, as some record industry witnesses suggested, in a "race to
the bottom." Rather, it typifies a "race" to a workably or effectively competitive price. On the
licensees 'ide of the market (the buyers'ide), the limit on the demand for lower rates through
steering is reached when the noninteractive service is no longer in a position to make further
substitutions of one record company's sound recordings for another's because the potential for
lost revenues exceeds the cost savings.'n the licensors 'ide of the market (the sellers'ide),
the limit on the willingness to supply recordings at reduced rates is reached when the licensor
determines that any further reduction in the rate will not be sufficiently to cover all marginal and
recurring fixed costs (including opportunity costs) for its particular repertoire. (This is
essentially stating in words the fundamentals of the Lerner Equation discussed at note 121
supra).

Because the Judges are utilizing the benchmark approach to rate setting — as both
SoundExchange and Pandora endorse — the limits to steering (like the value of promotion and
substitution) are implicit in ("baked-in") the terms of the relevant benchmarks. That is, Pandora
and Merlin entered into their agreement because each concluded that its steering terms were
advantageous.'oundHxchange

argues that, even if the threat of steering could cause a reduction in rates
in the hypothetical noninteractive market, the Services have not provided any proof of an actual
threat of steering in the direct noninteractive licensing market, but rather have presented only
evidence of actual (not threatened) steering. See, e.g., 5/27/15 Tr. 6076 (Talley) ("[N]ot one of
these transactions ... is either negotiated in the shadow of a threat to steer away or negotiated
with an undertaking to steer away. It's in the opposite direction ... a promise to steer towards ...
as opposed to away 5'om ....").

See, ag., Van Arman WDT at 14.

The existence and identification of such a limit was the point of Pandora's steering experiments.
Likewise, iHeart and Warner entered into their steering-based agreement because it was mutually advantageous.
By "advantageous." the Judges are noting the essence of'the willing buyer/willing seller paradigm — that
sophisticated commercial buyers and sellers are presumed to act rationally in their self-interest when entering into
agreements that are not coercive.
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SoundExchange's argument is unpersuasive, for two reasons. First, the evidence
shows
that Merlin members opted-in to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement
speci6cally because
that Pandora might enter into steering agrdenients w'ith other record
companies',
including the Majors. In fact, SoundExchange's'wn witness testified that
it was in his recoijd
company's sel¹interest to act "defensive[ly]" to enter the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement, in light of
the fact that Pandora might enter into "similarly structured deals" with
other record companies.
4/28/15 Tr. 610-11 (Van Arman); see 6/1/15 Tr. 6963'Ldxtbn). These
facts reQect the general
power of steering as a threat in the marketplace.
The Judges also find unpersuasive the criticism by SoundExchangb th'at
there is'no
of direct noninteractive agreements that werb fdrged solely through a threat of
steering.
The point of the steering argument is to demonstrate what would
transpire in the hypothetical
competitive market in which no statutory rate existed — not to demonstrate that a
particular form of agreement is pervasive in the market with the extant
statutory
is
imperative not to confuse the hypothetical market with the aCtual regulated
the Judges find the economic opinion expressed by Dr. Shapiro—
equating
with price competition—to be correct. The ability of noninteractive
services to steer
toward lower priced recordings (and, by necessity thei'efore, 'away
from higher priced recordings)
is the essence of price competition. With Pandora (and iHeait)
having 'demon'strated'he capacity
and willingness to steer in this manner, it would be ecbnotnidall)
irrational for the other record
companies (that had not agreed to steering) to maintain their position and
incur losses. To
assume that record companies would ignore the "opporhu6ty'olt" bf s'teering
away from their
repertoires would be a fundament@ economic mistake! She Sl/4/15 Tr.
that "opportunity costs are real costs").

they'nticipated

'ffectively
reclord'vidence
rate.'t

'teering
market.'oreover,

1516-17(Lys)'emphasizing

'ost.
.'orth
'DT

One reason why steering is not yet more widespread in the market,
as Dr. Shapiro noted, is that noninteractive
services have developed the steering technology only in the
past few years since the 8'eb III proceeding. Shapiro
at 15 ("Pandora has now tested and proven its ability to mothfy'its
playlist-selecting algorithms to rely more or
less heavily on the music of particular record companies.") (emphlasis'dded).
Now that this technological genie is
out of the bottle, the Judges cannot minimize its impact in the
hypothetical meet.
By way of comparison, Dr. Rubinfeld's "ratio equality"
royalty rate likewise does not ".exist" ih thb
actual market. Rather, he derived that benchmark rate by: benchmark
(1) looking at inarket data from direct licenses and
his economic expertise to express certain economic opinions'eg'arding
the necessary equality of the
revenue-to-royalty ratio in the interactive and noninteractive markets..
(As noted inPa, Dr; Rubinfeld's
"assumption" was revealed at the hearing to be premised on a model that
serves td liniit its applicability.). So too
the steering-based proposed royal ty rate is based on a benchmark
analysis that is tied to certain expert econorqic
opinions regarding market behavior. The Judges must weigh and
apply "economic ..., information presented by tke
parties" as the bases for their rate determinations, 17 U.S.C.
g 114(f)(0)(B), and therefore the expert opinions set
by the parties'conomists as to how the hypothetical market will
perform are vital aspects of the record to be
considered by the Judges. More broadly, the Judges note that the
benChmhrkihg aPproach,'h'ile highly instructive,
is not the sole method for ascertaining the statutory rate — indeed, the
statute does not require the Judges to utilize:
the benchmark approach. Here, the threat of steering has been
demonstrated
a combination of
and expert economic theorizing using fundamental pr'inciples'of by
profit
This combination of proofs and arguments is actually morepersuasive to the maximization and opportuhity
Judges than a merc
alone.

(2)'pplying
benchmarks.'xperiments

beiichrAark'tanding
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Dr. Shapiro's point regarding the economic "threat" posed, now that steering is
technologically possible, can be made clear through a hypothetical example:
~

Assume a Licensee was paying a market price of $ 0.0020 and historically
(" naturally") played 1,000,000 of its total number of songs from Licensor A, thus
paying $2,000 to Licensor A.

~

Now, assume the Licensee and Licensor A enter into a "steering" deal, whereby
Licensee promises to play an additional 200,000 songs whose copyrights are owned
by Licensor A, representing a 20% increase over the historical (" natural") quantity of
1,000,000 noted above.

~

In exchange, Licensee demands, and Licensor agrees, that Licensor A will receive
less than $ 0.0020 per play, specifically, 10% less, i.e., only $ 0.0018.

Compare the two scenarios:
~

Before steering, the money exchanged equaled $ 2,000.

After steering, the money exchanged is more, $ 2,160 (1,200,000 units x $ 0.0018).
That is clearly a benefit to Licensor A, who has made an additional $ 160 ($ 2160-$ 2000).
The corresponding benefit to Licensee arises from the fact that it can now — ex post
steering — play 1,200,000 songs at $ 0.0018 per song for a total cost of $ 2160. Ex ante steering,
Licensee would have been required to pay the old market price of $ 0.0020 per song to another
Licensor (call it Licensor B) for those 200,000 songs (which equals $ 400), plus the $ 0.0020
Licensee also paid to Licensor A ex ante steering for 1,000,000 songs (which equals $ 2,000), for
a sum of $ 2,400 for 1,200,000 songs. Thus, Licensee has saved $ 240 in costs ($ 2,400 $ 2,160).
Since there is no "free lunch," who loses? The loser is Licensor B, who has lost the revenue
from the foregone licensing of 200,000 songs.
~

—

How can Licensor B avoid this loss? By responding to this steering by competing on
price and lowering its own price to $ 0.0018.
How can Licensee obtain the lower price of $ 0.0018 without any actual steering? By
thveatening to steer and thereby compelling Licensors A and B to compete for Licensee's
business by offering to accept a price of $ 0.0018. Moreover, if Licensor B incurs the loss
described above in one contracting period, that loss serves as the "threat" necessary to avoid such
losses in the subsequent contracting periods by also entering into an appropriate steering
arrangement.

Will there be a "race to the bottom?" No. The so-called "bottom" will be marked by the
rate that equates: (1) an acceptable return to the Licensors given their costs (including
opportunity costs) and the differentiated values of their repertoires; and (2) an acceptable return
to the Licensee by steering as far as possible (but no further), as limited by the potential loss of
revenue if steering interferes with revenue as a consequence of an inferior mix of sound
recordings.
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ii. Is Steering in the Hypothetical Mar'ket Sufficient to Establish an

"Effectively Competitive" Rate?

The Judges conclude, based on the record evidence and 'exp'ert testimony, that the
injection of steering into the hypothetical market provides for the "effective competition" that the
law requires. Both Dr. Shapiro and Dr. Katz opined, and the Judges agree, that effective
or
workable competition arises when licensees have the It.eakonhblh (albeit still consttmned)
ability
select spund recprdmg inputs based uppn price.
The injection of steering into the hypothetical maiket cati occur in two ways, as it Has in
determination. First, as in the case of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement'(and the iHearl/Warner
Agreement discussed infra), steering is incorporated by adopting a benchmark that explicitly
includes steering. Second, a steering adjustment can be made to a benchmark rate that is nbt
effectively competitive. Such is the case with SoitndExchange's interactive
benchmark, which needs a steering adjustment in order to eliminate the "complementary
oligopoly" effect discussed supra. The Judges note tHat hdjiistxkents td benchmark r'ates have
regularly been made in section 114 proceedings — and indeed are required to be made — in hrdhr
to allow the benchmark to correspond to the hypothetical market required the statute.
by
Here,
as concluded supra, the Judges have found as a matter of law that section 114
requires that they
set a rate which is effectively competitive. Thus, the steering adjustment is of a class
with any
other adjustments necessary to harmonize the benchmark rath with the 'statutory requisites.
See
Web II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24092 (noting the Judges'uty "to deterniine if the
benchmark
agreements require any further adjustments based on any evidence of differences between the
benchmark market and the target hypothetical market.").
It is important to emphasize the limited nature of this sort of effective competition. Price
competition through steering does not diminish the stand"alone tIionop61y value pf any one
sound recording. Further, effective competition through steering does not diminish the Qrmmonopoly value of each Major's repertoire taken as a whole. Although Dr. Katz urged
the Judges to reduce the statutory rate to eliminate that market power as well, Katz WDT
$ 43,
the Judges decline to do so. There is absolutely no record evidence to suggest that the market
power that a Major enjoys individually by ownership 6f itis ctb Illative repertoire is in any sense
the consequence of improper activity or that it is being used individually a Major to diminish
by
competition. That is, the Judges have no evidence before them to demonstrate that the
and individual market power is not the result of the ef5ciencies and economies of scalk
and/or their superior operations. See generally, Harold D~etzJ IndustryStructure, Market
Rivalry, and Public Policy, 16 J.L. Econ. 1, 3 (1973) (noting that "scale ecbnomi6s,"'n]ew
efficiencies and "superior ability" can form a 'competitive basis acquiring a measure of
monopoly power"). In the absence of evidence that thb Majors'nn'ket'hares preclude effective
the Judges have no basis on this record to adjust rates lower to reflect that market
concentration.

'therwise

'pecific

Majors'ize

'ompetition,
~

'ffects

This holding must not be confused with the Judges'olding regarding the anticompetitive
of the complementary oligopoly that exists amdng 'the Majors. Because the Majors could
utilize their combined market power to prevent price c6mgetitiorl among them
by virtue of their
complementary oligopoly power—as proven by the evidehce'of 6e pro-'coinpetitive effects of
steering and the admissions of Universal and its agents'iscussed supra, section IV.8.3 — th'

Judges must establish rates that reflect steering, in order to reQect ari "effectively competitive"
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market. 140 Indeed, even economists quite unwilling to assume that a given monopoly or
oligopoly structure is inefficient and anticompetitive bristle at the idea that supranormal pricing
arising from a complementary oligopoly is reflective of a well-functioning competitive market.
See, e.g., Francesco Parisi and Ben DePoorter, The Marketfor Intellectual Property: The Case
of Complementary Oligopoly in The Economics of Copyrights: Developments in Research and
Analysis (W. Gordon and R. Watt eds. 2003) (noting the economic benefits of blanket licenses in
reducing the greater-than-monopoly pricing of complementary oligopolists); Mark Lemley and
Philip Weiser, Should Property or Liability Rules Govern Information? 85 Tex. L. Rev. 784,
786-87, 824 (2007) (comparing the "hold up" ("rent seeking") strategies of copyright owners
seeking supranormal complementary compensation and of the owner of a parcel of real property
that is compleme'ntary to multiple other parcels required for a large scale development, and
noting that a compulsory license with a royalty rate set by a regulatory authority (noting the CRB
by name) can "minimize the opportunity for rent-seeking behavior").

iii. Did Pandora Test Steering Under "Real World" Conditions?
The Judges do not agree with SoundExchange's criticism that the impact of steering is
uncertain because listeners were unaware that such steering was being undertaken. The Judges
reach this conclusion for three reasons.
First, there is no evidence that Pandora, or any noninteractive service, obtains and retains
listeners by describing in any detail the technical methodology it uses to select songs. The
purpose of a streaming service is to provide songs to listeners — if they enjoy the music they will
be satisfied, if they do not enjoy the music they will be unsatisfied, to the commercial detriment
of the service. While it is true that Pandora promotes its service as playing only the music the
listener wants to hear, the proof of the pudding — so to speak — is in the listening — not in the
puffery used in advertising.
Second, it is clear that Pandora has not taken any steps to conceal that it has engaged in
such steering or that it intends to do so going forward. In the present proceeding, the parties had
the ability — which they exercised with regularity — to enter into closed session to avoid public
disclosure of commercial information they intended to maintain as confidential. However, at no
time did Pandora attempt to close the proceedings to prevent the public from learning of the
introduction of steering into its music delivery model. The Judges note that no competing
service has advertised against Pandora or iHeart, attacking its use of steerin'g. 5/19/15 Tr. 477576 (Shapiro). Thus, the evidence is not sufficient to indicate that Pandora would suffer an
economic loss merely from listener awareness that Pandora engages in steering.

&40
The Judges findings on this issue are not only consonant with the expert opinions of Drs. Shapiro and Katz, but
are also consistent with the expert economic testimony of SoundExchange's own witness in 8'eb III, Dr. Ordover.
See Web III Remand at 23114 (summarizing Dr. Ordover's testimony as concluding that "if the repertoires of all
[Majors] were each required by webcasters (l.e., if the repertoires were necessary complements) ... each [Major]
would have an incentive to charge a monopoly price to maximize its profits ... constitut[ing] highermonopoly costs
... paid by webcasters to each ol'the [Maiors].'") (emphasis added). The Judges in this determination adopt this
economic reasoning and will not allow s[ich complementary oligopoly power to be incorporated into the statutory
rate.
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Third, although the extent of the steering may be economically signifi.cant to the
licensors and licensees, the extent of steering at issue in this proceeding may have little
noticeable impact on listeners. For example, consider the result if, hypothetically, a
noninteractive service were to steer away &om Major A (which had a pire-steering natural
play rate of 40/0 on that service) by 12.5 '/0.
ante steering, the copyright on 4 in e ver&t 10 songs played on that noninteractive
service was owned by Major A.. Steering away from Major A by 12,.5'/0 would reduce Major A'
play rate by 5 percentage points (12.5/0 of 40/0 is 5 percentage points) Thuss ex post steering,
Major A's songs would constitute 35'/0 o:f the pl.ays on this noninteractive service instead of 40'/0
the plays.

'x

'historic)
..

Consider a constjtmer who listened to this nhnitItterhctive &entice for a period of time
sufficient to hear 20 songs.

Ex ante steering, the consumer would have .heard 8 songs from Major A's repertoire
(40/0 x 20 songs = 8 songs).

Ex post steering, the consumer would have heard
(35/0 x 20 songs = '7 songs).

/'ongs from Major A's repertoire

The one replacement song from another record company's repertoire would not be a.
random song, but rather would be the song the algorithm or tastemaker selected after
disqualifying the eighth song from Major A.'"'he issue thus is whether such a change in song
delivery would diminish listenership tio a nonintera&!tiv'e service t'o a point that would be
economically harmful to the: sejwice, thus dissuading the service from steering. In fact, Pandora
presented evidence regarding tltis issue, to which the Judges resow'tu'Tt.

'andora
'v.

VVhat is the Impact of Pandora's Steering under the Pandora/Merlin

Agreement and in Pandora''t&erkng Kxl~eriments?

Pandora's steering under the Pandora&Merlin Agreement, which guarantees

egg level

of steering, has not resulted in any negative feedback or other deleterious consequence for
Pandora. Likewise, the series of steeriing experirnettts &'.onducted'by Pandora indicated that
could steer away &om or toward a Major's repertoire by a change of +/- 150/0 without

causing a statistically significant change in listening behavior. McBride WDT 21.
$
Importantly, S oundExchange levels no criticisms at Pandora's steering experiments, save
to make the point, rejected above, that the experiments did not reflect "real world" cainditions.

s'tation).
''ith
a'rior

141

In his oral testimony, Dr. Shap:iro uitilized another examples assuming a 15 r o steering "boost" to a Major wIth
"natural" performance rate of 20'/o. According to Dr. Shapiro, such a steering chiange would have "almost no
perceptible impact on the listening experience, as:it v'ould entail a change in "one [song] out of 30" or "one song
every couple hours." 5/19/15 Tr. 4630-35 (Shapiro) (and also explaining that steering need not result iin a chahtre
regard to the seeded song or artist, but rather worlld affect only subsequent songs played on the listenel
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See SX RPFF $$ 780-784 (and record citations therein).'he Judges likewise fail to identify
any problems with regard to Pandora's steering experiments. Thus, the evidence is undisputed
that Pandora can steer at least+/- 15% of its music toward or away from the Majors without a
negative impact on
listenership.'.

Is the Value of Steering Available Under the Statutory License?
SoundExchange argues that any benefits from steering must be treated like any other
consideration in a direct license that is not authorized under the Act. That is, SoundExchange
asserts that steering must be independently valued, and the separate value must be added to the
statutory rate. The Judges
disagree.'teering,

as Dr. Shapiro emphasized, is simply an example of price competition at work.
Further, section 114(fi(2)(B) of the Act and prior decisional law require that the commercial rate
reflect an "effectively competitive" market. Therefore, the value of steering is a component of
the statutory license — not extraneous to it — and should not be excluded through an adjustment
process or otherwise from the rate ultimately set by the Judges.'"

This is a curious criticism of an economic experiment. By its veiy nature, an economic experiment, or an
economic model, is intentionally not designed to replicate real world conditions, but rather to isolate certain
conditions of the real world for testing and to hold the other conditions constant. The particular condition that
SoundExchange claims the steering experiments held constant — listener knowledge of steering in the algorithm—
seems wholly beside the point to the Judges. To state the obvious, consumers listen to noninteractive services
because of the quality of the music, not because of their interest in what goes into the algorithmic "black box." If
the music is of poor quality, then listeners will vote with their feet — or, more correctly, — with their ears.
iHeart did not run ex sediments.retardin

,

"X.

see o&~

..~ ..r. &~~-a:

i

&

utler'i. SX

The Pandora/Merlin An cement allows for a verv limited and conditional

a'eei'AN nx. &un ii c i(vrana u)(c). iiowever,:iere is no evic ence m: ie recorc to
sugges:,ia; suc.i a, imr,ec and conditional
would be exercised and, if so, how often. There is

also no evidence in the record to demonstrate tne extern to trna
would impact the effective rate
under the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. Therefore, this contractual sateguara tioes not constitute a basis to adjust the
Pandora/Merlin benchmark.

SoundExchange attempts to impeach Dr. Shapiro on this point by seeking to use his rebuttal testimony against
him. See SX PFP $ 705 ("[Dr.] Shapiro also acknowledged that steering commitments have value. In response to
[Dr.] Rubinfeld's statement that "a direct license containing a binding steering commitment is unsuitable as a
benchmark unless some adjustment is made to reflect the value of the commitment to the record company," [Dr.]
Shapiro agreed with [Dr.] Rubinfeld that "some adjustment is appropriate." Shapiro WRT at 41. However,
SoundHxchange omitted the remainder of Dr. Shapiro's testimony, which omission seriously distorts his opinion:
Without the omission, Dr. Shapiro's full testimony on this point states: "[Dr.] Rubinfeld takes the position that a
direct license containing a binding steering commitment is unsuitable as a benchmark unless some adjustment is
made to reflect the value of the commitment to the record company. I agree that some adjustment is appropriate, but
only to the eittent that the steering commitment exceeds the amount o/ steering that the webcaster would engagein
just based on price differences. Id. (emphasis in original).
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b. Does the Pandora/Merlin Agreement Contain Non-Statutory Value that either
(i) Disqualifies the Pandora/Merlih Agrbenient as' Benchmark; or (ii)
Diminishes the Value of Steering in the Paiidok a/Merlin Agreement?
i. The Potential Presence of Non-Statutory Value does not disqualify the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a Benchmark
SoundExchange and Pandora both note that several additional elements ofpotentia/, value
present in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. Dr. Shapiro, on behalf of Pandora's direct case,
went through.each item of additional consideration and explained why he either adjusted his
benchmark value higher (as in the case of certain advertising consideration) or declined to
Adjust
benchmark for other elements of potential value.
The Judges do not find that the mere presence of other items of
potential value serves to
disqualify the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a suitable'ehc~k. Benchmarks may be
imperfect in the sense that they include features that are ill-suited for adoption in the statutory
rate. To reject a proposed benchmark for that reason alone would be — to put it colloquially —
out the baby with the bathwater. Because there is no single undifferentiated market fbr
statutory service, benchmarks must be borrowed from'other markets or'sub-m'arkets and will
always be imperfect to some degree and either in need'of adjustment or limited in their
applicability. But to ignore a benchmark for that reason alone would be an inappropriate
indictment of the benchmarking process itsel f.
Further, Dr. Shapiro testified that he found thee elembnth of additional consideratidn ttI
either: (1) provide joint value to Pandora as well as~Mdrliri members; (2) be unlikely to be
achieved; or (3) be already incorporated into his valuation. There was no sufficient rebuttal by
SoundHxchange witnesses to these points. As the Judges explain inPa in their discussion of thb
same issue in connection with the iHeart/Warner Agreement, an important general consideration
to this issue is the absence of evidence of vilue &om.a party with regard to such
additional terms, when that party has the incentive (as Cell ak th6 meanh) td provide the 'Judges
with such evidence.

'hrowing

'elating

Additionally, SoundExchange's assertion that the additional iteitis created sufficient
value to offset the lower rate in the Pandora/Merlin ~A@eeineht strikes the Judges 'as
irrational. If the supposed additional value of the non-steering items in the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement equals the difference bdtwben the~ novi-st'eery rates and the lower
steered rates, then what is the point of the parties incumng the transaction costs associated Lith
negotiating such a deal? Why would Pandora coimIut )o iiIicuk siQficant expenses to begiri to
up an irdrastructure necessary to perform the steering ftmction?
ii. The Evidence does not Support a Lessetiing in the Usefulness 'of the
Agreement «s a Benchmark for the Rates Indies Would

'conomically

'andora/Merlin

Pay in the Hypothetical Market beyond the Adjustments Made by

Dr.'hapiro

In rebuttal to Dr. Shapiro's item-by-item consideration of the potential additional items of
value in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement, SoundExchange did not introduce expert testimony to
establish alternative values. Rather, SoundExchange relied on the narrative testimony of
industry witnesses Glen Barros, Darius van Arman hnd'hhoit. %heeler to support the position
that these other items had some unquantified value to Se Merlin hxeinb6rs. Although such aiterof Rates and Terms
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the-fact assertions can carry some weight, the Judges find such testimony to be inconsistent with
Merlin's conduct during the negotiations.

More particularly, although Merlin has the ability to negotiate and evaluate agreements in
a sophisticated manner, it failed to value these additional elements of consideration. See, e.g.,
5/1/15 Tr. 125-52 (Simon Wheeler) (Merlin, is "just as capable of understanding the complexity
of the rights and licenses at issue in digital streaming as major record labels."); 5/28/15 Tr. 6513
(Barros) (agreeing that independent label "Concord's assessment of the value it receives from
licensing its repertoire is just as sophisticated as any other label."); 6/1/1 5 Tr. 6924-25 (Lexton)
("Merlin brings expertise to bear on its negotiations with digital music services."). If the extrastatutory items were of particular and essential value to Merlin, the Judges would have expected
to be presented with evidence as to how Merlin valued these several items. However, as noted,
no such evidence was
presented.'dditionally,

one Merlin member presented as a witness by SoundExchange, Glen
Barros, President and C.E.O. of Concord Record Group, testified that "in all likelihood" he
would have opted-in to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement even if these other elements of value had
not been included in that agreement. 5/28/15 Tr. 6537-39 (Barros) (emphasis added).'"

Although Mr. Barros represents only one Indie, SoundExchange selected him as a
representative of the Indies'osition regarding the value of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement.
Clearly, SoundExchange could not present the testimony of more than
opting-in Merlin
members, and the Judges therefore Qnd the testimony against interest by this Merlin member
selected by SoundExchange to be particularly probative.
Additionally, a May 15, 2014 internal e-mail written by Mr. Lexton appeared to the
Judges to reference Merlin's strategy to attempt to obfuscate the usefulness of the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a benchmark in this proceeding:

In fact, with regard to one of the unquantified items of alleged valuecontem ioraneous correspondence among Merlin members and personnel oiscountea an~~ vaiue in tne
in the Pandora/Merlin A zreement. PAN Ex. 5110 at SNDEX0374284

SoundExchange asserts that Mr. Barros'ubsequent testimony that he found the ability for his record company to
receive royalties on
to be a "gating" issue and that such testimony undercut the testimony quoted
in the text, supra. 'i tie Juages tina ivir. Barros'estimony as cited in the text, supra, to be credible, and they find
that his subsequent attempt to qualify that testimony to be lacking in credibility.
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SX Ex. 102. Thus, it appears to the Judges that Merlin's negotiation of
additional terms was
intended (at least in part) "to facilitate" the very M'gu&erit Shun'dExchange
now asserts
Lexton's testimony regarding the purported si~fic&cd of'the'untalked'additional throu@
terms.

In a subsequent e-mail to Pandora dated Junkie 3, 2'014, hh. I.exton made Merlin's
position
in this regard even more explicit, by asking Pandora to include the
following proposed language
in the final agreement:

PAN Ex. 5116 at SNDEX0315243. That request was rejected Pandora
and the requested
by
language was never included in the Qnal Pandora/Merlin Ageerhen't. Id. Nonetheless,
Merlin
proceeded to enter into the Pandora/Merlin Agreezhent, ahticipa6ng that it'wo'uld'e
used by
Pandora as evidence in this proceeding. See, e.g., 6/1/15 'fr. '6962, 6966
(Lexton); id. at 7095
(Wheeler); SX Ex. 102 at 3 (5/14/15/14 email among Merlin executives); PAN Ex.
5117 at
SNDEX04375S2 (6/9/14 internal email &om Mr. Lext'on).
The foregoing email s and testimony, combined with Merlin's and
SoundExchange's
failure to separately value the other elements of consideration either
during negotiation or during
the proceeding, strongly indicate to the Judges that Merlin found the value
in the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement to lie in the steering — that'is, the 'trade-off of more
plays at a lo
for more total revenue.

'rovide
wei'ate

In sum, if there was any additional value to Merliri &om the other items sufficient
td
reduce the overall value of steering as adopted for d. statutory'license, the
record evidence flails 'to
a basis for such an adjustment. For these reasons, the Judges decline to
increase the
Pandora/Merlin benchmark to reflect any extra-statiitog do&idektibn that was
not already
accounted for by Dr. Shapiro.

b. Is Merlin Sufficiently Representative of a Segment of the Sound Recording
T
Market?

The Judges reject SoundExchange's argument that Merlin is not sufficiently
representative of the independent sector of the sounld rdcoi'din'g i6duhtry'. The Jud'ges
rely on
several facts in reaching this conclusion.

'tate

First, the Judges note that between—
Merlin members, out of
approximately
total members opted-in to thd Mali o. A'grelement. Thus,'t is accurate to
that the evidence regarding the Pandora/Merlin. Agrepm~t j'elates — to use Dr. Talley's
= "dyads" between licens~ 4d a libelee. The Judges find this
term — to
quantity of contracts to be significant and probative'with regard to:
(1) steering rates that Indies
would accept; and (2) the principle that steering can be utilized as means
of price competitidn i4
the noninteractive market.
In addition, the Judges do not find persuasive SoundExchange's argument that
a
of Merlin members who opted-in to the Pandora/Merliii Age&ndnt did so through their majority
agreements with aggregators and/or distributors. These opting-in members delegated the
—
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decision whether to opt-in to these distributors and aggregators and there was certainly no
evidence or testimony to suggest that these arrangements were coerced or that any Merlin
members who opted-in through this process disagreed with the decision. Thus, the decision by
Merlin members to delegate the decision whether to opt-in to its agents is a component of the
business model these Merlin members chose to follow. The Judges cannot criticize the decision
of these Merlin members, and by extension, call into question their intention to be bound by the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement, merely because they have arranged their licensing affairs in this
manner. By way of analogy, just as SoundExchange's criticism of Pandora's business model is
not relevant to the setting of rates in this proceeding, the Judges do not find relevant the business
judgments of Merlin members to utilize aggregators and/or distributors as their agents in this
regard.
Relatedly, the Judges find that the fact that Merlin negotiated collectively on behalf of its
members does not diminish the value of Merlin as a party capable of entering into an agreement
that is otherwise an appropriate benchmark. Merlin members utilize the collective capacities of
Merlin in order to transact licensing business in a more efficient manner, as described by a
Merlin's testifying executive, Mr. Lexton:

Merlin's purpose is to allow independent record companies to benefit from direct
deals negotiated by Merlin on a collective basis. As such Merlin is a one stop
shop for recorded music rights licensing. It represents recorded music rights
owned and/or controlled by independent record labels and distributors who are
eligible and choose to join Merlin.... Merlin's core remit is to represent its
members in negotiating licenses with digital music services in the hope of
overcoming market fragmentation issues that have historically challenged the
independent music sector particularly in the digital domain.
Lexton WRT $$ 11-12 . Indeed, Merlin apparently is sufficiently successful in this endeavor
that one of the
has characterized Merlin as the "fifth Major." PAN Ex. 5349
at 9l
Merlin publicly presents itself as a "fifth
major").

Majors,,

Further, the Judges reject SoundExchange's assertion that Merlin as a collective had
different incentives than its members that somehow diminish the value of the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement as a benchmark. These incentives included financial and status benefits to Merlin if
its members opted-in, which were dis6nct &om whatever benefits individual members might
obtain by opting in to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. The Judges understand this criticism to be
based upon the classic principal-agency problem, in which the interests of the principals (Merlin
members) may not be fully aligned with the interests of the agent (Merlin). However, this is a
common problem when principals delegate functions to agents. Unless the evidence
demonstrates that the agent (Merlin) has engaged in a breach of duty toward its principals
(Merlin members), the lack of a complete alignment of interests does not invalidate the

At the time, there were four Majors, Universal, Sony, Warner, and EMI.
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benchmark status of the agreement entered into by the principal. Indeed, because
this is th'
principal-agent arrangement that the Merlin members!vohdntlzrig ci'eat'ed —'n'eluding
whatever
misaiigmnents in inceatives might theoreticaiiy exist -it is especially representative of'a
marketplace transaction .The fact that approximately
oyMeriin's
memb
opted-in to the Ptmdora/Merlin Agreement is
'evidence
that the Merlin members
compelhtg
found the terms of the agreement bene6cial to them, notwithstanding
any alleged separate
benefits to Merlin as a collective organization.
The Judges also reject the criticism that Merlin ha's not uniformly
represented its
members because Pandora has used its editorial discretion to exclude
(as of the time of the
hearing) &om its playlist sound recordings owned by some of the opting-in Merlin
members.
There is no allegation that Pandora promised to make all sound recordings
available on its
and therefore each Merlin member accepted the risk that Pandora, in
its editorial
judgment, might not include some or all of its sound recordings.
Finally, the Judges do not find merit in SouhdBxchange'4 argument that Merlin
is not a
sufficient representative of Indies in the marketplace. SoundBxchange did not
produce any
witnesses &om Indies who were not members of Merlin to testify to this effect.
Rather,
SoundBxchange produced witnesses whose Indie record companies did opt-in
to the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement. Given Merlin's capacity to negotiate and its
well-regarded industry
status, the fact that non-Merlin Indies are not covered by the Pan'dora/Merlin
Agreement, in the
absence of other evidence, is not suf6cient to call into 'question the usefulness
of this benchmark.
Did Pandora Have Substantial Market Power that is reflected in Lower
Rates in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement?
The Judges reject SoundBxchange's assertidn that &arid''ad significant
market power
that caused the effective rates in the Pandora/Merlin AIyrehment to be
lower than effectively
competitive rates. Initially, the Judges note that this assertion is not supported
by any empirical
market data, analysis, or comparison with other negotiated coinphrable
interactive rates.
More impoxtantly, the issue of Pandora's "market power," vel non, was
anticipated and
addressed by Pandora's economic expert, Dr. Shapiro, who explained:
Pandora is the largest noninteractive webca/ter.~ I hItve'olxsidered
Pandora had undue market power in its negotiations with Merlin. In the
language of antitrust economists, I have considered whether Pandora has
monopsony power over Merlin. Pandora's shard of list'ening among'nonint'eractiv'e
webcasters is not the key variable for detexxnirtittg whdthel or not Pandora has
monopsony power over Merlin. Rather, the coxx'ect variable upon which to focus
is the share of the Merlin Labels'evenues that comes &om Pandora.
If a very
large share of the Merlin Labels'evenues came from any single music user, then
that music user could well have monopsony power over Merlin. But this is
demonstrably not the case for Pandora. The Merlin Labels generate revenues Rom
many different users of their sound recordings, including other noninteractive
webcasters, interactive services, and from the sale of physical albums and digital
downloads. In fact, I estimate, based on data for the recorded music
industry
overall, that Pandora accountedfor roughly '5
nt of the /.evknues r'ecei'ved by
arch
the Merlin Labels in 2013 for the licensing oftheir inusic in the United States.

'.

'ervice,
'ffective

specifically'hether
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Pandora 's share of the Merlin Labels'evenues is far short of the level that
would be necessary for Pandora to have undue market power in its negotiations
Thus,

with Merlin.

Shapiro WDT, at 24-25 (emphasis added). The Judges find this explanation sufficient to
contradict the assertion that Pandora exercised undue market power in negotiating the terms of
the Pandora/Merlin Agreement.

There is an additional and separately sufficient reason why SoundExchange's claim of
Pandora's monopsony power cannot be adopted. The assertion that Pandora exercised market
power in these negotiations ignores the fact that Merlin did not have to accept any of Pandora'
terms — Merlin and its members could have fallen back on the Pureplay statutory settlement rates
rather, than accede to any demand by Pandora. That is, by this particular assertion,
SoundExchange is assuming arguendo that the effective Pandora/Merlin rates are below an
appropriate market rate because of Pandora's market power.'ut why would Merlin and its
members voluntarily enter into an agreement to accept rates lower than the statutory alternative
and lower than what would exist in a competitive market'?

Therefore, the Judges reject the assertion that Pandora exercised undue market power in
negotiating the effective rates contained in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement.
d. %as the Pandora/Merlin Agreement Merely "Experimental?"

Two of SoundExchange's witnesses characterized the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as an
"experiment," as distinguished from an actual marketplace agreement. The Judges reject this
attempt to characterize this real agreement„ involving the exchange of actual consideration„as an
"experiment."

An economic experiment is undertaken under controlled laboratory conditions, as
distinguished from market transactions that take place in the real world. See Guillaume R.
Frechette and Andrew Schotter, Handbook of Experimental Economic Methodology 21 (2015) (
('"'tT]o run an experiment ... experimenters are of necessity engaged in market design in the
laboratory.") (emphasis added). Quite clearly, the Pandora/Merlin Agreement was not and is not
an "economic experiment."

SoundExchange's witnesses may have used the word "experiment" to suggest a tentative
or impermanent relationship between Pandora and Merlin. If so, that criticism proves too much,
as all benchmark agreements — indeed virtually all agreements — could be characterized as
"experiments," in that they have stated durations, and the parties are free to vary the terms of
their economic relationship after the so-called "experiment" has expired. In this sense, the word
"experiment" is misused to cast a wide disqualifying net on all benchmark agreements.

'oundExchange

is thus assuming here that, under section 114(t)(2)(B), a benchmark rate must reflect an adequate

level of competition.
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e. Has Pandora's Performance under the Pandora/Merlin Agreement

Compromised the Usefulness of that Bebackm&k?190

Even assuming that the Pandora/Merlin Agredmeiit ik, i6 principle, a useful benchriiark,
SoundExchange asks the Judges to look to Pandora's alleged poor performance of its
the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. As detailed su&ra,'dundEXchdnge alleges that
Pa@dora
has failed to perform certain contract obligation'
aud that the cost of
performance is daunting for Pandora, which combine to create Aha't orle might call "seller'
remorse" among Merlin participants with regard to the licensing of
rights under the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement.

obligations'nder

Pandora does not dispute that it had not (as of the hearing date) been able to
implement
all the bene6ts promised in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. However,
the Judges note that
SoundExchange did not produce any correspondence &os Merlhi or its members
complaining
about the failure of Pandora to perform, or any threat to terminate the
agreement or sue Pandora
for nonperformance. Rather, the evidence suggests that Merlin recognized that the
structuring'f
needed to be an ongoing and collaborative effort. As Pandora's Chief Financial
Officer, Mr. Herring, testified:

'erformance

150

A general issue of proof arose in this proceeding as to whether a benchmark's
value can be measured by the
parties'erfonnance under a proposed benchmark agreement, in addition to the parties'xpectations
of value~ when
the benchmark was created. This issue arose in a different context,
regarding whether iHeart's "incremental" 'ratel
analysis of its iHeart/Warner Agreement benchmark should be analyzed b'y re'ference
to the
at the time of contracting, or whether the Judges should also consider theonly
parties'erformance under
the iHeart/Warner Agreement. As discussed in detail inpa, the Ju'dges have
rejected iHeart's "incremental" rate
thereby mooting the issue of whether the parties'erformance under that agreement affected
the so-called

parties'xpectations

'nalysis,

"incremental" rate. With regard to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement,
SoundExchange at'gues
performance under the Pandora/Merlin Agreement indicates that the agreement is not usablethat Pandora'
as a benchmark.
—
Because as explained in the text. infia — the Judges tmd that pandora s performance
does noi cause them to reject''t
the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a usable benchmark, the question of whether
evidence of performance is generally
appropriate to consider when setting rates need not be decided by the Judges in this determination.
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(emphasis added). SoundExchange did not produce evidence to call into question Pandora'
performance under this
clause.

More importantly, the evidence indicates that Pandora has performed its core obligation
under the Pandora/Merlin Agreement: the increase in spins of Merlin recordings,
. In fact the evidence shows
that pandora is overspinning Merlin member recordings collectively by
On the individual
Merlin label level, the results have been unevea — some Merlin labels have been overspun
of their natural rate, sse 5/18/15 Tr. 4229-30, 4291-4293 (Herring); SX Ex. 2310 (showing
hundreds of Merlin Labels with rates of overspinning exceeding~) — but other Merlin Labels
are spinning at less than a
increase their above their prior levels. SX Ex. 1748 at 2; SX

~
Hx.

2310."'owever,

~.

bye

by,

the only specific promise by Pandora of increased spins in the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement was its promise
to increase MerHn spins collectively
and it
appears undisputed that Pandora has performed this obligation and, in fact, has far exceeded the
. With regard to the underspinning of individual Merlin Labels, Pandora
represented in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement only to
Thus, the individual members objectively
cannot complain about the level of overspinning at any point in time, unless they can also claim
that Pandora had not been
As noted above, SoundHxchange
did not produce any evidence suggesting that any individual'embers had lodged such a
complaint.
With regard to SoundHxchange's claim that Pandora has incurred substantial unexpected
capital costs in implementing a steering system, Mr. Herring testi6ed that these investments,
although motivated in the short-term and in part by the Merlin Agreement, in fact laid the
groundwork for Merlin to implement steering more broadly across the non-interactive
webcasting market. 5/1 8/1 5 Tr. 4313-4317 (Herring) ("some of these costs are fixed costs to be
amortized over time with the anticipation of being applied to other direct licenses with other
record companies, and expensed at the time that the costs are incurred, and therefore "spread
over those deals."). Thus, the existence of these costs does not establish any fact to contradict
the Judges'inding that the Pandora/Merlin Agreement is a useful benchmark. In fact, Pandora'
commitment to incur substantial build-out costs to create the steering architecture underscores
that this agreement (and the iHeart/Warner Agreement) represents the cutting-edge of a
technological advance that can ameliorate the anticompetitive effects of a complentary
oligopoly.

'
Labels owned by Beggars Group (whose ofticer. Simon Wheeler claimed the Pandoi~erlin Aareement was a
failure) — including XL Recordings, Matador and Nation Records
SXEx. 2310.

~
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'greement
'he

f. Do the Steering Experiments and the Pandora5%erlin Agreement De&okstr'ate
the Rate tp Which a Majpr Wpuld A'gree?
Judges find this SoundExchange criticism to be meritorious. These steering
experiments reflect only a quantity adjustment that could be attempted with regard to
the Majors,
not a rate adjustment arising from steering to or &om a MajoIr. By Contrast, the
Pandor~erlkn
does reflect the impact of steering on negotiated rates (as does the iHearNVarner
Agreement). Thus, while the Judges find the steering experiments to.be probative of the
general
principle that steering can be effected to some extent without a negative impact on
listenership,
the Judges do not accept that this constitutes direct evidence sufficiently probative
of the rates
that would result from steering writ large in the markdtplkce."
Moreover, Pandora's own witness testified in 6 mhnnbr that'contradicts Pandora's
attenipt
to bootstrap the Pandora/Merlin rates onto the Majors.'r. Hemng, Pandora's
C.F.O., testified
that Pandora would have to offer a higher steering-bas'ed late to 4 Major than
Pandora obtains
in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement. 5/I 8/1 5 Tr. 4253 (Herring). The Judges have noted
previously that the majors'epertoires must be distinguished from those of the Indies. See
SDARS II, 78 Fed. leg. at 23063 (the majors are distinguishable &om the Indies "by
virtue'of the
and breadth of their music catalogues which] rdakk uII a kritical por'tion of the
sound
recording market.").'

'very
'must
'greater
'epth

'69
'y
I

The use of benchmarking serves to tie the quantity aspect of stt:eriIig tb its imp'act
bn rhtes,'nd the'bsbnc6 of a
relevant Majors'enchmark in Pandora 's evidence prevents the Judges from
determining
a steered price for Majors
from that evidence. Although Dr. Shapiro asserts that the steering
experiments demonstrate that the Maiors should
receive the same rate as the Indies in a market with steerinu. that oninion
is c& contradicted
ur. snapiro attempts lo
expiah
as a tuncnon ot a so-caliea I"tonal pbmt„" "anchbr'r 'magnet 'ffect created
the ex:an: app ica z e s z u,ory ra:e, that allegedly raises the negotiated rate
rate. However, although this theoretical effect is discussed in the 'economic toward (yet still below) the statutory
that it is not an "ironclad*'conomic law, and there is scant evidence in this literature, Dr. Shapiro acknowledged
proceeding why such a potential "focal
point" or "magnet" effect would cause unconstrained licensors to eschew 'a louver
market rate 'that'would produce
greater revenue.
Dr. Shapiro opines that the Majors'dvantage in the hypothetical market
would be'eflected economically solely
through the greater number of noninteractive plays, rather than also in a higher
per-play rate See, e.g., 5/20/15 Ti'.
5058 (Shapiro) (testifying that the larger repertoires of the Majors "does not mean"
that the Majors deserv'e a
value per-performance."); 5/1 9/15 Tr. 4730
(reI ecting use af market share alone in determining
"value per spin"). However, Dr. Shapiro ignores the(Shapiro)
fact that there is apparently a gre'ater per-song value overall for
songs in the Majors'epertoire, as evidenced by Pandora's own d'Lta sh wing
of
that Qe Majors account
"top 5% weekly spins,"~ of the "~to 10% weekly spins,"
of e "~top 20'/o weekly spins"-dearie he
and)
fact that the Majors accoun for
of the total spins on Par borh. ompard SX.Ex.'269 at 74 edith SX Ex.
at 73. These "top spin" figures are mdicative of the "must have" aspect
of the Majors'epertoire (leaving'aside
the anticompetitive complementary nature of their combined repeitoires). Indeed,
that the popularity of the Majors'pins is the reason why steering away from their the record suggests to the Judges
cannot be pursued
beyond a certain level, and why Dr. Shapiro candidly declined to reject the idea thatrepertoires
the Majors'epertoires were
haves" even though noninteractive services could steer away from them
to an extent. To use an imperfect yet
helpful analogy: A regular restaurant diner might prefer steak to chicken, to the extent
that she orders steak 7 out of
10 meals at the restaurant. This greater demand for steak versus chicken
result in both: (1) more rev'enure
to the restaurant for each steak dinner compared with each chicken dinner; and can mo'e
total revenue attrIbutuble to
(2)
the greater number of steak dinners arising from the patron's more frequent
to the restaurant to eat steak.'n
more formal economic terms, the typical listener (or the restaurant patron) visits
gets more "utility*'rom the

for~

I
~

Majors'etermination

only~

~
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Therefore, the Judges consider the rate established by the Pandora/Merlin Agreement to
establish only one guidepost (i.e., a relevant financial point of reference) to a statutory rate. The
Judges are informed as to the limited weight of this rate in the ultimate statutory rate they shall
set, by the fact that indie sound recordings reflect approximatef~ of the sound recordings
played on Pandora. SX Ex. 269 at 73.
g. Can the Majors Avoid Steering in the Hypothetical Market?

SoundExchange argues that any attempt by a noninteractive service to impose steering on
the record companies would be rebuffed by the Majors. In particular, SoundExchange argues
that the record companies would respond to a steering threat by: (1) withholding their entire
repertoires; (2) imposing Anti-Steering or "Most Favored Nation" contract clauses; and/or (3)
requiring up-front lump sum royalty payments from the noninteractive services.
i. Withholding the Entire Repertoire

A Major could respond to a threat of steering by threatening to withhold its entire
repertoire from that noninteractive service. There appears to be a consensus that the repertoire of
each of the three Majors is a "must have" in order for a noninteractive service to be viable. See
5/18/15 Tr. 4254 (Herring) (admitting that without the repertoire of a Major, it would be a much
different service); 5/18/15 Tr. 4472 (Shapiro) (declining to state the majors are not "must haves"
for noninteractive services); see also SX Ex. 269 at 74 (noting the disproportionate share of top
spins from the Majors'epertoires).
However, the ability of the Majors to utilize such a boycott to defeat steering would be a
function of their complementary market power. Simply put, demands by the Majors to prevent
steering by insisting that a noninteractive service not deviate from an historical ("natural" )
division of market shares would be a classic example of anticompetitive conduct. See, e.g., Blue
Cross df: Blue Shield United of JFisconsin v. Marshfield clinic, 65 F.3d 1406, 1415 (7 Cir. 1995)
(Posner, J.) (It would be a strange interpretation of antitrust law that forbade competitors to agree
on what price to charge, thus eliminating price competition among them, but allowed them to
divide markets, thus eliminating all competition among them.").'

While the Majors'ndividual market power is not in itself necessarily improper, the
hypothetical exercise of that power in this manner in the noninteractive market would be
antithetical to the "effective competition" requirement inherent in the section 114(f)(2)(B)
standard. That is, each Major may well be entitled by its firm-specific market power to higher
rates than the Indies, but the Majors cannot bootstrap that power into a f'urther capacity to reap

songs (or from the steak) each time one is "consumed," and also consumes those songs (and steaks) more often. The
seller can benefit from both the greater "utility" and the frequency of purchases.
154
The Judges emphasize that their analysis in the text, supra, is not intended to suggest any antitrust violations by
any actor in the interactive or noninteractive market. The Judges'oncern under section 114(f)(2)(B) is to set rates
that reflect a hypothetical market that is effectively competitive, If the hypothetical market posited by one of the
paities to this action would result in rates that were not effectively competitive, then such a hypothetical market
must be rejected — even if it would be the result of tacit or other conduct that might not rise to the level of a violation
of the antitrust laws.
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the benefits of a complementary oligopolist by b~dishihg huciIi

against'teering.
power as a sword

Thus, in the present case, the hypothetical use by one or more of the
Majors of its power
to boycott a noninteractive service — one that had sought to inject
some price competition into the
market via steering — would undermine the "effective competition"
standard that the D.C.
the Librarian of Congress and the Copyright Royalty Judges
have declared &o be an
essential element of the section 114(f)(2)(B)

'ircuit,

'ower
'lause
'teering
'heir
standku'd.'i.

Anti-Steering or MFN Clauses

In the interactive market, the Majors
commonly include gati-steering or MFN clauses in
agreements with the services. The Judges 6nd that such clauses have
no purchase vis'-a-vis
in exchange for lower rates in the noninteractive market. In the
noninteractive
market,
an insistence by a Major that a noninteractive service abide
by an anti-steering clause, ar a 'MIIN
that has the same effect, is tantamount to im'poring thb
arIticompetitive complementary
oligopoly power of the Majors 6om the interactive malrke't in'to the noninterac'tive
market. Dr.
Rubinfeld's rebuttal testimony at the hearing is telling:
g: Now [Dr.] Shapiro has testified that the threat of steering, alone, would lead to
rates &om record companies. What's your view of that
opinion?
[DR. RUBINFELD]

I don't think it's likely to happen because I don't think the threat ...
is a credible
threat — that would be the term we use in econamics — and the
reason is ... that,
&st of all, the record companies, as I have said a number times
of
before, do
have substantial bargaining power and they have resyonses
to the threat that takes
away its credibility. In the rather strong vei'sion, they'could ... look to
other
sources of listeners and say we'e going to consider not
using your service, but ...
they could say we'e not going to feature all of the same artists,
maybe we'l take
some of our top artists off our offerings ....
[THB JUDGES]

Professor, do you think that the smaller inddpedde6ts &ave th'at s'arne
bargaining
power ..; to respond to the threat of steering...?
[DR. RUBINFELD]

No. They wouldn't have ... quite the same bargaining
power.
[THE JUDGES]

What do the independents lack that the [M]a)ol ha ve tIiat ma'ke3
the independents
unable to exercise that threat?
[DR. RUBlNFELD]

[T]ypically, they'e only going to have a few'rtists'hat have really the name
recognition and the power to make a difference.
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[THE JUDGES]
So if the record company industiy was more atomistic, the threat of steering
would be more credible, but because it's not that atomistic ... it makes the ability
of the [M]ajors to rebut the threat ... more likely to be successful?

[DR. RUBINFELD]
I think that's time.... [Tjhat's a harder world for me to imagine because I have
been in the world of seeing three orfour major companies having a pretty big
impact.

5/28/15 Tr. 6302-05 (Rubinfeld) (emphasis added).

This testimony underscores the point that the Majors'apacity to undermine "price
competition-via steering" is a function of their complementary oligopoly power. Once again, the
Judges do not find that the mere size of the Majors or their share of the noninteractive market is
in itself anticompetitive (especially on this record), but the Judges find that the ability of the
Majors to leverage that market power to create the complementary oligopoly pricing problem
can neither be imported into the noninteractive market nor assumed to be part of the hypothetical
effectively competitive noninteractive market. Indeed, in the hypothetical market without a
statutory rate, such anti-steering clauses (and other anti-steering tools) would be ripe for judicial
invalidation. See U.S. v. American Express Co., 88 F. Supp. 3d 143, 189, 194 (E.D.N.Y. 2015)
("anti-steering rules" can "block pro-competitive efforts" to the extent that "the market is
broken," when such rules prevent "price competition," by not permitting buyers "to use their
lowest cost supplier, as they can in other aspects of their businesses."); United States v. Apple,
791 F.3d at 320 ("we are breaking no new ground in concluding that MFNs, though surely
proper in many contexts, can be "misused to anticompetitive ends in some cases."). The Judges
likewise find the hypothetical use by the majors of anti-steering clauses in response to the threat
of price competition-via-steering would thwart "effective

competition."'ii.
Up-Front Royalty Payments

SoundExchange asserts that a record company could &ustrate an attempt at steering by
requiring noninteractive services to pay their royalties up-front in a lump sum, instead of on a
per-performance basis. Such a lump-sum requirement would frustrate steering in the following
manner: If a licensee has already paid Record Company A a required, large up-&ont fee (equal

Dr. Rubinfeld also speculated that in the hypothetical market the Majors could "take some of our top artists off
our offerings" in response to an attempt at price competition-via steering. 5/28/15 Tr. 6302 (Rubinfeld). But in that
hypothetical market, such an attempt by an entity with rights to collectively license a substantial market share would
invite scrutiny as anticompetitive. See "Dept. ofJustice Sends Doc Requests, Investigating UMPG, Sony/ATV, BMI
and ASCAP Over Possible 'Coordination'"Billboard.corn (July 13, 2014). (" The Department of Justice has sent out
CIDs (Civil Investigative Demand for Documents) to ASCAP, BMI, Sony/ATV Music Publishing and Universal
Music Publishing Group in connection with their review of... whether partial withdrawals of digital rights should
be allowed.") Thus, such behavior would not necessarily be consonant with "effective competition," but rather an
anticompetitive leveraging of market power. The Judges thus decline to incorporate such licensor responses in the
hypothetical effectively competitive market.
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'oing

'he

to its natural/historic play level multiplied by the old, higher per-'play rate) then the marginal c6st
forward to the noninteractive service of playihg la sound rdcoi"ding &om Record Company
A would be zero. By contrast, Record Company B' eveit if it offered a reduc'ed Steering rate—
would still be insisting on a rate greater than the marginal.rate of zero the licensee would be
paying to Record Company A. The noninteractive service would thus be compelled to either pay
up-&ont lump sum and lose the benefits of price competition, or refuse to pay the lump sum
and lose access to 100% of the repertoire of Record Company A.
This up-&ont lump sum strategy in actual's inekely'n6thbr w'ay in which a Major
could bootstrap its otherwise unobjectionable market power to preserve complementary
oligopoly power in the noninteractive market. The Jud'ges'ote that SoundExchange's expert
economic witness, Dr. Rubinfeld, has written that "[i]n dynamically competitive industries,
where new product and features are an important peart df cbmgetitiod, even licenses that include
onlyfixed, or lump-sum payments, can result in an anticoinpetitive lessening ofcompetition".
Daniel L. Rubinfeld and Robert Maness, "The Strategic Use of Patents: Implications for
Antitrust," reprinted in Francois Levine and Howard Shelanski, Antitrust, Patents and
Copyright 85, 91-92 (2005). In the present context,'he noninterhctive serv'ice'tha't would b8
compelled to pay to a Major an up-&ont lump-sum iiceinsd baked'on the old per-play rate (or lose
access to 100% of the Major's repertoire) would need to recover those Gxed and sunk costs and
thus forego price competition-via

steering.'n

sum, each of the three contract devices relied upon by SoundExchange to defeat:
steering are dependent upon the exercise of market power to preserve the power of
complementary oligopoly, which would thwart effective competition in the noninteractive
Thus, all three contracting devices would be iitconsistent with the statutory direction to
set rates, based on competitive information, that would be set between willing buyers and willing
sellers in an effectively competitive marketplace in the absence of a statutory license.

'e
'arket.

h. Conclusion Regarding the Pandora Benchmark
For the foregoing reasons, the Judges will u61i& Phndora's steeting-based'ehchmaik its
a guidepost to establish the zone of reasonableness for the noninteractive royalty rates that would
be paid by Indies in the ad supported (&ee-to-the listener) aud subscription markets. Pandora has
two sets of such benchmarks, depending upon the level of steering the Judges find'o
appropriate for rate-setting purposes.
The Judges find that this guidepost should be established by applying a rate premised
upon the lower of the two steering alternatives presented by Pandora — the
steering figure
— rather than the
higher 30% figure.'he lower
lbvel is hppropriate because it is the

'roposed
se'nconsistent

The Judges are not stating that a requirement of an u &-front ~a~iment lurn x-'sum ro~~alt i t r ve xevision is ae'r
with effective comi petition.

.,sA..w.;

t tere rs no evic ence: ta. t.ns provls&on wou ic rus1:ra:e e Tectlve competition.
'

a:..&-,

&,;,ia&ant i,c),

-..owever,

The lower steering level results in a higher per-play rate.
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The Judges recognize the relatively nascent nature of steering.
Although these factors
do not invalidate the Pandora/Merlin Agreement as a usable
benchmark, they do suggest to the Judges that the more prudent course is to incorporate only the
guaranteed 12.5% level of steering, and use the resultant rates as the appropriate guideposts for
the rates attributable to the Indies portion of the statutory

c~y

market.'.
iHeart Rate Proposal
1. Introduction

iHeart proposes a per-play rate of $ 0.0005 for the $ 114 license. In support of this
proposal, iHeart relies on the analysis undertaken by its expert witnesses, Drs. Daniel Fischel and
Douglas I.ichtman, of rates set forth in certain agreements entered into by iHeart in the market
for noninteractive services.
2. The Fischei/I.ichtman Proposed Benchmark

a. The iHeart/Warner Agreement

Effective October 1, 2013, iHeart and Warner entered into an agreement (the

iHe~arner Agreement) that addressed, inter alia, the rates that iHeart would pay to Warner

for iHeart's plays of Warner sound recordings on iHeart's custom noninteractive service. SX Ex.
33 (iHeart/Warner Agreement). As it pertained to these noninteractive ~lays, the iHeart/Warner
Agreement provided that iHeart would pay
Specifically, the iHeart/Warner Agreement cal1s for the

following rates:

Pandora attempted to corroborate its Pandora/Merlin benchmark by introducing, in rebuttal, its agreement with a
classical music record company, Naxos of America, Inc. (Naxos),that had been entered into as of January 1, 2015.
PAN Bx. 5018 (the Pandora/Naxos Agreement). However, the Judges reject the Pandora/Naxos Agreement as a
corroborating benchmark for several reasons. First, Naxos, as a classical music label, is at best representative of a
narrow genre and therefore its agreement cannot serve to be representative of a wider varietv of sound recordings.
5/13/1 5 Tr. at 3512 (Herring). Second. the Pandora/¹xos Agreement does not contain any
, but
rather sets a statutory per-play
lower than the default rate ($ 0.0014) establishea uy the rureplay
settlement. PAN Ex. 5018. Although tms differenc, ceteris paribus, would create an incentive for Pandora to play
more classical music owned by ¹xos, there was evidence, acknowledged by Dr. Shapiro, that Pandora was
constrained in any potential steering toward Naxos by the fact that there was only one other classical label, Decca,
which would make it hard for Pandora to steer away from the latter given its share of the market. 5/17 Tr. 4706-07
(Shapiro) (considering Naxos's and Decca's presence in the classical music market and acknowledging that "there
are issues with some specialized areas of music where it might be harder to steer.") Further, Pandora did not
conduct any steering experiments with regard to steering away from Decca, as it did with regard to steering away
from the Majors. Third, Dr. Shapiro opined that, if steering did occur at the 30% level, Naxos would pay two
different rates for plays en Pandora's ad-supported and subscri stion services, remectivelv. Shaoiro WRT. at 37-38.
However. the Pandora/Naxos Agreement does not
rAN m. &viz.

rate,
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SX Hx. 33 at 15-16 (iHeart/Warner Agreement).

The iHeart/Warner Agreement incorporates thie s~e'c6nobuC
steering logic ak thb
Pandora/Merlin Agreement. Specifically, at the time '&f the t',xegution
of the iHeart/W
Agreement,
However, under the iHeart/Warner Agreer aent, iHeart

Drs Fisc':I aIid:4ic.atman concluded that this

provision

'ischel/Lichtman
AWDT $ 36.

The iHeart/Warner Agreement also contains tHe ftbllowgg
a'ddigoqal elements that,
according to iHeart: (1) were not independently value/i
b) thk ptIrties on a monetary baSis; (2)
both parties; and (3) therefore had an uncertain net value:

'articular
'ene6ted

~

J59

iHeart's commitment to provide Warner with no less than
percent of total airplay
devoted to a music advertising campaign that iHeartMedia
provides on its webcast
stations, known as the Artist Integration Program ("AIP")

According to Drs. Lichtman and Fischel, under the AIP
program, iheattMhdia dedicates airtime to vromotine
artists or son zs, t r iicalh~ new artists or recently-released
so n rs.
aA .A. ~a at
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Fischel/Lichtman AWDT tr 38.
Drs. Fischel and Lichtman described the
as all
"insurance policy" that benefited iHeart in the event it would
. Likewise, they described the AIP provision as an "insurance
policy" that benefited Warner, because
See iHeart PFF /$ 179-180 (and record citations therein).

Drs. Fischel and Lichtman recognized the difnculty in quantifying the values of what
they described as these "insurance policy" equivalents. However, they aver that neither party
assigned any values to these (and the other) non-rate terms and that the net value of these items
therefore can only be set at zero. Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 39. As Dr. Fischel further testified:
We followed the ... real-world example of the parties ... who did not price any of
these teims.... [T]here was no separate pricing in the agreement or separate
valuation in the agreement in terms of the spreadsheets ... that I reviewed as
background for the contract.... For that reason ... the best answer, given the
real-world data that we have, is to place a net value of zero on them because that'
what the parties themselves did.
5/21/15 Tr. at 5336-40 (Fischel).

Moreover, according to iHeart, even Soundaxchange's economic expert, Dr. Rubinfeld,
admitted that none of the experts in this proceeding likewise "actually put[] a numerical value on
these additional items." 5/28/15 Tr. 6289 (Rubinfeld). In addition, iHeart notes, Dr. Rubinfeld.
acknowledged that several of these items were "terms that favor iHeart," and yet were not
separately valued and priced by the parties. Id. at 6435.

However, iHeart does not conclude &om the foregoing that the iHeart/Warner Agreement
sets forth a usable benchmark rate that mirrors the stated rates of
, or even the
purported lower rates of
resulting from the
adjustment applied by
Drs. Fischel and Lichtman (as discussed inPa). Rather, according to Dr. Fischel, the foregoing
rates reflect only the average rates in or derived &om the iHeart/Warner Agreement. Dr. Fischel
asserts that such an average rate "does not necessarily reflect the rate ... that a willing buyer and
willing seller would have reached in a marketplace" unconstrained by government regulation or
interference." FischeVLichtman AWDT $ 44.

In an attempt to correct for this alleged defect, Dr. Fischel conceptualizes the Warner
plays on iHeart as comprising two distinct economic bundles. Dr. Fischel states:
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As an economic matter, the [iHeartMedia]-Warner agreement
reflects a bundle of
two distinct sets of rights. The 5rst set provides a licens'e for
iHeaitMedia to play
the same number of Warner performances as it would have
played absent the
agreement. The second set of rights provides a license for iHeartMedia
to play
additional Warner performances, above and bdyokd thos'e it wo'uld
have played
absent the agreement.

Id. $ 45.

'bout

Accordingly, Dr. Fischel opines that compknsktiok fo( tHe Qrst "bu'ndl'ess
of rights is
directly affected by the existing statutory rate, and 'theiefdre "provides
essentially no information
the rate willing buyers and sellers would negotiate in the
absence of government
regulation." Id. $ 48.
However, Dr. Fischel opines that the second "bundle" he conceptualizes
is "highly
relevant to what willing buyers and willing.sellers would
negotiate if unconstrained by
government regulation." Id. $ 49; In support of this opinion, Dr.
Fischel testified:
This part of the bundle involves a license far iBeatt to
pily additional Warner
performances, above and beyond those it would have played absent the
agreement. Those additional performances ke hot 'directly irifluenced
by the
existing statutory rate, because absent the agreement, iHeart wouldn't
play them
and Warner wouldn't receive any compensation for them.
The royalty rate
~,
negotiated for this second part of the bundid, thhretork, is a more
appropriate
measure of what a willing buyer and a willing seiidr uio 'd
negotiate if
unconstrained by govemmtmt regulation. Wanler licensed the
nghts to those
performances to iHeart, and iHeart compensated Wanier for that
license, at rates
that were acceptably profitable for both parties. The rate
here was not determined
by regulation; it was determined by the give-and-take of a true negotiation.

I;;,,

'

Thus, Dr. Fischel needed to distinguish be&eel thh Qo bundles that
he had
conceptualized, which required him to consider the projected number
of
Warner plays in each
bundle. To perform this analysis, he relied upon a set of
projections that iHeart's Board of
Directors used when evaluating and approving the iHeart/Warher
A~cement. Pischel/Lichtman
AWDT $ 40. (Thus, this set of projections also served as the basis
f6r the iHeart Board's
approval of the stated rates in the iHeart/Warner Agreement.)
According to iHeart's Head of
Business Development and Corporate Strategy, Steven Cutler, this
set of projections — referred o
by iHeart as the "Today's Growth" model — was
representing the parties'best estimates" of
performance utidei th'e iHeart/Warner Agreemekt.
Tr. 7247-48 (Cutler); see also Fischel/Lichtman 'A%DT
$ 40; 5/21/15 Tr. 5365 (Pischel)'.
The Today's Growth model projected that iHeait would
play
total
performances of all labels'ound recordings over thb
term of the agreement.
Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 41 and Ex. A thereto ("Projected Performances
During Initial
iHeartMedia Agreement with Warner"); IHM Ex. 3034 at 170. iHeart
estimated Warner's
share of those performances under two key scenarios:
(l) thescenario, which reflected iHeart's expectations if no agreement with
Warner was reached; arid
(2) the "Warner Direct License Terms" scenario, which refiected its
projections under the terms

Term'f
'/2/15
—
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and conditions of the Warner agreement as signed. Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 42 and Ex. B
thereto ("Projected iHeartMedia/Warner Royalty Rates"); IHM Ex. 3034 at 172.
Under scenario (ti, iHeartMedia expected Warner music to constitute~ of total
performances, or
performances, on the iHeart custom service. Under scenario (2),
iHeart expected
, and thus expected to
Warner performances over the duration of the agreement. Fischel/Lichtman
play
AWDT $ 42; IHM Ex. 3034 at 172 ("Projected iHeartMedia-Warner Royalty Rates").
Under scenario (1)—
iHeart expected to pay Warner a total of

Fischel/Lichtman AWDT

g 43, 51.

in royalties. Under scenario (2),
iHeart expected to pay Warner a total of

Dr. Fischel then divided the total expected compensation under the Today's Growth
by the total number of performances projected in that model
. This calculation projected an average per-play rate of
Fischel /Lichtman AWDT $43; IHM Ex. 3034 at 172 ("Projected iHeart Media/Royalty Rates").

Model

Even before Dr. Fischel attempted to determine his "incremental rate" under the
(Heart/Warner Agreement, he emphasized that this average rate itself
than the
statutory rate of $ 0.0025 that iHeart would otherwise pay under the applicable
NAB/SoundBxchange settlement. Fischel/Lichtman $ 43.
Additionally, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman opined that this
rate needed to be
adjusted downward for a
adjustment, to reflect the fact that, under the iHeart/Warner
Agreement,
are not subject to a royalty
payment by iHeait to Warner. Id. at $ 35. They then noted that iHeart, had projected that an
adjustment for
would reduce the effective average per-play rate under the iHeart/Warner
Agreement
Id.

was~

Dr. Fischel then turned his analysis toward the calculation of his so-called "incremental
rate." He noted the simple math demonstrating that, according to the Today's Growth Model,
the difference in the number of Warner plays on iHeart's custom noninteractive service between
Scenario (2)
and Scenario (1)
equaled
plays.
He further noted that the difference in royalties — again accordmg to the Today's Growth Model
— between Scenario
and Scenario (1)
(2)
equaled
Fischel/Lichtman AWDT 50-51; IBM Bx. 3034 at 172 ("projected iHeart Media/Warner
royalty rates.

g

Dr. Fischel then divided the
additional revenue by the additional
plays to derive his "incremental rate" of $ 0.0005. Id. As noted supra, Dr. Fischel opined that
his so-called "incremental rate — $ 0.0005 — was a better benchmark than the average rate of
implied by the Today's Growth Model or the rates actually set forth in the
iHeart/Warner Agreement — because the so-called "incremental rate" was not tainted by the
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upward influence of the statutory rate. Accordingly, Dr. Fischel opined that
it was his opinion
"that this $ 0.0005 per-performance rate is the best available
evidence on the question at issue in
this proceeding." Fischel/Lichtman AWDT
$
noted at the outset of this section,
However, Drs. Fischel and Lich
dgclgetI! to~inc'prppra):e any
and they did not hlclule tIny
in their proposed benchmark. Dr. Lichtman explained this deviation
6om th.
: "[N]o one thought that provision woul'd
be binding.'o they have a number that
both parties looked at and said that number would never actually be
used in the real world 'so
cares what the number is ....") 5/15/15Tr. 4016-4017
(Lichtman); see also 5/21/15 Tr. 5334
(Fischel) (same).'

52.'s

'ho
b. The 27 iaeart/Indies Agreements

iHeart also relies upon its separate agreemdnts ~with 2'7 Ixldies that, as
of July 2014,
accounted for approximately
of performances on its pusforq service.
Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 57 and Ex. C thereto; IHM Exs. 3340, 3342,
3343, 3345, 3347,'3349,
3642. Despite this relatively small percentage of plttys
to
Pischel and Lichtman opine that "these 27 deals provide important (compared Warner), Drs.
additional evidence as t6 thb
rates negotiated by willing buyers and willing sellers." Pischel/Lichtman
AWDT $ 57.
The principal custom noninteractive rate in geIte 2,7 agreIsmentsi is
. Indeed, the 27 WtIrnelc+dieIt Algreements
contain the folldwihg

'351-3370;

'l'OvlslOn

160

Dr. Fischel then speculates as to whether even the non-incremental

plays would be priced higher or lower than
$ 0.0005, but he comes to no conclusion in that regard. Fischel/Lichtman
AWDT $ 53.

l6liHeart speculates that thewas added t th
Aareement bv Warner to
set a nrecedent for future rate-setnna uroceeuings tor sound
re)orang an points to
=. See 1HM
3lI35 lat 5 5/ 5/1Ii Tr.'uz4-z& it icntman i. ttowever,
tacan aoes not iaentiry any sumcienuy similar evidence Ex.
that suggests
in the
iHeart/Warner Agreement was included for this reason.

iH~arner
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See generally IHM Exs. 3340, 3342, 3343, 3345, 3347, 3349, 3351-3370; 3642. However,
iHeart states that
of these 27 webcasters has
. Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $
61.

Each of these 27 iHeart/Indies Agreements contains a
. Id. These
iHeart/Indies Agreements also contain other rates that are not applicable to custom
noninteractive webcasting. Id.; see Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 58.
As in the iHeart/Warner Agreement, the iHeart/Indies Agreements contain various
additional items, some of which iHeart claims inure to its benefit, and some of which benefit the
labels. iHeart voints, by way of exam &le, to the provision in all 27 agreements that iHeart
received
Additionally,
in many of those agreements, the Indies agreed
Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 62.
As they analyzed the iHeart/Warner Agreement, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman concluded
that the value of these terms cannot be determined in isolation, and found that there was no
evidence indicating that the parties had explicitly assigned value to them when analyzing
whether to enter into these 27 agreements. Accordingly, they concluded that it is appropriate to
assign a zero net value to the non-pecuniary terms. Id.

Therefore, Dr. Fischel proceeded to derive a so-called "incremental rate" for the 27
iHeart/hdies Agreements. He determined that, between 2012 and 2014, and prior to the
execution of these 27 agreements, iHeart expected to pay to all these Indies
(of
which
was for custom webcasts) covering
performances (of which
were custom webcasts), resulting in an average royalty rate of
(iHeart was
subject to the SoundExchange/NAB settlement rates). IHM Ex. 3034 (Fischel/Lichtman AWDT,
Ex. D).

Dr. Fischel then determined that, after the execution of these 27 iHeart/Indies
Agreements, total performances would increase to
(of which
custom webcasts) and total royalties would increase to
(of which
for custom webcasts), resulting in an average royalty rate of
. Id.

were
was

As with the iHeart/Warner analysis, Dr. Fischel then calculated his so-called
"incremental rate" by applying his "two bundles" approach. He noted that iHeart expected to
play an additional
performances and expected to pay
more in royalties.
This incremental difference yielded the so-called "incremental rate" of
. Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 68; IHM Ex. 3034 (Fischel/Lichtman AWDT, Ex. D
thereto).

Unlike the iHearl/Warner Agreement, these 27 Warner/Indies Agreements were not
upon which Dr. Fischel relied for his iHeart/Warner "incremental" analysis. Rather, Dr.
Fischel testified that he and Dr. Lichtman "assumed (consistent with our understanding) that
iHeart believed that, after signing each of these deals,

" Fischel/LichtmanAWDT'6.
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'orth
'rs.
but rather
and therefoi e

Fi scljeM.icl ttman A%DT $ 66 (emphasis

added).

Fischel and Lichttnan concluded from the foregoing that th.
"incremental
rate" that they estimated for the 27 iHeart/Indies Agreements
"demonstrates our main
conclusion, regarding the $ 0.0005 per-performance rate." Fischel/Lichtman
$ 69
SoundExchange's Criticisms of the iHeart

Rate'Propo'sal'.
Introduction

SoundExchange attacks the iHeart rate propos@ on six separ'ate'onts.
Fust,
SoundExchange sets forth an overview that purports td prlovide 6 differ'ent'and more'accura'te
of the terms of the iHeart/Warner Agreement, icoinpared with the presentation
put
by iHeart. Second, SoundExchange seeks to demonstrate the invalidity of Dr. Fischel's
rate" approach. Third, SoundExchange 6veh t8at
iHeItrt'p analy'sis 'is also.Qawed
because it fails properly to consider and give value to tI thkr elements of
consideration in the
iHeatt/Warner Agreement, which would result in a significantly higher benchmark
per-plag rate.
SoundExchange takes issue with iHeart's failure to account for the parties'ctual
performance under the iHeart/Warner Agreement. Fifth, SoundExchange takes
issue with
iHeart's reliance on a single projection made by iHeart during
negotiations (the "Today'
Growth" model) to establish a benchmark in this proceeditig, 'and
i'ai1ure to consider other
contemporaneous alternative projections. Sixth, SoundExchange seeks to
discredit the 27
Agreements as proper benchmarks.
b. SoundExchange's Overview of the iHeartfWarn'er Agreement

'incremental
'nderstanding

'arner/Indies
'ourth,

SoundExchange begins its critique by refemng to 'the negotiation period
before the
iHeart/Warner Agreement was executed. It notes that jHeprt priginjlly pffered
Warner

'IKt/I
Ex. 3114 at 10. Warner rejected that proposal and even accordin& to
Dr. Fischel, Warner
ultimately achieved
5/22/15 Tr. 5542; 5551 (Fiscj tel).
~

162

When SoundExchange turns its attention to'thd several non-rate and non-steering
aspects of the iHe~arner Agreement, it notes the following provisions that

Drs. Pischel and Lichtman achtowledaed the obvious — that thd
"ihcrekental"'rate derived from the
iHeart/Indies Agreements wasSee 5/21/1 5 Tr. 5&ss ti iscnei i. rnev onmea tnat tne ant ies tamnt receiv-.
"

i tschet/Lichtman A weri
$ i o J. this testnnonv is neneraltv consistent with
wi . i regard to the Pandora/Merlin Agreement,
.

ie. uc mes': mc ma. su~ra,

SoundExchange also notes that Sony and Universal turned dowIt a similar cIffer
from iHeart because
Ex.1139; SX Ex. 25 at 12, $ 35 l(HahistIn MT); 4/28/l5 Tr. 569-510
(A.
—
(describing iHeart's proposal as
—e)

'arrison)
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were essentially ignored by iHeart. iHeart agreed to provide to Warne
SX Ex.33 at 19-20, g 5(a).
~

In addition to this

iHeart agreed to provide Warner with another

SX Bx. 33 at 19-20,

$

5(a); 81, Exhibit F.

SX Ex. 32 at 14 n.9 (Wilcox WRT); 6/3/15 Tr. 7403 (Wilcox).
~

iHeart also agreed to pay royalties to Warner for
Ex. 33 at 10, $ 1(pp); SX Ex, 32 at 14 (Wilcox WRT).

~

iHeart agreed to

&ay Warner

SX

a
6/3/15

Tr. 7387 (Wilcox).

Through testimony at the hearing, SoundBxchange and Warner asserted that Warner
perceived the additional items it received, combined with the rate and steering terms, as greater
than what it would have received under the statutory license. 5/7/15 Tr. 2370 (Wilcox) (Warner
received "a package of consideration that is material and greater and different in positive ways
than what we would be obtaining just through a compulsory statutory deal".). Further, Mr.
Wilcox testified that he did not think this "deal" would "go forward on the existing terms if one
of these were missing." 6/3/15 Tr. 7416 (Wilcox). However, SoundBxchange did not proffer
evidence or testimony that was contemporaneous with the negotiation of the iHeart/Warner
Agreement that was probative as to whether Warner required the other contract terms in order to
avail itself of the rate and steering terms. SoundBxchange notes though that (regarding the
additional contract items of potential value to Warner) iHeart did not produce a fact witness who
testified regarding the actual value of these terms to iHeart.
SoundExchange also notes, as did iHeart, that the latter also received additional
contractual consideration — beyond the right to perform Warner's sound recordings under the
agreement. See Fischel/Lichtman AWDT at 20 (regarding the "insurance policy" allowing

In pertinent

&art,

the

SX EX. 1339.
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S3.E:a 33

a1

31'.

However, despite the absence of any actual vslues
bing placed by the parties 6n these
additional items, Mr. Wilcox concluded that the net value of all the otherconsideration
provisions is "heavily weighted to the Warner Music Group." 6/3/1 5 Tr.
7385 (Wilcox).
SoundExchange also notes in this context, as it did in its opposition to Pandora's
rate
proposal, that the steering elements of the iHeart/Warner Agre+pent
provide only first'mdver'"
advantages" that would be "mathematioagy impossiblk" tJ&
reIthhate serosa the iniius'try; 5/7/15
Tr. 2374 (Wilcox); Rubinfeid Corr. WDT at 46 183; '6/2I'15 Tr.'259
$
(Cutler).
noted that iHeart found that its ability to steer tea'rd any particular
record
company was limited. As noted in the Judges'iscussion of the Pandora rate
proposal,
SoundExchange asserts that, when iHeart tried to
it created "challengin~ Hstenin~ ex seriences." Foi exam ~le, a listener's
seeded

Moreover,'oundExchange

Thus, iHeart concluded that
SX )':x.

1037.

'ischel

c. SoundExchange's Criticism

and Lichtman

of the "Incremental'Ra'te"'pproach of Dlrs.

SoundExchange begins its critique with these undisputed assertions:
~

None of these agreements—or any othe) aglree44t subniitt6d
by any other
party—has
as the stated per-performance rate or within any rangb of
stated rates.

~

There is not a single document in evideiice shotviiig that any parties—not'jus't
Warner and iHeart—ever had a "meeting of the minds" as to a rate
per-performance.

of-

'nder

'$
~

~

There is not a single communication between iHeart and Warner
citing a rate'f
the iHeart-Warner agreement.
No internal iHeart document shows such a rate for the iHeart-Warner
agreement.'

=

There is no evidence in the record showing that a willing
copyright owner would
agree to license the performance of its sound recordings at a rate of

~

None of the other economic experts who testified used such an
approach i'ds
written testimony.

SXPFF $$ 768-69 (citing 5/22/1 5 Tr. 5489-90 (Fischel),"Rttbirifell
CWRT tt 23); I what &e thee
in? 1/$784-88 (and additional citations to the record therein).
Next, SoundExchange takes substantive aim at the "two bundles" of
rights approach.
SoundExchange (accurately) summarizes this opinion as stating that,
according to Drs. Fischel
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and Lichtman, the only relevant information regarding the rate to which willing buyers and
willing sellers would agree, absent a statutory license, can be found in the number of
performances and revenue in the second
SoundExchange continues to correctly
note, they then claim that dividing the so-called "incremental" revenue by the "incremental"
number of performances yields the precise per- play royalty rate to which the parties would have
agreed for 100/o of the performances expected under their agreement in a world without the
statutory license. See SX PFF $ 771 (and record citations therein).

bundle.'s

The fundamental problem with this "incremental" approach, according to
SoundExchange, is that it artificially and erroneously divides the royalty payments by breaking
the single actual bundle of performances under the agreement into two hypothetical bundles.
According to SoundExchange, that approach artificially and erroneously divides consideration
into separate bundles that the parties did not negotiate. To make the point, Dr. Rubinfeld, on
behalf of SoundExchange, applied an analogy: In a "buy one, get one free" transaction, the price
of the second product is not zero; the second product could not be obtained without paying the
full price for the first. Accordingly, the appropriate price for each of the two products is not the
"incremental price" of the second item, but rather the average price of the two items. Rubinfeld
CWRT at 6/24.

SoundExchange also notes that Drs. Fischel and Lichtman analyzed the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement through the lens of their so-called incremental approach and concluded that the
proper rate derived from that agreement — for use as the statutory benchmark — is between
$ 0.0002 and negative $ 0.0002 (i.e., a rate at which the record companies would pay the
noninteractive services rather than receive royalties from these services). See Fischel/Lichtman
AWDT at 40-41. In attempting to highlight the purported absurdity of this result,
SoundExchange notes that, despite the clear economic appeal of such a range of rates to Pandora,
its own expert, Dr. Shapiro, did not adopt such an incremental rate, but rather recommended a
rate that was multiple times greater. Rubinfeld CWRT at 22, $ 79.
For these reasons, SoundExchange asserts that the so-called incremental per-play
approach of Drs. Fischel and Lichtman must be rejected, in favor of an approach that determines
per-play rates on an average royalty basis.
d. The Alleged Importance of the Value of Non-Rate/Steering Items in the

iHeart/Warner Agreement
l

SoundExchange criticizes Drs. Fischel and Lichtman for failing to make a sufficient
attempt to attach monetary values to provisions in the iHeart/Warner Agreement. See
FischeVLichtman AWDT $ 39. More particularly, SoundExchange rejects their assumption that

i&5

SoundExchange also accurately summarizes the contents of the two bundles: "The first is a 'bundle'or the
purported right to perform sound recordings up to the number of performances [Drs.] Fischel [and]Lichtman say the
parties expected to occur under the statutory license in the absence of a direct license," and "[t]he second is a
'bundle'or the purported right to make all the additional performances over and above those in the first bundle that
[Drs.] Fischel [and]Lichtman say the parties expected to occur because of the direct license." SX PFF $ 770.
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the non-royalty rate term provisions benefiting
Warn&, tInd those 6enefitIng Heart, have a net
value of zero. See 5/21/15 Tr. 5/21/15 Tr.. 5340
(Fischel); (Fischei/Lichtman AWDT at 2(I-21').
Rather, SoundExchange asserts the record reflects that this "net
zero value" conclusional
The "record" to which SoundExchange cites'to
support this position is a conclusory
statement made by Warner's testifying executive, Mr.'ilcox,
who stated that the net value of
the non-royalty rate provisions is "heavily weighted
to the Warner Music Group." 6/3/1 5 Tr.
7385 (Wilcox).'oundExchange further seeks to
buttress its pgument that the iHeart
benchmark fails to adjust for the value of items that
fooled Warner by reciting the list of such
items and noting that Mr. Wilcox, in his oral and
written testimony, characterized such items as
"incredibly im vortant"
ss
,so,
im vortantss

is'naccurate.

; a "floor val iation"
an "immediate uptick" in value with regard to
PFF $$ 810-814, 827 (and citations to the record
therein).
;

). SX

g

SoundExchtmge also ttdtes issue with iHeart's'lttim,'s 'assIxte'd

by Dr. Sir chal j 01st
is
evidence that the parties did not assign values to them.'owevei;
SoundExchange
"when the Judges asked Mr. Wilcox whether Warlmr'had
as'signed'a number value to ...
many of these provisions," his "consistent" response was
that he "could not be certain" of the
number value. SX PFF $ 827.

acknowledges'hat

Among the non-royalty and non-steering elements'within
the iHeait/Warner Agreement,
SoundExchange emphasizes iHeart's failure to adjust its
benchmark to reflect the value of
referred to supra—

two'tems
(A)

SoundBxchange notes that the iHeart/Warner A
.

~ II
~has

a
grrIemImt itself states that
S P S)g td07'g08 (and citations ta th'e

record therein). Thus, according to SoundExchange, it
is irrelevant whether the parties had
internal projections or s spreadsheets establishing the
value af
St.e SX Bx 33 at 19,
)(i:.)
(declaring that

'($

as)

'"

Actually, Mr.
r. Wilcox made this statement with regard to a list of
contractual items that would provide value
to Warner, not the entirety of other non-royalty/steering
items that Drs, Fislchef and Lichtman asserted had valueonly
both parties and should be weighed and deemed for
rate purposes to have a net value of zero. See id. at 7384-lI5 to
(Mr. Wilcox responding to a question regarding a
demonstrative list of corltractual,items d testi&y'n th t "th
o e Warner Music Group. These were, every one
y ig
of tljem, things that were important wins
if vou will, in the negotiation and were key to getting
to
yes.").
Drk.
Fischel an'd Li'chtman 'did not dispute that
contractual items had value to Warner, but rather
that the absence of valuations by the parties
required an expels to net the offsetting values at zero. concluded
asseltion in the text, supra, that "the record" reflects Thus, the cit'ed tpstirnony does not support SoundExchahge's
a net value foi the'se o'ther'tems tilted toward Warner.

'ome
for's,
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Additionally, SoundBxchange soints to internal iHeart documents in which Bob Pittman,
iHeart's C.E.O.,
with reheard to
SX Ex. 207.
SoundBxchange further notes that, in an attempt to bridge differences irt the ongoing
negotiations, Mr. Pittman suggested tha
SX Ex. 1372. Additionally, SoundExchange points to Mr.
Wilcox's written and oral testimony, in which he claims to recall that
but he cannot identify a
document confirtmng that alleged representation by
. Wilcox WRT at/23, 6/3/15
Tr. 7460-61 (Wilcox)

co~

SoundExchange also points to numerous documents in which iHeart
the
substantial value to record companies of
. See, e.g., IHM Exs. 3114 at 5, 10;
3 121 at 4; 3225 at 2. Further; during negotiations, iHeart emphasized to Warner that
had
substantial stand-alone value. See SX Ex. 93 at l. Additionally, at the hearing, witnesses for
both iHeart and Warner acknowledged the significant value of ~ to a record company.
5/21/15 Tr. 5194-95 (Poleman) (iHeart executive describing
as "invaluable"); 6/3/15 Tr.
7392 (Wilcox); Wilcox WDT at 12-13; (Warner executive describin~ as

I

Based on such reasoning, iHeart estimated the
to be given to Warner not
, but also by
as set forth on iHeart's rate card." See 5/20/15 Tr. 4885-86 (Pittman). As
SoundBxchange further ioints out, Mr. Poleman also noted that access to

only

5/21/15 Tr. 5189-90 (Poleman). See also SX Ex. 1139

For these reasons, SoundBxchan~e avers that iHeart erred in declining to attribute value
to AIP in its iHeart/Warner
benchmark.'ccording

to SoundExchange, the value of
is different &om
that enhances record corn &any promotional programs on iHeart. First,

in a way

6/3/15 Tr. 7405 (Wilcox).

SoundExchan ze, noting one of iaeart's rebuttals on this issue, ackuowled zes that in the past,
Therefore. SoundExchanee recognized that
could be construea as a torm ot
asserts
that the threa"., ia: iiteart
so any -msurance" va ue woula tie quite high, albeit
indeterminate. Se» Sounc. wc. &ange.: .."..'. ds~~ i,ant citations to the record therein).

"msurance'oundExchange
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The iHeart/Warner Agreement''

mann:ees Warner at least
SX.Ex. 33 at j.9-20, g 5(a) id.'at 81, Exbibit F,
and the fact that

g 1-2. Accordin~ to Warner, both the
require iHeart ti

6/3/15 Tr. 74(I1 (WiIco&.).:Further, the
.

SXEtL33

at 82, Exhibit F, $ 7.
Warner
mdkd
not
in the iHeart/9'arr. ler . kgi eez ien't. SoundExchange did
an expert to value
in the hearing. However, for this proceeding, a non-ex vert. Mr.
Wilcox, the Warner executive, calculated his unde@
g qf tIt.e value of a
at
per year, of aIItprd ately
for the
campaigns to which Warner was entitled over the initial term of the agreement. Wilcox WRT at
14 n.9; 6/3/15 Tr. 7403 (Wilcox). SoundExchange notes that no iHeart fact
witness disputed this
valuation.

Mr.'ilcox
'aymeut
'ttempted
not'tilize
'

For these reasons, SoundExchange disputes the decision by Drs. Fischel and Lichtman to
assign no independent value to the
contained in the iHeart/Warner Agreement.

SoundBxchaage avers that Drs Fischel .and Lichtman wrongly omitted the value of this
Bom their calculation. According to SoundBxchange, this omission was
improper because Mr. Wilcox testified that "it was "wprtl ...
tI/3/l5 Tr. 73S5 (Wilcoxl.
further testified that

~

6/3/15 Tr. 7387 (W~.lcox). Sounc ~Exchange also notes that +Leapt
'„'.::-=
wasexecuted
6/2/15Tr.7304
I

oesnotdisputethatthe

(Cutler); 5/22/15 Tr. 5505 (Fischel). Further, SoundExchange points out that none of iHeait's
fact witnesses testified that the —
was not consideration =
SoundExchan~e acknowledges that the

contains an

See SX Ex. 1939i at J.-2i However, SoundExchange
argues that iHeart is inconsistent by claiming that the Jiidges Shed 'apply that express clau
e,
yet they should ignore the~-—
in the iHeart/Warner
Agreement. See SX PFF $ 830. Additionally, SoundExchange avers that Warner would not
have executed the webcasting agreement (all else equal) a'bseht the
. 6/3/15 Tr. 7388 (Wilcox) (" It was a material amount
of money and important to us as
part of the total list of consideration we were getting ...").
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In sum, when Dr. Rubinfeld and SoundExchange account for all of the value they claim
was missing from the valuation undertaken by Drs. Fischel and Lichtman, they conclude that
under iHeart's "Today's Growth" model, the benchmark per-play rate would equal or exceed
See SXPFF $$ 846-853 (and record citations therein).

~.

e. Performance Under the iHeart/Warner Agreement Has Not Matched the

Projections in iHeart's "Today's Growth" Model
In this proceeding, SoundExchange did not rely in its direct case upon any of Warner's
projections reflecting its expectations at the time the iHeart/Warner Agreement was negotiated
and executed. Rather, SoundExchange relies upon an analysis by Dr. Rubinfeld of available data
regarding performances and royalties paid during the first eight months of the iHeart-Warner
agreement — from October 2013 to May 2014. Dr. Rubinfeld relied upon this slice of
performance data, rather than the expectations of the contracting parties, because he found that
"performance data reflect actual experiences in the marketplace [and] jt]he most recent
performance data is likely to be the best predictor of what will happen in the immediate future."
Rubinfeld CWRT tt 27. However, Dr. Rubinfeld also cautioned that "review of a longer period
of performance data may offer additional value if the review reveals important trends in the
industry." Id. SoundExchange also point out that Dr. Katz (NAB's economic expert), Mr.
Cutler (an iHeart executive) and Aaron Harrison (a Universal executive) all recognized the
importance of using current performance data to update prior projections or expectations. See
SX PFF $$ 800, 803-04 (and citations to the record contained therein).
From the 8-month slice of data that he reviewed and about which he opined, Dr.
Rubinfeld calculated an alternative average per-play royalty rate. Rubinfeld CWDT at 57-59
tttt
229-236); SX Ex. 64 (Rubinfeld App. lb, backup calculations
custom noninteractive
performances, Dr. Rubinfeld calculated a per-play rate of
. When
he attributed the value of AIP to the er- lay rate, his eight-month performance-based rate rose
to
SX Ex. 66. Dr. Rubinfeld then attempted to equalize
the iHeart/Warner and derived potential statuto rate to e ualize royalty-bearing performances
by adjusting for skips and for the playing of
. To that end, he used the same
adjustment factor, 1.1, as he had used when performing his own interactive benchmarking
analysis. Rubinfeld CWDT at 58 $ 234; SX Ex. 66.

.'or

SoundExchange avers that Dr. Rubinfeld's calculations as they relate to custom
webcasting are conservative for the following reasons:
~

He makes no ad ustment u ward for the certain
a result of
229.

of value that Warner receives as
Rubinfeld CWDT at 57, tt

Dr. Rubinfeld also updated his calculations to include June to September 2014). SX Ex. 133.
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EAIP.'.

~

He does not account for any additional valt1e fror6

iaeart Relies on Projections from Only One Motlel'- the "Today's Growth

~

Model

SoundExchange avers that Drs. Fischel and:Lichtman:relied exclusively on one speciftc
projection that applied certain "assumptions" regarding fu'ture perfoimance under the
iHeart/Warner Agreement. These expectations we& cbntkintid ih a model the "Today'
Growth" model — presented to iHeart's Board of Directors in 'mid-2013.'ischel/Lichtman
at 21 $ 40.
Although Drs. Fischel and Lichtman state that they chose the "Today'rowth" model
because the iHeart Board purportedly "relied on [itl as ithei most r'ealistic [casej" when approving
the iHeart-Warner Agreement, 5/21/15 Tr. 5322(Fi$chttl)„'So++xghatptge,'notes that,'iHeart
actually
99l4 Hx 3338 (Cutler WDT) se6I also
5 Tr.7263-64 (Cutler).

'/2/1
'WDT

Although there is no evidence that the iHeait Board relied ori the
SoundExchange avers (albei~: without supporting evidence) that
executives
"it was wrong for Drs.
Fischel and Lichtman to ignore them completely." SX PFF $ 779. SoundExchange further notes
that, although Mr. Cutler testified that he viewed the Today's Growth model as the best es a e,
neither he nor any other iHeart witness testified that
Id. Consequently, SoundExchange assets that the Fischel/Lichtman
is compromised because they failed to test
I See 5/22/15 Tr. 5496-5497 (Fischel).

becaiIse'Heart

'nalysis

'0

SoundExchange noted when it looked at actual 'erforJnarice unc'.erpe jHe;art/Warner
Agreement
—proved to be
a
See 5/22/15 Tr. 5494 (Fischel); 6/2/1$ Tg. 7/64-6S, (Cutl~). This consistency
between theand initial actual 1IterlIo~ge tIxisted,'ccording
because iHeart had
5/22/: I5 3.'r. 552. 2 (Pischel); 5/20/15 Tr, 4839

to'oundExchange,

(Pittman).

SoundExchange surmises that such
were pnt into etrect, snd th$ s
contributed to the actual initial performance under the 1Heart/Warner Agreement that resembled

169

Dr. Rubinfeld claims

his estimate is also conservative because he applies
conservative pre-deal market hharle
despite a claim by Warner that its actual market share 'on iaedtRa'dio was'approximately
of~
gg. Rubinfeld
CWDT at 59 n.135.
thie

1

190

t utter w JJ t,

~. Up.
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the
rather than the "Today's Growth" model. Whatever the reason, as Mr.
Cutler of iHeart acknowledged, iHeart's growth in Warner plays over the initial contract period
has been
6/2/1 5 Tr. 7264-65 (Cutler).
SoundExchange notes as well that Dr. Fischel admitted on cross-examination that he had
performed an analysis of the effective incremental rates under the
(but did
not submit evidence of that calculation or testify as to that calculation). On cross-examination,
Dr. Pischel further acknowledged that the incremental rate he had calculated equaled
per
play under the
5/22/15 Tr. 5523 (Fischel).'
SoundExchange additionally points to an effective ser- ilay rate that iHeart supposedly
wrongly ignored — the rate derived from a model
. See SX Ex. 367 at 005; 6/3/15
Tr. 7552-53 (Wilcox); see also SX Bx. 92 at 15 (setting forth alternative model comparisons).
Applying this model, according to SoundBxchange, yielded an average performance rate above
, and an incremental rate of approximately
Once again, these rates were
mathematically derived by SoundExchange, not its witnesses, based on "the simple math that
Prof. Pischel described" as applicable to calculating these rates. See SX PFP 'j[ 794 at
The Alleged Deficiencies in the 27 iHeart/Indies Agreements and in The
Analysis of their Terms by iHeart's Experts
SoundExchange raises several challenges to iHeart's attempt to use the 27 iHeart/Indies
Agreements as benchmarks in this proceeding. First, SoundBxchange avers that the status of
these licensees as Indies renders them unrepresentative of the rates and terms that a
noninteractive webcaster would negotiate with a major recorded music company.
SoundExchange notes that even Dr. Fischel acknowledged that "Warner got a
" &om iHeart. 5/22/15
Tr. 5542 (May 22, 2015) (Fischel).
Second, SoundExchange notes that the
for custom noninteractive webcasting are
the
and thus are unduly influenced by that statutory rate. See, e.g., IBM 3340, Tab 7/Bx.. F
(agreement between Indie DashGo and iHeart at 4, 8) Third, SoundExchange avers that these
.

264.'.

' Although Dr.
Fischel did not identifv the average rate derived from the
. the basic math
derived from iHeart's
projections reveal an averaae rovaity rate
for the entirety of
performances under the iiteartl Warner Agreement if the
had been app tet. SX Ex 207; See SX
PFF $ 793.

or..

Althoueh Mr. Wilcox testified that this model indicatin r hitcher rates was
. Indeed. Mr. witcox tesnned that that the
model that he identitied as
oi v..a'..'r. i&~..

i

~Ui

cox&....ius.r:isuncearas:oexactvwsa.mote ormoteswere

it en".1"y m his written testimony which model or modeis were
. The Judges find Mr. Wilcox's oral testimony on this su
iJec. 'o

Moreover. Mr. Wi cox tie not
&e

nett ier credihte nor mrormative.
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Indies comprise in total no more than
of plays oq tlute service in July 2014, and most
account for less tha
of plays See SX PFF

863.'l'oundExchange

notes that Drs. Fischel and Libhbhaii determined both average and
incremental rates related to these 27 iHeart/Indies Agrbegents. )Heart,calculated an average
royalty rate of
from these 27 agreements, and an inc4eAnhzl rate,of
from these
27 agreements. Fischel/Lichtman AWDT, Ex. D.
However, with regard to the incremental rate, SoundExchange notes that Drs.
Fiscal apd
Lichtman did not possess the
a&i
he had relied upon to determine the incremental rate uiid& th'e iHeatt/Wartier Agieement.
5/22/15 Tr. 5543 (Fischel). Accordingly, the presumptior t by Drs. Fischel and Lichtman that
would
is not based &n
, nor is
by
. 5/22/1 5 Tr. '54 (Pischel)'. Moreover, the
starting-point pre-agreement performance numbers were based upon iHeart's
Id. at 5545.'roi ti tl tis»un tbe{; ~s. Fischel and Lichtman
then extrapolated an
i th ni unber bf p'ost-', execution
performances. Id.

it'upported
'Heart
I

Finally, SoundExchange notes the testimony of one Indie representative, Mr. Barros of
Concord, who stated that Concord would not have entcrec. into tide
ttgr$entent',with iHeart t$
if the agreement did nett al/o
include the
and comi~ezsati on for
. 5/28/15 Tr. 6506, 6509 (Barros).'ccording
to SoundExchange, Drs. Fischel and
Lichtman erred by failing to adjust their proposed rates to account for this additional
consideration.
!

'o
'FF
're
4. The Judges'nalyses and Findings Regarding iaeart's Rate Proposal

a. The Judges Reject iHeart's "Incremental" Rate Aualysis

The Judges agree with SoundExchange's critique that'the'incremental approach"
advanced by iHeart is an inappropriate method for determining rates under section 114. Thee
a number of reasons why the "incremental approach" i's iiiiprbpek.

First, the basic premise of the approach is erroneous. In an effort to avoid the
of the statutory rate, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman essentially substitute a rate of zero for

so-calied'shadow"

SoundExchange does not provide a citation to the record for thyrse Statistic), referriiig only to "iHeart's data." SX
$ 863. By contrast, Drs. Fischel an Lichtman stated in their 'written testimony that "[a]s of July 2014, these 27
labels accounted for approximately
of webcast performances on iHeart," but it was unclear from their
testimony whether that percentage corn med custom and simulcast performances. See Fischel/Lichtman AW9T
$
57 & n.51. Thus, the record is unclear what percentage of plays on iHeart's custom noninteractive
service is
comprised of these 27 Indies'ecordings.

SoundExchange also points out that Drs. Fi schel and Lichtman'only haH pdrforinance d'ata
forg of the 27 Indies,
they extrapolated the data that they had. Id. at 5548; see astro SX Ex. 2347.

'"'s

noted in the Judges'nalysis of the Pandora/Merlin Agreement,, Mr. Barros;did not indicate that
Concord, or
anyone on its behalf, established a monetary value for these other bonhactlual items.
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the number of sound recordings played under the existing statutory rate. Then, they conceptually
divide the expected total of performances under the direct license (the iHeart/Warner Agreement)
into two value-bundles. The first conceptual value-bundle (Scenario 1) consists of the lower
number of performances (without steering) that iHeart expected to be played under the higher
existing statutory rate. The second conceptual value-bundle (Scenario 2) consists of the number
of performances (with steering,
) that iHeart expected to be
played under the lower direct deal rate. Drs. Fischel and Lichtman then consider the expected
difference between the higher revenues arising &om the direct deal. Finally, they divide the
incremental revenue by the number of incremental plays to determine their "incremental rate."

This methodology intentionally attributes no market value to the rate and revenue paid
for the pre-incremental performances. Although, as noted above, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman
engage in this process in order to remove the alleged impact of the "shadow" of the statutory
rate, they merely replace one supposed problem with a very real and more serious problem. That
is, they replace the statutory rate with an effective rate of zero for the pre-incremental
performances. There was no evidence presented in this proceeding — and indeed no logical
evidence could be presented — to support an assertion that the bulk of the pre-incremental
performances under iHeart's "two bundle" concept would be priced at zero in an actual market.
To state the obvious, the creation of sound recordings is not costless, and prices are positive
because costs must be
recovered.'elatedly,

although iHeart would like the 3'udges to focus only on the incremental number

of performances and the incremental revenue, those incremental values cannot exist without

iHeart first paying for the pre-incremental performances at pre-incremental rates. To put the
point colloquially, "you cannot get there &om here." That tautological point is not avoided by
arbitrarily attributing a zero value to the pre-incremental performances.

SoundExchange makes this point well by analogizing to a "buy one, get one &ee" offer.

If a vendor offered an ice cream cone (to adopt SoundExchange's demonstrative example at the

hearing) for $ 1.00, but offered two ice cream cones for $ 1.06, it would be absurd to conclude
that the true market price of an ice cream cone is the incremental six cents. Rather, this offer
indicates a market price of $ 0.53 — the average price for the two ice cream cones. Or, to take a
common example, tire sellers will often advertise a special where the buyer can pay for three
tires and get the fourth tire &ee. This is economically (and mathematically) equivalent to a 25%
reduction in the price of four tires. No one could go to the automotive store and receive only the
"&ee" fourth tire!

iHeart attempts to distinguish the ice cream cone example by noting that, in the present
Drs.
Fischel and Lichtman are not eliminating a market-based price for the pre-incremental
case,
bundle, but rather are eliminating a government-set rate that casts a "shadow" on the market.
There are several errors in this reasoning. First, the statutory rates were set after market

"" It is also unsupported the evidence
that record companies would forego all royalties in the hypothetical market
by
merely to obtain a promotional value from the playing of their recordings on a noninteractive service.
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participants provided the Judges in the prior proceeding
wittt rrjarkyt evidence. There is no a
priori reason to conclude that the rates set in that earlier
$roheading failed to r'efi act or
approximate market forces, and iHeart does not provide evidence
as to why the Judges should
its prior rates and reach such a conclusion.'econd,
to use a zero rate in order to
remove the alleged shadow of the Judges'tatutory rate
or a settlement rate would be, to put the
matter colloquially, throwing out the baby with the bathwater."
A functionally zero rate fear the
performances is no mere potential "shadow;" it is an ink blot that
obliterates
value inherent in the majority of the performances for
which the rates must be

're-incremental
re-'itigate

any'conomic

established.'ccordingly,

the Judges reject iHeart's incremental appz'oach and
they reject the $ 0.0005
rate its experts derived by using the incremental
approach. To be clear', that incremental
$ 0.0005 proposed rate does not constitute a benchmark
or a guidepost which the Judges have
relied for any purpose, and that incremental rate and
the ttnalgsii jfrom
'which it Was derived htts
not influenced the Judges in their determination of the
sta t ry rate in this

proceeding.'imilarly,
iHeart has not proffered evidence sufhcient to show'hy
the rates set in settlements between
that both parties agree may be evidence of a market
rate, fail to reflect, or at least approximate, market ratesparties,
time they were set.
as of the

On a less colloquial and more economic basis, iHeart
has coursed an 'elasticity-type concept with price. nieart
calculates the change in total revenue divided the
by
change
in quantity. Such a proportionate change is not
equivalent to a unit price.
iHeart attempts to support its "incremental" analysis with
threti argumttnts
claims are confirmatory af the
$ 0.0005 rate. See iHeart PFF
236-260 (and citations to the recbrd therein). Pat~it
The Judges note that their rejett:tiog of
this "incremental" analysis moots the relevance of
Further, the fact that iHeart did not propose these any attempt to confirm its purported contextual reasonablehes .
rates makes them unhelpful and inappropriate as approaches as benchmarks or as other independent bases to set the
evidence to support iHeait's rate, proposal. However, in the
of completeness, the Judges note the following with
interest
undertook what they called a "thought experiment," regard to those arguments. First, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman;
to estimate a rate necessary fpr sound
recording copyright holders to maintain revenue at whereby they, attempted
levels if 100% 'of all lis'tening to recorded music
to noninteractive webcasting. (They concluded thatcmrent
the rate would be
— per. play.) They also did the mIgrated
anal vsis on the assumption that only 25% migrated
saine
to uoninterachve service. P'hey concluded that the rate
be
would
per play.) However, Drs. Fischel and Lichtmau acknowledge that
this "thought experiment" is wnot
eviaence ofwhat a willing buyer and
"
willing seller would negotiate. 'Fischel/Lichtman AWDT 128 (emphasis
added). Therefore,such speculation isirrelevant
f[
"Economic Value Added ("EVA") analysis of thetothe Judges. Second, Drs. Fischel andLichtmanperformedan
costs, revenues and necessaty ROI of a "hypothetical simulcaster"
te determine the rate necessary for it to remain in business
in the Idng-'run,'hich
per play. However, as the Judges have repeatedly held, rate they determined to be between
proceedings. under section 114 are
not puonc utiaty style proceedings whereby parties are
guaranteed a rate of retiirn.', See, e.g., Ji'eb III Remand,'9
Reg. at 23107. Further, their EVA model was based on a
sample of terrestrial radio firms that, is not necessarily
representative of simulcasters. Additionally, their EVA analysis
flails t'o consider the rates necessary for record
companies to obtain a sufficient rate of return, so they have
simply
focused on the demand side of the market and
ignored the "willing sellers" on the supply side. Third, Drs.
Fischel and Lichtmau,compare the statutorv rate for
satellite digital audio radio services (SDARS) and find
that it suggests' per-play rate of
However, rates set by the Judges in other types of
proceedings are 'not probative of rates tnat sttouia oe set m t6is
proceeding, especially when the standards in the two proceedings
are different. The rate standard in SDARS
proceedings is different from the standard in section
114(f)(2)(B) for noninjterapti vp services. See 17 V.S.C 4
(setting forth particular objectives that the rates robust'achieve).

g

—

'ed.
'01(b)(1)(A)-(D)
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b. The Judges Find the Average per-Play Rate Indicated by the iaeart/Warner
Agreement to be a Useful Benchmark
Unlike the incremental rate derived by iHeart's experts, the "average rate," i.e., the stated
per-play rate contained in the iHeart/Warner Agreement, is a useful benchmark that, after
adjustment, is probative of the rate that would be paid by a Major, as a willing seller/licensor, to
a noninteractive service, as a willing buyer/licensee. ]80

i. The Benchmark Passes the "Four-Part Test" derived from the

Judges'rior
Decisions

First, the iHeart/Warner Agreement satisfies the sub-tests implicit in the Judges'rior
determinations, as outlined by Dr. Rubinfeld:

8'illing buyer and seller test: the rates are intended to be those that would have been
negotiated in a hypothetical marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller.
There is no dispute that Warner was a willing seller in connection with the iHeart/Warner
Agreement. As one of the three Majors, Warner is a sophisticated entity capable of negotiating
direct agreements in a manner that it understands will advance its economic interests. Likewise,
iHeart is a leading noninteractive webcaster — not to mention one of the largest transmitters of
music across various platforms. iHeart thus without dispute is also clearly capable of
representing its economic interests in negotiating direct agreements.
In the present case, the record is replete with voluminous submissions and substantial
testimony indicating the diligence of both iHeart and Warner in negotiating this direct
agreement. Clearly, each party was a willing participant in the legal sense; that is, each party
was under no compulsion to enter into the iHeart/Warner Agreement, and each party had the
opportunity to avail itself fully of all facts that it deemed pertinent before executing that
agreement. See, e.g., Amerada Hess Corp. v. Comm'r, 517 F.2d 75, 83 (3d Cir. 1975) (defining
a "willing buyer" and a "willing seller" as parties not "being under any compulsion to buy or to
sell and both having reasonable knowledge of relevant facts.'").

Same parties test: the buyers in this hypothetical marketplace are the statutory
webcasting services and the sellers are record companies.
In the iHeart/Warner Agreement, the buyer/licensee, iHeart, is a statutory webcasting
service. The seller/licensor, Warner, is a record company. Clearly, this aspect of the statutory
test is satis6ed.

Stututory license test: the hypothetical marketplace is one in which there is no statutory
license.

'"

In discussing the reasons why this average rate is a useful benchmark. the Judges find it helpful to organize their
finding by adopting Dr. Rubinfeld's characterization of the elements of the statutory test implicitly set forth in
section 114. See Rubinfeld CWDT $ 122(a)-(d).
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The iHeart/Warner Agreement is a direct
agreement between the parties. The ratek
established in this agreement are not statutory
rates. More particul'arly, at the &ne the
iHeart/Warner Agreement was executed, iHeart
was obligated to pay royalties to Warner,
according to the schedule of rates set forth in
the SoundExchange/NAB settlement.'
SoundExchange asserts that, nonetheless, the 4tes
in the iHeart/Warner Agreement are
too heavily influenced by the "shadow" of
the statutory rates to satisfy this "statutory licettse
The Judges disagree. As with regard to the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement, it is crucial to
appreciate that the adjusted effective
the direct license is less than the default rate that
would otherwise control (the SoundExchange/NAB
settlement rates for iHeart, and the Purepl'ay
for Pandora). Accordingly, Warner was
under no compulsion to accept the lower rate
(compared to the SoundExchange/NAB settlement
rate) set forlh in the iHeart/Warner
Agreement; it could have rejected that rate and
defaulted to the higher SoundExchange/NAB
settlement rate. Instead, Warner agreed to the
lower rhte, in exchange for the anticipated
steering
by iHeart of additional webcast performances of
Warner sound recordings (from approximhtel'y
of total sound recordings). Accordingly, the Judges
Gnd that the "statutory license
test" has also'been satisfied the
by
iHeart/Warner Agreement.
Furlher, and as discussed in connection with
the PandoralMerlm Agreement, the steering
aspects of the iHeart/Warner Agreement also
satisfy a statutory "test" onutted &om Dr.
Rubinfeld's four-part approach: the "effective
competition" test.'he steering aspect of th5
iHeart/Warner Agreement refiects price
competition — an incxease m quantity (more
performances) in exchange for a lower price
(a lower rate)'. A'll of the reasons set forth in this
determination in the analysis of the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement regarding the pro-competitive
aspects of such steering, including the
effect of a'threat of dtee+g, apply with equal
dpamic
force to the iHeart/Warner

'ates
'est."
rate'n

Agreement.'atne

right test: the products sold consist of a blanket license for
digital transmission
the record companies'omplete repertoire
of sound recordings, in compliance with the DMCAof
requirements.
It is not disputed that the iHeart/Warner
Agreement provides in pertinent part for a
license &om Warner to iHeart to play Warner
sound recordings on iHeart's noninteractive
webcasting service. See SX Ex. 33 at 8

2(a)(l)

'
182

'(y)

). Pursuant to the

See footnote 28, supra.
The Judges'etermination of the adjusted

effective rate under the iHeart/Warner Agreement
is discussedin ra.
iHeart notes that the threat of steering could
cause
steering
to
occur
'number
in
a
one service making steering deals with several
of differentiated ways, e.g., wit
licensors, several licensees ipaking similar
deals with the same
or a licensee making different deals with different
li censors.over time. See iHeart RPH't
However, the Judges need not rely on such specific
predictions. In whatever ways in which the reality 6, n. 15.
and the concomitant threat of steering-induced
of
price
competition deyelqp, if is clear. to the Judges that, steering,
Shapiro explained, steering is the mechanism
as
Dr.
which
by
the complement'ary oligopoly power of the
the Majors to realize only their considerable
Majors is
(non-complementary)
oligopolistic power generated by their
repertoires and their organizational acumen.

offset.'llowing
'icensor(s),
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iHe~arner Agreement,

Id. at x 8,

'(y).

In turn, Exhibit A to the iHeart/Warner A~.cement

sermits
.

Id., Ex. A.

Accordingly, the Judges find that iHeart/Warner Agreement satisfies the core of the
"same rights test."
ii. The Average Rate in the iHeart/Warner Agreement
The Judges agree with SoundExchange that any use of the iHeart/Warner Agreement as a
benchmark must apply the effective average rate contained in that agreement.'ee SX RPFF $
844 ("The average effective rate approach ... is the proper analytical method ....") (emphasis in
original). The iHeart/Warner Agreement sets forth different per-play rates
The record does not reflect the reason(s) why iHeart and Warner negotiated an

In any event, the parties'nclusion of speci6c per-play rates paid to
Warner in exchange for the right granted to iHeart to play Warner's sound recordings reflects the
parties'TA and WTP for the particular years. In the absence of relevant evidence
necessitating adjustments or legal conditions extrinsic to the parties'greement, the Judges
cannot second-guess the rates to which the parties have agreed in a benchmark contract that
otherwise satisfies the statutory test for a usable benchmark.
By applying the average rate explicitly set forth in the iHeart/Warner Agreement (subject
to potential adjustments), the Judges have obviated the protracted dispute between the parties
regarding the probative value of different models and projections of future growth of
performances and royalties. That is, in the absence of a "two-bundle" theory, the
and projections are baked into the single explicit annual rate contained in the
iHeart/Warner Agreement. Regardless of whether actual performance eventually resembles the
oday's Growth Model" relied upon by the iHeart Board, or some more pessimistic or
optimistic model of projections considered by iHeart or Warner, iHeart was contractually bound
to pay a fixed royalty per year, and Warner had the duty to provide iHeart with access to
Warner's sound recordings if those fixed per-play payments were made. Accordingly, the
Judges look to the average rate agreed to by the parties in the iHeart/Warner Agreement for
2016, which coincides with the Qrst year of the statutory 2016-2020 period. That agreed-upon
rate is
per play.

parties'xpectations

The stated per-play rate is the equivalent of the "average" rate because it is the same rate paid for each
performance. That is, to use iICeart's parlance, there is only one '"bundle" of rights, with each performance priced at
the same rate. The issue of how to adjust, if at all, that "average'ate into the average "effective" rate is discussed

infra.
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However, that average, stated per-play rate is not necessarily applicable, standing alone,
as a benchmark, if it is subject to necessary adjustments — 'upward oi downward — to account for
other forms of consideration or to more accurately account for probative evidence related to the
rights available under the statutory license. The Judges turn to these issues in the next section of
this determination.
iii. Potential Adjustments to the Rate Serive8 from'he iHea~arner

Agreement

(A) General Considerations

A potential benchmark can include terms that provide a licensor with additional
compensation, whether in cash or in kind, beyond the simple receipt of money in exchange for:
the right to play sound recordings. In similar fashion, a potential benchmark can also provide a
licensee with additional compensation, beyond the basic right to play sound recordings in
exchange for the payment of money. When the parties'roposed benchmark agreement has
bundled such other items with the simple payment-for+lafs obligation that mirrors the rate',
provisions of section 114, the issue arises as to whether and how, if at all, to value these nonstatutory items.

'xpect
'alues

As an initial matter, the Judges note that the par'ties have a strong self-interest to establish
for non-statutory items that would support their'positions.'hus, the Judges would
anticipate that the record companies and SoundExchange &oitid frequent specific evidence of the
monetary value for the non-statutory consideration they re'ceived'under the'contract that must be
added to the stated ("headline") rate on a per-play basis. More particularly,'he Judges would
that the record companies'nternal valuations and spreadsheets would set forth their
understanding of these monetary values (not merely the existence of some unquantified value).
Similarly, the Judges would anticipate receiving expert testim'on/ &dm SoundExchan'ge's
economic witnesses, ascribing a monetary value to such additional contractual consideration
allegedly benefiting the record companies, especially if thee hei'e no contemporaneous internal
valuations made by the record companies themselves.
Reciprocally, the Judges would also expect to receive evidence from the webcasters/
licensees with regard to their contemporaneous calculation of the monetary value of contraCtudl
consideration they allege to have received in addition tb the basic right to play sound recordings.
Also, and especially if such evidence did not exist, the Judges would expect to receive evidence
&om the economic experts testifying on behalf of the vteb5asters/licensees regarding the
monetary value of such additional forms of consideration supposedly benefiting the
web casters/licensees.

'ccurate

The Judges'xpectation that such evidence wo4d be Proffered ih heightened by the
accusations hurled by each side that the other side was manipulating the terms of the
potential benchmark in order to influence the Judges in this proceeding. See, e.g., 4/30/15 Ti'.
1141- 1142 (A. Harrison) I
; 4/28/15 Tr. 508-09 (Kooker)
6/1/15 Tr. 6962 (Lexton) (acknowledgiiig tliat hng deal Merlin concludes will be
available as evidence in CRB hearings); SX Ex.102 at 3 (5/14/14 e-mail among Merlin
executives); PAN Ex. 5117 (same); 5/19/15 Tr. 4760 (Shapiro) ("My working assumption is that
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everybody is aware of this proceeding and how ... deals they cut might affect it.") (emphasis
added); IHM Ex. 3517
It would be surprising, to say the least, if parties who
anticipated that a direct deal would be used by an adversary improperly in this proceeding did
not develop evidence sufficient to rebut that attack, unless no such evidence—factual or expert—
could reasonably be presented. Thus, when a party fails to provide such important, competent
and probative factual or expert evidence, the Judges are left with no evidentiary basis to.support
the assertion that the alleged additional value of other contractual items is sufficient to alter the
rates and terms of the benchmark agreements in which they are contained.

With t1iose general considerations in mind, the Judges now analyze particular issues
disputed by the parties regarding the valuation of.certain items in the iHeart/Warner A@cement.
IHi

~

SX Ex 33 at 19
advertising inures to Warner's benefit.

$

5(a)(i). Clearly, such

Additionally, the iHeart/Warner Agreement contains an express provision stating that this
Id. at f 5(a)(ii) (emphasis added). SoundExchange argues
that there is no reason to require evidence of an internal valuation when the parties have agreed
to a "fair market value" on the face of their contract.

iHeart makes severaI arguments in an attempt to disavow this agreed-upon valuation:
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

provides value to iHeart and to Warner because AIP content is
valuable to listeners and therefore also "helps build [iHeart's] brand ...
as fa] trusted curator[] ...." 5/21/15 Tr. 5189-92 (Poleman).
Warner receives
and the
was intended to
6/2/15 Tr. 7312 (Cutler).
iHeart's commitment to
therefore
was in the nature of
rather than
. See
IHM RPFF at $ 815 (and citations to the record therein).
Warner, nor Universal treated~ as a
and iHeart
Id. at $ 817 (and cit'ations to the record
therein).
The
was derived &om iHeart's advertising "rate card" as a means
to measure that Warner got the
5/21/1 5 Tr. 5190 (Poleman).
In its own projections, Warner
6/3/15 Tr. 7500
(Wilcox).

Neither,
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The Judges find that the
in the iHearAVarner Agreement does not support
an increase in the effective average per-play rate
derived, &qm @a( benchmark.,As, an initial
in the iHeartJWamer AgreeIurdtt dbesl not state that the purges
agreed
that, inter se, the value of the
is
. Rather, the iHearl/Warner Agreement
sets forth a representation of a purported general econoniic
fact regarding a "market" — a
that that there
. However, that assertion of
su v closed "fact" is belied by the record. It is
undis fluted that iHeart provided

'tatement

'n

5/21/15 Tr.
5343-44, 5348 (Fischel); 6/2/1 5 Tr. 7312, 7335
(Cutler). It is also undisputed — and clear +o
the iHeart/Warner Agreementp
further negating the existence of any market value. SX
Hx. 33 at 34, $ 18(g).
As Mr. Poleman, an iHeart witness, testified:

Poleman WRT at tI 22.

The Judges find these undisputed facts to demonstrate that
there was no actual '~ke)"
which Warner procured
6om iHeart. If such a m ke existed -. with
— itw/ul
ha e een irrational for iHesrt si'mply
to give away such substantial value (e.g., the equivalent
Dr. kubinfeld's proposed rate
for 2016 and of the NAB/Soundaxchange settlement ate'for',20
j 5), See 5/28/15, Tr. 6284,
(Rubinfeld) t

of:of

Rather, the Judges find guidance for the meani)Iig Itnd of Ihis
— —
as it
relates to the setting of rates in this; iroceedinty — in th3
coI(item of the contractual clause in rrhich
it is contained, which states:
,«a Rli

3(a)(ii). This provision is consonant with iHeart's exp lenafius ttat

the

'gure

SXEx,33,ai: lp $
as

rate.'85

value that the Judges may simply pro-rate (and thereby

grossly ulttate) the benchmartr

The Judges find that the contractual remedial provisions
Performance of the AIP terms reauired iHeart and Warner torelatinsr to AIP sunnort their findines in this renard..

wneement «rovtaes mat.

Jr

warner ann ttteart

za. at

» a» t i. m turn, tne mesrtl v tamer

tttarner tat oydamet m
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The Judges also find that iHeart's willingness to provide
was rational. As Mr. Poleman testified, see supra,
Thus,
had value to both the record companies and iHeart, which would, ex ~lain
why a sophisticated entity such as iHeart would
Relatedly, the Judges note internal iHeart communications indicating that iHeart

The Judges further find that the testimony by Warner's executive, Mr. Wilcox, confirms
that the
was used as
rather than a statement of
value that the Judges could simply add to the effective rate under the iHeart/Warner Agreement.
The following testimony on direct examination is telling:
Q: Did iHeart represent to you
had value, monetary value?
A: Yes.
Q: What was that amount?

A: Well, ultimately it was agreed on that we would say that it was
They were contending it was worth more and that was a conservative
estimate. Ultimately, they gave us the
as a way to value the
diferent impressions that were available to as through
So that was
ultimately where we agreed to settle in terms of valuing it.

+

6/3/15 Tr. 7388-89 (Wilcox). This testimony reveals two points: First, the valuation was
negotiated to establish
Second, this testimony does not indicate any
refertstce in the negotiations to a "fair market value" for
that the parties later simply plugged
into the iHeaxt/Warner Agreement. See also 6/2/15 Tr. 7318 {Cutler) ("This is a sort of a quickand-dirty formula where we took a hugely averaged rate and applied it to what we — you know,
ultimately these promotional spots in these
.").

+

The Judges also find credible and important the undis fluted fact that no party, and no
record company, considered that
could be
. That is consistent
with the finding that the
was intended as an
, rather than a valuing mechanism for dramatically inflating the
effective per-play rate in that agreement.
The Judges decision on this issue is also informed by the negotiating position taken by
Warner. In particular, under cross-examination, Mr. Wilcox, the testifying Warner executive,

"CPM's cost per thousand advertising impressions.

~.

4/28/1 6 Tr. 419 (Kooker). Thus, the
can be used to determine the
is substltuten tor tne
impressions are viewed or heard ads. 6/3/i& i r. /sttUI-U4 (wncox).

I
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when asked if

16/3Jf15'r.'4'66 (W:.1ccx)
(em &basis added). This testimony undermines Warner's assertion that the
Judges should simply
add
to the per-play rate derived from this hjencI
k wtien Warner's own witness had
. Mbredvei; eltmlif Mr. %ilcox's assertion
represented only his "negotiating posture," then the Judges find that iHeart's
representation of a
positive value, including the
figure plLiged IinttI thk agreement, was also the
consequence of negotiation rather a declaration of~fac as'to the
xi)teiIce of a
187
Finally, the Judges do nIst find credib e Mr. Wilcort's testhnony
thaI h~
was informed by iHeart that it
in'light of the absence of any
document sufhcient to corroborate that assertion, 8 nd h 1
gh oi the fact that i8eart has not
M
, eVen if iHeart bad'taken such a
negotiating position, the Judges do not find, after 1:isteiin
. Wilcox's testimony, that he
genuinely believed
wits fo
I

',

The Judges do recognize that, by
1'rosh a discretionary, voluntary program
convatinh
to a contractually binding commitment, iHeart
provided Warner with what Drs. Fischel and
Rubinfeld both considered to be "insurance" value. However, neither
party through a fact or
expert witness presented any basis to create a monht+ vile fok this "instirance."
Ther'efore,
the Judges are presented in this context with the conundrum of an item
of ostensible (insurance)
value that has not been valued by the parties, but is'eridered to the
Judges without evidentiary
guidance. The Judges return to the point made in the General Consider'ations
section.
SoundExchan e, through Dr. Rubinfeld, acknowledges that there is some
insurance value in the
conversion of
into a contractual commitment, yet SoundExchange did not present a method
for valuation. iHeart, through Dr. Fischel, avers that this "insurance"
value would be quite small,
and he too did not provide a monetary value. If a party had the
understanding that an element
within a benchmark could be valued in a manner that would further
support its position, the
Judges would expect that party to present evidence in that regard. Here,
SoundExchange
declined to do with regard to the "insurance" value of the convetsidn
ot'~bttoa
contractual
commitment. The Judges therefore find that such tInqttan&ld "durance"
value cannot be
added to the effective per-play rate under the iHeart/Warner

Agreement.'87

The irony surrounding this issue is not lost on the Judges. 4 tlIis
nIoceeditIa. Warner claim) I ~ has sianilc&t
value. in order to inflate the benchmark, but
6/3/15 Tr. 7466 (Wncox). i.ucewtset aunng negotiations, uxean touter. 1: ie
oenettts
nut nnnnmzes its slgmiicance during this proceeding, in an attempt
to avoid an increase in the effective benchm~ar
rate. Such switching of positions combined with the other
issues discbssed in this section regarding+,
underscore the indeterminacy of
impact, if any, on this benchmark.
Also. the unquantified value of any "insurance'spect of the contractual
comTIiitm'ent would have had 'to b'
offset against the value of other non-pecuniary items in the iHeart/Warner
'AgPeem'ent that 'favor iHeart, as discussed
infra.
I

de,

M
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(C)
See SX Ex. 33, Ex. F thereto.
SoundExchange asserts that it has a quantifiable value to Warner that must be pro-rated across
the number of performances and added to the per-play rate. However, the record indicates that
Warner did not
of the
iHeart/Warner Agreement and that Dr. Rubinfeld did not perform any such expert economic
valuation. 5/28/15 Tr. 6437 (Rubinfeld).
Rather, SoundExchange's entire argument in support of a valuation,
is based upon the hearing testimony of Mr. Wilcox. He derived this
, fo
value &om a
aAer the iHeart/Warner Agreement
had been executed. Wilcox WRT at 14, n.9. However, as iHeart points out, Warner's postexecution performance — or, more accurately
—.contradicts this attem vt at a
performance-based valuation. That is, Mr. Wilcox did not dispute that Warner

6/3/15 Tr. 7452 (Wilcox). Thus, the Judges find that, even to the extent that post-contract
performance might be helpful in determining value, Mr. Wilcox's testimony as to a value in
is simply not credible.

In this context as well, neither parties'egotiators nor its economic experts set forth a
monetary value. The rebuttal performance-based testimony that.SoundExchange relies upon
&om Mr. Wilcox to demonstrate that
had value is simply insufficient when considered
against
, and in light of the fact that the Judges did not
find Mr. Wilcox to be a particularly credible witness. Accordingly, the Judges do not find that
the
supports an increase in the
effective average per-play rate derived &om that agreement.

(0)
The Judges decline to include in the average effective rate any value derived trom the+
payment by iHeart to Warner for
. As an
initial matter, this agreement is not even part of the iaeatt/Warner Agreement. Second, the
contains an integration clause which, as iHeart correctly notes, by its plain
language declares that it is the entire agreement between the parties and thus excludes reference
to any other agreement, such as the iHeart/Warner A,~cement. SX Ex. 1339. The Judges further
note that the iHeart/Warner Agreement

~

SX Ex. 33

provides for a payment of

'8(c).

Third, the

Fourth, it is
irrelevant that Warner was aware of, and made reference to,
out, Warner's

(and citations to the record therein).

Indeed, as iHeart points
See iHeart RPFF $ 828
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The Judges also agree with iHeart's argument that the
payment obligation in
the
presents the Judges
an issue r ollooirrioa rather than
valuation. See iHeart RPFF $ 830. The fact that the.
contains an
unambiguous integration clause underscores the fact that the itights and payments 'under thatl
contract must be allocated only to that contract. The Judges therefore find that the
payment to Warner by iHeart under
is properly allocated to tl iat
agreement for
, anil ctnnot be at tribute tq thy vpluption of the
parties'ights — and rates — under the iHeart/Warn'. Agrebmtdnt.

/th

f

'E)
Other Unvalued Contract Items

As noted supra, SoundExchange asserts that the effective average rate under the
iHeart/Warner Agreement must be increased to reflect the ~vahie bf additional contract items,
including:

I
I

I
See SX RPFF $ 889 (and citations to the record therein).

With regard to all of these items, notwithstatiding any 'potential monetary value that
be
might associated with them, neither Warner nor SoundBxchange established values for these
items. Indeed, SoundBxchange acknowledges that, when the )udges asked Mr. Wilcox whether
Warner had assigned a number value to "these provisions,"
6/3/15 Tr. 7409 (Wilcox). As the Judges noted in the General Considerations
section of this analysis of the iHeart proposal, if the party that seeks to increase (or decrease) ari
otherwise effective benchmark rate to account for othe'tch+ ~of potential value cannot or has not
~

189

The parties disputed whether the pre-agreement pro rata leVel was
That'dispute related to a
measurement of the "two bundles" hypothesized by Drs. Fischel and Licntmans ttut re'ected bv the Judires in this
determination. Under an average rate approach with a steering-bRed
pr4 ra)e
share, it is irrelevant whether the pre-contract pro rata Warner'ha're on cheart was
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provided evidence of such value, when it was in its self-interest to do so, the Judges cannot
arbitrarily adjust or ignore that otherwise proper and reasonable benchmark.

(F) Offsetting Value to iHeart in the iHeart/Warner Agreement
iHeart soints out that the iHeart/Warner A,yeement also provides value to iHeart in the
form of:

Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 38. However, the chronic problem the Judges have referenced supra
applies here as well — iHeart did not attempt to place a value on such items. Id. at $ 39 (" It is
dif6cult to precisely quantify the value of these various non-pecuniary terms [and] iHeart "made
no explicit attempt to value these terms.").

However, Drs. Fischel and Lichtman point out that because both parties failed to value
such terms, it is acceptable to "assume[] a net value of zero for these terms." Id.; see 5/28/15 Tr.
6435-37 (Rubinfeld) (acknowledging that he failed to attribute numerical dollar values to items
in the iHeart/Warner Agreement that benefited each party respectively).
The Judges disregard these unvalued items; not because, as Drs. Fischel and Lichtman
assert, they should be presumed to have a net value of zero. Rather, as stated in the General
Considerations section, the Judges tie the indeterminacy of the net value of these offsetting items
to a (perhaps tactical) failure of proof of value by sophisticated parties. As Dr. Rubinfeld
acknowledged in a colloquy with the Judges:
[JUDGES]

[I]f iHeart is paying a ... rate based on dollar denominated items and gets some
other non-dollar denominated value — net value to iHeart as if it was paying some
lower rate because it got new items of value — ... we just can't value them
because nobody did and we don't have the evidence to do so.
[DR. RUBINFELD]

Yeah, that's possible.
5/28/15 Tr. 6439. Continuing further, the Judges reiterated that for these other items of value,
"the sign is moving plus and minus" but "without dollar values attached by the experts or the
parties in their contracts or their negotiations," and lamented that they "have no way of valuing
them ...." Dr. Rubinfeld responded by commiserating, acknowledging that he too did not, and
instead he simply fell back to a non-sequitur — noting unhelpfully that his proposed rate was
closer to the "actual NAB rates ... than [Dr-.] Fischel's proposed incremental rate." Id. at 6439.
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(G) Adjusting the iHeartAVarner Benchmark Rate to Account for

and Thereby Equalizing the Number of Royalty-Bearing
Plays between the Benchmark and the Statute.

Drs. Fischel and Lichtman note that an iHeart
lists) is'entItleII to
for which iHeart is not required to pa) ro altiesI. Fisc.Itel/Lichtman
AWDT $ 35; SX Ex 33 at 15 $ 3(b)(i);id. at 38 Ex A therein. They note', after
setting forth the
number
and performances that, "[i]in July 2014,
... constituted approxiinajely'
all iHeart custom performances, so that the functional per-performance rate
paid on
these contracts is approximately~
than the statutory perperformance pureplay rate
Fischel/Lichtman AWDT
& n.9. This
adjustment is very close to Dr. Rubinfeld's
adjustment factor
which also included an'offset for &cj eased,plays by virtue of the
value of
under his interaclivel behchmatk ttgreementsi.
If Drs. Fischel snd Lichtman had applied that
to, the otherwise stateti
I
average rate of
for 2013 in the iHeart/Warner Agree:nent, the) would have equalized
that rate to a statutory rate of
. However, Drs. Fischel and Lichttnan adjust their
2013
stated average rate from
to
. SoundExchange avers that it appears from iHear't's
documents however that this
rate reflects an incorp'ora'tion of the Pureplay rate
rather than a calculation to adjust for
. See SX Ex. 221 at 1, 4 & n.21.
In response to this criticism, iHeart does not refer the Judges to any evidence
of
calculations it did to support a
. Rather, IHek
simply declares SoundExchange's rehance on SX Ex. 221, iHeart's own document, is
insufficient to caB into question
adjustment plop'ose'd bg ineait. Ses iHeart RPFF at
119-20.

of~

'wn
'oyalty
'kips
'1
of,

~

the~

'n

The Judges fmd that SoundExchange's criticism is appropriate.
'ord'er to rc!fleet not
only the
adjustment, but also to make an adjustmbnt'to t'eflhct
the Judges adopt Dr. Rubinfeld'sg adjustment to equalize the number of
plays as betweeq thjs
benchmark and the statutory rate. Thus, the 2013 rate
as
ndted
abeve woul',d
equalize to =

l&f~,

More importantly, for the fjrs~tear of the statuttiry'&egotI. at
)sstIe, 201',6, the stated
average rate is
. Applying
adjustment tIf rtIsults in an equalized rate of
. (Even applying iHeart's pmifered~
'for, this factor would result in
an adjusted rate of
19t
, before any consideratiox[ of
)

a~

l90

—

BA..5x.

-

I

i
are defined in the iHeart/Warner Attreenient as nerformances

'~'t p.

3s ] 3(o)(i).
SoundExchanxe also takes issue with iHeart's alleged applicati in a
which SoundExchanae avers can ot lie a )gus&ett
Se S3: PP F $$ 84~-,&a. i,ant cl:ations';o the
recorc Terein). i.2[ear; c ispu".es t ia: assertion. see uuvl iU t t- at I!.12t)
(ahd cttations to the record therein).
SoundExchange also combined
criticism in this regard with a separate criticism regarding'he'treatment of
"digital only" transmissions by iHe~eading Dr. Rubinfeld to make a
$ 0.0001 upward adjustment to account for
191

,

".

its~
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c. The

in the iHeart/Warner and iHeart/Indies

Agreements
The iHeart/Warner Agreement contains
.

SX Ex. 33 pp. 15-16, $ 3(b)(ii).

For the reasons set forth in the Judges'omprehensive rejection of
the Judges do not include these iHeart
in the benchmarks they derive from the iHeart/Warner Agreement and the iHeart/Indies
Agreements.
d. The Judges Consideration of the 27 iHeart/Indies Agreements

iHeart has calculated an average royalty per play for Indies of
. Fischel/Lichtman
AWDT Ex. D therein.'owever, the iHeart/Indies Agreements apply the per-play rates that
have a set (i.e., average) per-play rate that controls for each year.'hose per-play rates are all
to the
and therefore are less than
. See, e.g., IHM Ex.
3353 $ 1(w) (the iHeart/Next Plateau Entertainment Agreement). Thus, iHeart apparently has
derived that
rate by adding to the stated custom rates its per-play calculation of additions
to the rate arising Rom the

As the Judges noted with regard to the
these revenues are simply too indeterminate to support a
rate analysis by the Judges. The Judges incorporate those findings here, and fmd that the 27
iHeart/I'ndies Agreements are not usable as benchmarks, guideposts or other evidence to support
the rates set in this

proceeding.'oth
of these issues. See SXPFF $ 851 (and citations to the record therein). SoundExchange did not clearly and
sufficiently explain its position on these combined issues, and the Judges therefore decline to make the $ 0.0001
upward adjustment advocated by Dr. Rubinfeld.
i92

The iHeart/Indies Agreements contain
that, as noted above,
See, e.g., IHM Ex. &su at pp. '/-s, )[ e(a)(iii)(A). However, as statea m the text, supra, the
Juages nna these agreements not toeffective
be probative.
Drs. Fischel and Lichtman also calculated an "incremenraP per-play rate for Indies of
. Id. The Judges
reject that rate for the same reason they rejected the $ 0.0005 "incremental rate they protierea under the
iHeart/Warner Agreement.

+.

-r

. Fischel/Lichtman AWDT $ 61.
— below the
To be clear, the Pandora/Merlin
rate is
Pureplay rate because of the steering
provisions in that agreement. See supra. Pandora haa been subject to the Pureplav rates and utilized steerin z to
induce the Merlin members to stree to a lower rate in exchange for more ala ~s.
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F. Sirius XM Rate Proposal
1. Proposed Royalties

Sirius XM proposes a per-performance royalty rate of $ 0.0016 for each year of the rate
term for all commercial webcasts. Id. at 1.
Sirius XM proposes that the section 114 digital sound recording public performance
license applicable to commercial webcasters for the 2016 — 2020 rate period be $ 0.0016 perperformance. In support of this rate, Sirius XM avers 'that a zone of reasonableness can be
established for the statutory rate. The high end of the 0ode, hcc6rding to Sirius XM, is the
per-performance rate, which represents the lowest Ate contained in the 2009 WSA
settlement agreement between SoundExchange and Sirius XM. The low end of the zone,
to Sirius XM, is represented by several "guIdgostk," 'i.e.,'h6 low e'nd of the estimafed
of proposed rates proffered by the economic experts who testified on behalf of the
who participated in this proceeding. That lower bound, according to Sirius XM, is
$ 0.0011. See Sirius XM PFF

other'ervices
'ange
'ccording
'0.0016
g

65-68.'irius

XM did not produce an expert witness to testify in support of its rate proposal.
Rather, as noted above, Sirius XM relies upon the lowest latt! within i8 WSA with
SoundExchange and the work of the other Services'conomic witnesses to support its range,
endpoints and proposed rate. Thus, the probative value of the Sirius XM rate is dependent in
large measure upon the Judges'nalysis and conclusidns f eghrdiIug 6e mo'dels proffered. bP
experts. Indeed, Sirius XM does not attempt to independently support the work of
experts. Instead, Sirius XM devotes the bulk of its independent argument to an analysis of
its WSA settlement

thbse'ther
thyrse'ther
agreement.'.

Sirius XM's Arguments in Favor of its Rate Proposal
Sirius XM's priiiiary business is broadcasting dn a'ubscription fee basis over its two
proprietary satellite systems. However, it also provide's a 'simulc'ast 'of its s'atellite broadcast over
the Internet. SXM Ex. 6000 ',I 20 (Frear WDT). Thus, Sirius XM's Internet radio service
a simulcast of Sirius XM's satellite service. Id. $ 27 (emphasis added).
Sirius XM also offers as an Internet service a noninteractive feature, "My Sirius XM," at
no extra charge to its Internet radio subscribers. Id. at $ 28. (Sirius XM also offers an onservice, "Sirius XM On Demand," that is not subject to the section 114(f)(2)(B) rates).
The noninteractive, non-simulcast service, My Sirius XM,'libi subscribers to slightly
personalize a select group of music and comedy channels froin the satellite service, to adjust for
characteristics like library depth, familiarity, and musib sgle. Id. at'$ 28.

'lthough
'emand
is'rimarily

'ange

Sirius XM asks the Judges to rely on the low end of these "gtudeposts," it notes that the high end of;
these "guidepost" ranges from the other Service economic experts is $ 0.0017, higher than the top of its
proposed
and its proffered benchmark of $0.0016.
l.or this reason, the Judges need not discuss the merits Sirius XM's proposed range 'in p'articular'.
or,
the low en'd
of that range. The relative merits of the benchmarks on which Sirius XM relies are discussed
in the sections of thIs
determination dealing directly with those other benchmarks.
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Although introduced as a response to truly customized Internet radio like Pandora, My
Sirius XM does not provide the same amount of customization. My Sirius XM begins &om the
same playlist created by human curators for a satellite radio channel, and narrows that playlist
slightly by manipulating a few sliders, which emphasize or deemphasize broad characteristics
common to the relevant genre. 5/22/15 Tr. 5419-21 (Frear). For example, listening to the '60s
channel through My Sirius XM might allow the subscriber to emphasize more late '60s music,
more early '60s music, more electric music, or more acoustic music. Id. at 5419:19-25. My
Sirius XM allows users to shrink the playlist by adjusting for these characteristics—but does not
permit users to expand the playlist from that of the satellite radio channel. Id.

for~

The Sirius XM Internet radio service is a minor part of Sirius XM's overall business, with
its self pay subscription revenue (t e .ex.,cluding trial subscriptions) accounting
of
Sirius XM's total revenue. Frear WDT at $ 29. Usage of the non-simulcast My Sirius XM is
low even in comparison to the usage of Internet radio simulcast channels. Id. at tt 28.
Sirius XM points out the relatively low importance of noninteractive services to its
overall business model in order to explain why it entered into the WSA with SoundExchange in
2009 — and why that settlement agreement was and remains not probative of market value and
lacked the persuasive value attributed to it in the 8'eb III Remand. In this regard, Sirius XM
avers:

As a result of the 8'ebcasting II rates„Sirius XM made the decision to drop aH
&ee streaming on both the Sirius and XM platforms, a decision that resulted in a
drop in the Internet radio service* a reported listening hours and a
resulting decrease in royalty payments to SoundExchange. Id. at $35; 5/22/15 Tr.
5416-17 (Frear).
By late 2008, Sirius XM had insufficient cash to repay hundreds of millions of
dollars of debt scheduled to come due in February 2009, and was unable to access
the capital markets to refinance this, and other, debt. Frear WDT at $40.
The pre-merger predecessors to Sirius XM, Sirius and XM, had recently spent
over $ 150 million on merger costs alone. Id. at 'tt46.
~
Sirius XM narrowly avoided filing for bankruptcy protection when a potential
lender agreed to provide a loan that narrowly enabled Sirius XM to avert a default
on its debt and bankruptcy. Id.; 5/22/15 Tr. 5430 (Frear).
~
The Sirius XM stock price reflected its fell from over $ 4.00 per share in j'anuary
2007 to a low of $ 0.05 per share on February 11, 2009, causing NASDAQ to
issue a delisting notice to Sirius XM. Id. at $ 45. On Septeinber 15, 2009, Sirius
XM received a delisting notice from NASDAQ. Frear WDT at $45.
In the context of the severe financial stress affecting Sirius XM's entire business, and the
Internet radio services'xtremely low usage and importance to its core business, Sirius XM
believed it had no sensible option other than to accept the deal offered by SoundExchange. If it
had not taken the deal, Sirius XM would have been required to continuing paying the higher
PVebcasting II rates. At the same time, NAB simulcasters with which Sirius XM's Internet radio
service competes would be paying the lower WSA settlement rates, and Pandora would be
paying a small &action of the Webcasting II rates, putting Sirius XM at a significant competitive
disadvantage.
~

~%
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Although Sirius XM could have refused to sign the WSA
with SoundExchange anti
instead sought lower rates in the then-forthcoming 8"eb
III proceeding, the low listenership td thh
Internet radio service meant that the cost of
participation in that
possible future savings in royalty payments. Although Sirius proceeding could far exceed any
XM attempted repeatedly to
negotiate a more significant reduction, SoundExchange
consistently refused to materially move
ofF its opening ofFer of essentially matching the
NAB rat'es. '/02/I'5 Tr. $ 435-36 (Frear). With,
no other option that would have a less costly net
result, Sirius XM entered in to the WSA
agreement with SoundExchange. Id. at 5434-35.
Then, according to Sirius XM, two days before the
deadline on which Sirius XM &d
were required to close negotiations—'and after 'the
parties had already
rate schedule and finalized their deal—Michael
Huppe (the party negotiating on behalf of
added an extra term into the Agreement, requiring
that it be precedential under
the WSA. 6/3/15 Tr. 7627-29 (Huppe); 5/22/15
Tr. 5443-54 (Frear). Having already failed to
advance its other interests in negotiations, Sirius XM
agreed to this new term requiring its WSA
agreement to be precedential, concluding negotiations and
consummating the
agreement before the statutory deadline. Id. at 5444.
For the foregoing reasons, Sirius XM maintains that
the rates in the Sirius XM WSA.
settlement agreement do not reflect any industry-wide
fair market value for the license. Inktea'd,
claims that the rates are a product of:
(1) the 8'eb II rat'es, 'which, in Sirius XM's view,
Congress found to be so wildly supracompetitive as to
warrant
would continue to apply in the absence of a settlement; Confessional intervention
(2) SoundExchange's mongol)
power as the only entity that could provide any effective
relief &om those rates; and (3) the
exacerbation of that imbalance in bargaining power caused
b$ various unrelated qircymstadces
affecting Sirius XM at the time of the negotiations.
SiIriul
kx. 5000 $ 52. Sirius XM fILirther
that, by contrast, neither SoundExchange nor its
constituent record companies had sidulslr
countervailing pressures that could have mitigated this
extreme imbalance. Id. at $ 57
to the record therein).

't'M
agreed'n'he
'oundExchange
'ettlement
'oundExchange)

'ettlement

hnd'hich

'the
'vers
(and'itations

Nonetheless, Sirius XM proposes that the Judges rely on
the WSA settlement agreekerlt
between Sirius XM and SoundExchange, by
adopting its lowest rate, $ 0.0016, not only as the
outer boundary of a range of reasonable rates," but also
as the rate to be set in the present
proceeding. See Sirius XM PFF $ 64. Additionally, Sirius
XM does not propose any rate
escalation or reduction over the 2016-2020 period,
whether to reflect inflation, deflation, or any
other factor. Finally, Sirius XM does not propose a
two-prong rate structure embodying an)
other rate formula than the per-play structure.

3. SoundExchange's Opposition to the Sirius
XM Rate Proposal
SoundExchange opposes the Sirius XM rate prdpokal 6n several
'grounds. First,
SoundExchange rejects Sirius XM's suggestion that its'settlement
contained
above-market r ates,
because Sirius XM voluntarily agreed to those rates,
even'though it was under no compulsion to
negotiate with SoundExchange. See SXRPFF 1022.
Second, SoundExchange states that Sirius
$
is flatly wrong to suggest that its negotiation with
SouhdExchange did not'"movfe] the
needle with respect to royalty rates." In fact, Sirius XM
was not only able to negotiate rate lower
than the then-prevailing statutory rates for 2009, 201
and
0,
2011, but it was also able to negotiate
lower rates for 2013, 2014, and 2015 than were contained
in the NAB settlement. SX PFF $
1079; SX RPFF $ 1027.
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Third, when SoundExchange, through Mr. Huppe, informed Sirius XM that
SoundExchange wanted the settlement agreement to be precedential under the WSA, Sirius XM
voiced no objection whatsoever in its email response less than an hour later.. NAB Ex. 4235.

Fourth, SoundExchange argues that basic economics suggests that any financial distress
Sirius XM was experiencing at the time should have reduced, not increased, its willingness to
pay royalties for webcasting. SX Ex. 29 $ 228 (Rubinfeld Corr. WRT).
Fifth, Sirius XM had a number of alternative options in addition to agreeing to the
settlement with SoundExchange. Specifically, SoundExchange notes that Sirius XM instead had
the option to:
~
~
~

litigate in the 8'eb III proceeding and seek lower rates fiom the Judges;
avoid the cost of litigating Web III and simply awaited the Judges'ate
determination (a "costless option" according to SoundExchange); or
avoid the statutory license completely and enter into direct licenses with the
various record companies.

SX PFF $ 1077 (and citations to the record therein).

Sixth, SoundExchange notes that Sirius XM — despite its asserted financial difficulties—
continued and expanded its noninteractive services, even though it asserted that such services
were an insignificant portion of Sirius XM's total subscribership revenue. Moreover,
SoundBxchange notes, Sirius XM's internet revenue
while Sirius XM was paying rates under its WSA settlement agreement with
SoundExchange. SX PFF $ 1078 (and citations to the record therein).
Seventh, SoundExchange asserts that Sirius XM's rate proposal has no sound basis.
According to SoundBxchange, the proposal was simply plucked &om the first year of the Sirius
XM WSA settlement. Id. $ 61. Moreover, according to SoundExchange, Sirius XM's reliance
on the low-end rate in an agreement that its principal witness, Mr. Frear, now expressly
disavows, is arbitrarily selective and internally inconsistent. SX PFF $ 1081.
4. The Judges'nalysis of the Sirius XM Rate Proposal

The Judges reject Sirius XM's argument for a number of reasons. First, the Judges
decline to re-litigate the probative value of the 2009 WSA settlement agreement between Sirius
XM and SoundBxchange. That agreement was entered into more than six years ago, and
therefore does not represent the present state of the noninteractive market, absent affirmative
evidence to the contrary. Whether Sirius XM was compelled by its financial circumstances or
not to enter into that settlement might have affected the relevance of that agreement as a
benchmark in 8"eb III, but it has no significance to the Judges in the present proceeding. Indeed,
as SoundExchange notes, it is inconsistent for Sirius XM, on the one hand, to criticize the
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'illing
'he

benchmark value of its 2!009 WSA settlement agreement, 'and then to expressly adopt the lowest
rate from that agreement as its proposed rate in the present proceeding.

Second, the Judges are unpersuaded by the fact that Siriu's XM apparently can afford the
0.0016
$
rate it now proposes, in contrast to earl:ier years when it was financially i n extremis. As
Judges held in the Feb III Remand, and have consistently held, section 114(f)(2)(B) does not
require the Judges to set a rate that ensures the financial viability'f any entity. T'hus, the fact
that Sirius XM may be able to afford the $ 0.0016 rate now, but might not be able to afford
any
higher rate, is simply not pertinent to the Judges'etermination. Moreover, the fact that
acknowledges that non:interactive strearriing is only an "ancillary" part of its business (in
contrast to its satellite service) indicates tlhat the impact of the: rates pn its noninteractive service
cannot be a driver of the statutory rate deteriiunation. The Judge's note that Sirius XM was
to accept rates in its 2009 WSA settlement at least in part because of the ancillary nature
of its noninteractive service,. Because that noninterhctive seance remains ancillary in nature to
Sirius XM, the Judges csmiot conclude that impact of the rates set in thIis proceeding have
any
greater particular importance to Siiius XM now.
G. NAB Rate Proposal

Sihus'M

'hat
1.

Proposed Rates

The NAB proposes a two-tiered rate structtu'e fear Quebec;asts by simulcasters. Broadcasters
transmit fewer than 876,000 ATH would pay only the minunum fee. Id. at 3. All other
broadcasters would pay a per-performance royalty r'ate'of $ 0.0005 to simulcast for each year of
the rate term. Id. at 3-4.

NAB's rate proposal is limited to simulcasts'retrartsmissions by broadcasters of
programming transmitted over their AM or FM radio stati6ns1, aiId doe~& not cover other
commercial webcasts,. NAB Proposed Rates and Terms, at 2 (definition of Eligible
Transmission) (October 7, 2l014). Having rejected the NAB's proposal to apply a separate rate to
199
simulcasters',
the Judges consider the NAB's prolioseId rate 'as 6 rafe that would apply to all
commercial webcasters. For the reasons detailed below, the Judges reject tihe NAB's rate
proposal.
2. Analysis of Economic Evidence

The NAB presented i.ts methodology for arriving at a r'ate proposal through its economic
expert witness, Professor Michael Katz. Professor Katz did not perform. a benchmark analysis to
arrive at a rate. Rather, he selected guideposts that define the lower and upper bounds of what he
described as a range of re.asonable rate,s that a. willing buyer and a. willing seller would agree to in

l98

The Judges have also analyzed the impact, if any, of the other 2009 WSA settlement agreement — between the
NAB and SoundExchange. See supra.
l99

See discussion supra, section I.A.3 [MAKE SURE THI,S INTERNAL CITE REMAINS CORRECT]
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a workably competitive market. See Katz WDT $ 80. The NAB's proposed rate of $ 0.0005 perperformance presumably falls somewhere within that range.

Professor Katz determined the low end of his "zone of reasonableness" by reference to
terrestrial radio. See Katz WDT $$ 81-84. Radio broadcasters are not required to pay royalties
for terrestrial broadcasts of sound recordings, and typically do not do so. See 17 U.S.C. $ 114(a);
Katz WDT $ 82. Nevertheless, Professor Katz points out, record companies seek out radio
airplay to promote other income streams, such as sales of CDs and permanent downloads. See
Katz WDT $ 82. He argues that economic theory predicts that this promotional effect would
drive down royalty rates, possibly even resulting in negative royalty rates if the law permitted
record companies to pay broadcasters to play their music (i.e., payola). Id. at $$ 81-82.
Professor Katz then argues "available evidence indicates that promotional benefits also
arise from web simulcasts of terrestrial broadcasts." Id. at $ 83. In effect, he equates
simulcasting with terrestrial radio and concludes that the lower bound of the range of reasonable
rates for simulcasting is "near zero." Id. at $ 84.
To set an upper bound to his zone of reasonableness, Professor Katz looked to the

Judges'ecision in SDARS II. Id. at $ 85. According to Professor Katz,
In SDARS II, the judges found that 13 percent of gross revenuej constitutes a
sensible upper bound on the zone of reasonableness before adjusting to account
I

for Section 801(b) factors. The rate was then reduced by an additional two
percent for the third 801(b) factor, which was specific to Sirius XM and the
SDARS II proceeding.
Id. (footnotes omitted). He adopted 13 percent of gross revenue as "an initial guidepost" for
determining his range of reasonable rates for simulcasters, subject to two adjustments to account
for differences between SDARS (satellite radio) and simulcasters. IrL at $$ 86-87. The first
adjustment (the "music-listening adjustment") accounted for the fact that music accounts for a
lower percentage of listening on AM/FM radio than on satellite radio. The second adjustment
{the "music-revenue adjustment") accounted for "the fact that non-music-formatted stations
generally will not be paying royalties." Id. at $ 89.

The net effect of the two adjustments essentially offset each other, resulting in an
adjustment factor of one. IrL at $92. Consequently, Professor Katz determined that the upper
bound to his zone of reasonableness is 13 percent of gross simulcasting revenues. Nevertheless,
he argues "there are strong reasons to conclude that the actual upper bound of the zone of
reasonableness is significantly lower than 13 percent." Id. at $93.

200

As discussed below, the upper bound of the NAB's range of reasonable rates is expressed as a percentage of
revenue. The NAB's proposed rate is expressed as a per-performance royalty, however, and there is insufficient
data in the record to convert the per-performance rate to a percentage of revenue (and vice versa). Since the Judges
deem it highly unlikely that the NAB would propose a rate that exceeds the upper bound of its own expert's zone of
reasonableness, the Judges presume that the proposed rate falls belov, that upper bound.
"
Professor Katz's primary argument that the 13 percent figure is too high is that it was derived in SDARS J from
analysis of a market that was not effectively competitive. Id.
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Professor Katz's approach is similar in some iesplec6 to'he
approach that the Judg'es took
(and the Court of Appeals affirmed) in SDARS II. In that
case, the zone of reasonableness'that
the Judges determined based on the parties'enchmarks 'was
extremely broad. In order to
narrow down the possible rates within that zone, the
Judges referred to several "guide posts,"
including the 13 percent rate that had been the basis for the rate'that
the Judges set in SDARS P.
SDARS II, however, is distinguishable from the present
case. In SDARSII the Judges had
little confidence in the benchmark analyses offered
by the parties which, in any event, yielded a
range of possible rates that was too broad to provide
useful guidance to the Judges. Th&s the
found it necessary to consider other available evidence a's
guideposts. In the ins'tan) case,
the Judges have sufficient confidence in the available
bei1ch1iark analyses'o proceed w'ithout
reference to other guideposts.
In SDARS II, the Judges were not determining a market
rate under the willing-biiyei;
willing-seller standard. The Judges decided SDARS IE under'the'ection
801(b) reasonable rath
standard. As the Court of Appeals emphasized, under
that standard "[tjhe Copyright Act
permits, but does not require, the Judges to use market rates to
help determine reasonable rates."
Music Choice v. Copyright Royalty Bd., 774 F.3d 1000,
1010 (D.C. Cir. 2014). That is not'the',
case under section 114(f)(2)(B). The Judges must determine
market rates, yet the rates used by
Professor Katz to determine the upper and lower bounds
of his zone of reasonableness are Rot
rates.
',

'udges

'ecause
'arket

There is no market for licensing of sound recor'dines f'r
transnussion by terrestrial xadib
stations, since there is no general public performance
righ& for sound recordings. That kouid lie
sufficient reason to reject Professor Katz's proposed
of "near 'zero" that'he 'deAvel
from terrestrial radio. Moreover, Professor Katz relies
on an assumption that the promotional
efFect of simulcasting is essentially the same as the
promotional effect of terrestrial broalca'sting,
they carry the same content. As discussed above, broadcasters'.
use of technologies to
substitute songs in their simulcast streams destroys
premise
that the content of a
the'underling
simulcast stream is the same as the terrestrial broadcast.
if
the. content is the same,'he
5v~
Judges do not find suf6cient persuasive evidence
supgk~g the conclusion that simulcasts have
the same promotional efTect as terrestrial broadcasts.
As for Professor Katz's use of the SDARS II rate to
establish an upper bound to his zone
of reasonableness, that too is not a market rate. It is a rate established
by the government by
means of a CRB proceeding. Moreover, it is not even 6
rate that is interided to replicate market
conditions. It is a section 801(b) reasonable rate, albeit
one that was informed by marketplace
(though f'rom a somewhat difTerent market). In short, neither
end of Professor Katz's
zone of reasonableness is anchored in the noninteractivb
stteaming market that'the'. Judge's ai'e
seeking to replicate in this proceeding. The Judges find Prbfe)soi'atz's
zone
unhelpful in setting a rate for commercial webcasters, and reject the NAB's of reasondbldneks
proposed rate that it
derived from Professor Katz's analysis.

id'dun8

'vidence

"0"
"

See discussion, supra section IILA.3.c.v.
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Judges'etermination of Noncommercial Webcasting Rates
A. Parties'roposals
1.

SoundKxchange

SoundExchange proposes that noncommercial webcasters pay a flat annual fee of $ 500
per station or channel for all performances up to a cap of 159,140 ATH per month. Id.
SoundExchange proposes that, in any month that a noncommercial webcaster exceeds 159,140
ATH, the webcaster pay per-performance royalties at the following rates for its transmissions in
excess of 159,140 ATH:
SoundExchange Proposed
Per-Performance Rates
For Performances above
159,140 ATH

Year

Per-performance Rate

2016

$ 0.0025

2017

$ 0.0026

2018

$ 0.0027

2019

$ 0.0028

2020

$ 0.0029

Id, These are the same per-performance rates the SoundExchange proposes for commercial
webcasters.
2. NRBNMLC

The NRBNIvKC proposes what it describes as a "tiered and capped flat fee structure."
NRBNMLC PFF $ 80. Under the NRBNMLC proposal, each noncommercial webcaster would
pay a $ 500 annual fee for all performances of sound recordings up to a threshold of 400 average
concurrent listeners (3,504,000 ATH) annually, and an additional $200 for each additional 100
average concurrent listeners (876,000 ATH) annually, up to an annual fee cap of $ 1,500 per
station or channel. See Introductory Memorandum to 8"ritten Direct Statement ofNRBNMLC, at
3 (October 7, 2014) (NRBNMLC Introduction); The NRBNMLC's Proposed Noncommercial
I//ebcaster Rates and Terms, at 3 (October 7, 2014) (NRBNMLC Proposed Rates and Terms).
The NRBNMLC would define ATH to include only transmissions of recorded music. Id. at 1.
3. IBS and Harvard Broadcasting/WHRB
Section 351.4 of the Judges'rocedural rules sets forth the required contents of a
participant's WDS, including the requirement that, in a rate proceeding, "each party must state
its requested rate." 37 C.F.R. $ 351.4(b)(3) (required contents of WDS). The rule goes on to
permit participants to revise their rate proposals at any time up to the filing of proposed findings
of fact and conclusions of law. Id.

IBS's WDS does not contain a rate proposal, or anything that the Judges could
reasonably interpret as a rate proposal. It consists solely of the three-page written testimony of
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Frederick Kass. Captain Kass introduces himself and IBS, and
briefly discusses the nature of
IBS members'ebcasting activities:
[IBS member] stations operate as non-profit entities within the meaning
of the
statute, as amended. They use digitally recorded music as instructional
media for
announcers and programmers. The instantaneous listenership to such
music on
member stations is typically on the order of five listeners, with the
exception of
course-related music and other on-campus'events. I6 contrast,
audiences for live
sports broadcast live musical performances, and lectures and other
live on-campus
are typically much larger than the audience for digitally recorded
iilllslc.

'riginations

IBS Members provide significant science, technology,
engineering, management,
media, and communication skill set training. The stations
typically act as learning
laboratories where students may learn and perfect their skills.
IBS Ex. 9000 at 3 (Kass WDT).

'apish,

Similarly, WHRB's WDS does not contairJ a kte itroitosal, or
anything the Judges couid
reasonably interpret as a rate proposal. WHRB's WDS is coinpiised of
the WDT of Michael
one of the station's board members. In three pages of written
testimony, Mr. Papish
merely introduces himself and describes WHRB's operations. See
generally WEiRB Ex. 8000
(Papish WDT).

Neither Captain Kass nor Mr. Papish presented a rate proposal in the
course of their
respective live testimony at the hearing. The only hint of a proposal
might be gleaned from a
colloquy between the Judges and counsel during closing argunients:

'THE
JUDGES]: So what exactly is lBS proposing here?

MR. MALONE: All right. In our pleadings as 'eat"ly ds tbe
agrebmmt between
SoundExchange and CPB, NPR became public when 'you published it in
the
Federal Register, we have computed to the best of oiu'bility that there
is a rate
per ATH of 0.0011940. And we think that this is a marketplace agreement
entered into voluntarily by one of the big companies in the market,
and we think
that sets the appropriate rate.
L

Then when you scale that down to show the nuinber of ATH that
these college
stations, high school stations, academy statibns,'nd t6e Hke are
operating, it
works out to around $20 a year.
7/21/15 Tr. at 7949 (Kass).

'i11iam Malone, Esq., jointly represented IBS and WHRB in
on behalf of WHRB, briefly discussed a matter related to terms. this proceeding. In closing argument's M'. Malone,
7/21/15
argument, including the colloquy quoted in the text, was apparently on Tr. at 7946. The'remainder of his closing
behalf of IBS alone.
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In its proposed findings, IBS directed its efforts to arguing against adoption of the
SoundExchange/CBI settlement agreement and, once again, failed to propose a royalty rate.
In short, the only arguable reference by IBS to a rate proposal was made by counsel in his
closing arguments. The Judges do not credit this statement by counsel as a rate proposal by IBS
for three reasons. First, introducing a rate proposal for the first time in closing arguments does
not comply with the Judges'ules and is grossly unfair to the other parties. Section 351.4(b)(3)
is extremely liberal regarding revisions to a party's rate proposal, but it presupposes that the
party has made a proposal as part of its WDS, thus giving the other parties an opportunity to
analyze it prior to presenting their rebuttal evidence.
Second, "around $ 20 a year" is not sufficiently definite or specific to constitute a rate
proposal. For example, which noncommercial webcasters would pay "around $ 20 a year"? All
of them? Only ones that transmit below a certain ATH threshold? What threshold? IBS does
not say.

Third, even if the Judges were to consider this to be a proposal, IBS has offered only
statements of counsel to support it. The record is devoid of any evidence to support IBS's
"proposal" or the analysis from which it was purportedly derived. Nothing will come of nothing.
Neither IBS nor WHRB has offered a rate proposal that the Judges can consider in this
proceeding.
B. Analysis and Conclusions
1.

Upper Threshold for Noncommercial Rate

The Judges have recognized noncommercial webcasting as a separate submarket in prior
decisions only "up to a point." Web II Original Determination, at 24097. The Judges stressed
that there must be limits to the differential treatment for noncommercials to avoid "the chance
that small noncommercial stations will cannibalize the webcasting market more generally and
thereby adversely affect the value of the digital performance right in sound recordings." Id.
(internal quotes and citations omitted). The Judges concluded that any separate rate for
noncommercial webcasters must "include safeguards to assure that, as the submarket for
noncommercial webcasters that can be distinguished from commercial webcasters evolves, it
does not simply converge or overlap with the submarket for commercial webcasters and their
indistinguishable noncommercial counterparts." Id. at 24097-98. To avoid this convergence or
overlap, the Judges adopted a cap on the size (as measured by audience size) of noncommercial

Judges'ules

"04

Those efforts were both untimely and not in accordance with the procedures established in the Act, the
for submitting comments on a proposed settlement, and the Judges'ederal Register notice. See 17 U.S.C. ti
801(b)(7)(A); 37 C.F.R. 351.2(b)(2); 79 Fed. Reg. 65609 (November 5, 2014) (SoundExchange/CBI agreement); 80
Fed. Reg. 15958 (March 26, 2015) (SoundExchange/NPR agreement).
a(ls
" IBS
goes through a series of computations in its PFF in an effort to show that the proposed settlement rates "in no
way meet the comparability test for noncommercial royalty rates." IBS PFF, at 10. In the course of those
computations, IBS comes up with a $ 20/year figure, but it is unclear what that figure represents. Id.
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webcasting stations or channels that are eligible for the noncommercial rate. See
37 C.F.R. f
(applying flat $ 500 royalty rate up to 159,140 ATH per month).
SoundExchange's proposal to continue to impose of a limit on the size of noncommercial
webcasters that are eligible for a separate noncommercial rate is supported
by the testimony of
Professor Thomas Lys. Professor Lys noted that, as a matter of economic
logic, "there is 6o
between a noncommercial and a commercial broa8cakter." SX Ex'. 28 at
256 (Lys
WRT); 5/29/15/1 5 Tr. at 673 S. The Judges credit this testimony, but do not reach $
precisely the
same ultimate conclusion as Professor Lys. While Professor'Ly's
apparently argues that there
be no distinction between commercial and noncommercial rates, he did
not consider (and
was apparently unaware of) the revealed preference i'hh m&khtplace for
a separate
noncommercial rate. The Judges resolve the tension between Professor Lys's
observation
economic logic and the revealed preference in the marketplace
by limiting the
treatment of noncommercial webcasters to srdallbr playi:rs that have
y
correspondingly smaller impact on the commercial mike. The Judges thus
agree with
SoundExchange that eligibility for a noncommercial rate should be limited to
those
noncommercial webcasters whose audience size falls below a fixed threshold.
While SoundExchange proposes a threshold above which a noncommercial
webcaster
ceases to be eligible for a noncommercial rate, the NRBNMLC does not.
The NRBNMLC does,
however, propose a threshold above which a noncommercial webcaster must
pay an additional
flat royalty fee (this structure is described supra, section I.A.2). 'Under
either proposal a flat fee
of $ 500 pays for all performances of sound recordings'up 'to the threshold.
SoundExchange proposes that the threshold remain the same as the current threshold
fear
webcasters: 159,140 ATH per month (218 concurrent listeners, on average, for
that transmits 24 hours per day). 307 C.F.R. g 3S0.3(a)(2). That is also the
threshold
in the SoundExchange/CBI settlement agreement above which a noncommercial
educational
(NEW) ceases to be eligible for the settlement t'ate.'ee Digital Performance Right i'n
Sound Recordings and Ephemera/Recordings: Proposed Rule, 79 Fed.
Reg. 65609, 65611
(November 5, 2014) (proposed 37 C.F.R. g 380.22). Hy contrast, the NRBNMLC
propose a
higher threshold of 400 average concurrent listeners, or 3,504,000 ATH annually
(292,000
ATH per month on average).
The NRBNMLC argues that the existing threshold should be increased because it
was
originally established in 2006 (based on 2004 survey data). NRBNMLC PFF, at 143.
In
$

'80.3(a)(2)

real'ifference

'ifferential
'oncerning
'hould

a'ebcaster
'oncommercial

'ebcaster

'uch

Although the Judges and the parties discuss the ATH threshold as 3 "calp"
noncommercial rate, this is not entirely accurate. A noncommercial webcaster3n eligibility'or a reduced
that exceeds the cap in any given
month does not pay commercial rates for all of its transmissions in that
month,
but
only those beyond the cap. This
results in noncommercial webcasters paying a lower average per-play rate
than a commercial webcaster (that pays at
the commercial rate for every performance).
"'his threshold effectively would be higher still as a result of the ~I4MLC's
proposal to exclude certain
intensive programming from the definition of ATH.

hon-'usic
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addition, the NRBNMLC argues that an increase is necessary to provide noncommercial
webcasters with "breathing room." See Emert WDT, at $ 40. These arguments are unpersuasive.

While it is correct that the current 159,140 ATH threshold was adopted originally in Web
II based on stnvey evidence presented in that proceeding that is not the only source for that
number. See Web II, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24099. SoundExchange and CBI adopted 159,140 ATH as
the threshold in their settlement agreement, which is contemporaneous with this proceeding and
covers the same rate period. See NRBNMLC Ex. 7034, Attachment, at 2-3 (SoundExchange /
CBI Joint Motion to Adopt Partial Settlement). By contrast, the NRBNMLC cannot point to any
marketplace agreement (contemporaneous or otherwise) that employs the threshold it proposes.
As to the NRBNMLC's argument that noncommercial webcasters need the "breathing
room" that an increased threshold would provide, there is no persuasive record evidence to
support that proposition. Mr. Emert did testify to this effect. Emert WDT, at tt39; see also
5/21/15/15 Tr. at 5271-71 (Henes). However, that testimony was an expression of opinion,
unsupported by any factual evidence. Mr. Emert's and Mr. Henes'estimony that that the dozen
or so radio stations they operate stream far below the existing threshold tends to contradict their
statements concerning the need to increase the threshold to accommodate future audience
growth. See Emert WDT, at $ 29; Ex. 7010; 5/21/15/15 Tr. at 5275-77 (Henes). Their stations
could achieve significant audience growth under SoundExchange's proposed rate structure
without subjecting themselves to additional royalty costs.
To the contrary, there is ample record evidence to demonstrate that the vast majority of
noncommercial webcasters do not exceed the existing threshold. SoundExchange payment data
show that between 2010 and 2014, noncommercial webcasters paid usage fees 112 times out
of 3917 noncommercial webcaster payments (2.86%). NAB Ex. 4141; NAB Ex. 4149; see also
SX Ex. 2 at 14 (Bender WDT) (" approximately 97% of noncommercial webcasters paid only
t'the] minimum fee"). The NRBNMLC seeks to counter this evidence with testimony from Mr.
Emert and Mr. Henes that they were "aware of 'ome noncommercial broadcasters that impose
listener caps on their simulcast streams to avoid exceeding the existing threshold. Emert WDT,
at tt 38; 5/21/15 Tr. at 5271 (Henes). The NRBNlvKC's evidence is vague and anecdotal. It was
not derived from the witnesses'wn experiences, but rather from something they heard
elsewhere. Even if the Judges were to deem this testimony credible, the most that it reveals is
the existence of some isolated instances of noncommercial webcasters that are constrained by the

These are webcasters that are coded "NCW-CRB" (noncommercial webcaster paying statutory rates), "NCWWSA" (noncommercial webcaster paying WSA settlement rates) and "NCEDW" (noncommercial education
webcaster paying under the SoundExchange/CBI settlement) in the SoundExchange data. For purposes of this
analysis, the Judges have excluded noncommercial microcasters which, by definition, stream far below the threshold
and pay no usage fees. See Noncommercial Microcasters, available online at
ht:!/www soundexchanee.com/service- rovider!noncommercial-v ebcaster/noncommercial-microcaster-wsa
(visited September 8, 2015). The Judges consider a webcaster to be paying usage fees if the fees collected by
SoundExchange in a particular year (a) exceed the $ 500 flat fee, (b) do not equal $ 600 (which most likely represents
the $ 500 flat fee plus a $ 100 proxy f'ee in lieu of census reporting) and (c) are not an even multiple of $ 500 (most
likely representing payment of the minimum fee for multiple channels). This is the approach that the NRBNMI C
employed in interpreting these data. See, e.g., NRBNMLC PFF, at $ 95.
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existing threshold. The testimony emphatically does not demonstrate

that a substantial number
of noncommercial webcasters are operating near the threshold and 'taking
steps to keep bel'ow'

209

The NRBNMLC's proposal to increase the threshold to 400
concurrent listeners is
unsupported by the record. By contrast, the evidence demonstrates
that the current threshdld bf
ATH per month that SoundExchange proPoshs tb re'tain has
resulted, for the vast
majority of noncommercial webcasters, in no additional liability
for royalties beyond the
minimum fee. Moreover, the wii]ingness of SoundExchange
and CBI to adopt that threshold in
their current settlement agreement, after years of ekpdrietice
with tHe identical threshold urider
the current rates, demonstrates that it is reasonable and
workable. The Judges hereby adopt

'59,140

'..."
'istener
'erves
it.'.

'.

Consequences of Exceeding the Threshold

SoundExchange proposes that a noncommdrcikl Qebdastler's transmissions
beyond 'the
159,140 ATH threshold should no longer enjoy a reduced'oyalty
rate. The NRBNMLC
proposes that a reduced royalty rate — structured in $200 increments
for each 876,000
— should
apply to transmissions beyond tHe threshold.

ATH'nnually
The NRBNMLC's Proposal

The Judges explained in 8"eb II that the thrhshtI id bn 4e
Inoricommercial webcasting ra(e
as a "proxy that aims to capture the characteristics that
delineate the
8"eb II Remand, 72 Fed. Reg. at 24099.
As discussed jtn sanction V.B.1, the Judges
do this to assure that the submarket for noncommAik
wkbc3sters does no't converge or'verlap
with the submarket for commercial webcasters. SotmdBxhh&ge's
proposal is consistent with
this rationale; the NRBNMLC's is not. Not only would
the NRBNMLC's proposal grant
substantially reduced rates to large noncommercial webcasters
whose operations compete
webcasters', but the effective rate for such large noncommercial
webcasters would
actually decline as they grow larger due to the effect of the
proposed $ 1,500 cap on royalties.
The NRBNMLC offers no economic rationale for this result. 'Set
Lgs WRT, at $$
NRBNMLC does not address this issue directly. Instead, the
NRBNMLC argues
that its proposed "tiered and capped flat rate structure" is what
a willing buyer and a willing
seller would agree to in an eiFectively competitive market
(i.e., a market rate). See NRB~C
PFF, at $80. The NRBNMLC cited the testimony of iS tw'o
Witnesses as establishing the need of
noncommercial webcasters for rates that are afforda'hie'and
predictable.. NRBNMLC Ex. 7011
$$ 25-27 (Henes WDT), 30; Bmert WDT, at $$ 31-32, 34-37, 41. The fatal. flaw
in this argument
is that it is unsupported by any marketplace evidencle a6d
alny 'evi8en'ce 6f sellers who would bd

noncommercial'ubmarket."

with'ommercial

256-257.'he

The NRBNMLC candidly admits that it does not know the extent
to which noncominercial webcasters impbse
caps, noting that "[t]here is no way of knowing exactly. how
many
NRBNMLC PFF at $ 23. This statement is only partially'oriect.'th5Noncommercial entities have done this
NRBNMLC could have surveyed rts
members or the broader noncommercial webcaster community.
definitive answer for the entire population of noncommercial While'such a survey may not have provided a
current state of affairs across the noncommercial webcasting webcasters, it wo'uld have revealed fa'r more about the
market than the hearsay testimony of these two
witnesses.
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willing to accept the NRBNMLC's proposed structure. Mr. Henes and Mr. Emert may be
willing, even eager to license music on this basis, but their testimony tells the Judges nothing
about the sellers'ide of the equation. As discussed in greater detail in the following paragraphs,
none of the marketplace evidence that the NRBNMLC cites pertains to a rate structure remotely
similar to the one proposed by the NRBNMLC.
As additional evidence to support their argument that a "tiered and capped flat rate
structure" is a market rate, the NRBNMLC cites the SoundExchange/CBI settlement agreement,
the SoundExchange/NPR settlement agreement, the rates established for musical works under 17
U.S.C. $ 118, and the position taken by SoundExchange on legislation to create a public
performance right for sound recordings that covers transmissions over terrestrial radio. Id. The
Judges reach different conclusions based on this evidence.

The SoundExchange/CBI settlement agreement imposes a flat $ 500 fee on NEWs that
transmit up to 159,140 ATH per month. Any NEW that exceeds that threshold loses its
eligibility to operate under the settlement, and thus becomes subject to the CRB rate for
noncommercial webcasters for the remainder of t'e year.
NRBNMLC concludes that "'no
fees
under
the
agreement"
usage
for a NEW that exceeds the threshold, and cites the
apply
agreement as support for a flat-rate structure with no usage fees. NRBNMLC PFF, at tt 93. The
NRBNMLC's interpretation of the agreement is not credible, The parties'ecision not to
specify usage fees in the agreement does not mean that they contemplated that a NEW that
exceeded the ATH threshold would not pay any usage fees, The existing CRB rates provide for
usage fees above 159,140 ATH, and CBI could reasonably assume that SoundExchange's rate
proposal (filed with the Judges on the same day as the proposed settlement) would also contain
usage fees. At most, the omission of usage fees from the agreement reflected the
not to resolve the issue of what rates would apply beyond the threshold, and to leave it
for the Judges to determine in the proceeding.

'he

parties'ecision

The NRBNMLC is correct in pointing out that the SoundExchange/NPR settlement
agreement imposes a flat royalty rate with no additional usage fee. However, the
SoundExchange/NPR settlement differs so fundamentally in so many ways from what the
NRBNMLC is proposing that it cannot serve as a support for that proposal. The
SoundExchange/NPR settlement entails a single annual payment by a single payer (CPB), in
advance, to cover over 500 NPR member radio stations. 80 Fed. Reg. at 59590-91. The stations
include a range of formats, some of which entail very limited use of recorded music. Unlike the
NRBNMLC's rate proposal, the settlement does not include tiered payments above the flat
royalty rate, but does include a cap on the aggregate amount of recorded music that may be
performed. NPR consolidates the reports of use for all of the stations covered by the agreement.
The NRBNMLC's proposal does not provide for consolidated reports of use. On the whole, the
terms of the SoundExchange/NPR agreement provide SoundExchange with significant
benefits—reduced risk of nonpayment; protection against large numbers of uncompensated

alO

The NEW may operate under the settlement in the following year, provided it takes afhrmative steps (e.g.,
imposes listening caps) to ensure that it will not exceed the threshold again.
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performances; reduced costs of processing usage data—that the NRBNMLC proposal does not.
To pluck out a single element of the deal, the flat royalty rate, and cite it as support for the
NRBNMLC rate proposal simply lacks credibility.
The musical works rate under the section 118 statLttog license s'uffers &om a similal'ahk
comparability to the rates the Judges must set in this proceeding. Rates under section 118 are
in a different market, with different sellers and for different copy'righted works. The NRBNMLC
has presented no evidence to demonstrate how a rate structure in'that market, and with those
sellers, reflects what a willing buyer and a willing seller would agree to in the sound recordings
market.
Finally, SoundExchauge's position on legislation has little or no bearing on what
constitutes a market rate. The compromises and tradeoffs that parties are prepared to make
in the
legislative arena have only the remotest resemblance to the give and take of the marketplace.
The record industry does not currently enjoy any legal right with respect to the transmission
of
its sound recordings over terrestrial radio. There is no basis for the Judges to conclude that
what
the industry may be willing to accept in legislation that establishes such a right is the same
as
what it would bargain for in an arms-length transaction'gIudt thle bhckdrop of an existing
statutory right of remuneration.

b. SoundExchange's Proposal

159,140'TH

Although SoundExchange's proposal to impose comniercial rates above the
threshold is consistent with the Judge's rationale for limiting the applicability of
noncommercial rates, the NRBNMLC levels multiple dritikisQ 6gaihst it. These 'include:

'upports

~

SoundExchange's entire rate proposal for noncommercial webcasters lacks evidentialry

The specific usage rates that SoundExchange proposes are "inappropriate for commercial
webcasters and even more inappropriate for noncommercial webcasters"; and
~
The fact that few noncommercial webcasters have paid usage fees confirms that the:
proposed fees are unreasonable.
NRBNMLC PFF, at $ 113.
~

i. Evidentiary Support (or Lack thea cog fear S'ou6dRxc6ange's Rate

'oor
'ne
Proposal

As Professor Rubinfeld readily conceded, there are no current marketplace benchmarks
&om which to derive SoundExchange's entire rate proposal for noncommercial webcasters.
Rubinfeld CWDT, at $$ 33, 246. The only contemporary agreements in evidence that cover
noncommercial webcasters are the two settlement agreements between SoundExchange, on the
hand, and CBI and NPR, respectively, on the other hand. As discussed in the preceding
section, there are a number of elements of the SoundExdhatige/NPR hgrdem'ent'hat render it'
benchmark for setting noncommercial rates generalllyI The SounNxchange/CBI agreement
lends support for some elements of SoundExchange's rite Progoshl (e.g.,' flat $ 500 rate for:
noncommercial webcasters that transmit up to 159,140 ATH), but not for the proposed rate fear
usage beyond the ATH threshold.

That does not mean, however, that SoundExchange's ~te proposhl is entirely without
evidentiary support. As discussed, supra section V.B.l,'xpert econdmic tehtirrionp supports
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treating transmissions by noncommercial webcasters above a certain ATH threshold the same as
transmissions by commercial webcasters. This is what the SoundExchange proposal seeks to
achieve. The rates that SoundExchange proposes for transmissions above the ATH threshold are
the same that SoundExchange proposes for commercial webcasters.
ii. Inappropriateness of Specific Usage Rates Proposed by SoundKxchange
The NRBNMLC pursues two lines of attack against the specific usage rates that
SoundExchange proposes. The first, concerning Professor Rubinfeld's interactive benchmark
analysis, essentially repeats the licensee services'riticisms of SoundExchange's proposal for
commercial webcasting rates. See NRBNMLC PFF, at $ 122. The Judges discuss those
arguments supra, section LA.3. The Judges, in fact, do not adopt the specific rates that
SoundExchange proposes, precisely because they find SoundExchange's benchmark analysis
lacking in certain respects. Rather, the Judges adopt the same rates for transmissions in excess of
the 159,140 ATH threshold by noncommercial webcasters as they do for commercial webcasters.
The second line of attack is that Professor Rubinfeld's benchmark analysis is inapplicable
to noncommercial webcasters because none of the licensees under any of the benchmark
agreements were noncommercial webcasters. Id. at $ 123. As discussed, supra section V.B.1,
the Judges apply commercial rates to noncommercial webcasters above the ATH threshold
because economic logic dictates that outcome, not because it was observed in benchmark
agreements,

iii. Small Number of Noncommercial Webcasters Paying Usage Fees
Confirms that the Fees are Excessive

The NRBNMLC notes that few noncommercial webcasters pay usage fees and, of those
that do, most pay a lower settlement rate in lieu of the rates set by the Judges for commercial
webcasters. NRBNMLC PFF $ 131. Based on this evidence, the NRBNMLC concludes that the
commercial webcaster rates are excessive, and that noncommercial webcasters are imposing
listener caps or taking other affirmative steps to avoid paying them.
Of the 3,917 documented payments by noncommercial webcasters between 2010 and
2014, 112 included payments for usage above the ATH threshold. NAB Ex. 4141; NAB Ex.
4149. Of these, 13 were at the commercial rate determined by the Judges and 99 were at a lower
rate established under a WSA settlement. " Id.; see also 5/6/15/15 Tr. at 2099-100 (Rubinfeld)
(25-30 noncommercial licensees pay lower rates under settlement agreements).
These facts do no support the NRBNMLC's conclusions. In itself, the fact that more than
97% of noncommercial webcaster payments do not include usage fees could just as easily
support the conclusion that the vast majority of noncommercial webcasters — like the
noncommercial webcasters that testified in this proceeding — operate well below the 159,140

"I"I

The noncommercial webcasters AVSA settlement agreement is "nonprecedential." The Judges are not permitted
to take into account the rate structure, fees, terms and conditions of that agreement in setting rates in this proceeding.
17 U.S.C. II 114(f)(5)(C).
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ATH threshold. Without evidence that a substantial Amrlbei
of noncommercial webcakterk ai'e
operating near the threshold, or are imposing listening calps,'the
Judges cannot conclude tHat fhe
operates as a significant constraint or that the usage fees are
excessive.
The evidence that most noncommercial webcasters that
paid usage fees did so tinder au
alternative rate structure also does not support the NRBNMLC's
conclusions. These webcasters
w c e
made a rational choice to pay an available lower rate. 'hat t'elis'he
Judges nothing about the)r
willingness to pay the higher statutory rate in the absence of
settlement. Conversely, though, it
strongly suggests that nearly all of the webcasters tha) opted'for'he
statutory rate structure or the
NEW settlement expected that they would not exceed the
threshold.
3. Cap on Royalties
The NRBNMLC proposes that the total obligaltiok of
a noncommercial w'ebcastt:r tb ply
should be capped at $ 1,500, regardless of the number of
sound recordings the webcaster
performs. As with the other elements of its rate propasal,'he
NRBNMLC contends that the cap,
on fees is supported by marketplace evidence. Neither of
the two noncommercial agreements in
evidence employs the cap that the NRBNMLC
proposes. The SoundExchange/CBI settlement
imposes a Qat royalty rate, but caps eligibility for that rate at
159,140 ATH. Beyond that
threshold, the noncommercial webcaster must
pay under 6e Loncodmiercial rate structure
determined in this proceeding. The SoundExchange/NPR
settlement
fee structure (which serves as a cap on royalties), but also'impos'es agreement employs a flata cap on music usage. See 80
Fed. Reg. at 15961.

'hreshold

'oyalties
'nlimited

There is no other evidence of any kirid that a copytiglit
o~er would willingly license
use of its sound recordings for a fixed fee of $ 1,'500. The
Judges reject the
NRBNMLC's proposed royalty cap.
4. IBS's Additional Arguments

IBS did not direct any criticism directly at either the
SoundExchange or the NRBNMLC
rate proposal. IBS's rate-related arguments were directed
(or misdirected ' at the
SoundExchange/CBI settlement agreement. Nevertheless,'ad IBS
applied those arguments to
the rate proposals before the Judges, the Judges would
have rejected them.
a. Lobbying Prohibition
Captain Kass testified that many IBS members are a part of
state-funded educational
institutions that are barred by state law from providing funds to
organizations that lobby.'BS
that these laws prevent certain IBS members from
paymg royalties to SoundExchange.
This argument is unavailing for several reasons, est,,
IB5 filed to provide any legal
authority or expert testimony to support Captain Kass'5
interpketktion of these state laws. Even
if the Judges accept as true the assertion that these state laws prohibit certain
IBS members from
remitting funds to lobbying organizations, it is far from clear
whether those laws would prevent

'rgues

'ee supra note 204.
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the same IBS members from paying statutory license royalties to an organization designated by
regulation as a collective under a Federal statute.
Second, there is no evidence in the record concerning SoundExchange's lobbying
activities, vel non. The Judges have no basis for concluding that the state laws to which IBS
refers even apply to SoundExchange.

Third, and most fundamentally, the entire question is not relevant to the Judges'ask of
setting rates for noncommercial webcasters. If IBS contends that its members may webcast
sound recordings but are forbidden under state law to pay royalties to SoundExchange that is an
argument that must be resolved by a Federal District Court in an infringement action. It has no
bearing on the particular rate structure that the Judges must determine for noncommercial
web casters.

b. Lack of "Proportionality"
IBS argues that royalty payments for noncommercial webcasters must be proportional to
their use of sound recordings. While IBS's argument has a superficial appeal, it suffers from
several shortcomings.
IBS does not and cannot cite any statutory authority for its argument. The statute directs
the Judges to set willing buyer/willing seller rates.17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B). Willing buyers and
willing sellers may, and often do, agree to rates that are not strictly proportional to usage. The
SoundExchange/NPR and SoundExchange/CBI agreements are examples of agreements that
incorporate a flat-rate structure where royalties are not strictly proportional to use.
The statutory requirement of a minimum fee also runs counter to IBS's argument. By
definition, a minimum fee (whatever its level) is not proportional to usage.
IBS also fails utterly to provide any evidentiary basis for concluding that the rates
proposed by SoundExchange or the NRBNMLC are so disproportional to noncommercial
webcasters'sage as to be unreasonable. To be sure, some noncommercial webcasters transmit a
very small number of performances of recorded music. See Kass WDT, at 3 ("instantaneous
listenership to such music on member stations is typically on the order of five listeners, with the
exception of course-related music ..."). Noncommercial webcasters — even those that are IBS
members — are a heterogeneous group, with some operating above SoundExchange's proposed
159,140 ATH threshold. See supra, section V.B.1. IBS has not even proposed, much less
provided an evidentiary basis to adopt, subcategories of noncommercial webcasters.
C. Conclusion

For the rate period 2016-2020 the Judges adopt an annual rate of $ 500 per station or
channel for all transmissions by noncommercial webcasters up to a threshold of 159,140 ATH.
For transmissions in excess of 159,140 ATH, noncommercial webcasters shall pay royalties for
2016 at the commercial rate (i.e., $ 0.0017 per-performance), and for such transmissions in excess
of 159,140 ATH in the remainder of the statutory term, at the commercial rate as adjusted
annually for changes in the Consumer Price Index, as set forth in the regulations.
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Minimu Fee

Sections 112 and 114 of the Act require the Judges to establish
minimum fees as part of
any rate structure under the respective statutory licenses. 17 U.S.C.
$ $ 112(e)(3),(4) and
114(f)(2)(A) (B)
A. Commercial Webcasters
1.

Parties'roposals

'n'.
a. SoundExchange

7,'20i4).'.
'inimum

SoundExchange proposes a $ 500 per station or channel annual minimum
fee. 7he
fee would be nonrefundable, but would be credited against
royalties incurred during
the applicable year. The minimum fee would be capped at
$ 50,000 annually for a webcaster
with 100 or more stations or channels. SoundExchange Rate
Proposal, at 2 (October

Pandora

Pandora does not make an explicit proposal for a minimum fee.
Pandora does, however,
propose that, apart from those terms for which it proposes changes, "the
terms currently'et for'th
37 C.F.R. f 380 be continued." Proposed Rates and Terms
of Pandora, at 2 (Oct. 7, 2015).
Those terms include the current minimum fee of $ 500
per station or charnel (capped at $ 50,000)
for commercial webcasters.
c. iHeartMedia

iHeartMedia does not propose a miiiiinum fee.

d. Sirius XM
Sirius XM does not make an explicit proposal for a minimum
fee. Sirius XM does,
however, propose that "other than the royalty rate, the terms
currently applicable to commercial
webcasters be retained in their current form." Introductoy
Memorandum to the Written Di'rect
Statement of Sirius XM, at 1-2 (Oct. 7, 2014). Those terms
presumably include the current
minimum fee of $ 500 per station or channel (capped at $
50,000) for commercial webcakerk.
e. NAB

NAB proposes a $500 annual minimum fee for each terrestrial
AM or FM radio station
that a broadcaster webcasts. For purposes of calculating the
minimum fee, each individual
stream (e.g., primary radio station, HD multicast radio 'side camels',
different stations owned by
a single licensee) is to be counted as a separate radio station,
except that identical stream's for
simulcast stations will be treated as a single stream if the streams
are available at a singlh
Uniform Resource Locator (URL). NAB Proposed Rates and
Terms, at 4.
The minimum fee would be nonrefundable, but wo41d be credited
against royalties
during the applicable year. The minimum fee would be
capped at $50,000 anntiallg fdr
a webcaster with 100 or more stations or channels. Id.
Analysis and Conclusion
All participants that proposed a minimum fee for commercial
webcasters asked the
Judges to retain the current annual miiiiiuum fee that the Judges adopted 8"eb
in
DI pursuant to 'a
settlement. See 8'eb III Remand Decision, 79 Fed. Reg. at 23104.
The minimum fee settlement

'ncurred
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in Web III kept in place a settlement of the minimum fee for commercial webcasters that the
parties reached in Web II. See Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral
Recordings, final rule, 75 Fed. Reg. 6097 (February 8, 2010) (Web II Minimum Fee Settlement).
That settlement, in turn, retained a $ 500 minimum fee that was determined by a CARP, and
upheld by the Librarian, in Web I, see Determination ofReasonable Rates and Terms for the
Digita/Performance of Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, Final Rule and Order, 67
Fed. Reg. 45240, 45262-63 (July 8, 2002), but adding a $ 50,000 cap for a webcaster with 100 or
more stations or channels. See Web II Minimum Fee Settlement, 75 Fed. Reg. at 6098.
While there is no settlement of the minimum fee issue in the current proceeding, the
convergence of the parties'roposals on the existing $ 500 minimum fee (capped at $ 50,000)
counsels strongly in favor of its retention. In addition, the Judges follow their earlier
determination that commercial and noncommercial webcasters alike should have to pay a
minimum fee that at least defrays a portion of SoundExchange's costs to admituster the statutory
licenses. See Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, Final
Determination after Second Remand, 79 Fed. Reg. 64669, 64672 (Oct. 31, 2014). Mr. Jonathan
Bender, SoundExchange's Chief Operating Officer, testified that "SoundExchange does not track
its administrative costs on a licensee-by-licensee, station-by-station, or channel-by-channel basis
and, as a result, there is no precise way to determine exactly" how much SoundExchange spends
on that basis. Bender WDT, at 16-17, The costs to SoundExchange vary depending on such
factors as the quality of the data a service submits. Id. at 16. In 2013, the average administrative
costs per licensee (i.e., the total administrative costs divided by the number of licensees) were
$ 11,778. Id. at 17.

SoundExchange's average administrative cost per licensee is substantially higher than the
minimum fee it proposes to charge each licensee. While a higher minimum fee could be justified
on this record, no party has requested anything higher than the current level of $500.
The current $ 500 minimum fee for commercial webcasters has been in force for more
than a dozen years, 213 and has been voluntarily re-adopted by licensors and licensees on two
occasions. It has been proposed by licensors and licensees in this proceeding. SoundExchange's
administrative costs (which the minimum fee is intended to defray, in part) exceed the proposed
minimum fee by a wide margin. The Judges find the proposed minimum fee (including the
$ 50,000 cap) to be reasonable and supported by record evidence, and will therefore adopt it.
8. Noncommercial Webcasters
1.

Parties'roposals
a. SoundKxchange

SoundExchange proposes a $ 500 per station or channel annual minimum fee for
noncommercial webcasters. The minimum fee would be nonrefundable, but would be credited
against royalties incurred during the applicable year. SoundExchange Rate Proposal, at 4.

~ l 'l

The $ 50,000 cap which has been in force since 2010, (applicable to the rate period beginning January 1, 2006).
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b. NRBNMLC
NRBNMLC proposes a $ 500 per station or channel
annual minimum fee. The milium
fee would be nonrefundable, but would be credited
against royalties incurred during the
applicable year.
c. IBS and WHRB

As discussed supra, section I.A.3, IBS and WHRB
did not submit rate proposals.
2. Analysis and Conclusion

Both the SoundExchange and NRBNMLC rate
proposals include a $ 500 annual p*
station or channel minimum fee for noncommercial
webqasters—,i.,e., jeteption of the current
minimum fee. No other participant proposed a
mi~m6 fee for noncommerciat wybcasters,
CBI and SoundExchange agreed to retain th4
e6sCtng $ 550 mirumum fee as part 'of
settlement covering noncommercial educational
broadcasters. See Digital Performance
in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings,
Final R'ule, 80 Ped. Reg. 58201, 58206
(Sept. 28, 2015) (37 C.P.R. $ 380.22(a)).
Although WHRB and IBS do not attack the SoundExchange
and NRBNMLC minimum
fee proposals directly, they argued against adoption
of the SdundExchange/CBI
the same $ 500 minimum fee, and they repeat those
arguments in this proceeding.
The Judges addressed their objections to the
SoundExchange/CBI settlement in the Federal
Register notice adopting the settlement terms. See id.
at 58203-04. The Judges have also
addressed WHRB's and IBS's objections in the
context of the SoundExchange and NRBNMLC
rate proposals. Por the same reasons articulated
in the Fe'deral register notice and supra,
the Judges reject WHRB's and IBS's objections
as they may apply to the proposed
fee for noncommercial webcasters.
The current $500 annual minimum fee for
noncommercial webqasters has been in force
since 8'eb I. See 37 C.P.R. g 261.3(e)(1)
(2003). It was adopted by SoundExchange and CSI in
settlement agreement covering the rate period of this
proceeding. It has been proposed by
SoundExchange and the NRBNMLC, the only noncommercial
webcaster to file a rate propose
in this proceeding. It constitutes a small (but nontri
vial) 6 action of the costs that
SoundExchange incurs in administering the statutory license.
See supra, section VI.A.2, The
find the proposed rriinimum fee to be reasonable and
supported
6y record evidence, and
will therefore adopt it.

'ight
'heir

'lthough
settlement'wh'ich'ncorporates

'inimum
Section'.B.4,

'udges

VII. Ephemeral License Rate and Terms

Section 112(e) grants entities that transmit performances
of sbtmd recordings a statutory
license to make ephemeral recordings. SoundExchange
proposes that the Judges bundle the
royalties for Section 114 and 112 and allocate five
percent (5%) of the Section 114 performance

's

noted supm, section I.A.3, neither of the other two
proceeding (WIIRB and IBS) submitted a rate proposal. noncommercial jvebcastem that participated in this
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right royalty deposits to the Section 112(e) ephemeral recording right, a rate structure that would
continue the extant arrangement. SX PFFCL at $ 1369. SoundExchange contends that its
proposal regarding the bundled rate for the Section 112 license is supported by the designated
testimony of Dr. Ford. SX PFFCL at 1370 & n.64. SoundExchange also cites as support for its
Section 112 proposal certain license agreements that were introduced into evidence. SX PFFCL
at '374 (citing agreements between
SoundExchange contends that no participant offered evidence of a benchmark
agreement that does not bundle performance rights and the right to make ephemeral copies. SX
PFFCL at $ 1375. SoundExchange further contends that "[a]s of the 8"eb III proceeding,
recording artists and record companies had reached an agreement that five percent of the
'payments for activities under Section 112(e) and 114 should be allocated to Section 112(e)
activities.'" SX PFFCL at/ 1377, quoting Dr. Ford. According to SoundExchange, no
participant has presented evidence in support of a different allocation between artists and record
companies. SX PFFCL at $ 1377. SoundExchange concludes that "[b]ecause SoundExchange's
Board represents both artists and copyright owners, its proposed rate of 5% for ephemeral copies
is appropriate evidence and 'credibly represents the result that would in fact obtain in a
hypothetical marketplace negotiation between a willing buyer and the interested willing sellers
under the relevant constraints.'" SX PFFCL at $ 1378, quoting Dr. Ford.
Other participants that address the rate for the Section 112 license do not contradict
SoundExchange's assertions. See iHeart Reply PFFCL at 203 ("iHeartMedia supports the
current bundling of the g 112 and $ 114 royalties"); Sirius XM PFF at 2 (" Sirius XM maintains
$
that the Section 112 ephemeral license has no value independent of the Section 114 performance
license, and consequently proposed that the royalty for the Section 112 license be deemed
included within the Section 114 royalty payment. Sirius XM takes no position at this time as to
what, if any, percentage of the Section 114 royalty should be deemed attributed to the Section
112 ephemeral license."); NRBNMLC PFFCL at $ 151 ("[t]here is no dispute between
SoundExchange and the NRBNVKC regarding how the royalties for the ephemeral recording
statutory license specified in 17 U.S.C. g 112(e) should be set. Both participants propose that
those royalties for ephemeral reproductions used solely to facilitate transmissions made pursuant
to the 17 U.S.C. $ 114(f) statutory license be deemed to be 'included within, and constitute 5%
of'he section 114(f) statutory license payments made by a particular service" quoting the
respective proposals of SoundExchange and NRBNMLC); NAB PFFCL at 226 ("no dispute
$
between SoundExchange and NAB regarding how the royalties for the [Section 112(e) license]
should be set.") and Pandora PFFCL at $ 416 ("[c]onsistent with past proceedings and the Merlin
Agreement (which has no separate ephemeral recording fee), Pandora proposes that the royalty
payable for ephemeral recordings be included within the Section 114 royalty. There is no
dispute on this point: SoundExchange has proposed the same.").
The Judges accept SoundExchange's proposal to continue the current bundling of the
Section 112 and 114 rates. The Judges find persuasive the designated testimony of Dr. Ford and
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the license agreements that SoundEx!change cites in ik PlI'FC.L that
willing buyers and willin)
sellers would prefer that the rattes for the tw!o licen'ses'be bundle'd
and fhat they would be agnostic
with respect to the allocation of those rates to the Section 112
and 114 license holders.
Judges also find that the minimum fee for the Sect/on 112 lie,en".e
should be subsumed under the
minimum fee for the Section 114 license, 5'/0 of which shall 'be allocable
to the Section 112
license holders, with. the re!maining 95 /0 allocated to the CecI:ill 1'4 li'cense
1
holders.
SoundExchange and the services disagree, hokevhr, 4n the terms with
respect to th'
Section 112(e) license. CRB Rule 380.3(c), which addresses
ephemeral recordings, states: "The
royalty payable under 17 U.S.C. 112(e) for the malang
of'Ephemeral Recordings used by the
Licensee solely to facilitate transmissions for vvhicih it
pays royalties shall be included within,
and constitute 5/0 of, the total royalties payatble under 17
U.S.C. 112(e) and 114." 37 CFR
380.3(c), emphasis added.

'he

Pandora proposes that the Judges strike the itaIici2',ed
language and replace it with the
phrase "made pursuant to 1'7 U.S.C. 114." Pandora believes the
current language "creates the
possibility (likely unintended) that ephemeral copies of sound recordings
that are used by d.
service for non-compensable performances t:tnder Section 114
might not be authorized under the
regulations." Pandora PFFCL at tt 41!5. Pandora also
that the Judges add the foll&wing
sentence to the current amended regulation: "A Lit,enIiee
proposes
is authorized to make more than one
Ephemeral Recording of'a sound recording as it deems necessary to
make noninteractive di'gital
audio transmissions pursuarit to 17 U.S.C. 114." Pandora PFFCL
at $ 417. Pandora contends
that such "as necessary" language is consistent with industry
practice. 1d. at tt 418.
SoundExchange proposes that the!current regulatioii. bt', carried o0er into
the new rate period but
appears to acknowledge that authorizing the malang ot'more than one
ephemeral
copy is not
inconsistent with current industry practice. "
The Judges adopt Pandora's proposed language and do ncit
carry forward the language
"for which it pays royaltiies"'n the current regulation
because they believe that the phrase coul!d
be construed in a way that would limit the applicatidn 6f ke ~&ection
112 license to certain
transmissions made consistent with Section 114 that are not
royalty generating, such as skips.
The Judges also are sympathetic to the Services'oiIteiIttioii
that, ln certain circumstances
different file format requirements may necessitate the creation of'multiple
copies), it may
be necessary to make more than one ephemeral cop( to fat',ilit'ate
trai'isnnssions made pursuant to

'phemeral
(e'.g.,'here

'XE

SX Ex. 1931 (designated testimony of Dr. (george S. Ford). Dr.
"in the marketplace deals
between record companies and webcasters for non-statutory fojTns Ford te,stifIes that
of licenses, it is typical for ephemeral copy rights
to be expressly included among the grant of rights provided to
the webcasters, [incorporating
copyl into the overall rate t!hat the webcaster pays fbr th!e efIhenieral copy rights andthe rate for the
ce ng
ri htk."
performance
Id at 10-11.. He
H also concluded that recording artists and record com!panies have
reached
an
agreement
that
five
percent (5'/0) of the payment for activities under Section 112(e) and 114
should be allocated to Section 112(e)
activities [and] that appears to be a reasonable proposal." 1d. at
15.
e10
Compare SX Reply PFFCL at '1! 1247 ("SoundExchange believes that
Pand~~ra', prpposed changes [to CRB
regulations] should be rejected outright") ~virh SX PFFCL at 1374 (rc.fer&"::ncing
a n eements between labels and
services wherein services are authorized to create a!nd store a
reasonable, limited number of ephemeral copies).
i
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Section 114. Nevertheless, the circumstances must be necessary and commercially reasonable.
The language the Judges adopt includes this standard.

VIII. Terms
One of the purposes of this proceeding is to establish terms for the administration of the
rates the Judges determine for the rate period 2016 to 2020. The parties proposed changes for
Subchapter E of Chapter III, title 37 C.F.R., relating to the Copyright Royalty Board. In addition
to the proposed terms concerning licensing ephemeral recordings discussed in the preceding
section, the Judges have weighed the proposals and the arguments of the parties in support of or
opposed to the proposals and adopt the Terms as detailed in "Exhibit A" to this determination.
The parties'roposals, and the Judges'ulings, include the following.

Collective. The Judges designate SoundExchange as Collective.

'ayment

due date. SoundExchange proposes shortening the period &om 45 days to 30
days. Pandora and SiriusXM do not oppose the change, but the NAB, NRBNMLC, and IHM do,
SoundExchange argues that the shorter term would allow them to distribute payments more
quickly and that the majority of agreements in the industry have payments terms of 30 days. The
NAB and IHM argue that because of the unique character of their respective business models,
shortening the term would cause additional burdens and create inaccuracies and overpayments
that potentially would not be refunded. The Judges also are considering this issue in a
rulemaking proceeding that is currently pending before them. The Judges do not believe that the
record before them in this ratemaking proceeding supports the change that SoundExchange
seeks. Although the Judges can perceive the costs to the Services that the shortened reporting
period would impose, it is less clear that the benefits to SoundExchange from such a change
would justify those costs. Nevertheless, the Judges will continue to consider this issue in the
broader context of the pending rulemaking pr'oceeding.
Auditor qualifications. SoundExchange proposes that the regulations allow non-CPAs
to perform audits if they have the requisite industry-specific expertise arguing that it is difficult
to find CPAs with the expertise and that other actors in the market allow content owners to audit
royalty payments. The NAB and NRBNMLC counter with the argument that CPAs inspire
confidence in the audit results because of the standards of their profession and that they can rely
on experts in the industry to assist them if necessary. SoundExchange has argued in past
proceedings for a change to allow in-house auditors to perform audits. The Judges rejected that
change. Final Rule and Order, Docket No. 2005-1 CRB DTRA ("Web II"), 72 Fed. Reg. 24084,
24109 (May 1, 2007). For the same reasons, they do not adopt a change to the requirement that
the auditor be a CPA. The Judges further insert the qualifier "independent" into the definition of
"QualiTied Auditor" for the sake of regulatory efficiency. The judges do not adopt

a17

In the provision relating to the potential dissolution of SoundExchange as the Collective, Pandora and
SoundExchange agree that the phrase "that have themselves authorized the Collective" in current CRB Rule
380.4(b)(2)(i) is unnecessary and should be deleted. See SXPFFLC Reply at &[ 1231, n.74. Accordingly, the
applicable provision the Judges adopt does not carry over that unnecessary language.
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SoundExchange's proposed change. They do, howev&, adopt lalnguage proposed by the NAB
and NRBNMLC concerting the licensing of an auditor

~

Acceptable verification process. SoundExchange proposes removing this provision
because it allows audits to be routine financial audits instead bf sjpeoialized "royalty
examinations." SX PFF at $ 1285-86. Although the services do not oppose this change,
SoundExchange offered no evidence of the ineffectiveness of the audits to date due to the
existence of the provision, and therefore the Judges do'not adopt'the proposed change. A
Service's recent financial audit need not preclude a business audit that focuses on the Service's
royalty policies and procedures.

Late fees. Pandora proposes a single late fee fear bah~ a late payment and a late Statement
of Account. It argues that a late fee for each of these is duplicative and unnecessary.
SoundExchange counters that it incurs duplicative costs when both items are late and that it is
fair to hold a late payor accountable for such costs. In addition, SoundExchange'h ability t6
enforce compliance and make efficient distribution reli~es hn hte ~fees for each of these. The
Judges agree that such fees encourage compliance for each required item. As a result, the Judges
do not adopt this proposed change.

Late fee rate. iHeart, the NAB, and NRBNMLC propose that the late fee rate be reduced
from 1.5% (the equivalent of 18% per year) to a more "reasonable" fee; that is, one similar to
statutory interest rates on judgments and tax underpayments. iHeart points out that its
agreements with the Indies
a6d that.
has never asked them to
pay the late fee when they have submitted a late payment. SoundExchange argues that the high
fee provides an incentive for timely payments and covers costs due to late payments. The
evidence shows that late fees in market agreements range Rom no fees to 1.5% and include ~thd
proposed fee. The 1.5% rate is an accepted rate in the market', and the services produced no
evidence of actual hardship Born the current rate of 1.5%. For this reason, the Judges do not
adopt this proposed change.
~

Qverpayments and corrections to payments.'andora proposes a change to allow
Licensees to make adjustments to their Statements of Accounts. iHeart proposes changes that
would allow Licensees to recoup overpayments. SoundExchange argues that the proposals are
unreasonable because of, inter alia, the window of time withiti which, and the number of t6neN a
Licensee could make adjustments. In addition, SoundBxchange Oo&pldins that the
ar1»i»strative burden of such a proposal could be excessive. 'SoundBxehange'lso noteS that the
money may not be recoupable once it is paid to artists. Pandora argues that making good faith
adjustments are part of the normal course of business and that SoundExchange's technological
advances will make the administration of adjustments mariageable. Pandora RFF at 192-193.
points out that SoundExchange has a method for reversing its own inadvertent
overpayments. IHM PFF at 203; IHM RFF at 202;see PAN PFF at 171-72. The Judges agree
with SoundExchange. The burden for accuracy is on the Licensee. In addition, the record
contains no evidence to guide the Judges in determining a reasonable time &arne for, or number
of, adjustments. Therefore, the Judges do not adopt thi's piopbsed change.

~

~

'Heart

I

Signature attestation. Pandora proposes adding a'etitwce 'to the require'd language in a
Statement of Account—just below the sentence where the signatory attests to the statement's
accuracy and completeness—that would allow Licensees tb ~end then'tatements of Accounts.
This proposal is related to iHeart's proposal regarding overpayment and corrections to payntients.
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The proposed sentence contains no time limit for making amendments to the Statements of
Accounts and is therefore an unreasonable addition to the Statement of Account. The Judges do
not adopt this proposed change.

Notice and cure. The NAB proposes adding a notice and cure provision to apply in case
of breach because it is customary in contracts and is included in some of the agreements in
evidence. SoundExchange wants the option to use informal methods of dealing with breach, but
the NAB argues this provision would not preclude such efforts; it would only be required in case
of a material breach that SoundExchange plans to assert. Such a provision is not necessary
merely because it is customary, and informal or formal methods of notice are always available to
the parties. Therefore, the Judges do not adopt this proposed change.

Emails acknowledging receipt of payment. NRBNMLC proposes that SoundExchange
send emails (similar to those that the musical works collectives send) with reminders that annual
payments are due, which would serve a function similar to an invoice. NRBNMLC also
proposed a provision requiring SoundExchange to email acknowledgments of receipt of
payment, which would function like a receipt and which is a common business practice,
including in the nonprofit arena, SoundExchange argues there is no need for a regulation
because it already sends reminders. It also argues that an acknowledgment email would be
challenging because it does not have current email addresses for each of its licensees, and the
cost would outweigh the benefit. SoundExchange countered that it will soon have an online
payment portal, a fact that NRBNMLC points out shows that SoundExchange realizes that the
receipts would be useful. The Judges find that the online portal should address the receipt
concern and that the practice of sending reminders does not warrant a regulation. Therefore, the
Judges do not adopt this proposed change.

Vnclaimed funds. Pandora proposes that the provision in the regulations dealing with
the Collective's use of unclaimed funds may not be consistent with state escheatment laws.
SoundExchange opposes changes to this provision, which allows the Collective, under certain
circumstances, to use unclaimed funds for administrative purposes. SoundExchange argues that
the changes that Pandora has proposed, which would require that the Collective use unclaimed
funds in a manner consistent with applicable law, could impose an unnecessary regulatory
burden on the Collective. The Judges adopt the changes substantially as proposed by Pandora.
The Copyright Act does not expressly authorize the Judges to adopt rules that preempt state law.
Although the Judges do not believe that the unclaimed funds provision in the current regulations
does so, in an abundance of caution and to avoid potential confusion in the upcoming rate period,
the Judges adopt the more neutral drafting that Pandora proposes to ensure that the Collective's
use of unclaimed funds comports with applicable law.
Definition of ATH. The NAB and NRBNMLC propose to redefine ATH to allow for a
reduction in reported ATH for broadcast time devoted to talk radio. SoundExchange counters
that NRBNMLC provided no evidence to justify a reduction different &om the one established
(and used) by NPR stations. SoundExchange points out that all the rates would have to be
recalculated if the basic assumption regarding ATH is changed at this point. The Judges agree.
If the definition changes, the threshold needs to change as well, and there is no basis in the
record for making those changes. The Judges do not adopt this change.

Definition of "Performance". In the current regulations, a "performance" is defined as
"each instance in which any portion of a sound recording is publicly performed to a listener...."
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'udges
'an
'he
'sk

See, e.g., 37 C.F.R. g 380.2. The Services propose various changes
to the definition of

performance. Parties can and do alter the definition of "perforitnmbe"'nd
change other DMCA:
provisions in directly negotiated licenses. The Judges cannot, however, make
regulations that
are contrary to the requirements of the Act.

Pandora seeks to add "in the United States" to'he de'finition. The NAB and
NRBNMLC
for an alternate parenthetical description and a refereiice'o the section in
the Copyhgh't Abt
performances that do not require a license.
More substantively, the NAB and NRBNMLC allo add 6vd exbluhions to
the definition,
one regarding performances of very short duration anB os Very'echnical
one regarding second
connections from the same IP address. SoundExchange argues that
rights owners should be
compensated for all use of their work, and thus that services should not allow
skipping of songs.
It also points out that the proposed rates were calculated based on the
current statutory definition
of "performance" and that any narrowing of the definition would require
adjustments to the
proposals. The second exclusion is not necessary because SoundExchange's
witness, Mr.
Bender, agreed that reconnections are not performances under the current
regulations, which
that a "performance" requires a listener.
The definition of performance in the regulations has long been established.
The NAB
and NRBNMLC argue that performances of very short dilation 'are
of iio value to the listener br
service, and they point out that listeners cannot slap songs on their services.
The Judges
agree that performance as it has been defined continues to
The
apply.
Judge do not adopt these
changes.

'egarding

'pecify

Definition of Broadcast Retransmission. Thk NAB an5 iFIeart
propose a change in the
definition of simulcast to cover anything that is at leas) 51'%dektichl tb an'tecedent
its
terrestrial
broadcast. This proposal is a companion proposal to the NAB 's
proposal of separate royalty
rates for simulcasters. The Judges decline to establish separate rates
for simulcasters and db nbt,
adopt this change.
Sound recording performance complement. iH jeart prbposes changes to the
of sound recording performance complemen't to'eflect the practice in private
agreements, IHM PFF $ 425. According to iHeart, because programs on terrestrial
radio statio1is
play entire albums, iHeart should be allowed to simulcast the programs without
altering them
to satisfy the performance complement requirement, and the
Judges have the authority to mbairy
b diiy
such "background terms of the statutory license" where willing
buyers hand, sellers would
negotiate such terms absent the statute. IHM COL 343k. kokdBxchange
$
argues 'that
statutory changes can only be made by Congress. The Judges agree. The
Judges do not adlpt
this change.

statutory'efinition
'herefore,
~

Definition of "Broadcaster" to include "affiliate of '. The NAB and NRBNMLC
propose to change the definition of Broadcaster, but do not prbviBe a reason for the
change. The
do not adopt this change.

Completion of audit within six months. The NAB and NRBNMLC propose to add
what they tecum a reasonable deadline for completion of audits'ecause
of tlie potential for abuse
and the burden that lengthy audits place on Broadcasters. They
point to comments in a
rulemalang proceeding regarding the burden. SoundExchange argues that the length
of an audit
is in the control of the services more than of the auditor'nd that the NAB and
NRBNMLC PoNt
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to no such provisions in private agreements. The comments in the rulemaking procedure are not
evidence in this proceeding. What is reasonable is the ultimate finding of fact. The parties
submitted no evidence on what would be a reasonable time within which to complete an audit.
The Judges do not adopt this proposal.

Third party programming. The NAB proposes a waiver of census reporting on any
material that is transmitted by a simulcaster that is programmed by a third party, i.e., not the
station owner/operator whose broadcasts are retransmitted. The NAB proposes estimating ATH
for third party programming because the stations are unable to get the necessary data &om the
program originators. SoundExchange argues that some broadcasters use a lot of third party
material and that they should be required to get that data in order to make accurate reporting to
SoundExchange. If broadcasters use third party programming, SoundExchange should not have
to bear the risk of inaccurate reporting. In addition, the broadcaster is in the best position to
incorporate costs of census reporting into their negotiated payments with the third-party
programmers. The Judges do not adopt this change.
Waiver of small broadcasters'eporting requirement. NAB proposes that the
regulation regarding distribution of royalties provide relief for small broadcasters from reporting
requirements, NAB Proposed Terms at 6, This is an argument NAB makes in the pending
rulemaking proceeding and does not make in this proceeding other than to add the language to its
proposed terms. SoundExchange's response is lodged in that proceeding. See Docket No. 14CRB-0005 (RM). The forum for that request is the rulemaking, not this proceeding. The Judges
do Ilot adopt this.

Exemption from report of use regulation for small stations. NRBNMLC proposes
that "small broadcasters" not be required to file reports of use to the Collective if they elect to be
treated as a small station. NRBNMLC Proposed Terms at 6 ("except that in the case of electing
Small Broadcasters, the Collective shall distribute royalties based on proxy usage data...."). The
proposed changes NRBNIVKC makes to several parts of regulation 380 indicated that small
broadcaster and small streaming stations and small stations mean the same thing.
SoundExchange refers to the proposal as regarding an undefined category of services,
Technically that is true because "small broadcasters"'s not defined in NRBNMLC's proposal.
Nevertheless, this is an issue that has been raised in the pending rulemaking regarding the
provisions of 17 CFR 370. Because the issues in that rulemaking have not yet been resolved, it
would be premature to make NRB's proposed change. The Judges do not adopt this change.
Minimum fee. The NAB proposes a revision to the minimum fee provision that removes
fees for individual channels, leaving only fees for individual stations. SoundExchange argues
that this is not necessary because of the annual cap on total amount of minimum fees that any
licensee must pay; that fees would no longer be in proportion to SoundExchange's costs; and that
stations would game the system by streaming on multiple channels in order to reduce fees. The
NAB explains that its rate proposal and terms apply only to stations that simulcast, and that side
channels would have different rates and terms. According to the NAB, this proposed change is a
"conforming change" that presumably brings this term in line with the NAB's proposed rate for
simulcasters. The Judges do not set a separate rate for simulcasters and do not adopt the
proposed revision.

Waiver of requirement to destroy ephemeral recordings after six months. iHeart
proposes to add a provision that exempts Broadcasters &om the statutory six-month limitation on
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the retention of ephemeral recordings subject to certain conditions. The provision would
"ensure[] that Broadcasters do not need to alter the conteiit of their radio broadcasts
simply
because they have elected to simulcast those broadcasts over'the Internet". IHM Rate and
Terms
Proposal at 2-3. SoundExchange argues that the Judges are not authorized to make changes to
the statute by enacting regulations, and the Judges hgr6e. The Judges c'annot and do
not adopt
this proposal.
IX. Royalty Rates Determined by the Judges

'BLS),
'articular
'he

A. Annual Rates and Price Level Adjustments

Judges will set statutory rates for the year 001'6. For the years 2017 through 2020,
the rates shall be adjusted to reflect any inflation oi deflation,'s 'measured changes
by
in a
Consumer Price Index (the CPI-U) announced by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
in November of the immediately preceding year, as described in the new regulations set
forth in this determination. In this regard, the Judges concur with Dr. Shapiro, who
testified that
a regulatory provision requiring an annual price level adjustment is preferable to an
implicit or
explicit prediction of future inflation (or deflation). 5/19/15 Tr. 4608-10 (Shapiro).
The Judges shall also adjust any efrective bhnchmhrk rath on which they rely in this
proceeding to reflect inflation (or deflation) as measured by the CPI-U in the calendar year6
between the last calendar year in which the data was collected for the benchmark and
2016, as
reflected in the applicable November announcement by the BLS.
B. Commercial Rates
1. Commercial Subscription Rates

'ubinfeld
'ased

Based on the analysis in this determination, the Judges shall set two separate rates for
commercial noninteractive webcasting. One rate shall apply to p'erformances on subscriptidncommercial noninteractive services. A separate late shhll apply tb performanc'es on
(advertising-supportedfree-to-the-listener) services.
The Judges have identified two usable benchmark rates for commercial noninteractive
subscription services for 2016.

'onsubscription

The first is the steering-adjusted rate derived from the benchmark developed Dr.
by
on behalf of SoundExchange. Dr. Rubinfeld established a subscription-based
benchmark rate of $ 0.002376. SX Ex. 59 (Rubinfeld CWDT Ex. 16(a); see also SX PFF
$$ 344;
393.

As noted in this determination, the Judges apply a steering adjustment to this benchmark
rate to reflect the rate-reducing effect of steering as indicated in the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement.
the present case, the steering adjustment derived from the evidence is 12%,
calculated as follows:

'n

-'r. Shapiro's rate data covered a period through the third quarter of 2014. Shapiro WDT at 32.
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(1) The unsteered subscription service rate for 2015 in the Pandora/Merlin Agreement is
. See Pan Hx. 5014, $ 3(a)(ii).
(2) Pandora's effective rate at the
(low end) or steering for 2016, as derived by Dr.
Shapiro, is $ 0.002238. See Shapiro WDT at 35.
(3) Dr. Shapiro's $ 0.002238 steered rate for 2016 includes a 2.2% anticipated inflation
factor that the Judges do not apply. See id.

(4) Backing out that 2.2% inflation factor indicates a 2015 steered rate of $ 0.002189 (i.e.,
$ 0.002238/1.022).
(5) Adjusting for the actual inflation in 2015 of 0.5% (announced by the BLS on
December 15, 2015 ' increases the above steered rate marginally to $ 0.002194, which
the Judges round to $ 0.0022.
(6) The unsteered 2015 subscription service rate of
rate of $ 0.0022 equals $ 0.0003.

(step 1) minus the steered

(7) The percentage change in the subscription service rate for 2015 is 12% (i.e.,
$

0.0003'.

Accordingly, Dr. Rubinfeld's proposed benchmark rate of $ 0.002376 must be reduced by
12% to reflect an effectively competitive rate. A reduction of 12% brings that subscription
service rate to $ 0.0021 (rounded).
However, Dr. Rubinfeld's data covered the period 2011 through 2014. As noted supra,
the Judges reject Dr. Rubinfeld's linear $ 0.0008 year-over-year increase. Instead, the Judges
apply the CPI-U inflation adjustment of 0.5% to reflect the inflation announced by the BLS on
December 15, 2015. That adjustment raises the rate derived &om Dr. Rubinfeld's proposed
steering-adjusted benchmark marginally, to $ 0.0021105, which the Judges round to $ 0.0021.
The second steering-based subscription rate that the Judges credit is the rate in the
Pandora/Merlin Agreement, which already incorporates a steering adjustment. That proposed
benchmark rate (at 12.5% steering) is $ 0.002238, rounded to $ 0.0022. See Shapiro WDT at 35.
Thus (and perhaps not surprisingly), the steering and inflation-adjusted subscription rates
under both proposed benchmmks establish an extremely tight zone of reasonableness, separated
by only $ 0.0001.

Based on the foregoing, the Judges determine, in their discretion, that the appropriate perplay rate for royalties paid by licensees to licensors in the noninteractive subscription market
under section 114 for the year 2016 is $ 0.0022. As discussed supra, the rate for the remainder of

'ee Bureau of Labor Statistics, Economic News Release (Dec. 15, 2015) (available at bls.gov).
From an economic perspective, these rates suggest that a hypothetical willing seller would have a WTA of

$ 0.002 l in this subscription market. and a hypothetical noninteractive service would have a WTP of $ 0.0022. In
such a hypothetical market, the parties could consummate a contract at any price point between $ 0.0021 and

$ 0.0022 per play.
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the statutory term—2017- 2020—shall reflect the foregomg rate of $ 0.0022
per performance, as
adjusted annually upward or downward to reflect change's in the CPI-U over the preceding
year,
pursuant to the applicable regulations.
2. Commercial Nonsubscription Rates

The Judges have identified two usable benchmark rates for commercial noninteractive
nonsubscription services for 2016. First, the Judges Havb idhntified the adjusted,
per-play rate derived from the iHeart/Warner Agreement. That rate, as developed,
supra, is
per play.

's,
effective'verage

'hat

Second, the Judges have identified the effective per-play rate in the Pandora/Merlin
Agreement (with steering at
'Thy egectivp
) as a usable bepc
rate'om
agreement is

'j'k.

bench

Thus, the Judges identify a zone of reasonableness in this market segment as well. 'That
the zone embraces a low effective rate of
'nd high effective rate of
. As
noted earlier in this determination, it would be improper based dn the present record,
to set
separate rates for Indies and Majors
However, as the Judges have also explains, kpr a a
dainental'difference
two benchmarks is that the iHeart/Warner benchmark reflects an effective rate between
Ii
Major and a noninteractive service, whereas the Pandora/Merlin Agreement reflects an effective
rate between Indies and a noninteractive service. The evidence at the hearing
indicated that the
Majors'ound recordings comprise 65% of noninteractive streams, and the Indies'ound
recordings comprise 35% of noninteractive stre~. Wee,'e.g., SX Bx. 269 at 73.
Based on the foregoing factors, the Judges find that the appropriate statutory rate within
this zone of rates, for nonsubscription, ad supported (&ee-to-the-listener) services is
$ 0.0017 per
performance, as adjusted annually upward or dowriward to reflect changes in the Consumei
over the preceding year, as set forth in the regulations.
3. Ephemeral Recording Rate

between'hese

P6ce'ndex

In accordance with the Judges'nalysis supra, section VII, the royalty rate for ephemeral
recordings under 17 U.S.C. $ 112(e) applicable to honIm&id webcasters shall be included
within, and constitute 5% of the royalties such webcasters pay for performances of sound
recordings under section 114 of the Act.
B. The Noncommercial Rates
1. NPR-CPB/SoundExchange

Settlement'he

Judges have previously adopted the settlement agreetneht b'etween SoundHxch&gh,
on one hand, and National Public Radio and the C6rpo'mtiion for Public'Broadcasting, o6 the
other, for simulcast transmissions by public radio stations.'he
Signal Perfonnance Right in
Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, Final Rule, 86 Fed. keg. 59588
(Oct. 2, 2015).
The rates and terms governing transmissions and gheinerhl rheo}dijdigs'by 'the'entitie's that are
covered by that settlement agreement for the period 2016-2020 shall be as set forth in the
agreement and codified at 37 C.F.R.
380.30-380.37'(subpart 0).

8
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2. CBI/SoundKxchange Settlement

The Judges have previously adopted the settlement agreement between SoundExchange,
and College Broadcasters, Inc., for transmissions by Noncommercial Educational Webcasters
(NEWs). See Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings, Final
Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 558201 (Sep. 28, 2015). The rates and terms governing transmissions and
ephemeral recordings by NEWs for the period 2016-2020 shall be as set forth in the agreement
and codified at 37 C.F.R. $ $ 380.20-380.27 (subpart C).
3. All Other Noncommercial Webcasters

In accordance with the Judges'nalysis supra, section V, the royalty rate for webcast
transmissions by all other noncommercial webcasters during the 2016-2020 rate period shall be
$ 500 annually for each station or channel for all webcast transmissions totaling not more than
159,140 Aggregate Tuning Hours (ATH) in a month, for each year in the rate term. In addition,
if, in any month, a noncommercial webcaster makes total transmissions in excess of 159,140
ATH on any individual channel or station, the noncommercial webcaster shall pay perperformance royalty fees for the transmissions it makes on that channel or station in excess of
159,140 ATH at the rate of $ 0.0017 per performance, as adjusted annually upward or downward
to reflect changes in the Consumer Price Index over the preceding year.
4. Ephemeral Recording Rate

The royalty rate for ephemeral recordings under 17 U.S.C. $ 112(e) applicable to
noncommercial webcasters shall be the same as the rate applicable to commercial webcasters;
that is, royalties for ephemeral recordings shall be included within, and constitute 5% of the
royalties such webcasters pay for performances of sound recordings under section 114 of the
Act.
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X. Conclusion
.On the basis of the foregoing, the Judges propound the rates and terms described in this
Determination. Unless the Judges alter or amend this Determination pursuant a timely filed
Motion for Rehearing, this Determination shall be final on the date of publication.
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